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5
The world of Islam during the early period of its history has 
to formulate ideas and notions inherent in the teaching of its faith 
into fairly well defined concepts in order to meet certain inevitably 
essential needs. One of the most important, and yet the most complex 
and difficult concepts was that of sin. Its importance in the whole 
system of social and political structure need hardly be emphasised.
The ideas surrounding- the concept of sin in Islam, especially the be­
lief in the divine sanction were ever present in the minds and often 
repeated on the tongues of the adherents of the faith. These ideas 
played a major part, not only in guiding the individual in the Muslim 
community in conforming with the accepted and recognised moral order, 
but also helped the vast community to maintain, especially during the 
periods of vicissitudes, a fairly orderly social life and a high degree 
of social cohesion.
The notions and ideas constituting the Muslim concept of sin are 
at the very bottom of the Qur*anic verses, implicit or explicit in 
certain Traditions, and were elaborated and formulated by the works 
of the theologians, the Sufis, and the writers on ethics.
The original aim of this study was to trace the development of 
the Muslim concept of sin in its entirety, i.e., from its embryonic 
Qur'anic stage, the works of Traditions, and finally the formulation 
of the concept as a whole at the hands of the leading theologions.
In the course of the progress of this work, however, it was realized 
that such a vast undertaking would be beyond the scope of a thesis 
of this nature. The formulation of the concept based on Traditions 
and the works of scholars is closely linked with the complex fabric 
of the social, theological and political development. Hence, it was 
decided to confine the scope of the present work to the study of the 
Qur*anic views on the subject, which undoubtedly form the basis of all
6subsequent developments. This, however, does not preclude us from 
occasionally touching upon some later views which may further elucidate 
certain Qur'anic notions.
The Qur'anic idea of sin implies certain principles and hypotheses, 
but in nowhere are these principles and hypotheses defined or set forth 
in a logical manner. In order to determine these principles and 
hypotheses, it is proposed, first, to trace, as far as possible, the 
development of the ethical teaching of the Qur'an in a chronological 
order and then attempt to derive from this, the underlying principles 
and hypotheses. The analysis of the Qur'anic ethical teaching in 
this way will not only indicate what an adherent of the faith of the 
Qur'an is expected to do and what he is expected to avoid, but it will 
probably enable us to arrive at the fundamental notions and ideas which 
underlie and surround the Qur'anic concept of sin.
This will be followed by a discussion of the words and terms 
which the Qur'an employs in describing disapproved acts, and then an 
attempt will be made to infer from the use of these words and the 
context any principles and hypotheses which have a bearing on the con­
cept of sin.
This is followed by a classification of the acts regarded as acts 
of sin; and this will lead us to the examination of the relationship 
between faith and acts in the Qur'an.
A fundamental assumption underlying the concept of sin is that 
man is held responsible for his acts, and this in turn implies another 
equally important concept, namely that man is a free agent, capable of 
determining the course of his acts. Therefore, in order that our 
investigation of the concept of sin be complete, an attempt will be 
made to determine the Qur'anic attitude towards this problem with 
particular reference to the doctrine of Qadar.
In view of the complexity of the subject of the human responsibility 
and the degree of human freedom, the subject is treated separately;
7and this treatment comprises the second part of the work, under the 
heading "Qadar", the Islamic key-word to the problem. The earlier 
investigation forms Part I of the work.
The author is conscious of the vastness and complexity of the 
subject; but he would feel more than repaid for his efforts if this 
work stimulates interest in the subject leading to further investigations.
I wish to record my gratitude to Professor A. Gillaume, the 
former Professor of Arabic in the University of London who supervised 
the initial stage of the investigation. I am also grateful to 
Professor A.S. Arberry of Cambridge for his useful advice and suggestions 
when I called on him in connexion with this study. I am overwhelmingly 
indebted to Professor R.B. Serjeant, Professor of Modem Arabic in 
London University, for his guidance and criticism during the final 
stages until the work was brought to a conclusion.
Finally my thanks are also due to my colleagues in the department 
of Islamic Studies of the University of Malaya for their helpful 
suggestions and kindly interest in the work.
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P A R T  1
C H A P T E R  1 
THE ETHICAL TEACHING OF THE QURAN
1
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
In this chapter an attempt is made to trace thetdevelopment of the Quranic ethical teaching in a chrono­
logical sequence. The chronological order arrived at by 
Moldeke is adopted here in view of its scholarly foundations.
It is realised however that no perfect chronological arrange­
ment of the verses of the Qur1 an is possible, but this short­
coming will not seriously affect our conclusions. We shall also 
depend on our own criticism and assessment.» tNoldeke divides the twenty years of the Quranic revelationiinto two major periods, the Age of Mecca and that of Madlnah.
The first age is further sub-divided into three periods; namely 
the revelations of the earliest four years raeLde up of k8 
chapters, the revelations of the following two years in Mecca, 
to which he assigns 21 chapters, and the revelations of the 
remaining years in Mecca consis ting of another 21 chapters.
The Madinah Revelations constitute 2k chapters. A table 
showing this order incomparison with the traditional order 
appears in the chart onthe following page.
»We shallfirst trace all the ethical Quranic notions 
comprised in the revelations assigned to the first four years 
of Mecca following the chronological order of the chapters, 
giving the references of the verses which containthese notions
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and ideas* This will be followed by a summary of the 
particular acts commanded or prohibited in the course of 
the development of these notions* Afterwards, the 
fundamental general ideas of ethics implicit or explicit 
in these verses are discussed and examined* The same 
method willbe followed in dealing with the revelations assigned 
to the subsequent ages.
The tables which trace the Qura'nic ethical notions and 
ideas and their references are too detailed for presentation 
in the body of this chapter* The tables are therefore given 
as appendices. The chapter therefore is mainly made up of 
the summaries of commands and prohibitions picked up from these 
tables, and of the comments on the ethical notions and 
principles they contain*
1 1
IN THE EARLY MECCAN AGE
i1. Appendix A of this work traces the Quranic ethical 
ideas in the Revelations assigned to the first four years of 
the Meccan period and gives the references of the verses which 
contain these notions* The particular ethical teachings 
comprised in the statements of the tables of this Appendix 
can be summarised as followss-
a - Injunc t ions: ^  ^
1. Observance of God's greatness and praising Him (4,13d) 
2* Avoidance of abominations•(5)
3* Cleanliness (6)
4. Endurance* (8,44)*
5* Worship of God* (l4)
6. Prayers. (15*78)
7* Giving for the sake of God. (25 * 39 * 79K&i)
8. Emancipation of slaves.(27)
+Figures given after the items refer^their numerical order inApp.A.
9. Feeding the orphans and the poor. (28, 3l) •
10. Mutual sympathy. (29)
11. Reflection (39)
12. Believing and doing good acts in general (40, 45? 80, 84)
13. Reading the Scripture, and observing some other rituals 
(46)
14* Avoidance of grave sins (Madinan). (5*0
15. Keeping trust. (82)
b. Prohibitions:
1. Obstruction of God!s worship (3)
2. Recalling favours (7 )
3. Failure to observe prayers (12, 20)
4 . Failure to feed the poor (13? 19? 65)
5. Failure to control the tongue (13 b)
6. Disbelief (13 c, 45)
7. Maligning and scoffing, and jeering (l6, 18, 38? 42)
8. Accumulation of wealth (17? 78)
9. Ostentatiousness (21, 23)
10. Failure to co-operate (22)
11. Discrimination on account of prestige (35)
12. Female infanticide.(51)
13» Unjust measure (69)
11 Apart from these particular teachings, certain fundamental 
ethical notions and assertions are traceable in Appendix A.
These can be summarised as follows:-
i. A statement that the human nature tend3 to be trans­
gressing, especially when the individual finds himself 
in easy circumstances granted to him by God’s favours. 
Unduly he takes pride in these favours and hehaves 
ungratefully and ostentatiously. In this connexion 
man is described as a lover and seeker of wealth,
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and because of this he tends to be mean, forgetful 
of the fact that his prosperity is a gift from 
Providence. But when he is in strained conditions, 
he gives in to anxiety.
ii. While the human inclination and tendency are described
in the above terms, it is stated that man is endowed
with the capability to distinguish between right and 
( 2 )wrong. Man is urged to make use of his capabilities,
to curb his evil desires and bring the forces of evil
(3)under his control. 7 Success in this direction is 
promised abundant rewards in Paradise, whereas 
negligence and surrender to the forces of evil is
( k )threatened with a painful doom in Hell.' 7 However,
it is asserted that each will be responsible for
(5)his ownacts, not for those of others. 7
iii.Table (a) above which summarises the particular 
injunctions^ apart from its rituals, consists of items 
universally recognised as virtues, such as feeding the 
poor, helping the orphans and keeping the trust.
Even the ritual items contained in the list can hardly 
be regarded anything but moral virtues, Worship and 
prayers are expressions of gratitude to God for Hi© 
favours. On the other hand, table (b) consists of 
prohibitions which are obviously moral vices, such as 
ostentatiousness, unjust measure, and the abuses of 
the tongue. In other words, the particular Qur’anic 
ethical teachings - at least at this embryonic stage 
correspond with the universally acknowledged moral 
order. In this connexion, it is important to observe 
that^ actual text of the Qur’an does not speak of these 
moral virtues and vices in the form of direct order or 
prohibition during the stage under discussion. It does 
not use as it does in the case of ritual commands^^ 
the expression (do) or (do not do). The virtues are 
given in the context of praising the mu * minun
2k
(believers), as if they are symptoms of their 
faith, whereas the vices are mentioned inthe 
context of condemning the adversaries as if they 
are manifestations of their attitude. to important 
fact emerges from these remarks; namely, that the 
Qur'an assumes the existence of a universally - 
acknowledged moral order to which the m u 1minan 
conform and from which the adversaries diverge.
In other words, there is no claim that Islam at 
this stage was attempting to institute new moral 
values. This assumption, therefore postulates 
that allacts whether good or evil stem from values 
which inhere in a universal social order.
iv. From the above observations, and from the analysis
of the particular virtues and vices where the
emphasis is laid onthe condemnation of Kufr
(disbelief), and of disobedience, and onthe
importance of the observance of the greatness of
God and of his worship, it is abundantly clear that
what is really important is the attitude assumed by
man, the attitude of surrender and humility to God
in acknowledgement of His favours, vis a vis the
attitude of rebellion and transgression. Moral
virtues are, therefore, symptomatic of an attitude
of surrender and peity, while moral vices are the
manifestations of the attitude of rebellion and 
( 7)haughtiness. It is the attitude that mi tters;
actual acts are important merely in that they reveal 
the attitude of the mind. This hypothesis willbe 
later strengthened, as we shall see, by the numerous 
instances which assure the forgiveness of occasional 
lapses; and this is apparently because such lapses are 
not true manifestations of an attitude of revolt.
v. Thus the ethical teaching of the Qur'an during this 
early period of its development can be summarised as 
follows:-
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1. A declaration of man’s rebelious nature of 
which certain acts are manifestations.
2. The necessity of curbing this inclination by 
exercising self-control, by reflecting on and 
acknowledgement of God’s favours and by wor­
shipping Him and by extending help to the needy. 
This guides the individual inthe direction of 
assuming an attitude of surrender which appears 
to be the central teaching of the Qur'an.
3. A promise of abundant rewards for those who 
exercise self-control, and a warning of fearful
doom for those who fail to do so. But the
consequences of the human attitudes and acts are 
confined to the agents.
i i i
THE MIDDLE MECCAN PERIOD 
1. Appendix B traces the ethical points enunciated in the 
Revelations assigned to the 5th and 6th yeirs of the Meccan
period. The particular teachings given in these statements as
virtues or as vices are as follows:-
a . Particular commands:
1. Endurance, clemancy, and seeking refuge in God 
(items 7, 1ft, 2-7-, 64, 71,101 of Appx B.) *
2. Believing, (53,66)
3. Kind treatment to parents,(31,7 8 )
4. Prayers, (51,51,59,89,92)
5. Alms-giving (31,56,92)
6. Telling the truth (3&)
,37 v7# Fulfilling Promises (5ft)
8. God-fearing, taqxkra m
9. Avoidance of useless and harmful speaches.(55)
10. Chastity, (57,68)
____ 11, M odesty and humbleness (6 3 )♦Figures following items are their numerical order in App. B.
12. Moderation (65) (8l)
13. Repentance (69)
14* Avoidance of unjust (untrue) testimony (70)
1 5. Harkening to reminders (72)
16. Giving to relative*, the poor and those stranded
on the way. (79)
17. Giving full measures and full weight (86)
18. Keeping the senses aloof from sinful acts (8 7)
19* Recitation of the Qur'an (89, 96, 100)
20. Worship of Allah and seeking refuge in Him (95)
21. Mention of God’s name when an undertaking is given (99)
22. Respect for the under-privileged (lOl)
23* Keeping trust (58)
b. Particular vices
1. Polythiesm (77)
2. Negligence of prayers (45)
3- Hastiness (74)
4. Extravagance (80)
5* Infanticide (82)
6. Illicit cohabitations (S3)
7. Murder (84)
8. Encroachment on the property of the orphans (35)
9. Haughtiness (33)
10. Homo-sexuality (93)
11. Deception by wealth and meanness with payment of
dues (102)
12. Running after the futile material world (103)
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ii Moreover, the following observations can be derived 
from the contents of Appendix Bs
i. The idea is reiterated that man tends to be
(8)transgressor and ungrateful of God’s favours.
It is in fact this rebellious nature which underlies 
the predominent theme of the revelations of this age, 
which forcefully reflects the struggle between 
Muhammad and his opponents at the time. It is this 
rebellious and ungrateful attitude, the pride and 
haughtiness which blind man to the truth and its 
evidence. Therefore, the revelations argue with the 
adversaries, remind them of God’s favours and the 
evidence in support of the faith. They alsospeak 
of the punishment stored for them if they pe rsisted, 
and the rewards in Paradise if they repented; and 
remind them of the faets of earlier nations who 
rebelled against their Prqnhets.
ii. It is again stated that man is capable of choosing
(9)either way; and he is therefore required to bring
the forces of evil under control. These forces are 
portrayed in the evil desires which man is urged 
to curb. and in the concept of Siitan whose
enticements are to be res isted^^^ and in the 
temptation of wealth and material prestige against 
which he is warned.
iii. It is also repeatedly stated that rewards are stored
for those who conquer the forces of evil, whereas
severe punishment awaits those who succumb to them; 
but such rewards or punishments are confined to
(13)the agent responsible for the acts.
iv. A careful scrutiny of the particulars injunctions
and prohibitions contained in Appendix B and 
summarised above reveals that they are all of a moral 
value, although ina varying degree. Again the 
virtues and vices are normally given inthe context
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of a promise of reward or a threat of punishment, 
not in the form of a direct command or prohibition.
This, as was observed in the earlier period, 
apparently assumes an already established moral order.
v. Again the emphasis is on such things as fearing God,
worshipping Him, harkening to the revelations, and the
condemnation of polytheism and haughtiness. This, 
combined with the above remarks, again shows that 
what really matters is the attitude of man and not 
the specific acts in isolation of the attitude of the 
mind •
vi. Thus, it is clear that the ethical hypothesis that can 
be derived from the revelations of this age, closely 
correspond to those arrived at in the discussion of 
the revelations of the preceding age. In other words 
the line of thought which apparently prevailed during 
the initial stage of Muhammad’s call was continued 
when he became seriously engaged in a struggle with 
his apponents in Mecca as a result of the public 
announcement of his mission.
IV - THE LAST MSCCAN PERIOD
1. From Appendix C which traces the Qur'anic ethical teaching 
in the chapters assigned to the list Meccan period, the following
particular teachings can be summarised:
a - Virtues
The following virtuous acts are commanded or commended
1 - Reflection on the creations of God (2 a)
2 - Fearing Allah (26,124)
3 - Humility to God ( 2 b,14,109)
4 - Spending (giving alms), for God's sake (2 d,43
84,99)
3 - Forgiveness and paying back in a better way
(5, 9 a> 52-81)
__________ 6 - Endurance and seeking refuge in God (l3»26,33»
+ Figures in brackets shmw order of the 40,47,51,60,66,73,91,
items in App. C. 111,12 5)
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7 - Justice (17)
8 - Giving assistance. (l8)
9 - Fulfilment of Promises and oaths (22, H4, 123)
10 - Assuming an attitude of understanding and
tactfulness in inviting to the right path (26)
11 - Giving relatives, the poor, the neighbours and
those stranded on the way. (30, 32, 69)
12 - Keeping up prayers (39* 42, 58, 82, 96)
13 - Worshipping God with a sincere and devoted heart
( 58, 88, 102)
14 - Truthfulness (59* 120)
15 - Respect and obedience to parents unless they
require going on the wrong path (6 3, 70^ 9 1* 120)
16 - Recitation of the Qur'an (6 5, 98)
17 - Endeavouring to guide aright and restrain others
from going wrong (72)
18 - Moderation, (politeness), in walking and talking (7 6)
19 - Repentance (78)
20 - Avoidance of (abskntion from) indecencies and
abominable mistakes (80)
21 - Mutual consultation (83)
22 - Self - purification (97)
23 - Reasonableness in spending and life generally (103)
24 - Listening to the reading of the Qufan and reflecting
on it (107)
25 - Giving full weight and full measure (120)
Vices (Prohibitions)
1 - Haughtiness (ll, 46, 50, 75)
2 - Resentment of female birth (l6)
3 - Indecency (obscene acts) (20, 80) open or hidden (101, 119)
4 - Aggression against other*, injustice to others especially
to the weak like theorphans (21, 104* 119)
5 - Consumption ofs-
Carcass (dead animals) Park and blood (25* 118)
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6 - Riba (taking interest on loans) (3l)
7 - Unjust measure or weight (37)
8 - Siding with the party inimical to Islam (78)
9 - Self-deception (53)
10 - Shamelessness (7*0
11 - Looking low on others on account of their poverty
(113)
12 - Infanticide (115,119)
13 - Associating others with God (119)
1^ + - Murder (1 1 9 )
c-The following particulars are authorised as permissable:
1 - Retaliation with justice, i.e. that the act of
retaliation should not exceed the act of aggression
£6,86)
2 - Vindicating oneself against injustice (8 5 )
3 - Consumption of food beyond the limited range of
prohibition (1 0 3,1 1 7 )
II Apart from the above summary of the particular virtues 
and vices, praised or condernmed in Appendix C the following 
observations can be made on the contents of the Appendix:-
i. The predominent theme of these periods, which runs
through all the chapters is man’s rebellious attitude.
Therefore, the chapters abound in condemnation of this
attitudefargument against it^and the reminding of
God’s abundant favours and great creations, inviting
man to reflect and repeat by surrendering to God and
adopting an attitude of humility and of recognition
of His favours. A division is made of those who
( 1*0surrender and those who rebel. ' Man is fcquently
described as ungrateful,forgetful, miserable and
propitiating when he suffers, but haughtv, rebellious
(15)and disobedient when he is covered by God's favours.
ii.Here again it is asserted that the duty of the
individual is to resist his rebellious and ungrateful
(l6)nature by exercising self-control. ' and guarding
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(17)against Satan’s temptation. '
iii.The punishment stored for those who succumb to
the base desires and the seduction of Sataio. is
prominently emphasised, while abundant rewards
for thos e who resist the evil human tendencies
and adopt a humble attitude towards God, showing
piety to Him and battling against the evil forces
through endurance and worship are repeatedly 
(18 )promised. In this connexion the doom of the
earlier nations is also cited as a warning.
iv. It is however stated again that the consequences of
the individual’s acts are confined to him, not
(19)extending to others, though the individual may
gain an equivalent rewards or punishment of an
, . . , _ . . (20) action he has caused or initiated.
v. Here again a careful reading of the verses in which
occur the particulars given in the Tablesof specific
virtues and vices above, reveals that the vices are
frequently mentioned in the context of condemnation
of the attitude of the unbelievers; whereas the
virtues are chiefly given as characteristics of
the believers or are commanded as a means of fortitude
(21)against the aggression of the adversaries. In
other words, the virtues are given as symptoms of 
the attitude of answering God's call by surrendering 
to Him and reflecting in His creations, whereas the 
vices are regarded as symptoms of the attitude of 
rebellion or rejection. It can be concluded, 
therefore that the assumption is that there are 
only two attitudes, an attitude of submission, with 
whcih^all virtues, and an attitude of rebellion with
u-j v. ii (22).which go all vices.
vi. Again the particular ethical teachings mc6ntained in 
the tables of this period appear to be-all of a moral
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nature. This means that the Qur'an, up to the end
of the age of Mecca, merely reflected the moral
values prevailing at the time and does not claim to
(23)be introducing a new moral system. In fact the
verses assume a prior recognition of what the Qur'an 
repeats, and give an impression that the Meccans are 
condemmed on account of their violation of 
the recognised moral order. In this direction, the 
use is significant of the term, "m a fruf 0 3  n
i.e. acknowledged or anproved, indicating desirable 
nets, and the term "Munkar i.e. unrecognised
or disapproved, in the sense of objectionable acts
viii.lt now remains to discuss! and compare the particular 
ethical teaching of the whole age of Mecca and to 
make some general comment*. Comparative tables of 
these teachings are given in Appendix D.
A careful study of these tables leads to the following 
observations:-
i. The major injunctions, such as believing, 
worshipping God, endurance, kindness and giving 
to the poor and the orphans are found throughout 
the age. They are apparently so important that the? 
needed to be repeated and emphasised.
ii. The absence of an item in one or the other of the 
periods which make up thisage such as "keeping 
Trust" which is not mentioned in the third period, 
does not means that a teaching is insignificant.
Nor does an explicit addition in a later period 
mean that such was necessarily absent fromthe 
previous ane• For example, respect to parents 
began to appear in the middle age, and so did the 
giving of full measure. After all, the virtues 
tought are not mutually exclusive, Moreover, the 
two examples just mentioned are implied in the
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in the virtue of fearing God, or in that of 
righteousness. Furthermore, unjust measure and 
failure to co-operate are condemmed in the first 
age, which imples the importance of the 
contraries. In addition, it has been asserted 
that the mention of the virtues and the vices was 
not meant to produce a new system of moral teaching 
The underlying assumption was that a full moral 
system was prevailing; but the mention of 
specific virtues or vices arose from special 
circumstances. The qur'an accepted the prevailing 
moral order, at times reflected it and did not 
intend to make an organised systematic summary of 
it.
iii. There remains one moreobservation which is of
considerable importance, and which appears to be a 
significant turn in the Qur’anic moral teaching.
In the last Meccan period, it can be discerned^, 
that the Qur'an began to prescribe rules governing 
the mundane life. We find a list of prohibited 
itemsA food, and another list of permissible acts. 
However, the list of prohibitions and the list 
of permissible acts are apparently given as a 
reaction to objectionable ideas and claims 
assumed by the adversaries of Islam who arbiterarily 
prescribed certain artificial prohibitions. The 
Qur'an responded by rejecting these claims, and 
therefore we nuet with such statements as: "Say;
Who has forbidden the ornaments created by God for 
the benefit of His slaves and the good things
provided?.......... Say; God only forbids indecencies
open or hidden, guilt and injustice...."(Vll 3 2-3 3 ) 
We also read: "Say: Bring forth your witnesses
who are prepared to certify that God has forbidden 
this........... ", "Say: come forward and let me
3^
recite unto you what your Lord has forbidden 
unto you........ " (Vi 150 15l)
In other words, up to the end of the Meccan age, 
the Qur'an assumes an already prevailing moral 
order violated by its apponents. Even when the 
Qur'an appears to give a list of acts of 
prohibitions and declares others as permissible, 
it largely does not gLve the impression that these 
are new rules, but that they were formerly 
acknowledged and not? newly enacted by the Qur'an 
In fact, the adversaries are condemned on account 
of their innovations,
iv.From alIthe above remarks, it appears that there 
has been a unity of thought throughout the 
Meccan Revelations so far as the ethical teaching 
is concerned.
V - IN THE REVELATION OF MADINAH
1. Appendix E traces the Qur'anic ethical ideas in the 
Revelations assigned to the age of Madinah; and the particular 
teachings contained in the tables of this Appendix may be 
summarised as follows;
A, Injunctions:
L. Piety and God-fearing (2,51,58,115,189,173,1752**)*
2. Believing and surrendering and believing in the
details of the articles of the faith (3124,1Q9,l6l,
188)
3• Keeping prayers, and prayers and ablution rituals 
(4,9,12,2?, 151,15?) (137,138,185,223,267,282)
4. Spending, (alms-giving) charity and in the defence
( 5 , 1 3 , 2^ , 3 1 ,41, 531,62,82,9 7 , 1 1 0 ,15'f, 186 , 19f, 2 2 3 ,267,
274,265).
5. Worshipping God (6,131,226)
6. Guarding against the seduction of Satan who caused 
the expulsion of Adam from Paradise (8,21,85,102,202)■■figures 'foliowing""'items "give" "ttreir 'OTTle in App. E.
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7. Seeking fortitude in endurance, in relying on God, 
and in prayers (ll, 9$)
8. Forgiving the adversaries, even if it means meeting 
their agression by obligation (1 3, 50, 9 8, 164, 203)
9. Gratitude to God and Praising Him (l£, 190, 243)
10. Patience and endurance in misfortunes - loss of lives, 
danger to life, wars, loss of wealth etc., all of which 
are trials to test the degree of human endurance (l7 >
24, 69, 82, 104, 1 12, 188, 223,-228)
11. Pilgrimage rituals (l8, 33> 221, 277 > 304)
12. Repentance, and the acceptance of it is assured
(19, 66, 82 , 84 , 99 ,  122 , 152, 235, 244)
13. Fulfilment of commitments (24> 181, 276)
14* Fasting (29)
15• Fighting in defence and related matters (30, 67, 76, 78
106, 108, 144, 236, 256, 257, 270)
16. Self-sacrifice for the sake of God (36, 172)
17. To be peaceful (37)
18. Spending generously from the best quality, and without
injuring the feelings of the one who takes (4 1> 42, 4 3 9 88)
19* Giving up business at the time of Friday congregation (54)
20. Making peace and settling disputes, especially between 
married couples (59 9 158, 247)
21. To be ready and prepared for eventualities (73)
22. Being truthful (82, 188, 27J, 302.)
23. Respect for trust (86, 140)
24. The obligation of pilgrimage (90)
25* Unity (to be united) ($%, 229)
26. Inviting to the right guidance and warning against
the wrong path (9 2, 224> 266)
27. Observance of God (105)
28. Respect for the rights of the orphans (ll£, 16(f)
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29* Observing the rights of women (l57»l69)
3 0 . Reject and helpfulness to parents (1 3 2 )
31. Grading of those who deserve one's help in
the following order: The parents, the neighbouring 
relatives, the orphans^the poor, the non-related 
neighbours, and those stranddd on the way (1 3 3 )
32. Exercise of justice in judging (lUl)
33* Obedience to God and His Apostle ( £0 , 79 » 83 , 8§», 2%, 
1^2,187,188,203,232,258,303).
3^• Obedience to those in authority along with obed­
ience to God and His Apostle (l^2)
35* To answer greeting in equal or better terms (l^5) 
3 6 . Expiation in case of a murderer's punishment is 
reduced to payment of blood wealth (iH)
37* Emigration for the safety of the faith (1^9 )
38. Rituals of Prayers (I37*l8l5)
39* Guiding to the right path, helping in settling 
disputes, and in fulfilling obligations like 
charities (1 5 5 )* 
kO• To be just in giving testimony, even when close 
relatives are involved (lf>0,283) 
hi* To rely on Go*l, not to dispart (l7f>)
h2 . To follow the personal example of the Prophet (180)
43. Chastity (182-238)
44, To tall*: rightly and truthfully (193)
45. To cast down one's eyes and guard one's private
parts ( 205,206)
46, That women should cover their fascinating parts 
in the presence of strangers (206).
k'y. To give priority to ritual duties over mundane 
activities (208)
kS * The obligation of expiation on saying the word 
of zihar, (213)
^9• Righteousness, and doing good in general (227, 278)
50. Help maintain mosques (2 5 8)
51. Co-operation for good ends. (2 7 8 )
52. Endeavour in seeking God's favours (287,293)
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53* To seek guidance from the revelations when making 
decision or giving judgement (2 9l)
54. Expiating for breaking an oa th (299)
55. Oaths are to be respected (300)
5 6. To apply the principle of retaliation, a soul for a
soul (2 5 )
57» To make a will, and how to mdae it (2(f, 30$)
5 8. To approach dwellings from the normal entrance (29)
39• Rules to be followed in marriage, conjugal mutual
rights and obligations, divorce, wet-nursing, waiting 
imposed on wives on separation, bride-wealth and 
gift due to a divorcee(40,124,191,24l,207)
60. To record loans, and how to do it (45)
61. To mortgage on loan as security in the absence of
writing (46)
62. To resume business and normal life when the Friday 
congregation is over (55)
6 3 * Method to be followed in the distribution of war 
spoils (6$>17l)
64. Guidance on what is to be done with war prisoners
( 74 , 77)
65* Rules to be followed in the distribution of an estate 
of the deceased (118,168)
66. Guidance on the rights of women (1 2 3 )
6 7* On settlement of disputes between married couples (1 3 0 )
68. That safeguards against eventualities should be 
adequately taken (l43)
6 9* Zihar and how to expiate it (177♦212,213 )
• _____
7 0 . Manners to be observed in visiting private houses 
(192,204,210)
71. Manners to be observed in assmebling and in address
(2 ig,2 1 5 ,2^f)
72. To seek confirmation before acting seriously on 
unconfirmed news (246).
73* That a man should be regarded equal, and no discrimin­
ation except on the basis of piety (2 5 2 )
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7^. Guidance on military agreements 
Prohibitions :
1. Behaving contrary to what one teaches (lO)X
2. Except in emergency, consuqotion of 
Flesh of unslamghtered animals,
Flesh of the pig,
Blood,
Flesh of an animal slaughtered in the name of an idol 
(22,280)
3. Unauthorised consuming or use of others' properties 
(28,126,260).
Revealing contrary to what lies in the heart (3^+>222)
5. Haughtiness (35,13*0
6. Drinking wine (38,3d)
7. Gambling (39,301)
8* Insulting or hurting the poor when paying him alms(4l)
9* Riba, (taking interest on loans )(*+**), multiple interest
(96 , 166) .
10. Negligence of religious duties for occupation in 
wordly enterprises (56,195
11. Defection from battle in holy warn (63,100,179,231,292)
12. Cheating and dishonesty (6^)
13. Disputing or disunity (7 0
l k . Disregard of obligations
15* Befriending or siding with the enemy# of the faith
(9^,2 1 6) even though they are close relatives (2 3 9,
2 5 9 ,29*0
16. Injustice (101)
17• Misery that prevents from spending in the way of God
(103,113,135)
18. Failure to fulfil undertak ings (107)
19. Succumbing to the distraction of the raterial world (ill)
20. Murder (127,1^7,258).
21. Craving the favours in the hands of others (2g)
22. Ostentatiousness (l3*0
+Figures in brackets refer to the order of the items in A PP.E.
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23. Disbelief (135,242)
24. Making a show of charity (1 3 6 )
f t ,  *  wnerieal order of itomo in tho AppendAx— are— ?yi vpja 
in braoket6»
25. Rushing with an accusation without good grounds (l48)
26. Rising in the defence of the evil party (1 5 1 )
27* ^liberate false accusation (154)
28. Succumbing to Satan’s temptation (1 3 8 ,3 0 2 )
29* Oppression. (1 6 5)
30. Adoption of children as one' own children (1 7 8 )
3 1 . Indecancy, (obsene acts)(l82)
32. Exposition by women of their attractions in front 
of strangers (184)
33* Disobedience to God (1 8 9)
34. Conspiring and conversing privately (214,237)
35. Irregularity of worship (2 1 9 )
3 6 . Repelling or obstruction of the way of God and 
denying access to the Sacred Mosque in Mecca (220,26l)
37* Abstaining from permissible things or acts (233,298)
38. Stealing (242)
39* Illicit cohabitation (242)
40. Infasticide (2*42)
41. Dtvising scandals (242,200)
42. Failure to observe obligatory acts (242)
43* Insulting mocking and scoffing, and reviling by
nicknames (163,248)
44. Basing important djtciussions on suspicion (249)
45. Spying on others or seeking to intrude on the privacy 
of others (2 5 0 )
46. Going behind the backs of one another (back-biting)(251 '
47. Failure to fulfil undertakings or promises or to break 
covenants (248)
ko
k 8 . Giving publicity to human failures (201)
4 9. Accummulation of wealth without paying commitments(262)
50. Postponement of the Sacred month to suit 
military interests (2 6 3)
51. Reluctance to answer the call for defending the faith
52. Praying over dead unbelievers (2 6 9 )
53* Spreading the seeds of discord among Muslims (271,295)
5^. Disobedience in general (296)
55. Failure to warn others against commission of sin (297)
5 6 . Use of stone altars, and divining arrows (301)
37* Intruding and raising unnecessary questions (305)
58. Meddling in the affairs of others or posing as 
preachers without sincerity (3^6 )
59. Risking or exposing oneself to danger (3 2 )
C. Temporal Punishment on the commission of the 
following specific offences.__________________
1. Commission of incfency - zina by women (120)
2. Commission of indenency zina by men (l2l)
3* Highway robbery (286)
4. Stealing (2 8 8)
5. Illicit cohabitation (1 9 8 )
6. Accusation of illicit cohabitation not supported 
by four witnesses (199)
D . Permis s ibilities:
1. Consuming good (harmless) food (20)
2. Consuming prohibited food in case of emergency (2 3 )
3. To retaliate by afflicting no more harm than the
original offence. (2US)
k . To consume:
good food (harmless food) (28l) 
the flesh of animals caught by trained 
beasts (28l) and food prepared by the 
People of the Book (28l)
5* To associate with adherents of other faiths who do
not behave aggressively against the Muslims (2U0 )
6. To marry women from amongs the People of the Book(28l)
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111 The following comments on the contents of Appendix £ 
may be made:
i The theme of the attitude of rebellion still
predominates. It is at the bottom of the numerous 
passages which condemn the adversaries of Muhammad 
whether they are the old enemies of Mecca the 
struggle with whom assumed a turn of serious military
-  Iconflict - or the fresh enemies in Madina, namely 
the People of the Book and the Hypocrites. The 
revelations abound in warning those who assumed this 
disobedient attitude of serious punishment, remind them 
of God's favours and the signs of His greatness 
and providence, and invite them to reflect, to reform
( 2 k ) .and repent. * On the other hand, the revelations
urge those who have surrendered and believed
to endure and seekfb rtitude in God, in the performance
or tituals and the recitation of the Qur'an, and they
are nromised abundant rewards for their attitude and for
(25)their endurance. They are urged to be tactful and
to behave in the best manner when they have to argue
with their opponents, and to m et their aggression
( 2 6 )by extending obligation;' but they should defend
their faith undauntedly, sacrificing their lives and
(27)wealth for the sake of God.
ii.The paramount importance of the attitude assumed by
the individual is emphasised by declaring that kufr(28) \2 9 )cancels any good work and that it is unpardonable
except by repenting and assuming an attitude of
surrender, Kufr is the major inanisfestation of
the attitude of rebellion and it is therefore the only
act declared as unpardonable and as rendering good
acts valueless. On the other hand, forgiveness is
assured for the unpersistent commission of objectionable
acts by those who have surrendered; and it is to be
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noted that such a commission does not deprive them
of the honorific titles of Muttaqun (God fearing)
_ o i "T~*"and Muhsinun (good-doers) Thus what natters is
not the actual act in isolation; it is the attitude
which accompanies the acts.
iii.The Madinese revelations reiterate that man should
resist the forces of evil; the human inclinations,
the seduction of Satan and the temptation of the 
transsitory world,(33)• It is also declared that all
that the Qur’an requires is not beyond the human 
(34)ability.v J '
iv. The principle that no soul bears the consequences of
(35)acts of the others is again emphasised. and it
is repeatedly declared that no generation will be
(3 6)questioned for the acts committed by the ancestors. '
Thus, the notion of original hereditary sin has no
- (37)place in the Qur’an
The summary of the particular ethical teachings of 
the revelation of Madinah as given above is made up 
of four tables; a table of injunctions, another of 
prohibitions, a third giving specific corporal 
punishments for the commission of certain offences; 
and the last is alist of items declared permissible. 
While the lists of injunctions and prohibitions 
contained most of the items which occurred in the 
revelations of Mecca, as may be found in the 
comparative tables in App. F._, it can be seen that 
the Madinese lists are far more extensive. Apart from 
the purely moral issues, the ritual teaching has been 
widely expanded. Details of the ceremony of ablution 
to be carried out before the performance of the ritual 
of prayers are given and the acts prohibited during 
the ritual of pilgrimage are explained. The lists 
also contain a wide range of topics pertaining to the 
(mundane) life, such as marriage , divorce,maintenance,
^3
loans, mortgage, the law of evidence, inheritance, 
etc, Taking the list of (perinissibles) into 
consideration, it becomes clear that, from the 
point of view of the Qur'an, the human acts may 
be desirable, undesirable or simply permissible 
or indifferent. Thus, the Qur'an in Madinah 
assumes the role of a legislator giving direct 
commands and equivocal warnings. While the mental 
attitude continues to receive due attention, the 
actual acts are now brought to the fore and are 
given a paramount attention. In the interest of the 
community, and to meet the need of maintaining law 
and order, the emphasis was shifted on the particular 
teachings and guidance.
v i . It had been observed that the Qur'an throughout the
mMeccan age assumed and implicitly confirmed an
already prevailing moral order. This implicit
approval or confirmation was explicitly given,
towards the close of the Meccan age, in the form of
direct commands of particular acts or direct
prohibition of others which are of purely moral 
( 39 )nature. In Madinah, the assumption of a
prevailing moral order continues, and is more 
explicitly acknowledged. We now meet with such 
expressions as "Indeed God commands you to return 
the trusts to their owners", (IXI, 58), and,
"Indeed, God commands justice......and forbids
indecency and disrespectable conduct" (XVI 90)
Moreover the Qur'an gives the impression that there 
is a considerable degree of uniformity between the 
teaching contained therein and the guidance botwo-en 
th-e— beacUirrg delivered to earlier nations. Thus, 
the Qur'an concludes its passages which lay down 
rules on inheritance and marriage in the intial part 
of Chapter IV by the following statement.
"God wishes to explain to you and to guide 
you in the traditions of those who
preceded you”.........(lV,26)
This idea that the Qur’an receives earlier 
teachings is further portrayed where it is 
stated that similar injunctions and prohibitions
were imposed on the Jews, The Qur'an reads:
( \ u*jfc h-reinember) when a covenant was ma de4 ther
Israelites to worship none but Allah, to be 
kind to the parents, to the relatives, to the 
orphans and to the needy, and to speak good to 
the people,to observe the prayers and pay the alms” 
11 83 (4l)
Again it is stated that the Evangel Qf Christ
confirmed the contents of the Torah!^2 ^and the
Book revealed unto Muhammad confirms the Torah
(43)' ’and the Evangel.
vii. It is interesting to note that the Qur'anic
guidance on topics related to (mundane) life is
apparently given <in importance equivalent to
that of the ritual and the moral guidance. It is
described as the hudud, the boundaries of Allah's
• ___
teaching, the violation of which leads to the
(44)eternal doom in Fire It is significant
that this declaration occurs in the middle of 
passages onthe topics of inheritance and marriage.
A similar warning concludes the prohibition of 
acting contrary to a decision taken by God and His
( ) r \
Apostle, According to the Qur'anic interpreters, 
the occasion was the hesitation on the part of 
Zainab Bint Jahsh, or Umm Kulthum Bint *Uqbah, to 
yield to the Prophet's advice to marry Zaid b, 
Harithafi The term hudud is also applied
to the Qur'anic extensive guidance on divorce 
and related raa tters^ ^o its guidance on
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^5
expiation for zihar^^^ to its teaching on
(^9)abstention during fasting, and to the Qur’anic
gidance in g e n e r a l . T h e  implication is that 
all aspects of the Qur’anic teaching, the ceremonial, 
the moral and the ’mundane’ aspects are of equal 
value, and the violation of any kind is considered
( 51)as s m ,  thereby given a religious dress.
Viii.lt can thus besummarised that while the Qur’anic 
ethical guidance nHinly helps the moral conscience 
and confirms its judgement, it starts ritual 
teachings and gives guidance on the (mundane) 
aspects of life where the moral judgement may not 
be uniform.
Thus, the purview of the Qur'an embraces all acts 
and there is no room for non-divine law. The moral, 
the ceremonial and other obligations are all 
religious obligations; and this religious characteris­
tic of the acts has overshadowed any others. In
other words, to the adherent of Muhammad's faith
*
a moral obligation is more an obligation by virtue
of being commanded in the carbon law. On the other
hand, no distinction can be made between a moral
transgression and a ceremonial offence, or between
crime and sin. Thus it is God who commands compliance
with the judgement of the moral conscience, and it is
He who initiates ritual guidance and also guides on
the needs of all aspects of life. He had guided the
former nations and with a similar system, He is guidii
■eMuhammad and His followers,
ix. One more point is to be observed here. The Madinese 
revelations lay a special emphasis on the obedience 
to God and His Apostle. It is true that such an 
obedience was implicitly required in the Meccan
ke
revelation. (Sura LXX11, 23, a Meccan verse^,
warns those who dare disobey God and His Apostle,
and in another Meccan text XVI, 216, Muhammad is
addressed: ’’But if they disobey you, say: I am
clear of what you do”• Moreover the Meccan chapters
relate the commands made by earlier Prophets to
their nations to fear God and obey them, (the 
(52)Prophets.) The implication is that Muhammad
f
expected obedience like his brothers, the earlier 
Prophets; but in the Madinese Revelations, this 
is more directly and explicitly expressed. Obedience 
to God and His Apostle is directly commanded in no
(53)less than 12 verses. 7 and is praised and
, (5*0promisest rewards in no less then seven. 7
Obedience to the Prophet along is commanded or
(55)commanded in not less than two verses:' 7 and it 
is declared: ’’Whoever obeys the Massenger he has
obeyed Allah”. (l$ 80) Disobedience to God and His
( 56) ( 57 )Apostle. or to His Apostle alone. is
condemned in the Madinese verses. Perhaps the
command of obecience and the prohibition of
disobedience needed more emphasis in Madinah
in the interest of the heteregeneous Muslim
community and in view of the expansion of the
Islantic teaching. The Qur’an with this emphasis
aptly concludes its ethical guidance by summarising
its teaching in two conceptgamely an attitude
of surrender and obedience, and another of rebellion
and disobedience;
k7
VI - CHARACTERISTICS OF TH£ QUR1ANIC CONCEPT
OF SIN
The Characteristics of the concept of sin as can be 
derived from all the above discussion can be summarised as 
follows:
i. We have seen how the Qur’an sums up its ethical 
teaching in two concepts, an attitude of obedience 
and surrender, and an attitude of disobedience and 
rebellion. Thus, what is important is this attitude, 
not the individual specific acts in isolation.
Actual acts stem fromthe assumed attitudes. The 
attitude of obedience and surrender leads to adhering 
to virtuous and approved acts; whereas the attitude 
of rebellion and disobedience tempts the agent to 
commit vices and disapproved acts, and inclines him 
to fail in fulfilling his obligations
ii. The latter attitude, namely that of rebellion or 
disobedience nearly sums up the Qur’anic concept 
of sin which is the assumption of this rebellious 
attitude, not simnly the actual objectionable acts
or the failure to fulfil one's obligations, which are
in fact symptoms of this attitude. The objectionable
acts in themselves do not apparently oonstitute sin
in isolation; but they appear to be regarded as
58manifestations of this * attitud^^g^ich is the basic
element of the concept of sin. Therefore the 
*■impersistent commission of objectionable acts does
not deprive of the honorific epithet "al-Muttaqun”
or the epithet ”alMuhsinun"; and it is assured that
( 5 9 )this wrong-doer is absolved on pleading. '
iii. While the primary concept of sin is apparently the 
rebellious attitude towards ^od which leads to the 
negligence of the Divitie commands, the concept 
comprises the actual objectionable acts which 
sympolise and manifest this attitude. In other words,
*f8
while sin primarily denotes this rebellious 
attitude, it also indicates the particular symptons 
of this attitude, namely the specific objectionable 
ac t s •
iv. The particular objectionable acts - positive or 
negative - are not confined to the commission of 
what is regarded as purely morally wrong or failure 
to perform a purely moral obligation, such as 
cheeting or failure to extend assistance to the 
needy. They include the commission of ritual or 
’mundane1 proscriptions such as hunting garnet on 
pilgrimage and marrying a foster daughter, and the 
failure to perform prescribed rituals or (mundane) 
duties, such as the riles of prayers and the 
obligation to contribute to the cost of the holy war. 
Thus, the acts of sin may be a positive commission
or a negative omission,and may be of moral, ritual, or 
mundane nature. They are all regarded as religious 
offences or sins; and there is no distinction between 
crime nd sin.
v. The basic element of sin, namely the assumption of an 
attitude of rebellion towards God and the established 
social order is stated to stem from the evil tendencie 
of the human nature, being greedy, ungrateful, and 
unmindful of its former prohibit-a*tion and humility
at the time of misfortune and being inclined towards 
the fulfilment ofcarnal desires and the attainment 
of transitional ends. These tendencies are projected 
from the 2nd part of the Meccan age into the concept 
of Satan and his temptation. Man is urged to resist 
the temptation of these desires and not to yield to 
the seduction of Satar>. He should guard against the 
deception of the glory of this transitory world, 
manifested in wealth and the number of children.
^9
vi . Those who succeed in restraining their evil
desires and in resisting the temptation of Satan, 
s rrendering to the Divide Commands and obeying 
in humility the Divine guidance are promised an 
eternal life in Paradise; and those who fail to do 
so, giving way to pride, ostentatio^sncos and 
haughtiness, rebelling and disobeying, making no 
use of the reminders and the signs brought under 
their eyes, are to be placed in Hell to suffer all 
awful sorts of punishmnnt.
vii. It is asserted, however, that no one wilf/benefit 
from the righteousness of others, nor will/knyone 
suffer on account of the faults of the others. It 
is moreover asserted that no generation will be 
asked or questioned on account of what was committed 
by the ancestors. Thus, sin is not a hereditory 
characteristic transmitted from ancestors to 
descendents; and there is no place for the concept 
of original generic sin in Islam.
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C H A P T E R  II 
THE QURANIC TERMINOLOGY OF SIN 
I
INTRODUCTION
By sin we do not mean a word which describes a specific prohi­
bited act, but a word which describes the attitude of disobedience 
to the divine command, or a word which denotes the general idea of 
an act regarded from the religious point of view as a mistake, a 
fault, evil, crime, immorality, and so fortfiV Our concern with thdse 
terms is in view of the fact that our aim so far is to investigate 
the general theoretical concept of sin by exploring the existance 
df any idea or hypothesis about sin underlying the various Qufanic 
uses of these general words, and the passages in which they are used.
A careful survey of the Quranic text reveals the existence of 
some thirty such words used in the sense of sin or so interpreted , 
appearing together with their frequency over the various ages of the 
Revelation, on the following page. In Appendix G references of the
occurences of these words are given. The treatment of this vocabulary/again follows the chronological order suggested by Noldeke; i;e., 
the words are treated in accordance with their supposed chronologi­
cal precedence. Although the list does not claim to be absolutely 
comprehensive, words left out like imr in XVIII, 71* fariyy in XIX,
27 and idd in XIX, 89* have very little claim here. They do hot de­
note evil acts, but describe such acts as peculiar, strange or false.
II
(i) :Tughyan. (kin-derivatives: tagha, aor.; atgha, IV; taghin- * . . •
and taghiyah, pi. taghun, part act. Another version of the word is • •
taghwa)
e
The basic meaning of the word appears to be the idea of the
Nos. Words
Meccan Period Mcrdinan
Period
Total
from 1st 
to 5th years
5th and 6th 
years
the last 
years
1. i^ig'hian 9 7 3 3 22
2. kiiati' ah 3 4 6 6 19
3. rujz 1 - - 1
4. J>U dalal• 9 ‘ 41 80 31 161
5. r W ’ijram 8 14 27 2 51
6. 0)3 wizr 2 2 5 - 9
7. 03"^ fujur 5 2 - - 7
8. J j dhanb 3 4 11 16 34
9. 0*3 'udwan 3 3 7 26 39
10. 'ithm 5 3 4 24 36
11. o W** 1igian • 3 8 7 14 32
12. A sharr 1 1 - - 2
13- zulm• 3 46 77 77 205
14. j LuJ fasad 1 4 14 11 30
15. y * 'utuw 1 3 - 2 6
16. —^9 | 'israf 1 5 6 2 14
17. fisq 1 5 9 38 53
18. hinth 1 - - - 1
19.
<*
J' ghayy 5 5 1 11
•oCM ‘WJ 'iba' 6 - 1 7
21. LT^ baghy 2 10 4 16
22. sayyi1 ah 8 34 30 72
23. bar am 2 14 13 29
.CM <iuL>. U fahishah• 2 8 12 22 ”
25. > munkar 1 4 9 14
26. H lamam 1 1
27. c 1^ juna^ i 19 19
23. hub• * 1 1
29. fcaraj 8 8
30. LT^ V rijs 5 5
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image of Mflooding” , or "the overflow of water’1, a meaning in which
(2)the word is also employed in the Qur’an. Hence the employment of the 
word in the moral sense of 'exceeding the bounds', or being a 'tyrant 
or unjus^l Thus the Qur'an reads:
"Nay I Indeed man yatgha (steps over the limits) when he feels 
to be in easy circumstances". XCVI, 6 - 7 *
As seen from Appendix €fa, there are about 22 Qur'anic passages 
in which tughyan or its kin-derivatives is used in its moral sense.
Because of its far reaching implications, as can be seen from the 
context, the word is frequently associated with disbelief and disobe­
dience, an attitude in which man stands in opposition to God and to 
His Apostles. Thus, the Qur'an reads
"Go to Pharaoh; he has exceeded the limits vjr "XX, 2k,
"As for Thamud, they were destroyed bi-^aghwaha because of 
their exorbitance)", IXIX, 5«
"....and indeed for many off them what is being revealed to 
you from your Lord will increase thewn^ughlanan, (excess), 
and disbelief". VII, 6k.
Two kin-derivations of the word, viz, tafegha and taghln are 
employed however in the sense of giving unjust measure, LV, 8, and 
with-holding the right of the poor from the property of the rich, 
LXVLL, 31. In this context, the word conveys the sense of over­
stepping the bounds by behaving unjustly.
A derivative, taghu^^is employed in the sense of idols or• "
paganism. We read, e.g*,
"Those whom God has cursed, and viith whom God is displeased,
and from whom He has made monkeys and pigs, and who worship the
*taghut' for them will be the worst abode and they are worse among
those who went astray from the right path". V, 60.
The same derivative, taghut,is used in the sense of a 'tyrant'.#
Thus we read,
"Are you not aware of those who pretend to beliefe you and in 
that which was sent down to you, wish to refer in arbitration to the 
taghut"(5) IV, 60.
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Thus tughian, like its derivatives, does not simply denote 
the actual commission of a prohibition or the actual omtfission of 
a command, but describes, in strong terms, the wrong attitude which 
leads to such a commission or omslission. In other words, it is not
a simple term of sin, but a descriptive word of attitude.
Another observation concerning the use of this word in the
Quran is that use was made of it chiefly in the Meccan revelations
probably because of its distinct implications; and little use is
( ^ )made of it in the Madinan revelations.
(2)-Cl»We shall next consider ie khati1 ah, from the root khata' 
or khit1 * JaJ»- m a kin-derivative of this word, like a derivative
of the word tughian, occurred in the chapter placed first in the 
choronological order; viz., xcvl, 16. It is to be recalled thati “the Quranic teaching at the time of the revelation of this chapter 
did not go beyond the basic elements of the faith, and therefore 
the wrong act indicated by the term here was apparently the rejec­
tion of the faith.
The plural of khati * ah is khataj a or khati1 at, both of which 
occur in the Qur'an. Other derivatives of the root are khati'a, 
aor., and akhta1 a *fth. Form.
The root meaning of the word is the idea of 'missirg the mark'
hence its employment in the moral sense of 'being away from the
(7)right path! Ibn Manzufc ' in treating the word quotes the following 
line attributed to the renowned pre-Islamic poet, UmruW.-Qais, in 
which he employs the word in its original sense: "Woe to Hind when 
they missed fcahil The same authority
quotes 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar, using the word in its original sense 
as follows: "And they put a hen as a target at which they aimed, 
■^ hey agreed that every khati1 ah, (the one which misses the target), 
from amongst their arrows should be given to the owner of the hen."
Besides this physical sense of missing or falling short of 
the target, the word and its kin-derivatives appears to have been 
used also in the moral sense during the Jahiliyyah age. This is
attested by the following xxpxis reports:
cIn al-Muhabbar, p. 323» it is related that Juraibah b. As^sun 
al-Faq* usi addressed his son, referring to the institution of ty­
ing a camel by the tomb of the dead till the camel dies of hunger 
and thirst so that on resurrection the dead would ride it instead 
of walkings  A
Ibn Ishaq, vol. I, p. 1*4-3, relates that Waraqah b. Nawfal, 
’Ubaid Allah b. Jahsh, Zaid b. Nufail and *uthman b. Huwairith 
gathered together, (during the Jahiliyyah), on a feast day and 
whispered to one another: "They, (Quraish), akhta*u the religion 
of Ibrahim* What is of a stone that neither hears nor sees!"
The same authority, I,p* 1*4-6, relates that Umayyah b. al- 
<■ Salt, a Jahili poet, said: "I would abound if I were to prsd.se you 
my lord, (seeking forgiveness for) what is beyond that which you 
have absolved of khata*iya, my offences*"
From this evidence it is clear that the pre-Islamic Arabs
-  (8) used the term khati1 ah« and that they used it in the moral sense,
indicating the idea of missing or deviating from the right course.
While lexicographers and Qur*anic commentaters agree that 
the word khati1 ah and its kin-derivatives denote the idea of 
Committing a mistake*, they dispute whether some of these deri­
vatives are confined to deliberate commission, or to inadvertent 
commission, er common to both. They are generally agreed that khata1 
and akhta * a, verbal n. and *tth. Form respectively, denote a mis­
taken error, whereas khit1 and khati * ah mean a deliberate offence*
In support of this interpretation, the following Qur*anic passages 
are Quoted:
I - "It is not for a believer to slay another believer 
except khata*an.by mistake, iv, 9 2.
II - "And you will not be taken to account for what you un­
intentionally committed, ,but for what your
hearts meant to do", xxxiii, 3*
5*+
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III - "Indeed their (children) killing was a great mistake
'• xvii, 31. uU T* i"IV - "On account of their (Noah's people's) sins-i^™*^^ , 
they were drowned and entered into Fire", lxxi, 23*
The above quotations, however, are by no means^conclusive 
evidence of the alle^fged limitations of the Qur'anic use of the words. 
khata1 in the first quotation does not mean 'an uninterifye^mistake'. 
If the circumstances of the revelation of the verse were the killing 
of a believer unknowingly, or a man who has declared his faith in
(9 )suspicious circumstances, as Tabari tell us, the meaning of the word 
is 'an intended mistake committed in good faith but without adequate 
precautions'; hence the stipulation of an expiatory act explained 
in the later words of the verse. Moreover, the word khit' in the
3rd, quotation, which,i« . agreed by these authorities, means 'a
(10)deliberate mistake', is read kha^a' by the Madman readers. Again, 
the interpretation of 'akh'fra'turn in the 2nd. quotation as an uninten­
tional mistake disagrees with the content. The text speaks of the 
new prohibition of the Jahili practice of adoption; and therefore 
the reference here is to the earlier mistake of deliberately calling 
a child after an unreal father in the Jahiliyyah age, though this 
has been forgiven. It is not a reference to calling now a child 
after an unreal father unknowingly, as Tabari wants us to believe. 
Tabari himself interprets the same verb in II, 286 which reads:
"Our Lord! Do not condemn us if we forgetoyiakhata*na", in the sense 
of committing a kkk xshk culpable mistake; otherwise it makes no 
sense in seeking its forgiveness^2  ^ The verse thus means: "Our Lord!
Do not condemn us if we forget (to carry out our religious duties), 
or commit culpable offences." A further confusion arises from the 
interpretation by Tabari^^of khafri'ah in iv, 111, which reads: 
"Whbso, having committed a khafrl* ah or an ithm, throws it upon the 
innocent, has burdened himself with calumny and an obvious ithm.", 
as 'an unintentional mistake* while it is agreed that this parti­
cular derivative means the oposite. Al-Baidawi interprets it as 
'a small sin', as distinct from ithm which, according to him, means
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( 1*0*a grave sin*. We do not subscribe to this interpretation or di­
vision, as will be seen in the following chapter; but the di'lema 
of both authors appears to be the combination of the two terms to­
gether, joined by a conjunction in one verse, and the assumption 
from this that the two words must mean two different things. But it 
is probable that the use of the two words is in order to convey the 
connotations peculiar to each, and that of khati1 ah is ’being on 
the wrong path*.
Thus the meaning content of the term khati* ah and its kin- 
derivatives is ’the commission of a mistake, plus the idea of fall­
ing out of the right path*. Both the ideas of deliberation and of 
missing the right path are implied. Pharaoh, e.g., deliberately 
opposed Moses, but was on the wrong path. In the physical usage of 
the word, both elements obviously exist. There is intention by 
aiming at a target, and t k m  there is a failure in missing the 
target. In the moral sense, a sinner aims at an act deliberately, 
but his act misses the right path.
A perusal of the passages in which the term khati * ah and its 
kin-derivatives occur, shows that the term in question is more asso­
ciated with the idea of active commission of offences, in contract 
to omission of obligations. Moreover, the term does not seem to be 
limited to any particular type of sin; it covers a wide range of 
offences in its Qui*anic usage, including kufr, infanticide, illegal 
cohabitation and evil in generail^^hus we read:
’’And Pharaoh and those before him and the cities overturned, 
committed kha^i* ah, (obviously here, rejection of the 
faith). "LXIX, 9.
"Take him, fetter him, then roast him in XbcG Hell Fire, and 
then put him in a chain the length whereof is seventy cubits 
Verily he believed not in God the Great, and he urged not 
the feeding of the needy. So this day he has here no friend, 
nor any food except putrid pus which none but the khati*un 
eat." ibid, 30 - 7.
§1
"Slay not your children for fear of poverty; We will provide 
for them and for you. Verily the slaying of them is a great 
khifr *.11 xvii, 33.
"Joseph, Disregard this. (And you, al-fAziz* wife), pray for0 fforgiveness for your sin. You have been one^ al-khafri'in." 
xll, 2 9.
"Nay, but mhowo has earned an evil and his hhafri1 ah has su­
rrounded him, such are the fellows of the Fire. • •" II, 75*
"And (it is He) Who I trust will absolve my khati*ati on 
the Day of Religion", xxvi, 82.
(3) -fVrujz of rijz (kin-derivatives: rajiza aor.l rajazj inf. no.; 
rujz or rijz, simple subst.)
Whether the first radical of this word is having a damnia or 
a kasrah vowel, its basic meaning appears to be the idea of ’quiver­
ing* or ’convulsion* which is said to be a symptom of a special 
camel disease knwwn as yajaz: hence the femous poetical meter is 
called rajaz. ^ence, also, it seems, the employment of the word 
in the sense of feelings associated with ’shivering* and ’convulsion} 
such as fear and anger. This is apparently the meaning of the word 
in the following passage:
"Rise and warn! Thy Lord magnify. Th$y garment purify. And
from the rujz keep away." lxxiv, 2 - 5 *
According to Tabari, there are two readings of the word here, rujz 
and rijz which, he says are two dialects. He interprets the word, 
however, in the sense of polytheism^^which implies that the word 
is a general term indicating ’evil’ or ’wrong* or ’sin’, and is allu­
ding here to the practice of polytheism, oemantically, however, the
word more probably means here ’anger* or fear, so that the Prophet
is here commanded to be free from fear and anger. According to Ri­
chard Bell, the word seems to be related to the Syr. wor£, rugza =
(17)wrath, and this supports our interpretation.
The word seems to be invariably associated with the ideas of 
’anger*, *fear*, consequtiveness of vehement motions, and ‘trembling’. 
Let us examine the other Qur’anic occurrences of the word. In the
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following instance the word refers to the work of Satan's seduction: 
"And He sends down from the sky upon you^ that thereby He
might purify you and remove from you the rijz of Satan", viii,
II. Heae it apparently means doubt.
In the rest of the occurrences of the word, it obviously means 
'punishment1, or 'affliction', or !unis fortune', or 'terror'. The follo­
wing quotations suffice:
"And when the rijz fell on them, they cried: 0 Moses! Pray for
us unto your Lord by the covenant He has with you. If you
remove the rijz away from us, we shall trust to you and send 
with you the children of Israel. And when We did remove the 
rijz away from them till a term which they must reach, there 
they broke their covemant". vii, 13^ - 5*
"This is a guidance; and those teho reject the signs, (or the 
revelations), of their Lord, for them there is a painful doom 
of rijz" xlv, 11.
It is obvious that .♦Satan's temptation' tends to make its 
victim dubious and shaky; and the meanings of 'punishment', 'terror', 
and 'affliction' are associated with the ideas of wrath, fear and 
trembling. The association between the word under discussion and the 
idea of 'anger' or 'wrath' is further emphasised by the replacement 
of the word rijz by the word ghadab, (anger or wrath), in verses 
similar to vii, 13*N cited above. We read:
"^erily those who took the calf, ghadabun, (anger), from their 
Lord, and humiliation in this nearer life shall reach".vii,
Thus the idea of wrath, trembling, shaking, is always present 
in the word under discussion, although in each specific context it 
may convey any other meaning associated with these ideas. Moreover, 
in none of its Qur'anic usages the word is capable of being interp­
reted in the sense of sin-except in the case of passage lxxiv, 5 
quoted above; but such rendering would result in the absence of a 
common element hetween the various occurrances in the word. We are 
therefore reluctant to regard this word as a general technical term
of sin.
(4) J  (dalal n.a^ -fkin-derivatives-y dalla^aor.,’ dall^part.
act., (pi. dallun) ; fidlal, n.a. of adalla iv; mudil^art. act.)
In the Safaitic Inscription
P. 3^ -0: verb 40? "he lost”; 409 probably "those who lost1!*
i.e., died; 303^ ai*d 0^^305^ "the deceased".
It seems that the primary meaning of the root of this word 
is the idea of losing or being lost; hence, dallah: a missing she- 
camel; hence: to, lose one's way or to be wide oi tne mark, to be 
indistinguishably lost or missed or to be confused; hence - in the 
moral sense - to behave improfitably or clumsily, to err, to deviate 
from the right path; intentionally or unintentionally. Hence, aflalla:
to mislead, to cause some one to be in such a state.
It is also probable that the root has some relationship to 
the words 1dhill1, shade, and 'dhalam1, darkness; hence the idea of 
concealment, vagueness and confusion is also implied. It also appears 
that all these moral elements combined are always conveyed at a vary­
ing degree, and the context temphasises one or the other of this 
combination of ingredients^^
‘^he Qui*an employs the word in all those meaniggs. The idea of 
loss is prominent in such statements as follows:
"And it is lost to them, waflalla fanhum, those, (the idols), 
they used to ask (worship) formerly" XLI, 48,
"Those who disbelieved and obstructed the way of Allah,
Allah will renders their deeds lost or in vain XLI, I.,
"And those who have been killed in the my of Allwh, He will
not render their deeds in vain", ibid, 4, and 
"A group He guides (to Paradise), and another group deserves 
to lose
The idea of sonfusion is the major implication of the word
in the following statement:
"And call to witness two from amongst your men. If not two
men, then a man and two women .from amongst those who satisfythem (20)you as witness so that if one of tadilla is confused,
r  1 ’
then the other reminds her" II, 282.
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The Qur'an also employs the word in the sense made up of the
moral combination mentioned above, namely the combination consisting
of the ideas of behaving clumsily, of being on the wrong path and 
of being lost. Because of these significant implications, the Qur’an 
employs the word with reference to *shirk1,to 'Kufr' and to the mani­
festations of Kufr, viz., *takdhib' and despair of the divine mer­
cy. Thus, the Qur'an reads:
11 and who prefers Kufr to iman, 4alla, has lost the
way to, the middle path” II. 108 . And
it also reads:
11 and who ascribes partnership to Allah, he thereby
has gone far away from the right path,4alla f l a l a l a n  bafida" 
v, 116.
It also reads:
"Whoever disobeys God and His Apostle, he thereby is clear 
away from the right pafch^dalla dalalan mubina" XXXIII, 36 
"Then you who are astry, (4alluna). who cry lies, (mukadhdfri- 
buna): you whall eat of the infernal tree". LVI, 51 “ 2, 
"Those who hold it as true, (the Last bour), are in fear of 
it; and those whoo dispute concerning the Hour are in far 
dalal" XLII• 17,and 
"Who would despair of the mercy of his Lord save those who 
are astrayT(dallun)v XV. 5 6•
In all these instances, the idea of loss is present, since 
turning away from the right path is to lose it, and it results in 
waste, waste of deed and waste of the person.
Causing to go away from the right path is ascribed to Satan, 
to the idols, to Pharaoh, to al-Samirl and to evil desires. The 
QurSn reads:
"...... And Satan wishes to seduce them far away from the
right path" IV, 60.
"My Lord! They - the idols - a^lalna, have caused many people 
to go away from the right path" XIV: 36 
"And Pharaoh adalla seduced his people away from the right 
path" XX. 79.
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11 And al-Samiri adallahum,(seduced them away from the right
way)". XX ,85
"And do not follow the desire,lest it should lead you away from 
the right path." XXXVIII,26
idlal is also attributed to God in about 33 verses,but since this 
question will be dealt with at length in Part II of this work 
in connexion with the problem of qadar,it is sufficient to 
quote here as a sample the following verse:
"Who shall guide him whom God has led astray" XXX,29
We shall see later that this ascription of Misleading1 to 
God is not real;and that the choice of either way lies with man.
We may just quote here J. W. Sweetman's remark where he says:
"It is,however,quite possible that the term may be used in a 
secondary sense,meaning*'to allow to astray*V He adds that if 
this is the case1,1 then this would mean the attribution of free­
will to man in so far as man had the power to resist God and 
sin against Him."^21)
To sum up,we may say that while the Fourth Form and its derivr. 
derivatives of the root denote the idea of seducing or
+ leading astray,the ■Air'd Form and its derivatives describe the 
state of sinning with particular reference to kufr and related
attitudes. It is also worth ixoting that the Qur'anic use of the
(22)word is predominantly and aptly Meccan.
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(5) ijram (aj^rama iv ; mujrim -  pi. mujrimun -  pa^t. act)
The primary meaning of the word seems to be the idea of cutt­
in g  severing and separating; shearing the wool of a sheep* and 
cutting the fruit of a palm-tree. The employment of the word in 
the eense of crime may be related to this, in that a criminal acts 
w and violates the moral code, and severes himself from the community 
whose members commonly respect the rules, and be probably earn#£ 
for himself the status of an outcast who is severed from the rest 
of the community. The connotation of separation and estrangement 
is  clear in the following lines attriouted to *Antara and a l- 
Nabighah respectively;
MThe lances of Banu Baghid drove (me) away from you; and 
those who launched the war concealed man lam yu^jrimi,one 
who does not cause to deserve this severance)11
MI swear not to come to you i f  I should be considered a(2 4 )mujrim, and not to seek protection besides you’1 
The Meccan Quran abounds in the use of the word and its  
4£in-derivatives, particularly the participle p i .,  in the sense 
of violatix^ the moral order and committing crime, with particu­
lar reference to *Kufr and its  various manifestations. In the follow- 
ing passage, {jujrimun is apparently synonymous with Kafirun:
"Eh! You have come to Us like when We created £ou for the 
first time, but you claimed We would not appoint for  you
a day (for judgement). And the book will be placed;anda fraidyou will see the mujrimxna of (being exposed by) that 
which is therein." XVIII, 48 -  9.
In the following the term is synonimous with munafiqun, 
the hypocrites: . , -mav' ct+v*l*.
"The hypocrites fear b«-t a surah jjoe descended proclaim­
ing what is in their heart.
Say, make no excuse; you have chosen iKufr and quitted iman. 
I f  We forgive one a party of you We shall punish another 
party because they have become mujrimin" IX, 6 4 - 6 .
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♦ In the following, the term is tied up with arrogance and 
haughtiness, which is elsewhere declared to be the source of Kufr: 
"As for those who rejected the faith, ( it  will be said to 
them), were not My signs recited unto you, but you were 
haughty and were a party of mujrimun11 XLV, 30.
Again in the following verse, the word is  connected with 
takdhlb:
" I f  they accuse you as a lia r , say: Your Lord is  of a ll  
embracing mercy, but His violence will not be turned back 
from the party of »ujrimln" VI, ikS 
In the following verse -  the only instance where the verbal 
noun is used -  the term denotes the consequence of the commission 
of a crime which is here ’ falsehood and fabrication1 :
"Would they say, he (Hud) has fabricated i t ,  (his claim to 
Prophethood)? Say, i f  it  is true that I have fabricated i t ,  
it  will be only on me (the consequences of) my fabrication" 
XI, 35.
There are two interesting points to be observed about this 
term. On the one hand, its  Quranic application does not depend on 
a person having been proved guilty through a tr ia l. The passage 
first quoted above stamp the people concerned as mujrimln on 
resurrection, apparently before questing then • , The assumption
is probably that God absolutely and unmistakenly knows who are the 
criminals. On the other hand, the use of the term is overwhelmingly 
Mecca*} ,with only two Madineses instances. This again reflects the 
difference between the Meccan and Madinan conditions. The term 
possesses rather h a r s h ':; ;- t , connotations which suited the vio­
lent attitude of the Meccan in comparison with the relatively
salutary atmosphere of Madinah.♦
(6) -V 3 , wizr or wazar (wazara, ^or. ; wazir -  Fen], wazirah -
part. a c t .) .
The weird wizr is  generally interpreted as *burden", but 
Tabari disputes this interpretation on the grounds that he never
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came across an evidence in support of it  in the literature at(26)his disposal* He interprets i t  instead as 'sin '
The interpretation of wizr as ’ sin* however does not seem
to be quite suitable, because i t  does not run smoothly in *ome of
the verses in which it  occurred* Let us take, e .g ., VI, l6*f which
-  ( 2?)reads: "wala taziru waziratun wizra ukhraM According to this 
interpretation, the verse will be rendered, "No sinning soul sins 
the sin of another" which is  rather •’ meaningless.
The meaning of the word seems to be made up of a combina­
tion of the ideas of a danger to be repelled, the means of repell­
ing such a danger, and the heaviness of such means as they may beone
heavy artilery; the context may bring out^of these elements more 
prominently than the othei^ In the following line attributed to 
al-Asha of Qays, the word is  obviously employed in the sense of 
military equipment:
"I  prepared for the war awsfzaraha, long lances and male 
horses"
The same, i .e .  military equipment or means of defnnce, 
appears to be the meaning of the word in the following Quranic ver­
ses :
"Nay! There will be, (on the Day of Resurrection), no 
029)wazar! LXXV, I I .
"When you have routed them, make the bond tight; then 
there will bejeither grace or ransom until the war lays 
down awzahara" XL, k*
From this sense of ’military equipment* or ’ means of de­
fence,’ its  meaning was extended to two ideas?the ideal of’ heavy bur-
U and
dens', since artilery are normally heavy* hence the Quran reads:r
" ...........but we were laden with awzar of ornaments of the
folk" XX,87; and ' • the idea of ’ moral responsibility 
for evil acts' or ’ punishment thereof’ , since man has to 
to defend his act, and the punishment has in common with
c\.ArKtm/t-
ar ti lery, being disliked and not much desired. In this 
sense, the word can be regarded as equivalent to the Eng- 
lish term 'on*?-, • whi.h is defined as , the "responsibility
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for or burden of doing something”
Hence the Quran reads:
"WhosS turne away from i t ,  (the Reminder), he verily will
bear a wizr on the Day of Resurrection” XX, 100.e”So that they may hear thir wizr undiminished, and some of the 
awzar of those they mislead” XVI, 25, and
” ..............and no soul burdened by its  own punishment will bear
the punishment of another soul” VI: l6*f.
Thus, in the moral sense the word wizr denotes the idea of 
punishment or responsibility of evil acts; and as far as the Qur- 
'anic employment of the word is  concerned, it  does not denote the 
actual act of sin. In other words, wizr is  closely related to •sin* 
being its  consequence, but it  is not sin i t s e lf .  An interesting 
observation is that is  dropped in fchie Madlnan revelation^
which reflects the relaxations which followed the advemt of the 
Hijrah.
(7) fujur (fajoi*-pl. fujjar or fajarah -  part. act).
The root meaning of this is apparently: ’ to sp lit* , *to 
cut open*. In this sense, a kin -  derivative of the word, f a j .j arna 
is used in the following verse.,:
”And We split the earth open with springs” LIV, 12 
From this physical meaning seems to be derived the use of the 
word in the moral sence of * cutting through or outraging the moral 
code' by committing outrageous faults. In this moral sense the 
word appears to be employed in the following line|attributed to 
ra»r b. Nufail:
"That God destroyed many men whose behaviour was a l-
(3*) ---fujuru” .
The Quran employs the term in the same way, with the impli­
cations of indifference to God's greatness, and ingratitude for
11
His favours. ence the association of the term, like the term 
ijram, with kufr and its  various manifestations. The Quran reads:-
(30)
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"And Noah said, i f  You leave them (unpunished), they will 
mislead Your slaves and will not produce except fajiran 
kaffaran" LXXI, 27.
"they are those who are the Kafarah and the fajarah "
LXXX, hZ
The term is also formally contrasted with tajwa, and fu.i.isr 
is contrasted with abrar • We read:
"And by a soul and Him Who created i t ;  and inspired into it  
its  fujur or tag^a. 
and read "Verily, the abrar, (righteous), shall be in (Heavenly) 
bless, while the fujjar shall be in the Hell Fire".
LXXXII, 15-1^.
The term under discussion was made use of by the Quran only 
during the two sarl^/ parts of the Meccan revelatio%, to denote 
the outrageous attitude of the adversaries of Muhammad in Media. 
Liketfc£ i ijram, fujur possesses flagrant connotations, and 
therefore served in describing the violent attitude of Mecca like 
its  sister term with similar implications.
(32)(6) dhanb is a quasi infinitive of 'adhnabaj The root
meaning of the word conveys the idea of ’ being at the back ',’ to
L|
be hanging on', and 'having associated with obsenity". ence, 
'dhanab' ,  ta il , and 'dhanub', bucket, and -  in the moral sense -  
an act bringing back to the agent undesirable and shameful con­
sequences which hang on to him, i . e . ,  crimes and a ll acts of 
shameful associations.
In the sense of 'something that brings disgrace' the word 
is  used by Abu Khazin al-Babill in the following lin e :-
(33) 1 * \
And in the sense of 'moral offence' al-Nabighah uses the 
word in the following lin e :-
„(3<0
^  *
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The Quran uses the term with reference to a ll kinds of 
offences committed against God. Here the word is  associated with 
"Kufr1:
"Like the habit of the people of Pharaoh and those before 
them; they rejected (kafaru) the signs of God, and God 
took them for their sins(dhunubihipfrn) V III,52*
Here it  is associated with 'taKdhltt:
"They shall be fuel for the Fire, like Pharaoh's people and 
those before them; they cried lies,ka|lhdharW7 Our signs 
and God siezed them for their sins (dhunubihi^m) " I I , I I ; 
VIII, 54; XCI, 11 -  14.
In the following verse, the word refers to 'seduction' or 
'attempting to seduce':
"Thou;, (a l-A ziz 's wife who attempted but failed to seduee 
Joseph), ask forgiveness for thy sin (dhanb); thou art one 
of the sinners, (al-Khati'un)" XII, 29*
From the last quotation the word 'dhanb' appears to be sy­
nonymous with Khatl'ah, and the idea of briging the two terms to­
gether is  perhaps that each conveys its  special connotation whalfe 
they refer to the same thing, 'dhanb' conveys the connotation of
the act being base, and the other word, gonveys the idea that the
act is autside the right.path.
In the following verse, the word refers to sin in general, 
conveying 'fahishah' and±fcdkadbc 'zulm':
" ..............And God loves the good-doers1, those who when they
commit fahishah or wrong (zalam-i*') themselves, remember
God and ask forgiveness for their sins (dhunubihim)" I I I ,
125.
It is  again used in the geneal sense of sin in the follow­
ing versesr-
" .............And some others acknowledged their sins(dhunubihim);
they mixed good deedf with evil deed, (sayyi'an)". IV,108 
"Our Lord! We heard a caller calling unto Iman, saying, 
'believe in your Lord', and we have believed. Our Lord f^mx
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forgive<our sins (dhunubana) and remit our evil deeds 
(sayyi'atina), I I I , 193
The combination invited the attention of Zamakhsharl who, 
assuming that such combination implies that the two terms are utter­
ly different, assigns dhanb to grave sins and sayyiah to venial
(33)ones. We shall see presently that the latter term comers all 
sinsiand the whole question of classifying sin into big and small 
ones w ill be gtisaxmwrf discussed in the following chapter. However 
the distinction cannot be applied to the previous verse where'' ' 
dhanb and sayyi'ah appear to be identical since they refer to the 
same thing. The idea of combining two terms, as said earlier is to 
benefit from the peculiar implication of each of them.
Thus, dhanb, like Khati1ah is a term which may denote sin 
of any type; but it  seems to be more on the side of active commi­
ssion of offences rather than omjiission of duties. Use/*1 of the texjn 
it  is noteworthy, was made equally in the Meccan and the Madlnan 
revelations, but in the latter part the term is in the most part 
associated with the idea of absolving sin. This reflects the shift 
i © the sense of sin in Madinah While terms of sin referred to the 
serious and unpardonable attitude of rebelion in Mecca, they began 
to identify parcfable offences in Madinah.«The faith was not so se-A
riously threatened, and attention began to concentration organisa­
tional rules and regulations which should not be offended in the
interest of the community, dhahb, like Khati'ah and sayyiah has
—— (3 6 ) -------
earned a great popularity as a term of sin; and along with them,
it  is used by Muslinp in their prayer for forgiveness.
(9) 0'3.Xe- 'udwan (kin-derivatives: #ada, aor., 'adin -  pi.
*adun -  paj>t. act.)
The original meaning of the root, i t  appears, conveys the 
idea of 'physical transference'; hence, ' adwa, infection, because 
disease travels thereby from one to another; and ' adwi , running, 
because a runner travels from a place to another. To this meaning 
belongs the use of the word in the sense of 'turning away' in which
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the verb ta*du is employed in the following verse:
11 and let not your eyes turn away from them, (the
worshippers of Allah), desiring the p: omp of the near l i f e 11 
XVIII, 28.
To this idea of physical transference is probably related 
the words *udwan and £ ytida*T agression*hostility, injustice or 
wronging others which is a spcific kind of sin; hecause agression 
injustice, e tc ., involve an injury, real or potential, which tra­
vels from the aggressarX to the victim. In this case, the verb 
reaches its  object by means of the preposition fala, against, 
whether it  is  mentioned or assumed. To this employment probably
belongsthe word 1adawak which implies a potential travel of hosti­
lit ie s  and harms between the parties concerned.
The Quran employs the word *udwanand its  kin-derivatives 
in the above sense, namely, agression, injustice and hostility .
We sead,
11 ...V erily  Allah does not love al-Mu4tadln(trans-
gressors)11, I I , 190.
"And fight them t i l l  there is no longer any disturbance and 
t i l l  religion has become exclusively to God, byt i f  they 
cease, then no .ludwana except against these who transgress’1 
11, 193.
’’Whose i (tadiL #alajkum, (wronged you), i f tadu^^alaj.hi 
a6 much as he has i* tadar&laikum, (return his wrong in retaliation 
without injustice)” I I , 19*f.
The next step is the transition from this specific sense of 
injustice or transgression^=fiEe“£££i8x3c£x&?&fc$&fc5t *° the sense of 
•transgressing against the moral law* or•transgression against the 
ritual law*. This is injfact the usage of the word which concerns 
us more here. In the early stage of the Quranic employment of the 
term, i . e . ,  in Mecca, the term conveyed the formerr meaning, v iz ., 
'violent transgression against the moral law' with particular re­
ference to Kufr, or such vehement transgression as sodomy and for- 
mication. In the following verse the term apprently stands for 
Kufr, but not necessarily without the connotation of trangress’on:
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"Then after him, (Noah), We sent messengers to their 
folk. They brought clear proofs to them; but they were not 
ready to embrace what they had formerly rejected. Thus We 
stamp on the heart of the mu*tadln" Xf 7^*
In the following verse, the reference is to sodomy:
"What! Of a ll creatures you come unto the males, and leave
the wives whom your Lord has created for you! Nay, but
C 3 8 )you are a people who are * adun" XXVI, 165-  6.
In the following, the term is in reference to formication: 
"And they -  the successful party -  are those who guard their 
modesty, save^  from their wives or what their right hands 
possess; for them they are not blame-worthy,
But whose craves beyond that, such are al-*adun" XXIII,
6 - 7 .
With the introduction of rules to regulate the human re­
lations and social activities, which started late in Mecca with 
certain restrictions on food, the term became very useful as an 
expression of violating these rules. The food restrictions were 
extensively augumented in Madine^  by rules concerning sales and 
commercial activities, marraige, bet^rothal, divorce, inheritance, 
etc, etc. These divine rules, by virtue,5being more restrictive, 
are described as j^udud,’ boundaries * ; and violating them was des­
cribed as i 1tida*, violation or transgression, leading to puni­
shment. In view of the fact that those legislations were largely 
introduced in Madina^  and^the close association between these 
rules and the term under discussion, the term is  more prequently 
met in the Madlnan revelations.
Let us illustrate the use of the term in this sense by 
the following quotations: -
"God has forbidden you only carrion, blood, swine|flesh 
and that over whose immolation other names than that of 
Allah were mentioned; but whoso is driven by necessity 
neither craving nor *adin verily God is forgiving and
7i
and merciful^59  ^ XVI, 115.
fl0 you who believe; do not forbid good things which God 
has made lawful to you and la ta*tadu, (do not thereby 
overstep the bounds); God loves not al-muHadin" V,86.
"These ( i .e . ,  the rules that have just been mentioned con­
cerning wine, gambling, marriage, cohabitation during the 
menstruation, aoths and divorce), are the j^ udttd, (the limits) 
of Allah.
"Therefore, do not ta'taduha; and whoso yata^adda fcudud Allah, 
they are indeed the wrong doers". II 229
"These, (the preceding rules of inheritance), are the hudud 
of Allah; and whovo obeys Allah and His Apostle, God will 
let him enter Gardens under which rivers flow; abiding therein 
and that is the great success. And whoso disobeys God and
His Apostle and yata*adda frudtidahu, (transgresses His limits)1 0 "t
He will^him enter the Fire whenL they abide; his will be a 
shameful doom!" IV, 13 -  1^+
To summarise we may say that the term fudwan and its  kin- 
derivatives is employed in the Quran to convey one of these meanings, 
fir s t , the physical image of turning away from; second, the moral 
wrong of injustice and transgression which is  in its e lf  a specific 
sinj and lastly the general meaning of t .e sin of transgression. In 
the last meaning, the word was first employed to indicate the vio^a- 
t idn of the moral code by the commission of Kufr or shameful acts 
such as sodomy and fornication; and was later employed to denote 
the idea of over-stepping the ritual bounds or the rules divinely 
laid down for organising the human behaviours. The word, however, 
probably on account of its  immediate specific connotation of trans­
gressing and overstepping, does not appear to have gained as a popu-(Zfl)lar term of sin , like the other term such ad dhanb which could 
get rid of their specifics connotatio* and th*s become a 'neutral 
general ternP of sin.
i
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(10) ithm (kin-derivatives: 'athim-pl. 'athimun -  paJlt, act,
athim, i .e .  habitual athim, atham,i.e., consequence of ithm, 
verbal infinitive I I ) .
. i. ithm is one of the most controversial terms among the 
Quranic vocabulary of sin as far as its  basic meaning is concerned.
The Quranic commentators as well as lexicographers deffered whether 
it  is an unlawful deed committed specifically intentionally and isu/* -
therefore^pardonable, or, like cAhanb , covers a ll such deeds whether
  ( ^ 2 )they are cPmmitted intentionally or unintentionally. The Qamus
defines it  as a commission of a forbidden act, which brings it  near 
to the term fudwan. We do not however subscribe to these lim its.
From the contexts of the occurrences of ithm in the Qur'an 
and in the jifoiliyya Poetry, the term,whether it is  an infinitive  
or a simple substa»-as, appears to convey the idea of 'crime' accom­
panied by the connotation of injury, injustice and falsehood. A 
Jabili poet is  related to have said:
" I f  you say, there is no equal to her among her people lam
(43)ta'thami. (you will not be guilty of ithm)"
The Poet apparently implies, you have not thereby inflicted  
injustice upon the others.
In its  Quranic usage, the term nearly always smells of the 
connotation of injustice,harm or injury to the property or the honour 
of the others, or injury to oneself, apart from its  fundamental con­
tent of crime. In the following Quranic vers# which are believed to 
be of the earliest occurrances of the term*, the word strongly skells 
of the idea of aggression or injustice:
"And no one counts it false (the Day of Judgement), except 
every one who is aggressive and athim" LXXXIII, 12 
"And do not obey any swearer; contemptible, a maligner who 
goes about with calumny, a hinderer of the good, aggressive 
and athim" .  LXVIII, 12
Falsehood is  apparently associated with the word in the follow­
ing versei- 
"Woe to every liar athim"
We therefore find the term in the most part refering to sins 
involving injustice. In the following verse, the sin is  encroachment 
on the property of others:
"And eat not *p your property amongst you in vainity , nor seek 
by it  to gain the bearing of the judges that you may knowing­
ly devour a portion of the property of the people with ithm"
I I , 188.
In the following verse, the reference is to the sin of slander, 
in the context of the famour story of fAxshah:
"Unto every man of them will be paid what he has earned of 
ithm" XXIV, II .
And here again it  refers to injuring others:
"And those who malign believing men and women undeservedly, they 
bear the guilt of slander and manifest ithm" XXXIII, 58
In the following verse, the idea of in ju stice  to others" isisthere, and the offence described by the term a sin of the heart:^ M
"  shun much of suspicion; indeed some suspicion is an ithm
XLIX, 12.
Thus, ithm is  applicable both to overt and exovert sins; and 
this is explicitly stated in the following verse:
"Shun outward and inward ithms; those who earn ithm will be 
repaid for what they have earned". VI, 120.
The implication of injustice or inflicting injury attaches to 
the term even when it  conveys wrong attitude towards God vwhileuL 
other men are not involved. Thus we read:
"And whoso earns an ithm, he gains it  against himself" lV,III, 
and
"And whoso ascribes partners to God, he has falsely brought 
out a grave ithm.
From the above quotations, it  can be seen that the crime that 
may be referred to by the term ithm may be ’ rejection of the doct­
rine of resurrection^, the sins of swearing, maligning calumny, pre­
venting good, transgres^11, consuming the property of others unduly, 
slandering, injuring others in any way, thinking ill*, of others and
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ascribing partnership to God* Besides, it  is  applied to usuiy;. We 
read:
"God blights usury and multiplies alms; and He loves not the 
impious athlm" II , 276, to murder:
"Indeed I (Abel) would rather let you biear (the punishment) of my 
wrongT ithmT and your ithrn"; V, 29 
and wine-drinking and gambling:
"They question you about wine and games of chance; say: in both 
there is a formidable ithm and benefit for people; but their 
ithm is greater them their benefit". II , 219.
In the verseP just quoted, the connotation of harm is remarkable; 
and the harm entailed in the two crimes Q-f wine-drinking and gambling 
is compared.to-the-benefit they-seem to bring forth.
In the following example the term is connected with the viola­
tion of the restriction on food:
"But whoso is under stress in a time of famine, (and had to eat 
what has just been forbidden earlier in the verse), without 
being perversely inclined to ithm, Allah is  forgiving and 
merciful". V, 3.
In the following example, the term is employed in connexion with 
failure to observe certain ceremonial requirements in pilgrimage 
"And remember Allah through the appointed days, (i.e .th e  two 
or three days which follow fId al-Nahr); whoso hastens (his 
departure) in two days, no ithm is counted upon him; and whoso 
delays, it  is no ithm for him" II , 203
And in the following instance, the term is used in connexion
with concealing the evidence:
"And i f  youTbie on a journey and do not find anyone who can 
write, (let the£ebe) a pledge taken; but i f  one of you trusts 
another, let him who is trusted pay what is  entrusted to him 
and let him show piety to his Lord. Do not conceal the evidence;
whose conceals i t ,  his heart is athim. " I I , 283* In the last
example, the term seems to have the connotation o ffhis hearft 
is  bent on ha^mig those involved by concealing the evidence.
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The term and its  kin-derivative, atham, is  metaphorically emp­
loyed in the sense of its  consequence, i . e . ,  punishment.
We read:
"Whoso is driven by necessity, neither craving nor transgressing* 
there is  no ithm upon him" 11,173* and:
"And whoso does this, ( i .e .  ascribing partners to God, murder 
and formication), he shall receive athaman, doubled to him 
will be the punishment on the day of resurrection, and he will 
abide in it  disgraced* except those who repent; , believe^ and 
work*, righteous work, God will substitute good deeds for their 
evil deeds." XXV, 6 8 - 69.
An interesting observation is  that although the application of the 
term is so nearly universal, it  seems that it  does not cover the for­
bidden obsene acts, normally denoted by tfee term fafrishah which will
be discussed presently. This in fact is made more clear by joiningnormally
the two terms by a conjunction which^implies that they mean two r •
things,diffarei^t in entity or in connotation.
"Say my Lord has only forbidden the fawahifk*(PI. of fahishah), 
open or concealed, and ithm and unwarranted aggression" VII,
33, and
"And (the Mu1minun) are those who shun the formidable ithms 
and fawahigh" XLII, 37.
Thus ithm is a term which covers, apart from obsene sins, a ll  
other types of sins, moral or ritual, sins of omjdission and sins of 
commission. Although it  smells of the connotation of injury, the 
association seems to have diminished in the course of the use of 
the word, so that it  has become a1neutral’ general term of sin simp­
ly denoting a crime or offence of any kind. Its popularity as a 
Quranic term of sin, equal to that of dhanb and khafri1 ah is ref­
lected in the greater frequency of its  employment in the Madinan 
revelation^** ^
tv
^isyan (isyan is an infinitive noun, but according to 
Misbah it is a simple substanoa. Its kin-derivatives are: *asa, aor; 
fasin, part* act.; and fasiyy, emphatic form of past, act; and 
mafsiyah, infinitive noun)   ' * cThe hasi? meaning of this word is 'to disobey*, *to rebel* 
or *to oppose one's master'; hence'isyan is employed in the sense of 
'disobedience to the divine command by neglecting duties or by com­
mitting prohibitions* In the following verse, the word is apparently 
employed in the sense of onyflitting an obligation:
M0 Prophet; if believing women come unto you, taking oath of 
allegiance unto you that they will ascribe nothing as part­
ner to God and will neither steal nor commit adul^ry, nor kill 
their children nor produce any lie that they have devised 
between their hands and feet, nor that they shall ya'glna&a 
in fulfilling a ma'ruf. then accept their allegiance11 LX, 12. 
In the following verse, the word is applied to 'commission of 
prohibition' :
"Then they - Adam and Eve - ate from it - i.e., the forbidden 
tree -, and then their modest parts became exposed to them, 
■^ hey began to hide by^^g^ping on themselves some of the leaves 
of the Garden. And thus^ *a?a his Lord". XX, 121.
In the following, the word is associated with Kufr:
"Then (Moses) displayed to him (Pharaoh) the great sign; then 
he rejected (the sign) and *asa". LXXiX, 21 
"And this is rAd. They rejected the signs of their Lord and 
a§aw. His messengers" XI, 59*
In the following, the word refers to 'failure to carry out a 
military order:
"Allah has made good His promise to you when you were sweap-
ing them away by His permission, until when you flinched and
• (45)disputed concerning the order and fasayturn after He had
shown you what you love" III, 152.
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In the following verse, the term is apparently applied to failu­
re in observing the rules of inheritance set out in the preceding 
verses:
"And whoso yarsi Allah and His Apostle and violates His bounds 
He will let him enter Hell Fiwe where he will abide" IV, 14 
'iSyan, disobedience, is condemned, whether it is disobedience 
both to God and His Apostle as in the verse just quoted; or to God
alone or to the Prophet alone, the assumption being that disobedience
or obedience to one is the same to the other. Thus we read:
"Say, verily I fear if I'asa^tu, (disobeyed), my Lord, the 
chastisement on a great day" VI, 15 (cf: X,15 gnd XXXIX,15)
"And they whisper in the ears of each other with ithm, fudwan
and mafgiyat of the messenger" LVIII, 9*
It is thus clear that i^yan and its kin-derivatives are employed 
in the Qui?an any act of disobedience, whether it is an act
of omgtission or commission. It is also applicable to all types of 
sin, Kufr or others. The word conveys the idea of rebellion against 
the divine command, and it is therefore a strong term, conveying the 
idea of assuming an attitude of rebellion. The employment of the word 
is equally distributed between the Meccan and the Madlnan revelations. 
A notable observation is the rare and late occurrence of the deriva­
tive ma*giyah in the Quran, having occurred only twice in two conse- 
qutive vers# which belong to a late chapter, namely uh. LVIII. Ne­
vertheless, this derivative was destined to earn later an overwhel­
ming popularity as a term of sin. Canon collections of Hadith emp­
loy it in their chapters ’headings; and the Concordance of Tradition, 
T. IV, Pp. 25^-5, quotes about 50 early Hadiths in whichjthis deriva­
tive is employed denoting sin.
%
(12) iharr. This word is the infinitive noun of sharra, aor. It
may be used as a part act. PI. aushrar, and may also be used to denote 
the comparative or superlative degrees.
The primary meaning of the word may be the idea of ’unevenness} 
hence it is said: sharshara al-sikklna in the sense that he rublfe d
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the knife upon a stone till its edge became r o u g h ^ ^ h ence ^he idea 
4of 'being oblique*, 'being undesired or unfortunate*, and in the
moral sense, 'deviating or beiding from the right course' or simply
'evil'. It is therefore the antithesis of Khair, happiness, good 
fortune, and good deed. In the following verses, the word denotes a 
physical evil* or misfortune:
"And We try you with khair and shaurr.(prosperity and adversity), 
for ordeal; and you will be returned unto us" XXI, 25*
"Man is verily created anxious, fretful when shgT befalls him, 
and grudging when khair touches him." LXX, 19 - 20.
In the following verses, the term is used in the moral sense 
of 'evil act', white* its antithesis denotes 'righteous act':
"Whoso does khair-an the weight of an atom, he will see it,
(its reward); and whoso does sharran the weight of an atom will
see it" XCIX, 7-8.
As a paPt.act., the word describes an evildoer or wicked. We
read:
‘•And they say: what ails us that we do not behold men whom 
we were abw*fe to count among the ashrar" XXXVIII, 62
"Those who rejected the faith among the people of the Book 
and the polytheists are in the Fire of Gehenna where they 
abide; they are sharrul-hariyyah (the wicked of the Creation)" 
XtfVIII, 6.
In the following instances, the word denot# a comperative or 
superlative degrees, both with reference to the physical and the 
moral sense:
"This - but for the proud transgressors there is sharr (worst) 
resort; Gehenna in which they shall roast" XXXVIII, 55-56.
"Indeed sharr t(the worst) of the beasts in the sight of Allah 
are those who are deaf and dumb who do not understand" ¥111,
22.
Thus the word sharr may be used as inf.n., paart.act., or com­
parative or superlative; and may denote a physical misfortune or an 
evil act and may describe a wicked person. However, the word is 
charged with much of the connotation of *misfortune', and its *
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Quranic use in the moral sense is comparatively infrequent and 
chiefly belongs to the Meccairevelation. It is aptly described 
in the words of J.W. Sweetnam,"Sharr is used in a very general 
sense for all evils whether these can be thought of as moral evils 
or not (.47k n y Tradition, however, makes greater use of the word 
in the moral sense.
(13) zulm (kin-derivatives : zalama aor., zalim - Pl.za-
limun - part, act., zalum, emphatic part, act.;, mazlum 
part. pas£).
The original meaning of this word seems to be the image of
(^9)darkness; hence, zalam, darkness. From this is apparently de-_____ meaningrived the idea of 'misplacing a thing', in which.the word is actua-
(50) ^lly employed, since such is likely to happen in the dark. The
next step is the employment of the word in the sense of 'injustice*, 
whether this involves property or otherwise, since injustice imp­
lies misplacement of rights. In the sense of 'injustice' the word
is employed in the following lines attributed to Abu Zaid al-Ta'i
(51)and Abu Rafi b. Huraj.m respectively:
"He then otapallama (encroached on) my property and bent my
hand; may Allah who is able to defeat him, bend his hand!"
"Why! should you not zalamtum (wrong) any other than your you “uncle if^should ever be transgressors!"
The Quran frequently employs the word in this sense of
'in justice ' condemned as a particular sii>.
Thus we read:
"And whoso defends himself, having suffered zulm, there is 
no way (of blame) against him; the way,(hlame), is only 
against those who yazlimuna (oppress) the people" XLII.
*fl - k2.
"And whoso is slain mazluman, (with injustice), We have 
given p o w e r t o  his heir" XVII, 33*
God is declared free from^zplm?^ hus we raed.
"God does not yazlimu(wrong) people whatsover, but people > * ' *
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wrong themselves” X, kk 
"Whoso does righteousness, it is for himself; and whoever 
does evil, it is against it; and your Lord is not by any 
means gallamWttarging) the slaves11 XLI,
This "jillini:' the bonoc o applies to injustice done by a man to 
a man, and is inattributable to God Who is Just. The agent, however, 
may do injustice to himself by overstepping the bounds and thus 
deservsrsp; the divine chastisement as may be taken from the tvse 
verss ^ jist quoted and from the following verse in which zulm is 
employed as somewhat a synonym of fudwan.
"And whoso oversetps the bounds of Allah, then it is they who 
are : . galimun"!!, 229.
The idea of man wronging himself by sinning is also indicated 
in the following and similar verses:-
"They did not zalamuna»(wrong us); but they zalamu^(wronged) 
themselves" V, 57*
"Who steps over the bounds of God, he (thereby) zalama (wronged) 
himself" LXV, 1
"And on him, (Abraham) and on Isaac, We bestowed Our blessing; 
sind among their offsprings some are righteous and some are 
clearly zalimun li-nafsihi (wronging themselves)" XXXVII,
113.
It is probably safe to venture to assert that it is from this 
idea of doing injustice to one-self by overstepping the bounds that 
the word is employed in the general sense of sin, retaining at the 
same time, the connotation of injustice, either to the divine rules 
by violating them, or to oneself by inviting the divine punishment 
by sinning. In this general sense of sin we may count about 290 
instances wheie zulm and its kin-derivatives are used, with reference 
to shikk, to its hindered Kufr, to commission of any other positive 
sin, and to failure in fulfilling one’s duties. Thus we read:
"And (remember) when Luqman admonished his eon: 0 my son, do
not ascribe partnership to Allah, verily shirk is a great 
zulm." XXXI, 13.
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f,It is only the zalimun who reject our tokens’* XXIX, *f9 
"And it is al-Kafiruna who are zalimun " II,
^Then, after them, We sent Moses with Our tokens to Pharaoh 
and his chiefs; by^th# zalamu (wronged) thereby*1 VII, 103 
"Those who have embraced Iman and do not obscure their iman 
by zulm; theirs is safety*' VI, 82.
"But whoso repents after his gulm and amends, God will repent 
towards him" V, 39 
"And whoso does not rule in accordance with what God has re“ 
vealed, it is they who are zalimun" V,
"And those who do not repent, it is they who are spalimun".
XLIX, II
"They - the people of the garden who had decided to deprive 
the poor of their right in the crop - said :
God forbid! We have been galimln"
"God forbids you only those who warned against you on account 
of religion and drove you out of your dwellings and helped 
to drive you out, that you make friends with them.
Whoso befriends them, such are the galimun" LX, 8.
Thus gulm and its kin-derivatives denotes in the Quran one 
of two meanings; the particular meaning of injustice or oppression, 
which is a specific sin, and the general meaning of sin - charged 
with the connotation of injustice - whether it is a sin of ommission 
or commission. The term is widely used both in the Meccan and Madl- 
nan revelations. However, the element of injustice implied in the 
term is overwhelming; and this is probably the reason why the word 
doesfc not appear to have sarned recognition in later ages as a ge- 5neral technical term of sin but as a specific word denoting, jiirlUatice.
(lA) J t— i  fasad. (Kin-derivatives: fasada aor., fasid, part.act., 
afsada IV, mufsid,Pl. mufsidun - part, act.)
It seems that the primary meaning of this word is 'to decay' 
or 'to become rotten"; hence, in the moral sense, 'to be vicious, 
to become corrupt, wicked, unrighteous, or improper^ The word is 
is employed in the sense of 'physical corruption or disorder' in
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*the following lines attributed to al-Aswad b Ya^fur and to Tarafah 
respectively:
" and time brings about fasad (damage) after good
fortune"^** ^
"May the abundant rain of spring give to drink your terri­
tory without being mufsidiha (without causing damage or
(55)harm to it by over-flooding)"
The Quran also employs fasad in the sense of physical damage 
or disorder. We read:
"If there were in them, (the Heavens and the earth), gods 
besides Allah, lafasadata, they would have been disordered 
or corrupted" XXi, 22.
"She said: Verily when the kings enter a township, afsaduha 
(they ruin it") XXVII, J>k.
But it is chiefly in the moral sense that the Quran employs 
the word, denoting the idea of 'moral decay, corruption, improprie-i
ty, viciousness, or causing others to he suctf, thus becoming a general 
term applicable to various kinds of particular sins. In the follow­
ing verse, the word apparently implies Kufr:
"Shall We treat those who have embraced iman and do good
works like al-mufsidina in earth" XXXVIII, 28 
In the following the word refers to the act of stealing:- 
"They, (Joseph's brothers)said, by God you know indeed we 
have not come linufsida in the earth and we are not theives" 
XII, 73
In the coming verse the word refers to spreading discen- 
sion or disorder:
"And the nobility of Pharaoh's people said: Will you leave 
Moses and his people li-yufsidu in the earth!" 127
And here it is employed in the sense of encroaching on the
orphan's rights :-
"They will ask you about the orphan; say: f^o set right their 
affairs is good. If you intromit with them, (then remem­
ber they are) your brethren; Allah knows him who is mufsid
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from him who sets right111 II, 220.
In the following verse, the word refers to the evil mays to
ofwhich the people^Sodom were given:
He (Lot) said, "my Lord, help me against the people who are 
mufsidlfl" XXIX, 30.
And in the following, the word is used in connexion with the
idea of craving to increase wealth through unscupulous means, as
(56)the context shows:-
"We assign this abode, (the abode of those who are success­
ful), to those who do not seekf* haughtiness on earth or 
fafeldan" XXVIII, 83.
Although fasad and related derivatives are employed with re­
ference to various specific sins, as has just been seen, yet its 
connotation of 'causing or leading to corruption or disorder' is 
ever present; and the word therefore does not seem to hai£ succee­
ded as a popular technical term of sin generally, but it has become 
more indicative of the specific idea of 'mischief, corrupting or 
causing disorder or destruction'1.
(15) futuww (kin-derivatives: *ata aor., fatin,fem.,1atiyah,
rpa0t. act). The primary meaning of this word seems to convey 
the idea of 'being stupendous and unwieldy; hence describing 
a stormy wind as 1atiyah in the following verse:
"As per 'Ad, they were destroyed by means of a wind which was 
Atiyah". LXIX, 6.
The use of the word in the moral sense may be derived from 
this idea of physical enormousness so that i&s moral meaning becomes 
the idea of 'being excessively immoderate, proud or conciited. In 
this sense the term is employed in the Quran apparently with refe­
rence to Kufr, being the most serious failure. Thus we read:-
"But they, (the Kafirun who are described in the previous 
verse as conceited), persisted in futwww and restiveness" 
"But they (Thamud's people), fataw (turned away insolently) 
„from their,Lord's Command", LI, kk
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"And maacyyaL township *atat t (turned away in haughtiness) from 
the command of its Lord and His Apostles" LXV, 8*
It appears from the above quotations that the word 'utuww,of haughtinesslike, ^ u g h i p j i : i s  a word descriptive of the attitude^assumed 
by sinners rather than denoting particular sins. The word does not 
appear therefore to have become popular as a technical term of sin.
(16) ^ \  israf (kin-derivatives: &srafa,aor.; musrif - PI.
musrifun - part, act.,)
The primary meaning of this word appear to be the idea of 
•exaggeration* or 'doing things out of the ordinary*; hence the idea 
of 'exceeding or violating the bounds', and thus comes very near to 
the moral use of the term *udwan and gulm. In this moral sense the 
Quran employs the word to convey the idea of 'gross violation' with 
reference to various types of sin. In th£§eVerses the word behaves 
almost synonymously with Kufr:
"And thus We punish him who asrafa and did not pay heed (lam 
yu'min) to his Lord's signs." XX,127.
"Verily Our messengers# brought the signs to them, then many 
of them were thereafter musrifum on the earth." V,32.
"There can be no doubt but that (the idols) unto which you call 
me have no claim in this world or in the world to come, that 
our (final) return will be# unto God, and that the musriflna 
will be the inhabitants of the Fire" XL, 43 
In the next verse, the word refers to encroaching upon the
orphhn's property:
"And do not consume it, (the property of the orphan), israfan 
(i.e., beyond the lawful limit), or in anticipation of their 
growing up" Iv, 6.
In the coming verse, reference is made to abusing the right of 
retaliation granted to the heir of a murdered person:
"And whoso is slain wrongfully, We have given power to his
heir; but let him not yusrif in slaying", 33
In the next verse, the reference is to committing excess in
<consuming food which is otherwise permissible:
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"0 children of Adam, take your adornment at every mosque, 
and eat and drilik, but do not commit israf. He loves not the 
musrifin" VII, 31.
In the following verse, israf is defined as fasad:
"And do not obey the command of the musrifin, who yufsiduna 
in the aarth", XXVI, 151 - 152 
In the next verse the reference is to overspending or commi­
tting excess in spending:
"And they (slaves of the Merciful), are those who when they 
spend neither yusrifu nor are they st/ingy" XXV, 67 
And here reference is probably to failure to pay the alms due 
in property; but it is permissible to be interpreted as paying in 
excess over and above what is due :
"And pay the due thereof upon the harvest day and do not 
tusrifu "
The word israf and its kin-derivatives, is, like tughyan,
1udwan and gulm, a word with strong connotations, its being the 
idea of extravagance and excess; hence its use is chiefly made in 
Mecca reflecting the vehement argument with the adversaries of the 
faith during this crucial age. israf is however free from the conno 
tation of ‘injustice and aggression against others;and is therefore 
applied to excess in permissible actP and even to excess in perform­
ing righteous deeds. The word therefore approaches the status of 
a general term of sin similar to that of dhanb, and is therefore
(571used in prayers in the following verse:
"And all that they said was: Our Lord, forgive our dhunub 
and our israf in our matters" III, 1^7*
(17) <3-^^ fi 3q (fisq is said to be inf. n. or simple subs. Kin- 
derivatives: fasaqa I, fusuq, inf.n.like fisq; fasiq-pl.fasiqun- 
part. act).
The primary meaming of this word is said to be the image of 
•a thing coming forth from another thing, rather in a bad or co­
rrupt manner". It is said: fasa^at al-rutabatu (an qishratiha
* i.e., the date emerged out its husksj because it causes the husko
to burst in order that it could obtrude.
From this sense conveying the physical image of obtruding
or emerging is probably derived the employment of the word in the
moral sense of 'the obtrusive violation of the moral order, or vio­
lation of the limits of the law or the divine command'.
The Quran employs the term in the moral sense of 'viola­
tion of, or disobedience to ,the divine command1. Thus we read:
"And (remember) when We said to the ange^.: Fall pros­
trate before Adam and they fell prosterate except IblXs. 
He was one of the Jinn, so he fasaqa, (went away) from 
the command of his Lord". XVIII, 50.
The employment of the word in the idea of violating the
divine bounds or commands refers to involvement in specific sirP; indthe coming verse the term applies to forbidden food and iolatrousr
practices:
’’Forbidden to you are the dead (carcase), blood, the 
flesh of swine, that over which any other (name) than 
Allah has been invoked, that which has been strangled, 
or felled or has tumbled, or been gored, or which wild 
beasts have mangled - except you have slaughtered it 
(before it was dead) - and that which has been sacrificed 
on the stove (alter), and that you aeek a division by 
means of the divining arrows - that is fisq." V, 3 (cf. 
VI, 1^5)
In the following verses the word behaves almost syno­
nymously with Kufr:
"Some of theip, (people of the Scripture),are mu'minun, 
and most of them are the fasiqun" III, 110.
"Verily We have wevealed unto you clear tokens; and only 
the fasiqun disbelieve in them" II, 99 •
Fisq is also applied to causing injury toavscribe or a 
witness-.:
"And let no harm be done to a scribe or to a witness,
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if you do (harm to them), it is fusuqun with you’1 XI, 28l.
One who gives a false information is described as fasiq:
"0 you who have embraced iman;if a fasiq brings you tiding, 
verify it lest you should smite some folk in ignorance..." XLIX, 
6.
Insulting each other is also described as fasuq:
"And insult not one another by nicknames; bad is the name 
fusuq after Iman". XLIX, II 
And failure to observe the revelation in judging the i-s. quali­
fies for the term fasiq:
"And whoso does not judge by what God has revealed, such are 
the fa^Lqun" V, 57.
Thus the word fusuq and its kin-derivatives are used to con*
vey the idea of violating the right course either by rejecting the failing to tnefaith or by^comply with the divine ordinances whii®i^faith is pdssi-
bly maintained. In other words, the ternu under discussion is emp­
loyed with reference to sin of any degree; but it carries the conno­
tation of ’getting out of the right course*, or *non-conformity with 
the divine law*.
Perhaps it was because of the idea of *non-conformity * which 
the word fisq and its kin-derivatives convey, that the theologians 
when they began to discuss and dispute over the fate of sinners
(59)found the term fasiq a aim suitable epithet to denote this category; 
the Khawarij equating it with the term Kafir., the Sunnis regarding
it a category of mu'min, and the Mu*tazilfe making it an intermediate
(6 0)status between that of Kafir and that of mu*min.
Although the argument of these theologians is beyond the 
scope of this work, it is relevant to see which interpretation of 
the said theologians Conforms with the Quranic employment of the 
term in the light of the above discussion, quite apart from the
validity of their argument.or the “4u 1 tazilah
The Khawarij^may bring forward the verses quoted early above 
where iman is contrasted with fisq or a kin-derivative; but this is 
not a sufficient evidence that the application of the temm is con-
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fined to Kufr. All that it amounts to is that the term is applicable 
to Kufr. But in addition, the term is applied to forbidden food, 
to harming a scribe or a witness, to giving a false report, and to 
calling each other by undesired names. To claim that such offences 
amount to Kufr or are inconsistant with Iman will obviously be an 
unwarranted exaggeration. Moreover, the verse XLIX,6 , cited above, 
describes as fasiq one of the Propeht's dbmpanions who, according to
Ibn Ishaq, was al-Walid b *Uqbabb. Abu Mu^a^t who gave a mistaken
( *  report about B. Mustaliq to whom he had been sent by the Prophet
to collect their alms. There is no trace of a record that al-Wal.ld « 
who is described in the Quran as fasiq was excommunicated as a non- 
mu* min on that account. Thus, it appears that fasiq is semantically 
a category of mu * min, a sinning mu*min.
• , i(18) >l~^>-hiuth. (hantha, aor.; and tahannatha, V).*___________ * P 9 • 9
It seems that the root meaning of this word is *to leave out{
'to desert*, hence tafrannuth, in the sense of * abandoning or leaving 
the pleasures of the world*, ^ence the use of the term in the sense 
of 'breaking away from an undertaking', or 'failure to perform* a 
commitment' especially supported by an oath. It is probably from 
this idea of failing to fulfil an undertaking or a commitment that 
the use of the word in the sense of 'failure to fulfil God's com­
mands by committing sins is derived. The assumption is that man is 
committed to obey the divine guidance.
In the sense of breaking an oath, the term is used in the fol­
lowing verse:
"And tit was said to Job): take in your hand a bunch (of grass), 
and then smite (your wife) with it and do not tafrnath"
XXXVIII, kk.
In the general sense of sin the term occurs only in the follow- 
wing verse:
"And they, (those who will be the People of Left on the Day 
of Resurrection), were persistent on the great hinth"
LVI, kG.
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In this unique instance, the term is alleged to be alluding(62)to shirk . The use of the term in the general sense of sin however 
is extremely rare. Early Tradition employs the word more often in 
the sense of "breaking ai oath", and in the Ooncordance can be
found only two quotations in which the term is employed in the gene-
( 63 )ral sense of sin. One of these apparrently alludes to zina .
%
(19) ghayy(ghawa aor.; ghawin - pl.ghawun- part, act.; ghawiyy,
emphatic form of part, act.; aghma IV).
Two kin-derivatives of this word, ghawan and ghawa convey 
the idea of 'being rotten or corrupt' which may be the primary mean­
ing of the root, ghawan is said of a young camel or of a lamb or
a kid when he drinks milk till he suffers indigestion and his belly
(64) ibecomes in a corrupt state ; and it is said of milk ghawwatu'l labana
in the sense of having caused it to coagulate as though I spoiled 
iti^^ence, the application of the word in the sense of moral corrup­
tion. Al-Muraf|tash is reported to have said:-
"Whoso does right, people will praise his behaviour; and
(66)whoso yaghwi, he will not lack a critic over his ghayy"
And when Durand b. al-Simmah failed to disuade his folks 
taking part in the war between Bakr and Taghlib he joined them and 
said:
"I am only one of (the tribe of)Taghlib; when it ghawat
(67) -----ghawaytu"
The vQuran employs the word in the moral sense of corruption 
or going on the wrong path; and it can be seen that it is used as 
nearly synonymous with the term dalal The Quran reads:
"There is no compulsion in the matter of religion; the rushd. 
(right course), has become distinguished from the ghayy 
(wrong path)". II 2 56, and 
"And Adam disobeyed his Lord, and he thus has ghawa (was 
deceived).tt
Afterwards, however, his Lord chose him, turned again towards
him and hada, (guided him aright)" XX, 121 - 2
In the second instance, the term ghayy ctenotes the reverse
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of huda, the antithesis of d&lalt which emphasises the close re­
lationship between the two terms of sin. Like c[alal, again, ghayy 
is employed in the sense of its consequence, punishment. We read:- 
"Now, there has succeeded|them a generation who have ruined 
worship and followed the lusts; they will receive ghayy*1. 
XIX, 59.
Moreover, seducing to ghayy is attributed to Satan, and it 
is also confessed on the Day of Resurrection by the leaders of the 
wrong party*We read:-
flHe (Satan) replied: By Your glory, I will ughgiyannahum 
(Seduce) them all” XXXVIII, 82 (cf V, 39 and VII, 16), and 
"Those concerning whem the word will have come true will say 
°ur Lord; these are they whom we aghwajtna ^had led astray); 
we aghwaj;nahum as we ghawaina (we led them astray even 
as we ourselves were astray11 XXVIII, 86.
Again, like dalalpleading to ghayy is attributed to God.
We read:
"If God will to yuqtotfiyfthiia; (lead you to ghayy), He is 
your Lord, and you will be returned unto him" XI, 3^
Thus, ghayy in its employment by the i^uran is more or less
synonymous with the term dalal, denoting the ides of being on the
wrohg path. Like dalal,it may be observed ,its use is predominently 
Meccan, which reflects the sharp dispute in Mecca and the need' for 
term*which condemn^ the Meccans' attitude in its various aspects.
(20) SV) \ iba’ Among the kin-derivatives of this word, it is 
only the First Form verb aba which is employed in the ^uran.
The basic meaning of this word however is to be sought in 
its application to the young camel who having just been weaved and 
who happens to suffer from indigestion, hates milk and refuses to
be fed. It seems that the idea of refusal was generalised and ex­
tended to the moral context where the word denotes the sense of 
'arrogantly rejecting the divine command, and refusingto obey".
The term also conveys the idea of 'amour propre'; and to this 
belongs the employment of the word in the following line attributed
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w.
to Su^ajLd Abu Kfcahll al-Yashkuri:
"(It is a quality of ours), iba* (refusal) to near baseness
(68)when the mighty submits to appression"
To this meaning also belongs thejuse of the word in the renowned
phrase: "abajtahl laka, may you be clear from shame!
The Quran employs the word both in the simple sense of refusal 
and in the moral sense where it denotes 'violation 9* God's commands 
with a connotation of arrogance. It is noteworthy that the word is 
often accompanied by the word is Ttakbari. Thw^ j we read:
"Until when they, (Moses and his companion), came unto a folk 
of a township they asked its folk for food,but they abaw,
(refused), to offer them hospitality" XVIII, 77.
We also read:
"And (remember) when We told the Angels to prost^rate to Adam, 
and they fell prost^rate all except Iblis; a b a (fee de .mured 
through pride) and thus became amongs the Kafirs" II, 3*+
(cf. XV,31 and XX, lid, and
"We verily showed him, (Pharaoh), all Our tokens, but he de­
nied and aba"
Thus, aba denotes in its Qu^gnic use in moral contexts the 
attitude of insolence assumed by sinners against the divine command. 
Its use mainly belongs to the middle pa^t of the Meccan revelation, 
reflecting again the vehement struggle at the time when the Prophet 
publicly proclaimed his mission. It is probably noteworhty that the 
the term when it is used in the moral sense, is sometimes accompanied 
by the formiddable word istakbara, (has become insolent). Early Tra­
dition employs the word also to denote the general meaning of
and in one of the cases the Prophet is quoted as saying: "Wheao
obeys me enters Paradise; and whpsq disobeys me, he has aba".
(21) baghy (kin-derivatives: bagha, aor;, bugha', inf. n. like
baghy or a simple substance; bigha', another inf.n; but alluing to
prostitution; haghin, pact, act., hafehiyy, paBt.act. related to bigha,
inbgha, VIII; and ibtagha VIII).A
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We are here specially interested in the First Form and its 
kin-derivatives, because the other forms are not so closely related 
to the moral sense. The First Form however possesses three usages, 
intransitiv e without the means of a preposition, transitive with 
the means of a prep.ositioQ, and absolute intransitige. Before we 
begin the discussion of the meaning attached to the word in each 
of these usages, let us first deal with what appears to be the ori­
ginal meaning of the root.
There are two expressions in which the word bagha conveys 
a physical image, which might be its basicmeaning; namely, hagha'1 
wadi, which means: the valley flooded with water reaching the place 
to which it had not reached before; and bagha1! jurftu, which means, 
the wound swelled and became in a corrupt state and produced thick 
purulent matter?^ The basic meaning of the root may therefore be 
the idea of 'exceeding the normal bounds in an unpleasant sense"; 
hence the idea of overstepping, violating or encroaching upon the 
recognised notf\ms, limits or the divine command, when the word is 
used in a moral context.
We now turn to the meaning of the word, in the First Form, 
in its various grammatical usages. When the word is transitive 
without the need for a preposition, it means: 'he sought, desired 
or endeavoured to find or to get'; and this meaning being unrela­
ted to the moral sense does not concern us here, though the word
(71)is employed in it in the Quran.
When the word is transitive by means of a preposition, which 
is here the particle ra]La, on or against, or is intransitive and 
absolute, it is then used in the moral sense which has just been 
explained as 'to encroach on the recognised bounds or limits"’. 
However, when the encroachment involves the rights of a mortal, the 
verb reaches its object by means cf the preposition, and in this 
caflEe it means 'injustice, oppression or agression' which is a parti­
cular sin. The Quran reads, e.g.:
"And if one of the two parties baghat *ala (encroached upon)
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the other, fight the one which baghat (oppressed), until 
it returns to the ordinance of Allah’1 XLIX, 9*
theWhen the word is employed a# intransitive without^preposi­
tion 'ala, it conveys the general idea of transgressing the bounds 
or violating the divine commands, and this is the employment which 
concerns us here most, The^ Quran reads:
’’But the way (of blame -e) is only against those who appear^ 
the people and wrongfully yabghuna, (rebel), on tJie^e&rfft^?^ 
”Yet when He has delivered them, they wrongfully yabghuna 
in the earth, 0 people I Y0ur Jaaghy is only against you”
X, 23.
From this discussion it becomes clear that the term haghy 
is very similar to that of £ulj&, denoting when it is absolute and
intransitive the general idea of sin. But when it reaches its ob­
ject by means of fala it denotes injustice which is a particular sin 
In fact the cannotations of baghy has something in common with those 
of the terms frughian, rudwan and gulm. Probably because of its 
strong connotations which resemble those of tughian, employment
of baghy is chiefly Meccan reflecting again the bitter dispute 
with the polytheists. Early Tradition also abounds in the use of
the word as a technical^^ of sin.
(22) syyiah (Kin-derivatives: sa'a, I, saw', inf.n; su',
simple sub,;8«yyi', paart • act - fern, sayyiah; asa'a, IV; and mhsl' 
pari, act.; saw'ah. pi. saw'at, subst.).
Saw'ah means farj , i.e., the private pairts of a man or a
(73)woman; and saw1 or is employed in the sense of leprosy
Thus, the root meaning of the word seems to convey^ the idea that 
something is feared, undersired and harmful. Therefore the word is 
employed, in the related meanings of injurious, harsh, misfortune, 
and painful punishment; and hence its employment in the moral sense 
of being disapproved with a connotation of harm or injury.
9*f
>-The Quran employs the word in all the above meanings. Of 
its non-moral employment we read:
% MAnd (remember) when We delivered you (the Israelites) from
the people of Pharaoh who chastised you with sIO.* (the 
harsh kind) of the punishment” II, *+9*
”And if a sayyiah (misfortunes) befalls them as a result of 
what their hands have earned, they dispair” XXX, 36 
"•••and do not touch her (i.e. the she-camel of Hud), with 
any sill (harm or injury), last a painful puniskmdnt will 
befall you”. XXVIII, 31.
"Repel the sayy^iah (transgression, wrong done to you by 
others), with hassanah, (a good deed)” XXIII, 96.
"And they extend to you their hands and tongues with su* 
(aggression, injury)”,LX, 2, and 
flkaiixif xShiiixif ikksxaai^xfcahafciBamaiitit^xkkexK i sxho fcxrepBlliRg
for a people,
"And if God wills flu1, (chastisement),xthere is not repelling 
for it” XIII, II.
In all these quotatiors it can be seen that the words su * 
and sayyi'ah are treated as subsfc nouns and used as epithets de­
noting the ideas of something undecired, harmful, painful, unfortu­
nate or injurious. Its contr astto the word frasanah which possesses 
the connotation of being useful, profitable, and a favour done to 
others, points to fckaaap the opposite connotations of sayyi * ah 
and its kin-derivatives.
The word b±k s u 1, sayyi ' and sayyi1ah and their kin-deri­
vatives are used also in the Quran in the moral sense, which in 
fact is our central interest, with reference to all types offsin.
The meaning of the word then, is that an act is disapproved and 
abhorred, probably with a connotation that the act is harmful to 
others or injurious to the agent himself. In the next passages, 
the referent is Kufr or something of its manifestations;
"Verily those who worship the Calf they shall incur the 
wrath of God, and abasement shall befall them tin the life
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of this world. So do We ever recompense those who forge. 
Those, however, who have done sayyiat but repent thereafter 
and come back with the right faith, verily your Lord there­
after is Forgiving and Merciful" VII, 152-3*
"We delivered him (Noah) from the people who cried lies to 
Our signs. Verily they were a people of saw', so We drowned 
them all" XXI, 77* and 
"Those (the Kafirs, as in the preceding verse) whom the 
angels seize, (i.e. cause to die), while they are busy 
wronging themselves; then (only) will they submit (saying) 
we were not doing any su *"1 XVI, 28.
In the next verse, reference is to unchastity and sexual li­
cense :
"(Though my innocence has been proved). Yet I do not claim to 
be perfectly innocent, for the human soul ever incit^ to 
su*" XII, 53.
And in the next, the referent is sodomy:
"And Lot - We gave him jurisdiction and knowledge; and We 
delivered him from the town which was working fouzl deeds; 
verily they were a people of saw1, reprobats"XXI, 71.
In the following, the reference is to a number of evil deeds, 
enumerated in previous verses, namely, slaying of one’s own child­
ren, fornication, murder, embezzlement of the legal property of the 
orphans, dishonesty in commerce, insolance and arrogance:
"All thissayyi1uhu, (its eviness),is in the sight of your 
Lord abhorred" XVII, 3&
In the coming passages, sayyi’ai1 is apparently employed in 
the sense of its own consequences, the punishments:
"And there (on the Day of Resurrection), shall appear to
i .
them Gsayyi* at, (the evils), of what they had earned"XXXIX,k7 
A —"And then the sayyi * at of what they had earned smite them;
and those who wronged from amongst these (people) will 
smite them the sayyi*at of what they had earned"• ibid, 51•
In the following instances, the term sayyi1 ah and su1 are
9$
employed as subst. in the general sense of evil act, alluding to
no specific referent:
"Who comes (on the Day of Resurrection) with a frasahah there
will be for him a ten - fold reward; and who comes with a
sayyi1 ah he will not be penalised by more thati its like
Anvo& es" VI, 160
"On that Day, every soul will find present all good that it
had done; and the su1 which it had committed, it will cravesthat a long distance separat^.t from it1 III, 30,
"Your Lord has prescribed mercy (as incumbent) upon Himself; 
whoso of you does su' an in ignorance then repents thereafter
and does right - Verily He is Forgiving,. Compassionate "
VI, and
"0 our Lord, forgive us our dhunub (PI. of dhanb), and ex­
piate from us our sayyi1 at and unite us in death with the 
pure" III, 193.
Combining dhanb and sayy1 ah in such verses as that last quoted
substantial the twohas caused some commentators to immagine a^diTTerence between^con-
ceplP in order, apparently, to justify bringing them together inessentially
the same breath so that each denotes ai^different thing. Al-Bai- 
dawl, e.g., claims that dhanb denotes a kabirah, a grave sin and 
sayyi1 ah mean/ safehirah or a minor sin this distinction is
artificial and is inconsistent with the employment of the word in the 
Qui^ an. As we have seen, the range of sayyi1 ah is unlimited, and it  
covers All types of active sins including Kufr and all its mani­
festations. A further observation about the Quranic use of sayyi1 ah
is that the word seene at last to have been somewhat detached fromo£ versesits specific connotation, as seen in the last group^quoted above 
and made a general term of sin* On, we may say that its peculiar 
connotations, i.e., harm or injury, are inherent in all sins, since 
the agent by sinning does harm at least to himself. Furthermore, 
we have seen the word sometimes governed by the verb *amila »
did, as in VII, 153; and this may indicate that sayyi'ah only k o k  
covers active sins, i.e., sins of commission as distinct from sins 
of onujiission^ since £mila normally denotes tangible positive acts.
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Thus, sayyi'ah and some of its kin-derivatives, especially 
sayyi', and su1 have become technical terms of sin, covering all 
types of active faults. The popularity of the term is reflected 
in its use in prayers, and its wide employment in early TraditioZ^
4 ^  £(2 3) haram (kin-derivatives: haram aor. - hurm, hurmah and. ^ -»------
haram, inf.n.; harama aor, hirman, inf. n.; and mahrum patft.pass.?
harrama, II, ahrama IV and ihram inf. n.)• • •
This tberm is particularly related to the notion of taboo 
whereby certain acts and things are avoided by the members of a 
given society. This attitude, although negative, plays its role in 
xxxfcxxgxjfck* uniting the members of the society in that it provides 
a common interest, and the observation of these taboos renews in 
the minds of the members certain ideas and values which are deeply 
rooted in their social structure.
In the Arabian context the root of the concept may be sought 
in the ancient habit, which appears to be somehow related to the 
primitive ideas of fecishism and totemism, of endowing certain 
objects or places with what we may call a ritual status which makes 
an object of reverence and sacredness. This mysterious status is 
called j^urmah, and the object of this frurmah or reverence becomes,
like a Polynesian chief, a taboo so that certain actP in regard to:.beit should^avoided, and violation of this was probably thought of 
as would visit the culprit with misfortune, ill luckr or any other 
type of sanction. Thus, the place which becomes an objects of 
hurmah is known by a related word, fraram or mafrram, and then cer­
tain crimes and acts of violence are to be avoided^/ aid thus the 
term frurmah has come to co*vey the double meaning of reverence 
and prohibition."
It was perhaps from this practice of imposing a fcan on cer­
tain acts within a fraram that the idea v u-j of prohibiting an act. was
extended so that it becomes inherently associated with the act when-and whereverever it might be committed. The imposition of prohibition might A ahave started as ^ voluntary abstention; and to this notion belongs the
use of the word in the following line attributed to Sharahil b.< „Madi karib:
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”1 frarramtu wine on myself, till I am placed, in the bottom
To this sense apparently belongs also the employment of the
"All types of food were lawful to the children of Israel 
except what Israel frarrama (chose to forbid) upon himself" 
III, 93 and
"0 you Prophet! For what reason (tufrarrimu) do you forbid
unto yourself what Allah has made lawful for you?" LXVI,1.theIt may be related to this idea of abstention the use of^kin-
derivatives, frarama, with frirjfl-man and afrrama c\r i ;,rM  in the 
sense of deprivation. Ijarrama, II, causative, is employed in this 
sense and also in the above as we have seen. To this meaning.belongr 
the following Quranic verses :
"And the Messiah said, verily whoso ascribes partnership to
"And in their wealth there is a share assigned to the
be&gar and al-Mafrrum" Li, 19 
The most important meaning of the term, as far as this work
is concerned is its application in the sense of 'prohibition of 
an act or a thing by a divine commad', which seems to be an exten- 
tion of the sense of going into a voluntary abstention. The employ­
ment of the term in this religion - moral sanse started late in 
Mecca in the context of condemning the arbiterary prohibition by 
the Meccans of certain types of food or anima^ and attributing this 
prohibition to God. In this connexion the Quran reads:
"Say, have you considered what provison God has sent down 
for you, 'and then how you have arbitarily judged some of 
it as lawful, (fralalan), and some haraman (unlawful)? Say, 
has God permitted you (to do so)? But you lie on God"
X, 59 and
"Do not say concerning that which your tongue3 falsely des­
cribe, this is halal ,(permitted), and this is fraram, 
thus inventing a lie against God..." XVI, 116.
This is again brought otit in the following:
of a grave" (77)
term in the following:Quranic verses:
made him deprived of Paradise"VII, 50 and
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"And they assigned to God a share of what He has created; 
namely, the crop and the cattle. They falsely say, this is 
for God and this is for our idols! What they assign for 
their idols does not reach God, and what they assign for God 
reaches their idols." V, 136 
"And they said, such cattle and such crops are forbidden, 
(declaring), in their make - belief, no one shall taste 
them save whom we will; and the back of such cattle 
frurrimat T(are forbidden)," ibid, 138 
"And they say, what is in the b/ellies of these cattle is 
reserved for our menfolks and mufrarramun (forbidden) to 
our womenfolks", ibid, 139, and 
".....And they have forbiddenwhat God has provided them, 
thus inventing a lie against God", ibid,l40.
Thus, it is declared that prohibiting an act or a thing is 
the privilege of God, and is not in the power of anyone else. This 
does not mean that God’s declaring a thing as lawful or forbidden 
is arbitrary, or that His decision runs at variance with the 
judgement of the moral conscience. It is in fact made clear that 
the divine decision is based on the nature of the thing; if it is 
good it is made lawful, but if it is filthy it is forbidden. Hence 
the description of what is permissible as tayyibj(good),and cal-
ling what is forbidden* rijs and skhaba* ithth, both of which 
suggest a feeling of intense repulsion, qh tho grfchor» We eead:- 
"And he, (the Prophet), makes lawful to them al-tayyibat,
(good things), and yuharrimu unto them al-Khaba* ith (filthy 
things). "VI, 156, and 
"Say, I find in what has been revealed to me nothing muharraa 
(forbidden), except what is dead, and blood outpoured, and 
the flesh of the swine for it is rijs" VI, 1^5«
Again, wine, gambling, idols and divining arrows are described 
as rijs in the following verse:
"0 believers, wine and maisttP-gambling, idols and divining 
arrows are fltKxaxxfeKdtxasx all rijs from the work of Satan".
V, 9 0.
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And the act of sodomy is described as Khaba'ith in the follow 
ing verse:-
11 and We delivered him, (Lot), from the town which practi­
sed al-Khaba'ith" XXI, 7*f.
Correspondence between the divine decisions involving pro­
hibitions, and the judgement of the moral conscience linay :be' 
read in such verses as the following: . •
"Say; come, let me read unto you what your Lord has forbidden
you; do not associate anything with Him; (exercise) kindness 
towards your parents; do not kill your children because of 
poverty, We shall provide for you and for them; do not come 
near indecencies - either open or hidden -; do not kill the 
soul which God has forbidden except with justification, 
............Do not interfere with the property of the orph­
ans except toimprove it till he reaches his full age; fill
up the measures and the balance with justice;............
when you speak;act fairly, even though it be a relative; 
and the covenant of Allah fulfil." VI, 151-152.
It is clear that the items given here are either moral vir­
tues ormoral vices; and the prohibition' of the virtues here is
obviously prohibition of failure to fulfil them. In other words, 
the Quranic passage commands the moral virtues and prohibits the 
moral vices, thus confirming the moral judgement.
This is confirmed in the following comprehensive verse:
"Say, my Lord has forbidden only indecencies, open or 
concealed indecencies, the ithm and al-baghy unjustified,
and that you associate with God that for which He has not
sent down a warrant, and that you tell concerning God what
you know not." VII, 33
Thus, from the Quranic point of view, the field covered by 
morality and that covered by religion do not only/ overlap, but are 
!iiealr;l^ .dentical• More precisely, the ±x&± field covered by morality 
is completely covered by religion, because, as has just been seen, 
all moral which come under the terms fahishah, ithm and baghy
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are forbidden in religion; and there does not seem to exist a moral 
evil that cannot come under these terms. It seems, on the other, 
hand, that the field covered by religion is wider than that covered 
by morality, hecause, as will be found presently, there are prohibi­
tions which cam be described as essentially religious or ritual 
prohibitions ahd do not seem to be mpjoxpr appropriately described as 
moral prohibition^. The Quran reads:
f,The game of the sea and the eating of it is made allowable 
for you as a provision for yourselves and the caravan, but 
the game of the land frurrima (is made forbidden) unto you 
as long as you remain frurumant (in a state of sanctity).”
V, 96. aHere we have^statement related to the ritual status of pil­
grims called in the verse frurum, in which a pilgrim enters on for­
mulating his intention and which is emphasisecjby the requirement to 
discard normal clothes in favour of a simple crude cover. During the 
germ of this ritual status, the ptkgkmxxm pilgrim.. is forbidden cer­
tain things and certain acts, some of which is the game of the land 
given in the verse which is not necessarily wrong from the moral 
point of view. The pilgrim is in a ritual status, and in it he is 
like the individual in a primitive society undergoing a crises of 
life and is helped through by the observation of certain avoidances 
or taboos which cannoCf ^e r^ d  to be mo rally^^PP^he pilgrim, like 
the individual in a simple society having been involved in a ritual 
statuslagain, can be restored to his normal condition by certain 
rites of purification or desacralisation so that these imposed taboos 
can belifted. Ritual prohibitions are also imposed within the sanc­
tuary of Mecca/ and Madine^ and hostilities are forbidden during the 
sacred four months. Hence the description of the sanctuary as fraram 
and jEkuxxtkKMKfckxxtkuK tkixinKtksxtii the months ,al-Ash , hur al 
frurum.
An interesting observation about the Quranic use of the term 
fraram is its absence ±m from the Quranic passages dealing with the 
part of the teaching which can be described as the legal part proper,
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such as the rules governing inheritance, procedure of marriage, di­
vorce and business transactions, with the single exception of the 
use of the verb frurrima introducing the forbidden female relatives 
in marriage, in IV, 23* Violation of these rules which are called 
*God*s bounds* is described as u^dwan or gulm as was found earlier* 
Nevertheless, fraram was widely used# by the jurist in later ages 
describing a category of the five general SategOffig^used by them, 
denoting an act the commission of which is punishable and avoidance 
of which is rewarded.
Thus haram and its kin-derivative have become a techincal
-----------  ( 7 8 )term descriptive of the state of a forbidden act. Acts so prohi­
bited in religion and described as haram are chiefly moral evils at 
the same time; but there are acts prohibited during certain activi­
ties like pilgrimage, or within a locality like the sanctuary of
Mecca or during a certain period o^the year like the four * sacred \months which cannot be necessarily iof. moral0 valuea. ns but are simply 
religious or ritual prohibitions.
(24) fahishah (Kin-derivatives; fahusha aor., fuhsh in.n.
like fahishah and fahsha*}• •
It seems that the root meaning of this word is the idea of 
enormity or excess in a vulgar way; hence the employment of fahishah 
and fahsha * as substantives^- denoting what isxgxi vulgar, shame­
less, obsene, abominable, baise or foul, whether it be words or deeds 
In the following two line attributed to *Amr b.Al-Ahtam al-Sardl 
and Dhul^U^bu* al-*Adwanl Respectively; the \fcejrab oir a Kin-derivative 
denotes unbecoming words:
**I welcomed him as a guest, did not ujfhish (speak unbecoming»ly^ to him and did not say, denying him hospitality, the 
place is too small*1 (79) ,and 
**Nor is my tongue used to al-fahishat (lew d words), nor is 
my prowess not feared** (80)
In the following line attributed to Nabighah of Dhnbian, 
the word is used in thejmoral sense of lewd deeds:
** behind the servants - unprotected from fawafrish(8 1 }
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81(PI. of fahishah)"
The Quran employs the word in the sense of immoral deeds, 
alluding to various particular immoral deeds.Hareiitjalludes to for- 
rttlcation:
"And do not approach zina; it is a fahishah" XVII,32,(cf 
XII, 24, IV, 15,19 & 25, LVI,I)
And here it alludes to sodomy:
"And (remember) Lot when he said to his folk, do you commit 
al-fafrishata such as no creature eveflr did before youj"
VII, 80 (cf. XXVII, 54 and XXIX, 2$.
The allusion in the following is to taking a wife the father's 
former wife:
"And mar-ity those woman wham your father had married, ex­
cept that which has already taken place. It is a fahishah, 
abomination and an evil way" I V 22 VIn the following, the word is said to allude the exposing 
the private parts:
"And when they commit a fahishah they say thus we have found 
our father in this habit" VII, 28
The following verse is preceded by another whel® believers
are warned not to give alms of bad quality but should give of good
quality, and therefore the word here refers to meanujnas which causes 
^giving low :quality.
"Satan frightens yarn of poverty and enjoys on you al-fa^i'shii 
II, 268.
In the following examples the term is used simply in the ge­
neral sense of abominable sins without reference to any particular 
one:
"Very God commands justice and good deeds, and forbids al- 
_fahsha' and al-munkar and al-baghy" XVI, 90 
"He (Satan) enjoys you naught but su1 and faftsha»" II,
169, and
"And do not come near the fawafrish, be they open or concealed" 
VI, 152 and VII, 33-
10*f
What is denoted by the term fafrishah appears to be a serious
offence, since fafrishah is equated with great ithms. We readsAs-----"And they,(the successful believers),^those who avoid the 
great thhms and the fawafridh"XLII, 37 and LIII, 32.
It is thus clear that the term fafrishah and its kin-deriva­
tives uotx are employed in the Quran to denote a particular category 
of sin, viz., abominable, obsence or unbecoming offences. The word 
seems to be particularly associated with sexual offences. However, 
the importance of the word is that it describes the repugnance and 
vulgarity of the category of offences which no doubt comes under 
other general terms such as ithm, Sayyi * ah k^hati *ah and dhahh.
'"‘hen fafrishah is mentioned besides one of these terms, it is appa­
rently brought not in order to include what was otherwise excluded, 
but to emphasise the evilness of the category to which it alludes.
(25) ^ — 531 munkar (Kin-derivatives: nakira^aor.; nakar cr nuke or 
nukur or nakir, inf.n., and it is said that the last three are sim­
ple substantiv^; ankara, IV, W ,  munki^, paSI;, act.; and munkar, pa®t. 
pass•)
The root meaning of this word may be sought in the employ­
ment of a derivative nakirah in the sense of the matter which comes 
out of the mashimah the placenta, of the she-camel, the matter which 
comes out of KMxxxmmxkxkwa a morbid wound, and the matter which is 
extracted* by those who suffer from dysentar^?^. Hencef employ­
ment of the word in the sense of difficulty, hardship and pain; and 
hence its employment in the^noral sense of something, someone or an 
act being undesired, disliked, objectionable, disapproved or unlaw­
ful. Thus, whether used in the physical or the moral sense the term 
conveys the idea of being disliked, painful, hard and undesired. The 
normal interpretation of the word as denying does not seem tqbe ade­
quate on semantical grounds as we shall see presently. Let us con-
asider t first tsome examples whepethe term is used informal sense.
Al-A^asha is related to have said:an ,"And she fttlkaratani ,(rit±xkai± disliked me), and she did not 
really ankarat (dislike) except the greying hair and hold-
ness"^8^ -
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Here it is certainly better to interpret the word as 'die
liked! which is closely related to the root meaning than as •de-
1 . And the Quran reads:
"And many a village violated the command of its Lord and
of His Messengers; and We called severely to account
and inflicted upon it a nuknan|punishment, (painful puni- 
shment)", LX, 8(86) of the of"Verily ankara (themost disliked) voiced is that.the don- ’ f Akeys" XXXI, 19
"And then I took hold of those who disbelieved! How was
My nakir (painful punishment)" XXXV, 26
It will be seen that rendering the word in all these instances
as painful punishment would not only be closer to the root meaning,
but it excellently fits the context, Reading the word as d^denied®*
dioapproved would in fact appear somewhat absured. There remains
one instance in which the derivative nakir is employed when this
interpretation would not quite fit the context. The verse reads:
"Respond to your Lord before there comes a day on which
there is no being sent kxkx back*, from Allah; you will
have on that day neither a place of refuge nor a nakir"
XLII, 47.
Tab^i strangely interprets it is the sense of supporter
or protector, wux±xguJB> meaning unrelated to the root sense though 
it fits the context; and Zamakhshari (followed by Baidawi^  ^in-
terprets it in the sense of denial, i.e, denying the records
of tftie past. Although this fits also the context, the interpretation 
does not run easily in the other instances; and we feel that the 
word here is used in its moral sense not in the sense of denial for 
which there is another word, i.e., juhud. The verse here, as far 
as we see, may be best interpreted as relatimg to the conditions 
before the day in question, i.e., during the lifetime of the adver­
saries of M^^ammad at Mecca when they could boast of a prestige un­
der which they sheltered and when they insolently adopted a rebe- 
lious attitude towards the divine guidance. It is this insolent 
attitude to which the word nakir probably refers; and thus the r
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verse warns the Meccan adversaries of Muhammad that on the Day of 
Resurrection there will be no longer a shelter for them nor**there 
is. going to be a possibility of repeating their objectionable 
practice of bending their necks and turning away from God.
Before embarking on the moral use of the term let us 
quote two more instances where the word may seem to mean de­
nying but careful analysis shows that it does not. We read:
But when he,(Abraham),noticed that their,(his guests'), 
hands do not reach it,(the food),he nakirahum and conceived a 
fear of them. Xl|i,70
And the brothers of Joseph came and entered unto him. He 
recognised him and they were munkirun to him. XII,58 
It is clear that interpretting the word in the first of 
these two instances in the sense of 'Abraham denied his guests' 
would not fit;but it seems to convey the moral sense of their ab­
stention from the hospitality of their host being regarded as a 
wrong act. This may be supported by a tradition related by Tabari
that if a guest did not feed himself on the hopitality of the host
91the habit was to suspect him of evil intentions. Thus the word 
denotes in the first verse that Abraham regarded the behaviour of 
his hosts as improper. On the other hand,to intrpret the word in the 
second verse as 'denying' will not be quite fitting. Semantically,it
means failure to recognise Joseph,probably on account of the long se-
92paration as Zamakhshari suggests; andthere is apparently a difference 
between denying and simple failure to identify someone since denying 
implies active refusal of recognition. Moreover,the word under dis­
cussion is normally transitive,but it is followed by the preposition
lam here. It may be that the word here implies the idea of suspicion. 
The brothers possibly recognisedsimilarities between the features of 
al-'Axiz and those of Joseph whom they had 'drowned' decades ago,and 
entertained a feeling of suspicion towards him. If this is true,the 
word continues to denote a moral sense.
Now we come to the analysis of the use of the term in the 
ethical meaning. The main varieties of the term used to denote
10?
the general meaning of sin as being a bad, wrong, disliked objection­
able act are nukr., nukur and munkar, the last being the most im­
portant. In the following verse, the term alludes to murder:
"And they wnnt, until they reached a youth and he (Moses) 
killed him. He (his companion) said did you kill a soul 
without (iilfc killing) another soul!
You have committed something which is nukfr (wrong)11,
XVIII, 73-7^.
In the following the allusion is to the utterance of the di­
vorce formula 'you are as my mother'p back:*
"And verily they utter a munkar an of speech and falsehood" 
LVIII, 2
And hen*©- it alludes to sodomy.
"Do you come at men, and bar the way, and commit al-munkar 
in your assembly?" XXIX, 29
And in the following, the term simply indicate5 .sin
in the general sense of evil:
"And He forbids al-fahsha1 and al-munkar and al-baghy" XVI,
90
"(Observing)prayers distracts from al-fasha' and al-munkar" 
XXIX,
"And the believers, men and women are protectors of one 
another. They enjoin ma*auf,(i.e., what is recognised as 
good), and forbid munkar" 1^ 1, 71 • (cf. 10*f,iHP and 11*0 
Thus the word muakar and its kin-derivatives nukr and 
nukuir are used by the Quran in the general sense of evil deeds co­
vering a wide range of such deeds, thus becoming am important teach- 
nical term of sin. Its inplicatiom of dislike dteD obviously: Less^-repug-
ni&ttt thati those of such words as tughyan and fujur; and ’therefore <-^  the _the term flourished the.Madinan revelations, which reflects theA htha shift of the emphasis in^Madlna^from the rebelioue insolent atti-
tude to the evil act itself.
(26) ^  lamam• This word occurs only in the following Quranic
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passage:
’’And to Allah belongs what is in the heavens and what is in 
the earth, that HeArecompense those who did evil for what 
they did, and rnaiT recompense those who did well with the 
best (reward); they (who did. well) are those who avoid 
the great ithms and al-fawahish except al-laman; verily 
your Lord is wide in forgiveness” LIII, J>0 - 32.
The authorities are in disagreement over the interpretation
of the term lamafli here; and their dispute is best reflected in Taba-
( 93)rl’s work where four major opiniors are given. An opinion says that 
the word here alludes to sins committed prior to the coming of Is­
lam; but this interpretation would seriously limit the verse to the 
few who survived the age of the Jahiliyyah. Another opinion, and
is attributed to Abu Huraji-rah and Ibn Masud, interpret laman 
in the sense of the acts introductory to full formication, i.e,., 
the minor formications of the eye? ,the lips, the hand and the leg by 
looking} kissing, touching and walking. According to the second opi- 
nion lamaai would be excepted only, if appears, from the term fawafrish 
which is apparently presumed to mean formication, and this i6 ano­
ther unnecessary limitation, especially in view off the fact that 
fawahish is here in the plural. The third opinion given, and this
is attributed knkxxn to al-Hasan and Ibn jdhhas, is that lama® means• 9 - -
occasional or impersistant lapses in sin, and in support of it a Ja-
hili line is quoted where the verb alamma, of which lamam appears 
to be a qua^i-infinitive, or a simple substantitive iwc ac retocbwk 
nm«ndrogqx: is used in the sense of occasional StiKK commission of sin.
The words of Mujahid related by Tabari read:
”(Al-laman is) a man who commits the sin and then abandoie it; 
andlthe people of the Jahiliyyah used to circulate round the 
Ka*ba and recite:
If You Lord forgive, You forgive in abundance,
And which slave of Yours who did not alamma”
The last opinion given by Tabari ^  which he favours is 
that lamam means small or venial sins, which have no prescribed pun­
ishment in this world and no threat of stored punishment in Fire is
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made for them. According to this opinion, sins are two classes, 
grave and venial sins, and thus lammaif1 is not excepted from the 
preceding words great ithms or fawahish; and the exception by ilia 
here is regarded as mumqcati', i.e., what follows ilia is unrelated 
to vthd Category prekeding it.
Zamakhsharl and Baidawl interpret lamam in the last senseAQif)only. It is strange that Zamkhshari quotes some uses of the verb 
alamma which in fact would argue against his interpretation. He 
quotes "alama li'l maflani, nazala bihi alama&a with a place 
means he happened to be in it? and Alamma bi't. £a*ami, qalla 
minhu ahlukuhu*, he alamma with a certain type of food means he 
scarcely eats it.
By the time Tabari began to write his work late in the 3rd 
century, the dogma of a classification of sins into grave and ve­
nial ones has become popular, and it seems that by the time later 
authorities came, like Zamakhsharl, the interpretation of lamam as 
denoting the venial type of sin has brushed aside all other possi­
bilities. To our mind, this interpretation is presumptive and arbi- 
terary and makes the Sbyle weak. It also disagrees with the use made 
of the related verb, alamma by the early Arabs. Let us in addition 
to the line quoted above by Tahari, which appears to be decisive 
as to the interpretation of alamma, quote the following two lines 
of ^Ahtara and al-Mukhabbal al-satdl respectively:
"Ra^ash has become remote (kept aloof) from you except li -
mmaman (another kin-rderivatives of lamam), and her rope 
has become worn"
"When her vision alammat (passes through the heart), my h x
eyes become afflicted and the tears flood abundantly"
More important perhaps is to use of the verb alamma made by the
Prophet when he addressed fA*ishah in the context of the famous
story of slander. According to Ibn Ishaq the Prophet said to her:
"If you are innocent, God will make known your innocence; 97wa in kunti almamti bi-sha^-'in as men say, their repsut"
ProfeasorCSuillaumeirenders the words here as follbws:
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"And if you have done wrong", (i . • oy.
It is clear that what is alluded to here is not a minor sin.
Thu© it is very clear that the employment of lamam and its 
kin-derivatives by the ancient Arabs was in the sense of a brief 
occurrence; and on this account and on account of the objections 
raised above against the other interpretation^* JLamam in the verse is 
best interpreted as occassional and impersistent lapses in sin of 
whatever degree of seriousness. The verse there is a counsel or an 
admonition to sinners ciiot to persist but should report.
(27) junah (Kin-derivatives: janaha, aoryi; jointih, inf# n.f
danah and junah, subs.)
The primary meaning of the word appears to be: to lean, to
decline or to bend. It is said of an archer: janaha *ala qawsihi,
i.e. he leant over his bow; and of a she-camel lying on hen breast:
janahat i.e., she has leant on one From "toiyS physical meaningtended to the idea of -.the word was .prohably e3i-^  the mental disposition. The Quranxx reads:
"And if they should incline towards peace, he inclined to­
wards peace too" VIII, G'l
It is probable that it is from this connotation of ‘bending*, 
'inclining * or1 redlining * that the use of junah in the sense of co­
mmission of a fault is derived, since a sin is a crooked act, not 
a straight act; and also >istO j>en(i an(i to yield to the tempa
tation of desire and ba§ e inclinations.
The Quranic use of junah in the sense of sin is made in the 
legislatige content, both the ritual and legal aspect£.-cii. This 
is reflected in the fact that the employment of the word is entire­
ly Madinan. A peculiar use of this term is that it is always go­
verned by the negative particle la, thus indicating the removal of 
responsibility on account of a commission on omission of an act.
This use is also made of the term haraj as we shall see presently, 
and it was sometimes used of ithm as in 11,1.7^ *J8J^ *.J303 j quotad above.
In the following verse, the term is used in the conteit of 
permitting to curtail prayers in the case of emergency:
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"And when you go on your travel in the land, it is no 
junaii for you that you cor tail your prayer in case you.'fear 
that the kafirs may attack you" IV, 101.
In the nekt passage, the content is carrying out commercialonactivities while pilgrimage:
i\
"And there is no junah chargeable upon you that you seek 
bounty from your Lord...." II, 198
Most frequent use made of the term is *»4e in connexion 
with the regulations touching upon marriage and divroce, and business 
dealings. We read:
"And there is no junafr chargeable against you in alluding 
a proposal ofmarriage to women (who have just been widowed) 
or iKknxixk in keeping such intention hidden in your mind" 
II,x£j£x 2 3 5*
"There is no junah upon you if you divorce women while as 
yet you have not touched them, or settled any marriage - 
portion upon them" II, 236; and
" Disdaixtixx not to write it down,(debt), be it small
or great, (stating) the term upon which (it holds). That 
is more equitable in the sight of Allah, more definite 
for witnessing, and more suited to avoid you being in 
doubt unless it be present merchandise that you are cir- 
rulating antis h r* amongst you, then there is no junah upon 
you that you do not write it down" II, 282.
In the next verse, the context is consumption of food:
"Upon those who have embraced iman and wrought the works
re -of righteousness the-rests no junah for what they may
eat whatsoever". V, 93-
In the coming verse, the content is entering dwellings be­
longing to others:
" iipBKxkkff sax* kn
"There is no junah upon you that you enter houses which are 
not inhabited in which there is anything of use to you"
XXIV, 29.
Thus, junah is a term which denotes the general idea of sin,
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be it a commission or omission, and is used in the
Madinan revelations in the legislative portion, whether
the legislation is concerned with ritual or legal regu- 
. .. (100)la tions. It is invariably governed by a negative,
thus denoting the removal of charging the agent with 
sin on account of the omissionor the commission in the 
context which implies that the act is a sin outside the 
given circumstances, The term seems to carry the conno­
tation of disposition to sin, which is related to its
. . , . _ . ,. (101) original meaning of inclination* v 7
. . y mm . ^^ ^(28) V ’JP’* fout? (kin-derivatives: haba, aor.; ha«b inf.n.
like hub, but the latter is said to be a simple subst.)
A kin-derivative of this word, i.e., hawbi was a cry
by which a camel was urged like iadasun for a mule. It is
said that the cry was given as epithet to a bulky camel,
but it is also said that the evolution was the reverse of
this process. However, the word in this sense is clearly
associated with the idea of difficulty, and distress;
hence the use of the word hawb and fyub in the sense of
grief, sorrow, loneliness, fatigue and trouble.
The transition fromthe sense of distress or grief
or trouble to the moral sense of fault, mistake and sin
is easy, since these are bound to be where a sin or a
mistake is committed. The term occurs inthe ancidnt
poetry in the sense of mistake or fault, we read for
Zuhayr b. Abu Sulma:
"And he protects you against hub which would bring
you insults and also against treachery"
And ^Abdullah b. Salimah al-Ghamidi says:
"I did not see the like of the daughter of Abu Wafa’. bon the morning of Thagr; and I do not ($y so saying)
ahuim"
• •
It is clear from these quotations that the use of the
word is inthe sense of committing a fault, possibly with a
connotation of injustice. The Qutan uses it in
procisely the same way in the following solitary
in stance:
"Give unto the orphans their property, and exchange 
not the vile for the good, nor devour their property 
with your property; verily that would be a great 
hub" IX,2
(2 9 ) haraj (harija, aor,, haraj,inf,n.; ahraja IV)
The primary meaning of this word may be sought in its
applicationinthe sense of a thing being tight, narrow,
close or strained. It is therefore applied inthe sense
of a place whose pasture is impenetrable on account of
the thickness of its trees, Hence the application of
the term in the sense of hardship. We read:
"He has chosen you, and has placed on you no haraj(
hardship^ in the matter of religion"XXll, 78 (cf.V,6)
From this idea of hardship are derived two usages
which the author of Taj al-^Arus describes as metaphorical.
On the one hand the term is used inthe sense of mental
distress, closeness, tightness and doubt, and to this usage
belongs the employment of the word inthe following passages:
"A Book has been revealed unto you; therefore let be
no haraj  ^in your bosom regarding it." Vll,2.
"By God they will not really believe until they resort
to your judgement in disputes that might arise between
them/ then do not feel in their mind any haraj
regarding what you have judged" IV, 65
"Whoever God wills to guide aright God expands his
bosom to Islam; and whoso He wills to 'lead astray’
He makes his bosom close (and) harajan" VI,125
On the other hand, the term is used inthe unua-l sense
of committing a mistake, an evil act or a sin; and this is
the central point of our interest. Here again the
association between the idea of hardship and committing
a sin is not far to seek; and therefore it be said that/
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the term when used inthe sense of sin carries the 
connotation of punishment. Thus we read:
"There is no haraj on the blind (for not joining 
military expeditions), nor is there a haraj on 
the lame, nor is there a haraj on the sick.” XLV111, 17•
"Thus we have given her (Zainab) in marriage to you 
(Muhammad), so that there should be no l^araj on the 
believers in respect of the (former) wives of their 
adopted sons” XXX111, 37*
It may be observed that haraj when it denotes the 
ine aning of sin in the Quf'an, it is, like junafo, in variably 
governed by a negative, either la or laysg, thus indicating 
the lifting of adverse responsibility inthe circumstances.
_  tAgain like junah, the Quranic employment of the term belongs 
to the Madinan revelations. difference between this
term and the term junah is that the latter is more related to 
the legal domain where fraraj is more closely connected with 
the moral and religious field.
9(30) r i j s (some kin-derivatives: rajasa, aor. , rajs,
inf.n.; rajisa, aor.; rajas; rajttsa aor.; rajasah)
According to lexicographers, rajasa,aor♦, denotes a 
state of commotion and vehement thunder, whereas raj isa 
and rajusa denote a state of filth inwhich meaning they 
interpret the term ri j s. ^ 110 ^ They seern to agree onthis 
interpretation of rids,.it \tfould be hptt.pr iX—  it—  f\
related to the meaning of a kin-derivative, raj asa in which 
case it would be synonymous with i-fe-s—-phynonym ri j z which 
some authorities claim that they are the same word with 
the conversion of Z into S or vicft verga.^^^^Such
1conversion however is not normal, and the Quranic usage of 
the word rij s favours its interpretation as filth;
1Lexicographers * and Quranic interpreters * reading off _rij s in the Quran is puzzling, probably because of confusing 
the term with .Its— phyne-rrynr r i j z . Let us however produce,
1first all the Quranic instances in which the term rij s 
occurs, We read:
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1 - ”0 you who have believed, wine, maisir gambling,
stone alters and diying arrows are rijs, some of 
Satan's works" V.90*
2 - " ..... and whoever He wishes to mislead, He makes
his bosom tight and strait, thus He places ri.j s 
on those who do not believe" VI, 125.
3 - "Say, I do not find in what has been revealed to
me any prohibitionexcept that it be a carcase, or 
blood over-poured, or the flesh of the swine, it 
is ri j s ". abid, 145
4 - "They, (those who stayed behind from the war unjusti­
fiably) will swear by Allah to you when you return 
unto them that you may turn away from them; so turn 
away from them. They are ri.j s and their result is 
Gehenna" IX . 96
5 - "But for those in whose hearts there is disease, it
( a revealed chapter) has increased (added) rij s to 
their r i j s" ibid, 125
6 - " .....And He places r i.j s on those who do not reflect"
X,100.
7 - " ..... so avoid the rij s of (or from) the idols, and
avoid the profession of falsehood" XXII, 30
8 - "..... Allah simply wishes to take away the ri j s
from you, the people of the house, and to purify 
you thoroughly" XXX111, 3 3 .
If ri.j s literally means filth, the transition to the 
moral actionof sin will be easy, since to describe the act of 
sin as such will be an emphatic condemnation. To interpret 
ri.j s as sin will be appropriate inthe case of quotations 
1,5*7 and 8 above. Consumption of wine, the practices of 
gambling, the rituals of altqrs and the handling of divine 
arrows are no doubt sins. Again, it is proper to describe 
the effect of an added chapter onthe adversaries of Muhammad 
as sin, since their denial of such a chapter is a sin or kufr. 
Moreover, ri.j s in 7 anpears to be allusion to shirk which,
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like kufr is the gravest sin, it is also probable that
the term alludes to shirk inthe last quotation, if what is
• s t ( 1 1 2 )meant by the ’people of the Kaba, as suggested by Paret.
but if it refers to the house of Muhammad, which the context 
lends more support, it appears that it would mean tindignif ying 
acts or behaviours” . But inthe case of quotations 3 and k ,  
it gleams that the original meaning of filth is retained.
The swine can be described as filthy, and the unbelievers 
who adopted the guise of iman and hid their hatred in their 
bosoms can be also described as such. This also will agree 
with IX, 28 where the mushrikun are described as na.jas.
Tabari agrees with this interpretation/11^  though inthe 
case of 4 he adds a possibility of interpreting the term 
as sin. Perhaps he means the act of consuming the flesh.
As for the remaining two instances, 2 and 6 where God is 
declared to be placing ri.j s on those who do not believe or do 
not reflect, the term appears to mean here shame and not 
’punishment1 as Tabari suggests,f11^  like some other 
lexicographers, ^ 11^  a« interpretation \>h ich apparently 
arises from confusing this term with its phynonym rij z •
The interpretation of ri.j s as shame can well apply in 
quotation 8 ; and the relationship between this meaning and 
the original sense of the word is not far to seek.
Thus we can recapitulate by stating that out of CLight»Quranic verses in which the term ri.j s occurred, the term 
apparently conveys the general idea of sin, alluding to 
shirk kurf, or other practices associated with these two 
concepts like using divining arrows, the alters, gambling 
and drinking wine. In two instance^, the word retains its 
original meaning of filth, and in two others the word 
apparently conveys the idea of shame*
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»_Having treated the words employed in the Quran 
in the general sense of sin, or interpreted as such bytlexicographers and Quranic interpreters, let us now 
recapitulate by making some general observations largely 
based on the above discussion, and the related Appendi€$#
In the first place it can be easily observed that 
words with strong repugnant connotations bearing more on 
the attitude of sinners, such as tughian, ijram, fujur, 
sharr and israf predominantly belong to Mecca. Likewise 
are words denoting absolute loss in the wrong direction 
like dalal and ghayy, and words denoting the motive of 
choosing disobedience and dislike of reflection such as
_  iiba and iituww. On the other hand, words which describe 
the act itself as being indecent, foul or disapproved, 
such as fahishah munkar and ri.j s are chiefly Madlnan or 
are exclusively so# This is important because it reflects 
the shift of emphasis from the attitude of rebellion or 
disobedience which was the major meaning content of sin 
in the Meccan revelations, to the QCts themselves which 
became the central attention during the Madinan age. Again, 
since it was chiefly in Madinak that the detailed 
legislations were made, words denoting the legal value 
of sinful acts, such as haram, junafo and haraj belong 
chiefly or exclusively to Madinan# It was during the 
process of the growth of this legal system that the 
concept of divine bounds developed, denoting the 
demarcation lines of this system# We therefore find the 
terms which condem encroachment on these bounds,such 
'udwan chiefly belong to the Madinan revelations#
III
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Another interesting observation is that the class of
words which carry strong connotations or specific functions,
do not seem to have gained such popularity as general
technical terms of sin in comparison with words of less
repugnant implications such as khati' ah ,dhanb, ithm and
say^ji_,yi 1 ah , The former group are now used in this functional
or original meaning or have become terms denoting something
which is not the same as that of the Qur*anic use of the term.
Haram, has become an absolutely legal term denoting
an act entailing a punishment if committed and a reward
if avoided. Zulm means no more than injustice, hinth 
breaking an oatn and israf denotes extravagance.
Fasiq has become a term denoting a class of sinners and
lamam the class regarded as minor sins. But words with
less specific functions and less repugnant connotations such
as khati1 ah etc., earned more and more popularity, as if
they could be more easily neutralised from their connotation;
just becoming general terms of sin simply denoting an act
against God or against God and His Apostle.
Out of the foregoing thirty Qur‘anic terms of sin,
six are said to be of foreign origin, namely, tughian
khati'ah, ri j z , fu.jur t Bub and juna£* A. Jeffrey traces
tughian to an Abyssinian paternity, Khati* ah to a
Hebrew root, fujur and hub to Syriac ancestry^'"^
and junah to a Persian source. (120).
This discussion of origin is not so important for us; 
it does not have much bearing on our conclusions. Moreover 
the argument about this subject is merely hypothetical if 
not a guess-work; and is in some cases very unconvincing.
Take, for example, Jeffry’s remarks about fujur. He claims 
that when fujur means "to break forth” it is genuinely 
Arabic; but when it bears the sense of sin it belongs to 
a Syriac root meaning ’the flesh that was against the 
spirit'. It is clear that the Syriac notion attached in 
the claimed Syriact paternity is un-Qur'anic, far removed
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from the Arabian notions, and extremely remote from the
!_moral sense in which the Quran employs the word, namely, 
rebellion and stepping over the bounds, The passage from 
the undisputed Arabic meaning to break forth, to this moral 
Qur'anic sense is much easier and therefore more likely.
However, these six words if they were really borrowed,thad been arabianized inthe pre-Quranic age; and, like the
other terms, were then employed in the moral sense,
although within the framework of the tribal organization
and inthe sense of the tribal moral values applicable at
» _the time. The Quran universalised their moral significance
and dressed the notions they conveyed with an inherent
ethice - religious values. The idea of offence they denoted
has become no longer limited or confused, as was understood
by the tribe, an offence against a member of one's own tribe
that could be a virtue if committed against a stranger. It
is no longer an offence only in given circumstances, but
could be a source of pride inother contexts as fAntrah sang
in praise of himself that he would carry an affair with a
girl when her husband was at home but would shun doing S3
(121when the latter went out raiding on behalf of his tribe.
But an offence has become to we an an act judged as wrong 
by the universal and permanent moral conscience and so 
confirmed by the revelation, so that violation always 
invokes a religious sanction.
One more important observation which confirms the 
one just mentioned, is that none of the thirty terms
t_ _suggests that the Quran was initiating a fresh ethical 
system. On the contrary, the immediate connotations 
of some of these terms, the notions expressed by all, 
and the contexts in which they occur give a strong 
impression that the Quran outside the |n>tual domain 
simply confirms the pre-existing unitverslxl moral values.
Take e.g., the word munkar, which was interpreted as
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’what is disapproved’, and its antithesis ,
ma * ruf which means ’what is known or already recognised* 
as good. It is clear that the allusion is to the general 
approval or disanproval. More significant in this direction 
is perhaps the use of the term haram and its kin-derivatives.
We have found that the term began to be used in the context 
of the reputation of the claim made by the Meccans that God
f-had forbidden certain categories of x*ood. What the t_ oiUjQuran apart from installing some ritual observances which A
in the last analysis are of some moral meaning, was that it 
rectified the position and restored the universal and permanent 
moral judgement, confirming it and dressing it with a 
religious value, and ensuring a high degree of compliance 
by warning of a religious sanction.
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C H A P T E R  III 
CLASSIFICATION OF SINS
1. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
So far, we have been dealing with the theoretical aspect 
of the problem, seeking to discover the notions and hypotheses 
underlying the Qur’anic teaching about sin, drawing on scattered 
ethical statements and dealing with evaluative terminology of 
ethics. In the present chapter, we shall examine more the specific 
acts condemned by the Qur’an as faults or crimes or sins, denoted 
in the Qur’an by specific terms descriptive of the acts, such as 
zina, riba, etc. Reference may be ma.de to Appendix F * which 
contains a summary of all these particular ethical teachings of the 
Qur’an, both on the positive and negative categories of obligations, 
i.e., commandments, and prohibitions.
We propose to deal in this chapter with the problem of 
classifying these particular acts with regard to their interrelation­
ship and their degree of gravity. Before we proceed to do so,
however, the following observations may be made:
i. A sin i3 an act declared in the Qur’an as an act of
disobedience, whether this declaration occurred in Mecca 
alone or in Madinah alone, or in both. The lists of 
particular obligations and prohibitions contain items 
which were inunciated in Mecca, and others which were 
first specifically mentioned in Madinah. Needless to say 
that those which originated in Mecca are also applicable 
to Madinah, even though they may not be repeated in the 
Madinan Revelations. The Meccan Revelations continued 
to be repeated and recited in Madinah, and the advent of the
Hijrah did not constitute anything more than a further 3tage
of development in the systematization of Islamic teaching.
* Infra, Pp. 5^8-52^-
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ii.
iii.
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On the other hand, the Madinan commandments and prohibitions, 
including those not mentioned in the Meccan Revelations may 
equally apply to issues in Mecca, issues which had an inherent 
moral value in the social fabric of Mecca, such a3 the 
obligation of making peace between disputing parties and 
the prohibition of cheating and dishonesty.
The topic of the study, however, is the Qur'anic concept of 
sin as embodied in the total revelations; whether the 
Madinan code of requirements covers the Meccan phase or not, 
do£*not therefore really affect our conclusions.
It should not be assumed that the particulars in the lists 
of App. F are mutually exclusive. They may overlap. For 
example, the obligation of justice implies giving just measure 
and weight, and the prohibition of encroaching on the rights 
of others implies the prohibition of unjust measure and unjust 
weight. In other words, prohibited or enjoined acts which 
may be implied elsewhere may be brought out for emphasis.
Failure to fulfil a specific obligation is regarded a3 a 
specific sin; hence the list of prohibited categories 
includes neglect of ordinances or obligations. This, further­
more, points to a comprehensive definition of sin as * the 
£oims3ion of an obligation, or the commission of a prohibition1 . 
In other words, sin can be a sin of commission or a sin of 
.commission. It also emphasises the fact that every obligation 
implies a prohibition and every prohibition implies an 
obligation. And thus, the list of prohibitions or specific 
sins can be swelled by adding those that consist of failure 
to fulfil each one of the obligations.
Classification of Specific Sins from the point of view 
of their inter-relationship.
(Ritual and Ethical)
A careful examination of the contents of the lists in App.F,
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reveals that the specific obligations and prohibitions can be divided 
into two large groups, namely, acts which can be described a3 canonical 
or ritual, and acts which can be described as moral or social. By 
the first category we mean acts prescribed or proscribed simply by 
virtue of being so declared in the Scripture, such as the obligations 
of fasting, pilgrimage and the recital of the text, and the prohibition 
of consuming flesh of the swine and the meat of animals slaughtered 
in the name of an idol. By the other designation we mean act3 which 
can be morally judged as good or evil on account of the benefit or harm 
they may entail, even if they were not prescribed or proscribed in the 
Qur*an. Examples of this category are the duty of kind treatment towards 
parents and giving full measure and weight, and the prohibition of envy 
and stealing.
The demarcation line dividing these two classes, however, 
should not be much emphasised. An item that may commonly be regarded 
as ceremonial or canonical may also possess some moral value, though 
this may not seem very apparent in itself. The example of prohibition 
quoted above an canonical, i.e., consuming the flesh of an animal 
slaughtered in the name of idols, may be again cited here. AJ-thougn 
this act may appear to be purely ritual, it may be at the bottom of a 
moral significance, since avoidance of such a meet may be regarded as 
a symbolic negative act expressing the exclusive unit^ of the monotheists.
It will not be of much avail to recount here^the specific items 
which fall under each of the two divisions or classes. Suffice it to 
make the following observations
i. In the list of specific prohibitions in App. F, very few
items can be found that may appear to be of an immediate canonical or
ritual nature, namely:
1. Consuming the flesh of the swine and animals
slaughtered in the name of idols.
2. Use of stone alters and divining arrows,
3. Praying over a dead unbeliever, and
4. Negligence of a religious ritual.
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ii. While abstaining from ritual avoidances may be regarded 
as a negative symbol of unity, ritual duties express a positive emblem 
of communal solidarity. Therefore many canonical acts are found in
the list of obligations. They include:
1. Observance of God’s greatness manifested in His favours,
2. Believing in God and the articles of the faith,
3. Prayers,
4. Mention of God’s name when an undertaking is made,
5* Pilgrimage,
6. Pasting,
7. Fighting in the defence of the faith, and expending
over that,
8. Giving priority to ritual obligations over worldly
occupations,
9* Expiation on breaking oath, etc.,
10. Maintaining the mosques,
11. Observing the Qur’anic rules relating to: marriage,
inheritance, distribution of war spoils, and treatment
of war prisoners, etc.
Failure to observe these ritual obligations constitutes a ritual 
offence or sin. This further elucidates our earlier definition of 
sin as one of omolission or commission, two categories each of which 
may again be classified as ritual or moral. However, since all are 
confirmed by the Qur’an, non-compliance of any kind may be described 
as a religious failure or a sin. All these have been clearly alluded 
to in the qur’an, and any departure from these requirements could 
certainly be regarded as a religious failing or a sin.
Ill - Classification of Specific Sins from the Point 
of View of the Degree of Their Seriousness 
(Kaba’ ir and Sagha’ir)________
The prevailing classification of sins' is that based on the
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degree of seriousness of the act, whether it be a sin of oratfission 
or a sin of commission. Since our treatment is from the point of 
view of the Qur’an, our argument here will be mainly based on the text, 
taking little into consideration of what was said later by scholars.
As far as the Qur’an is concerned, there is no firm grounds 
for the existence of a class of minor sins. The Qur’anic position 
appears to be that all sins are grave although the degree of this grave 
ness may vary.
The relevant terms in this connexion are the adjectival nouns 
kabir, (f. Kabirah), and it3 antonym gaghlr, (f. Saghirah). Another 
relevant word is fazim’ syn. of kabir. Its antonym is hayyin^} ' The 
following are all the Qur’anic verses in which these term3 are used 
with reference to human acts; and it will be seen that these verses do 
not provide definite evidence of the existence of a classification of 
sins into major and minor ones:-
i. ’’And everything they did is in the Scripure; and every 
saghirin, (tiny act), and kabirin, (great act), is re- 
corded.” LIV, 52 - 53.
ii. ’’And the Book is placed, (the record of the acts); and 
you see the guilty fearful of that which is therein.
And they say: Woe to us; What kind of book is this that
does not leave saghiratan, (a slight act), nor kabiratan, 
(a great act), but has contained it.” XVIII, 4 9.
iii. ”Nor do they make any contribution small or great, 
saghiratan nor kabiratan or cross a single wadi, but 
it is written down to their credit” IX, 121.
iv. When you were taking it from each other’s tongue and 
saying with your mouths things of which you had no 
knowledge; and thinking it a light matter, hayyinan, 
while in Allah's eyes it is razim great”. XXIV, 14
v. ’’They ask you concerning wine and game of chance; Say:
In both there is a great ithm, kabir, and benefits for 
the people; but their ithm is greater, akbaru, than 
their benefits” II: 218.
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vi. ‘’Bestow upon the orphans their property; do not
substitute the bad for the good, and do not consume 
their property in addition to your own - verily it is a 
huban kahifra  ^ IV 2 •
vii. “Do not kill your children for fear of want: Y/e provide
for them and you; the killing of them is a great sin.
17: 31.
viii. “They will ask you about the sacred month, fighting
therein; Say: fighting therein is (matter) great (kabir)
II, 217.
ix. “It is very abhorrant, kabura maqtan, with Allah that
you may say what you do not do”. LXI, 31.
x. “Those who dispute a3 to the signs of Allah without any 
authority having come to them, it is very hateful (kabura 
maqtan) with Allah and those who have believed". XL, 35*
xi. “And t ^y were persisting on the great sin (al-hinthi 
al-fazim)“ LVI, 46 .
xii. “Allah will not forgive the association of anything with
Himself, though He forgives anything short of that to 
whom He wills: he who associates anything with Allah
has verily devised a great sin (ithman razlma)“ IV, 48
xiii. “..../aid We warn them; and it does not increase them
except a great arrogance (tughyanan Kabira”) XVII, 60
xiv. “....Unless you do it, (co-operation in religion^),
there will be dissension in the land and great corruption, 
fasadun kabir” VIII, 73
xv. “.... And that He may reward those who did good with
goodness, they are those who avoid the grave of sins, 
kaba'ir al-ithmi, and the obscene acts, except al-lamam, 
occasional lapses”. LIII, 31 - 32.
xvi. “.... And that which is with God is better and more
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lasting; (it is stored) for those who have believed 
and put their trust in their Lord; and those who shun 
the grave of sins kaba'ir al-ithmi, and the abominations”
XL, 36 - 37.
xvii. "If you avoid the great of things prohibited unto you,
kaba'ir ma tunhawna fanhu, We will remit from you your 
evil deeds, sayyi1atikum, and make you enter a noble 
gate". IV: 31 •
These statements do not necessarily imply the existence of a 
classification of mortal and venial sins. In the first four verses it 
is true, descriptive nouns meaning 'small* are used; nevertheless 
the verses do not semantically imply this division or the existence
of a class of minor sins. The equivalent to the word small is used in
the first two instances with reference to the scope of the records.
The statements simply denote the idea that the records include the 
recording of everything, even what may appear to be trival. The 
third quotation speaks of the size of charity or contribution, and 
this has no bearing on the nature of sin. The fourth quotation i3 a 
direct denial of an assumption that sin is a trifling matter in the 
eyes of God, though it may be so deemed by His creatures. Thus, the 
existence of a category of trifling sins cannot be deduced from these 
verses. In no other verse is the term small used in relation to human 
acts.
In quotations from iv - xii, specific sins, i.e., fabricating 
scandals against virtuous women, wine and gambling^^ encroaching upon 
the property of the orphans, infanticide, aggression during the sacred 
months, to act contrary to one's own preaching, arguing against the 
divine signs without grounds, and polytheis^m, are described a3 great 
or serious sins; but this alone does not imply the existence of a 
small or venial sins. Thqyonly describe certain sins as grave.
Again, all that is contained in quotation xiii is that aisrepetition of warning to the MeccansAof no beneficial results other 
than to increase the seriousness of their transgressing the bounds
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which is described in the verse as tughran kabir. It will be absurd 
to presume that the verse implies a c a t e g o r y  of tughyan 3anghir, as 
opposed to tughyan kabir. Quotation xiv, warns that failure to co­
operate in the matter of religion would result in dissension and great 
corruption. This again does not at all furnish proof for division of 
3ins into major and minor.
The last^of these quotations are the ones mo3t important in 
the context of our discussion. In xvi there is a contrast between the 
class of great ithm and that of indecencies, fawahish on the one hand,
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and the class called al-lamam, on the other. Those who avoid the class 
fawahish and great ithm are described as good-doers, and are assured a 
good reward, even though they may be involved in laman. Quotation xvii 
makes a similar contrast, namly, between the major prohibitions, on the 
one hand, and the sayyi’ at on the other. Again, quotation xvi praises 
those who avoid the indecencies and the grave prohibitions, but with no 
contrast. However, a careful analysis of the meaning - content of the 
terms concerned, would reveal the contrary to what is claimed,' ' that 
there was no intention to divide sin into mortal and venial.
In the first place, it can be seen that in the instances cited 
above, a derivative from the root JNB which denotes the idea of avoidance 
is employed, This apparently implies an idea of intention and deter­
mination on the part of the agent not to act; and this emphasises the 
importance of the element of the agent’s determination. On the other 
hand, what is to be avoided is referred to in xv and in xvi as the 
indecencies and the greater ithm, and is described in xvii as the great 
prohibitions. This means that the indecencies and the grave ithm 
mentioned in xv and xvi are the same great prohibitions mentioned in
ir v u n  jxvii. On—the nf.her hanrl-, the terms laman and sayyi ’at appear to 
belong to a group of pardonable sins, reference to the former being 
made in verse XV while the latter is directly referred to in verse XVII. 
Indecencies and grave ithm as spoken of in verse XVI have not been 
properly defined. 7/e are perhaps on safe grounds therefore in assuming 
that laman and sayyi1 at as set out in these verses are synonymous terms.
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We may recall here what was arrived at in our earlier 
discussion of the vocabulary of sin. It appeared that laman wa3 
not restricted to a category of sin, but meant an occasional and 
impersistent lapse into 3inning of any kind. It wa3 also found 
that the term sayyi1 ah was not confined to any category of sin
(5)either; but applicable even to disbelief. Furthermore, laman 
is expected by means of ilia in xv, and this normally means that 
it belongs to the general category preceding ilia, from which it 
is excluded or exempted.
Bearing in mind the importance of the element of deter­
mination hinted at by the employment of the word yajtanibuna, and 
taking into account all these semantic considerations, it would 
appear that laman and aayyi* ah belong to the category of great sin but 
are excepted when the element of determination and persistence i3 
absent. In other words, they mean here commission of sins unaccompanied
by a determined attitude of haughtiness, rejection and per3istance
(6)but is a result of human frailties. '
According to this interpretation of the words laman and 
sayyi1 ah in the quotation xv and xvii above, the term kabirah stands 
for a sin perpetrated persistently and actuated by determined motives.
This may be supported by the use of the verb yajtanibuna, and the 
omjriission from xvi of a mention of a counterpart of the great ithm.
From the above discussion the following generalizations may
be made:-
i. There is no sin that can be described as being inherently(7)minor. There is only one class of sin which may be
pardonable or otherwise, depending on the attitude which
accompanies the act. If it i3 an attitude of indifference, 
unmindfulness or rejection, the act whatever it might be, 
is declared unpardonable; but if it is committed in the 
absence of such an attitude, and wa3 followed by remorse 
and repentance, it becomes pardonable. It is thus the 
attitude which counts; and it is often described as istikbar,
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i.e., pride and haughtiness, and it occasionally 
replaces kufr when this word would have been used.
Thus we read:
"For when it was said to them: There is no God but
Allah, they U3ed to adopt a proud attitude". XXXVII,
34• This is exactly as if it is said: when God is
worshipped alone they reject the faith, and thi3 is
precisely said in XLII, which reads: "This i3 because
when prayer is offered to God alone, you chose Kufr".
ii. The dichotomy of sins into mortal and venial does not
therefore find a sound basis in the Qur'an, and the
notion was probably of extraneous origin, as suggested
( 8 1by A.J. Wensinek. A sin may simply be pardonable 
if it i3 a apurioue, uncalculated lapse followed by 
remorse and repentance, or unpardonable if it is 
persistent and unrepented,
iii. Although we maintain that there is only one category
of sins all of which are grave and unpardonable if ac­
companied by the attitude of rebellion but pardonable 
if otherwise; yet the degree of gravity varies. Some 
sins are graver than others. This may be gathered from 
the degree of the temporal punishment prescribed for 
some specific sins. Hence, while the punishment for zina 
is stated to be 100 lashes, (sura XXIV: 2), that of 
slandering is only 80 lashe3, (ibid: 4)* To judge from 
temporal punishment prescribed in the Qur'an, we can 
pick out only a few sins for which punishment is stipulated, 
and which admits of mutual classification. These may be 
given in the following:-
1. Disbelief or active rejection of the faith,
2. Murder (The culprit is to be beheaded) II; 179*
3. Highway Robbery, (Hands and feet are to be cut 
off alternatively) V. 33*
4* Simple Theft, (Removing the hand) V. 38.
5« Zina, (illegal copulation), (100 lashes) XXIV,2.
6. Slandering virtuous women^^(*30 lashes) ibid, 4
In the absence of any other criterion, it is difficult to 
assess the degree of gravity of the sins of omission in relation to 
the sin3 just mentioned, or in relation to each other.
IV - TRADITIONAL CLASSIFICATION
(a) Early Sects
Although the Qur’an does not postulate a category of minor
sins, yet, many later theologians held the dichotomy of sins into
major and minor. V/ensinak believes that this distinction originated
before the rise of the KhawarjJ^ ^  but this implies that the Khawarij:
themselves held such a distinction and that their doctrines of which
we shall 3peak later, was confined to the category of major 3ins.
This assumption is not warranted by the various statements related
to the problem to be found in the early literature. The first
article in Fiqh Akbar I, which is apx^arently directed against the thesis(12)of the Khawari j makes no such distinction. ' In his report oni/-*- . _ _   _al-Kharij doctrine, al-Ash*ari in his Maqalat use3 the term Kaba’ir   ^  *   —
but nowhere in his references to them could we find the term sagha* ir
explicitly or implicitly ascribed to them. The use of the term
Kaba’ir by al-AshfarI instead of a general term like dhanb, may be
an assumption on hi3 part. In fact he attributes the following
interesting statement to the Ila jdites, a division of the Khawari j.
"A passing (evil) look, and a small lie amount to shirk if
persistent; and occasional lapses into zina and wine drinking do not
cause excommunication of the dofcr".^^7
This agrees with our own thesis; and it is interesting to
note that Ibn *Abbas i3 reported to have made a similar statement which
runs as follows:
"There is no small sin with persistance, and no big sin with
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repentance'1 • ^
Moreover, it would seem presumptuous on our part to assume 
that the fanatical puritans, the Khawarij, were disposed to such 
refined and logical thinking; and a survey of the records of their 
military campains, speeches and correspondence during the early part
of the Umayyads reveals no trace of the use of terms like Kaba'ir
(15) - -------or Sagha'ir. 7 They 3imply speak of sin as dhanb.
It appears, however, that a dispute arose as to whether
there existed a category of minor sin3; and this is reflected in
scattered statements in al-Ash^ari's writings on the various sects.
One cannot help the conclusion, however, that the notion has its
oxonamouc root and that among the Muslim sects, the Murji'ites were
perhaps the chief exponents of it. Al-Ashfari reports that while
a group of the Murji'ites hold that all sins are major, another
maintain that some are major and some are light. They have agreed,
however, that repentance absolves sinners of all kinds.
The Mu^tazilites appear to agree as to the existence of
the dichotomy of sins into heavy and light, though they disputed
over their definitions.^^ However, the Murji'ites* thesis must have
been in vogue by the time the mu'tazilites began as a sect. Like
the Eawafid and the Murji'ites, the Mu,tazilites disputed whether
V
sins are applicable to Prophets, a dispute which is not unrelated
to the assumption that sins were classified as grave and venial.
While the majority of the Rawafid held that the Prophets were
•  (i3)absolutely infalible like their Imamfi, 'the Muftazilities agreed
(19)that the Prophets could only be involved in light sins. 7 The 
Khawarij were reported to have disagreed over this problem; some
of them h^ld views similar to those of the Murtazilites and the
'](21)others claimed that tho Prophets might commit heavy sin3. ^  TheSunnites of course hold that Prophets are absolutely infalible.
It seems that this dispute stems from the vagueness of the 
concept of sin in the mind of these scholars. Sin which is basically
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an attitude of indifference and rebellion may not be applicable to
Prophets, whereas occasional lapses may apply to them too, in view
( 22)of the verses of the Qur'an which speak of the sins of Prophets, 
Dispute between the sects also arose over the following 
questions:
1. Whether the light sins are absolutely culpable or
pardonable by repentance or just by the mere avoidance
of heavy s i n s . ^ ^
II. Whether absolving of sins by repentance is automatic
or is effected by the grace of God.
III. Whether Intercession by the Prophet on behalf of sinners
(25)is admissible.
IV. Whether sinners will permanently remain in Hell or be
delivered from it and transferred to Paradise after
(26 )having been purged in Hell;' ' as it is disputed 
whether dwellers of Paradise will remain therein for
(27)ever. '
b. The Theologians ■■ — — - - — - —■ .
Perhaps the author of the earliest and the most systematic 
work on the subject of sin and its callifications was Abu Talib al- 
Makkl, (d. 326/998). In hi3 work, Qut al-Qulub, which may be reg?rrded 
as the forerunner of al-Ghazali’s Ihya1 *Ulum al Din, Abu Talib, 
assuming a division of kabafir and sagha*ir attempted to make a full 
list of the first category. Drawing his material from Tradition, 
he was confronted by conflicting enumerations. A Tradition related 
through ^Abdallah Ibn Masfud makes them only f o u r , a n o t h e r  through 
^Abdallah b. ^Umar counts them seven, and a third related by fAbd - 
Allah b. ^Amr enumerates nine. ^Abdallah b ^Abbas is also quoted 
as saying that the kabaTir were nearer to seventy than to seven.
13^
Again Abu Talib found some of the items sommon between the various 
versions, and some others variant. To be in the safer ground, he 
draws up a list consisting of seventeen items which contains all 
items which are common as well as variant in all the Traditions; 
but he classifies them taking into consideration their place of 
origin in the human body, into seven categories as followss-
1. Four heavy sins in the Heart, namely, polytheism, 
perservering in sin, despair of the Divine mercy, 
and indifference to the Divine punishment,
II. Four in the Tongue: to wit, false witness, slandering
virtuous people, fjfclse oath whereby rights are alienated, 
and sorcery.
III. Three in the Belly; to wit, drinking wine, encroaching 
on the property of the orphans and usury,
IV. Two in the genitals: which are: fornication and sodomy,
V. Two in the hands: namely, murder and theft.
VI. One in the feet: which is deserting from the battle,
and,
VII. One in the whole body: which is disobedience or harsh
treatment of one’s parents.
Apart from this elaborate classification Abu Talib implies
another classification in the course of his discussion of the chara-
. . (29)ctenstics of the soul. This latter classification was later
characteristically expounded by Al-Ghazall in more explicit terms,
under the heading: ’’Classifications of Sins in relation to the
Nature of Man”. (30) According to this classification, there are
four divisions of sins which are as follows:-
i. Those sins which 3tem from the human urges that he
describes collectively as rububiyyah or lordship, such 
as pride, boasting, dispotism, love of praise, .and 
love of v/ealth.
ii. Those sins which stem from another aspect of the human
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nature which he describes as Shaitaniyyah or Satanistic.• —
He apparently means by this the disruptive feelings and 
prejudices and acts resulting thereof, such as rancour, 
envy, intriguing, cheating and hypocricy.
iii. The sins which stem from the human attitude which he
calls bahimiyyah or animalistic or carnal, such as
greed, love of wealth, menaness, encroachment on
the property of the orphans, fornication, pederasty and 
stealing, and
iv. Those acts motivated by the human inclination which he
calls sabufiyyah or beastly or rather the agressive
aspect of man’s nature, such as anger, envy and 
transgression.
Systematization and classification of sins matured at the 
hands of al-Ghazali up to a degree unsurpassed in later centuries, 
though he can hardly be regarded as original. The classification 
just described above, which may be called the "motivational classi­
fication", was implicit in the work of Abu Talib al-Mai|LhI as we 
have just seen.
Al-Ghazali however adds another classification which we may 
render as follows;
"And there is another (way of) classification (of 3in).
Know you that sins are divided into those which are 
(confined to the relationship) between the slave and the 
Almighty God, and those which are related to the rights of 
other creatures. Those which are confined to the worship­
er's (relation with God) alone, are such sin3 as leaving 
out the duties of prayers and fasting, and other obligations. 
And those involving the rights of others are like failure 
to pay alms, murder, extortion, slander and all act3 
involving the others' life, limbs, property, honour, religion, 
reputation, etc. And what involves others is more serious;
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but what is only between the agent and his Lord - unless 
it is polytheism - is more hopeful and nearer to foregive- 
ness (than to punishment)M•  ^ ^
He adds that what involves others i3 not forgiven until it 
is indemnified.
This division however is implicit in an early Tradition 
which say3 that good deeds of an aggressor will be paid as 
compensation to his victims, and when hi3 good deeds are
( 70)exhausted his victims1 evil acts will be thrown unto him.
Al-Ghazali's originality appears in his argument as to the 
third and the more popular classification, namely, the division of 
sins into a category of kabaTir and another of Sagha'ir. He defends 
the existence of this division by quoting some of the Qur'anic verses 
we have rendered above, which describe some 3ins as Kaba'ir; but 
he dwells at length on the definition of the term.^ He begins by
quoting Abu Talib al-Makki's list of seventeen heavy sins in the 
manner represented above, then comments that the list is not sufficient 
because it does not include such acts as bursting an eye open, severing 
of the hands, afflicting atrocities, beating the orphan, agonizing 
him and severing his limb3 which are no doubt harsher than encroaching 
on hi3 property". He quotes ^Abd Allah b.rAbba.3's statement that 
"everything forbidden by God is a heavy sin", and Abu 3afid al-Khudari1 s 
tradition: "You indeed commit acts which appear to your eye3 as thin
as a hair but we used to regard them during the lifetime of the Prophet 
as heavy sins" Al-Ghazali then proceeds to discuss the meaning of 
kabirah and states that it is a vague term, left undefined by the 
Qur'an and the Prophet probably in order that man will be more on 
his guard when he is in a doubtful situation not knowing whether 
an act is a major or light sin. He further states that acts in 
relation to each other are heavier or lighter than one another. As 
an example he gives the sharing of bed with a strange woman which, 
he says, is heavier than looking at or kissing her, but is lighter
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than copulation. He also adds that severing a hand i3 heavier than 
heating hut lighter than murder.
Acknowledging the difficulty of a conclusive definition of 
heavy sins, (the kabaAir), al-Ghazali offers some demarcations which 
would indicate the degree of the seriousness of the acts. He claims 
that there are three gates leading to three objects, in the following 
order of importance:
The Gate leading to the Knowledge of God,
The Gate perpetuating Life, and
The Gate of the means of preserving life.
He goes on to say, an offence which closes any of the three 
gates is a sin, and its degree of seriousness, subject to some other 
circumstantial considerations, follows the above order. Therefore, 
disbelief in God is the gravest of the grave sins, followed by in­
difference to God1s warning and despair of the Divine grace. This, 
however, is the first grade or the heaviest sins, followed by the 
next category which prejudices the perpetuation of life such as 
murder and severance of limbs, and all destructive acts. To this 
category belongs pederasty and fornication, the first being unpro­
ductive of life and the second being destructive and disruptive; 
but he regards the latter graver in view of greater urge for it.
The last category is related to property which, is the means of the 
preservation of life. He says it should not be mis handled or 
acquired by disorderly methods, otherwise - being the means of life 
- life will be endangered. Therefore, alientating the property 
by illegal subtle means which are difficult to prove or to prevent, 
such as stealing, encroaching upon the defenceless orphan13 property 
by his guardian, cheating and false testimony and false oath, is of 
the heavy sins. While the evilness of these acts is universally 
acknowledged, they are inferior to, he says, the second degree of 
the heavy sin3 explained above.
Al-Ghazali, however, is troubled by the occurrence in the
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list of items which do not fall within his system, and the
absence from the list of items which should be regarded a3 heavy
sins in this system. For example, riba, is counted in Abu Talib!s' •
list as a heavy sin, although it amounts to no more than an 
alienation of property by mutual acceptance. However, he submits 
to the authority of Tradition, and regards it a heavy sin merely 
on religious and not on logical grounds; and therefore he says, 
opinion may vary in regard to it. He is further puzzled by the 
fact that extortion is not counted among the heavy sins, although 
it is worse than usury in that it is acquisition of the property 
of others without their consent. He however is reluctant to count 
extortion among the heavy sins in the absence of a Tradition.
Another two interesting examples are slandering and har3h treatment 
of parents which appear in Abu Talib’s list but which do not fit
in with his formulation. He says that slandering is simply an
injury to the honour, and honour is less important than property 
of suspected validity. Moreover, harsh treatment of parents can 
scarcely be regarded on the basis of argument and analogy - as a 
heavy sin; because "slandering the people by accusing them of what 
i3 not zina, beating them, encroaching upon them by extortion of their 
property and evicting them from their houses and exiling them from 
their countries are not heavy sins since they are not among the 
seventeen sins in the list". In spite of thi3 position, al-Ghazali 
concedes: "but Tradition indicates that it, (harsh treatment to
parents), can be called kabirah, and therefore it has to be regarded
as quasi kabirah ". As for slandering of zina, he feel3
that the Companions apparently counted it as a heavy sin, merely 
on account of the temporal punishment prescribed for it in the 
Qurfan; and such prescribed punishment could not be mitigated.
Therefore, he finds it expedient to resort here to another definition
_  f a/^kabirah, based on a Tradition which states that a heavy sin
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is that which i3 not expiated by the regular observance of the 
daily prayers. But what they are, is left undefined:
Al-Ghazali is obviously a victim of his dogmatism and 
over-estimation of Tradition which blinds him even to the facts of 
the Qur’an and misleads him into intricate alleys of confusion and 
artificialityl He wants us to believe that his system of ”the 
gates” is so water-tight that har3h treatment of parents which is 
a cardinal offence in all oriental cultures should not, on his 
logical grounds, be regarded as a heavy sin because it has no place 
in that system! iigain, because of his arbitrary system he claims 
that hurting men’s honour is less serious than encroaching on their 
property! Moreover, can we agree that dividends earned through 
usury is really acquired by genuine mutual consent! Further, why 
does he regard the list of heavy sins drawn by Abu Talib based on 
Tradition as inclusive of all the kaba’ir, while he acknowledges 
the statement of Ibn fAbbas that kaba* ir are nearer in number to 
seventy than to seven? He i3 surprised that extortion is not 
counted as a grave sin! This, like his claim that beating others, 
evicting them from their houses ;md exiling them from their land 
are not among the grave 3ins - is due to his failure to seek guidance 
from the Qur’an rather than from Tradition. The Qur’an, 4* 29-30
vehemently forbid encroaching on the property of the others and 
consuming it without the willing acceptance of the woner. It warns 
against this in the strongest terms; and no doubt extortion i3 one 
of the worse forms of it. Tabari relates on the authority of many, 
in the discussion of 4! 31 which reads: ”If you avoid the great of
what you . re forbidden, Y/e shall expiate your sins” - that Kaba’ir
—  T v nare the sm3 enumerated in the first thirty verses of chapter IV. 
Moreover the Qur’an reads: ”And those who inflict an injury or harm
on the believers - men or women - undeservedly, have burdened them­
selves with a slander and a manifest sin” 33, 58. If all undeserved 
harms are declared as gross aggressions and manifest sins, no doubt 
beating people, evicting them from their dwellings and exiling them
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from their land are included.
All these inconsistences seems to arise from the assumption 
of the existence of a minor category of sins, the need felt there­
fore to specify those which come under the opposed category of grave 
sins, and the attempt to estimate the act of sin on its own merit 
in isolation from the mental attitude which accompanies it. A real 
understanding of the fundamental concept of sin would solve all these 
difficulties, and would make it unnecessary to resort to this elab­
orate and articicial but laborious and unrewarding systems of clarjr*- 
fication.
G - P03t - al-Ghazali Era 
After al-Ghazali the dichotomy of kaba* ir and Sagha1ir
5
became universally accepted, but no contribution of value seems to
have been made in the theory of sin. It has become the rule to
enumerate the specific sins, especially al-kaba*ir; and the list wa3
gradually increased and augmented in a way which only reflected
sectarian quarrels, the theological disputes <jnd the political upheavals.
An interesting work, one of the earliest in the post-Ghazali
era that could be traced is K - al — Kabayir was - Saghayir, by Abu
Hasan fAli b Hasan al Wasiti, (654 - 733)* It is in manuscript^ 
(37)and is reproduced elsewhere in this work 'as an example of the
(38)writings on sin in the said era. It is to be observed that the
author reaches the number of 4$ heavy sins, and enumerates 41 light 
sins.
A work by a contemporary of the above author, the renouned
prolific historian, al-Dhahabl (654 - 748), called "Al-kaba1 ir
(39) ----------wa Bayan al-Maharim", bring3 the number of heavy sins to seventy,
apparently to fulfil Ibn *Abbas* statemtns "Heavy sins are nearer
to seventy than to seven" which the author quotes in the Introduction.
He quotes Qur'anic verses and Traditions in support of each item;
but many of his inferences are arbitrary.
The most voluminous work devoted to the subject is perhaps
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"K. al Zawajir 'an Iqtiraf al-Kaba1 if11, by Ibn Ha jar al-Haitami• •
(909 - 974) made up of two large volumes, Cairo 1356 (40). The 
author traces the heavy sins in chapters arranged in the traditional 
order of the writings of Shafiri jurists, and enumerates 467 heavy 
sins supported by all kinds of Qur'anic verses, Traditions and wise 
sayings of early theologians. In the Introduction, Ibn Hajar cites 
his object in writing the work a3 the wide-spread prevalence of 3in 
and transgression in his time. He adds that he happened to see the 
work of al-Dhahabi, but it failed to satisfy him.
Many of the items in the lists of Ibn Hajar’s works can easily 
be included under the Qur'anic prohibitions as sub-prohibitions but 
they are brought out and given emphasis in a way that throws an 
interesting side-light into the conditions obtaining in the mid- 
eval Muslim world and into the bitter theological and legal contro­
versies that preceded it. Let us just quote the following examples;-
1. Denial of the doctrine of Qadar, (l: 82), ^ l)
2. Vehement debating, (l:99)>
3. Cursing the Companions, (of the Prophet), (ils 192).
4« Delating falsely on the authority of the Prophet,
(1: 79).
5. Cheating or wronging the subjects (by the rulers or
an official), (ii. P.94)
6. Bribery, (ils 158),
7. Being a tax-collector, (l: 1473),
8. Hurting a saint, (wali), (is 91)
9. Monopolising goods, (l: 189)>
10. Desire to see others rising in respect when one passes,
(II: 142),
11. Rebelling against a ruler, (ils 90)
12. Envying the waithy, or respecting them for their wealth,
(1 : 64),
13- Sating in golden or silver utensils, (is 97)
14* Tatooing (l: 115) >A
15* Wearing a golden ring by a male, (i: 125)>
16. Effeminacy, (i: 126).
17. Carrying amulets, (i: 125)9
18. Leaving a place in flight from an epidemic,
(II: 144),
19. Saying the prescribed prayers besides a grave, (i: 120)
20. Eating opium, such as the hashish (i: 172),
21. Marrying a divorcee with the intention of making 
her returnable (revokable) to her divorcing husband, 
(II: 23),
22. Seeking knov/ledge as a means of living, (is 74)
23* Looking at, touching or being alone with a beardless
youth, (II: 3),
24* Women going out perfumed, and with cosmetics, (II: 37) y 
25- Being a go-between in prostitution, (II: 42),
26. Defection by a slave, (lit 69),
27• Neglecting circumcising a boy or a girl (II: 36) ^ 2)
28. Playing games, including chest, (KK: 165 - 166)
29. Playing with musical instruments and listening in to
them, (IT: 168),
30. Romantic talking and love songs involving a beardless
youth or a strange woman, (IT: 175)>
It is thu3 clear how failure to recognise the psychological 
criterion of sin which constitutes the basic element of the concept, 
led the writers on the subject to count as grave sin any act or 
attitude which in their view was regarded as an evil phenomenon.
Hence counting as grave sins such things as rejecting the orthodox 
interpretation of Oadar and wearing a golden ring in one’s finger.
fin apt question at this stage is: why did the theologians 
proceed to define these concepts with a pragmatism so literal and
1^3
concrete, and brush aside their psychological aspects altogether. 
Certainly it is not the absence of textual evidence that would 
force this psychological criterion on the mind of the thinkers.
The factors leading to this omission, it seems, may be sought in 
the history of the formulation of Muslim ideas and concepts. The 
theologians were linked with the ruling authorities, and in order 
to meet administrative needs, they formulated these ideas into 
forms that appeared tangible and workable, and the attention was 
focussed on the tangible aspect of the human acts. Moreover, 
the tendency to regard practices backed by the authority as Sunnan 
or Tradition apparently helped in the rpocess of drawing the 
formulations.
CHAPTER IV 
Faith and Sin 
a - DEFINITIONS
The Primary object of this Chapter is not to investigate 
the controversy which arose between the early theologians 
over the relati- onship between iman and Masiyah sparkled 
by the advent of the K h a w a r i j ; but to find out whether
_ _ i _
im a n , as used in the Quran and which is normally rendered as
faith implies avoidance of sin or not. In other words, the» _d i m  is to discover from the Quraniccontexts the co-relation 
between the concepts of Iman and sin, and by extention whether 
imam could be impaired by the commission of sin, for this 
purpose we may rely mainly on the internal evidence of 
the Q u r ’an taking little notice of what the theologians 
have to s a y •
In order to establish the relat ionship between the two
concepts, iman and ma*siyah, we need first to get a clear idea
 •_______
of what iman exactly means; and in order to do so it is 
important to discuss three other relevant terms,viz, islam 
which like iman conveys the idea of embracing the Q u r ’anic 
faith, k u f r , and shirk which are regarded contraries to the 
concepts of iman and islam respectively*
The chart which appears in the next page shows a 
statistical and chronological analysis of the occurances 
of the derivatives of these terms in the Q u r ’an. It is to be 
pointed out again that the tables are based on N o l d e k e 1s 
chronological order of the chapters, bearing in mind that 
Madlnan verses can be found in Meccan Chapters and Meccan 
verses can be found in Madinan chapters. The table^iowever 
show a rough but fair distribution which can safely guide us 
in the search of some sound relevant hypotheses.
Concept Derivatives frequency in the Meccan Revelations
Frequency in 
the Madinan 
Revelations
Totals
1st Period 2nd Period 3rd Period
o W 2(7) 13 30 45
( D ^ t 7 26 63 94 192
M|
K
16 21 39 76
M
5 (6) 20 21 108 154
8 19 86 195 310
v 1 o>**^ o*  ' 1 10 18 4 33
Totals 23 93 224 470 810
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hij
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(3) 17 1 2 1 21
Totals 72 44 63 21 200
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>
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M
«h>
o'<
( ! )  j i . 4 2 1 7
l>3 2 1 3 6
CW* ■■>.«/» J ^ 1 2 3
Totals 4 3 3 6 16
A careful examination of the tables would lead to the 
llowing observations:
i. The ratic of the frequency of the verbal nouns 
indicating the root concepts iman islam kufr, 
and shirk to the total frequency of the other 
kin-derivatives is considerably small. Moreover 
the verbal nouns occur in revelations of a 
relatively late dates. This is perhaps characteristic 
of the Q u r ’an which is less concerned with words 
related to metaphysical and static thinking, but 
treats more of words intrinsically related to active 
and dynamic conceptions. This lack of interest in the 
abstract probably accounts for the absence of any 
definitions for these terms in the Book. Moreover, 
the development of such idiological concepts is a 
gradual process; and they mature and take shape at
a later date.
ii.The propertion of the frequency of the active 
partiple of the root of these terms, prefixed by 
the definite article, thus denoting a well-defined 
group of people, to the frequency of the other 
derivatives, is considerably high. The ratic goes
much higher if we add phrases which consist of theI<relative pronouns complemented by the verbs such as 
,and which hasw the same significance of the 
previous derivative (ll)
iii.Another form of frequent use is that of the active 
participle without the definite article, and also 
that of the verbal derivatives, which denote the 
dynamic ideas denoted by the verb and thus speak of
the attitude of the two mutually opposed groups, 
those who accept and those who reject M u h a m m a d ’s 
faith. This and the previous observations are of 
utmost importance. They reflect the social and 
political split which was caused by M u h a m m a d ’s call
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in the community of Mecca and which was widened 
later by th^Hijrah. The Arabs have become two 
groups, one on the side of Mohammad and indicated 
by the term al~Mu1minum or al-Mus1imun or alluded 
to by the phrases alladhina anianu and alladhina 
as1amu or by similar phrases, and another group 
opposed to Muhammad and his mission generally 
denoted by the term al-foafirun or referred to 
as 'those who do not believe'• The^ latter group 
were also referred to by the more precise term 
al-Moshrikun the Associators or those who associate 
partners with God; but it is significant that 
the use of the last term becomes more frequent in 
Madinah where other opposing communities - the Jews, 
the People of the Book and the Hypocrites - appeared 
in the scene, and the more distinctive term shirk 
became more useful in distinguishing the idolaters of 
Mecca.
It is these social and political circumstances that 
shoild guide us in our search for a precise definition 
of those Qur'anic terms, bearing/^mind that a word 
is to be treated simply "as a semantic marker, indic­
ating an essential difference from another word and 
having the ability to mark the differentia in any 
one of a number of contexts; not becoming intrinsically 
infected by any particular one of these contexU, and 
having its sense as a marker sustained and determined 
not by metaphysical or theological usage but by 
a general social milieu, in which the language has 
its 1ife"•'^^ ^
iv. A further observation is that the derivatives of the
four terms are relatively infrequent during the early
(13)part of the Meccan revelation. ' This is only 
natural, since these terms are descriptive of social 
divisions and the attitudes accompanying them. The
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popularity of the term had to await the growth
and maturity of this d i v i s i o n / b e f o r e  it acquires
its definitive sense. When the Prophet began
transmitting his message, he discretely did so
privately. A few responded, some hesitated and
the majority, we may presume adopted an indifferent
attitude either because they did not hear of the
mission or did not take much notice of it. Thus,
at this early stage there was no sharp division as
yet, and opposition to Muhammad in the beginning
was not, if we may imagine so vehement. But when
the dispute grew sharper, every Meccan citizen
became very conscious of the upheaval and had to
make up his mind one way of the other, till the
Meccan community grouped themselves into two and
only two, the party of Muhammad and the party
opnosed to him. This process is evidently reflected
in the distribution of the derivatives of the four
terms as appear in the tables of the chart under
discussion. In the early Meccan revelations, the
occurance of the terms concerned was rare; acceptance
or rejection of Muhammad's call was conveyed by the
simple non-technical terms tasdiq and takdhib,
which simply mean: holding someone or something to
(l4 )be true or untrue respectively. But when the
division grew sharper we find it reflected in the
_  _  ^use of the derivatives of iinan and islam. denoting 
the party of Muhammad and their attitude, and the 
derivatives of kufr and shirk indicating the opposition 
party; the use of the two earli r words tasdiq and— 'T--
tahdhib dwindling,
v. The word tah^hib and its kin-derivates were apparently 
of much more importance than the derivatives of its 
antonym, t a sd i q . The l a t t e r 1s importance lies in 
the use of its 2nd verbal form s a d d a q a , in four
1^9
verses of the early Meccan revelation. Its
later use is made either in the course of the
stories of earlier nobilities, not any more in
describing the attitude of the contemporaries
(15)of Muhammad, or in a general sense. Its
derivative siddiq describes also either earlier
nobilities or conveys the sense of being righteous
(l6) —in general. The derivative musaddiqun
*'(17 )is obviously of general application. In other
words, while tahflhib which describes the attitude 
of the opposition ijv the very early stage of the 
revelation, its antonym, tasdiq served a much 
lesser purpose. This means that emphasis was 
laid more on the attitude of the opposition group 
than on that of the supporters. This is probably due 
to the fact that the deterrant effect of the 
negative sanction is much more effective than the 
result of a positive sanction expressed in terns 
of praise or reward. From the second period of 
the Meccan revelation onwards, tasdiq was used in 
the sense of corroborating in the context of the 
stories of the earlier Prophets, while taHt/hib 
did not lose its value altogether,
vi. Let us turn back to the use of the active participle
of the four terms, prefixed with the definite article, 
nanely, a1-MU * minun and al-Mus1imun, designating 
the party of Muhammad, and al-kafirun and al-Mushrilcun 
designating the opposite party. It can be safely 
stated that, apart from al-kafirun, these terms were 
absent in the early stage of the revelation, as 
appears from the comparative tables. Their use as 
terms designatory of social divisions had to await 
the sharpening of the social rift into definite shape. 
The early use of the term kafirun, which appears 
rather early, may be due to its connotation of 
ingratitude which may serve as an urge to reflection,
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and the need to employ the term at this 
early stage.
I S L A M
Having mode the above observations, let us examine 
whether some light from this statistical ~>nd choronoligalA
analysis could throw some light on our attempt to define
these terms. It is interesting to observe that while the
terms mushrikun belongs more to Madinah, the tern al-Muslimun
(IS)belongs more to Mecca. This in fact helps in determining
the meanirg of the word al-Mus 1 imun and the term Islam; it 
hints that these terms meant the opposite or the converse of 
what the opposition party was doing, namely attributing 
partners to God or polytheisn. Thus islam means monothesin 
or absence of idolofitry. This interpretation of the word 
apparently agrees with the employment of the term and its 
kin-derivatives in all their Qur'anic context. Take e.g.
XXXIX 29 which reads:
Allah has coined a similitude a man who lelongs to 
(several) partners at variance with each other, and a man 
wholly belonging to one man, salaman li-reLiul • are they equal 
as a similitude"?
Here the word salaman means to belong to one alone and 
this hints that is1am is to be a monotheist or to belong to 
one Master God.
This again can be attested by the fact that islam is 
put in contrast to shirk and that it is spoken of in the 
context of monotheism. The Qur’an reads (19)
"Say: iny prayers and my religious exercises, my living 
and my dytfing, are in the hands of Allah, Lord of the 
world; to whom there is no partner, thus I have been 
commanded and I am the first of the Muslims" . VI,162-163 
"Say; Shall 1 choose as patron any other than Allah 
, author of the he.v^ns and the earth, Who gives food 
and Who needs not to be fed? Say: Verily I have been 
commanded to be awwala man aslama," (which apparently
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(21; has been
means, the first of those who maintain monothesim,)
VI,11.
’’Allah has testified that there is no God but He, 
likewise the angels and the people of knowledge, there 
is no God but He, the Sublime, the Wise* Verily the 
religion in Allah's sight is al - isLam, (aipar^ntly 
monothesism) , and those to whorn the Book^ 
given did not differ until after the knowledge had come 
to them, out of jealousy among themselves, if anyone
yrejects , ( ) the signs of Allah, Allah is quick to
reckon, So if they dispute with you, say, as1amtu
( 22!wajhiya, I have devoted my entire self, 'to Allah, 
likewise those who have followed me; and say to those to 
whom the Book has been given and to the mmmiyyin, ^9 o \(the idolators of Mecca) a ' aslamtuiia? (i.e. Have you
accepted to devote yourselves to the service of Allah,
\ ( 2 ll)associating no one to Him?)v ' If they aslamu,
, (2? )(accepted monotheism,j they have let themselves
be guided.” Ill 18-20.
”Say:It is revealed to me that your God is one God, so
are you Muslimun?. (devoted to Him?)” XXI,108
Thus we can safely conclude that Islam as a technical
term, basically means: ’the faith of monotheism’, and
(24)Muslims means ’the monotheists’. '
This interpretation of the basifcjneaning of is1am an
employed by the Qur'an appears to be closely related to the
(25)root meaning of anther word i.e. bara ' ah. v ' Bara ' ah means 
freedom, freedom from defects, from diseases, from misfortune, 
and so forth; hence salain in the sense of peace, because peace
is freedom from the misfortunes of war. Hence also it is read;
( 26 )’’Except those who come unto God with qalb sallm, v 'i.e., 
with a heart free from kufr i.e. devoted to God. Hence the use
of the word in the sense of devotion or being undivided or 
unshared. Hence qsgdamain XXXIX 29 quoted above in the sense
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of ’to be devoted to Allah’ or 'to devote oneself to
( 27 )Allah', or (to be a monotheist)v ’ and Islam in the
sense of ’devotion to Allah’ or simply 'the faith of
^  • *(28) monotheism!
We may not, however, assume that the term, when it is 
used in this technical sense, loses the other significations 
of peace and freedom from defect or dangers. These 
connotations may in fact be prominently brought out as in 
XLXX, 14, where the Bedouin are reproachted that their 
claim to have joined the Muslim party was superficial though 
it earned them physical safety and protection, but the faith 
did not firmly settle in their hearfe.^ ^
S H I R K
The term shirk is a straightfoward word, and there is no 
ambiguity in its implications. It amply means sharing; 
hence to hold someone or something as a god thus letting 
him or it share one’s devotion to Allah, (in other words it 
means polytheism or idolatery.
The above remarks may be summarised thus: the term
shirk and islam are two terms contrary to one another; shirk 
meaning polytheism, paganism or heathenism; and is1am meaning 
monotheism or the belief in Allah os proclaimed by Muhammad.
K U F R
Now we come to the term kufr, Kafara, lfist FormjKafir
Part, act, P.l, ioiffar, kafarah and kafirun; verbal noun,
Kufr, Kufran and Kufur.
The primary meaning of the root of this term is the idea
of covering or concealing, hence ingratitude, since ingratitude
tends to ignore the favours and they become as if they areishidden or covered. From this^ probably derived the idea of
renouncing or rejecting a claim and disassociationfrom an i^ea
or from aigroup,since ingratitude, implies,thexidea ofndenying and re­
nouncing. Hence the use of the word
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as a special terra denoting the rejection of the idea of
monotheism, but retaining at the same time the other
connotations of ingratitude and concealing the divide favours.
It seems that while the term earries all th6se ideas and
connotations, the context may bring out one of these
connotations more prominently than the others. The idea of
ingratitude, which appears to be the earliest Qur’anic
usage, is very prominent in the following verses:
"Blast man: M a 1 atkf ayah: (How ungrateful he is)".
LXXX17* "And when your Lord proclaimed: AssuredlyA
if you are thankful, I shall increase you, but if 
you are ungrateful, wala1inkafartum, My punishment is 
serious"XlV 7*
"And Allah coined a comparisen - a town which was secure 
and to which its provision came comfortably from every 
place, which then became unthankful for the good gifts 
of Allah fa kafarat bfanundallah" XVI,112.
The idea of rejecting the faith is emphasised in the 
following examples:-
"Their messangers came to them with the evidences, but 
they put their hands in their mouths and said: We 
dissassociate ourselves from the message with which you
XIV.9.
"And those who have denounced our signs - .9^ *5”
they are the fellows of the left". XC 19
In the following examples, the term denotes the idea of 
bara’ah, i.e. "disassociating oneself from".
"Satan said when the affair was decided: Verily Allah
_ t»have been sent inna kafarna bi-ma ursiltum bi-hi
promised you what and I made you promises too
but I have left you in the lurch; I had ever you no
authority, except that I called you and you responded
to me; so blame not/but blame yourselves; I am not going
to succour you, nor are you going to succour me; 
innikafartue, (i disassociate myself) from the
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partnership which you formerly ascribed to me”. XIV 22.
”...... and on the day of Resurrection; they, (those whom
you call upon apart from Allah), will disown your association 
of them, yakfuruna bi - shirkikum” XXXV 1 4.
"There was a good example for you in Abraham and those with 
him when they said to their peoples We are quit of you and 
of what you serve/ Apart from Allah; we renounce you, 
kafarna bi-kum" LX 3 -4«
To this usage certainly belongs the following statement said on 
the tongue of Pharaoh to Moses
"And you have done the deed you did while you <*re one of the
deserters wa*anta mina*l kafirin" XXVI 19.
Thus kufr means a combination of the ideas of ingratitude, 
denial, renouncing, disassociating from, and keeping clear of.
Special emphasis on any one aspect is determined by the context.
This combination of ideas sums up the attitude of those who were 
opposed to Muhammad*s mission, and were therefore designated: 
al-kufirun, which thus means: the party which renounced Muhammadfs
mission, disregarded GodTs signs behaving ungratefully to God, who 
disassociated themselves from and kept clear of Muhammad*s party.
To simply interpret kufr as disbelief, and al-kafirun as unbelievers
is to 3trip the Qur*anic term of much of it3 significant connotations;
it v/ould also make it difficult to see the relevance in the use of 
the term in such verses as XIV, 22 and the verses which follow, quoted 
above. Moreover, the following verses will bear no significance 
according to this interpretation, since the predicaate will be 
implied in the subject:-
"But those who have disbelieved count it j&Lse, yukadhdhibun" 
LXXXIV, 22
"But those who hitve disbelieved deny, yukadhdhibun" LXXXV 19
I M A N
The root meaning of this word appears to be: 1 to feel secure
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or safe, or to be secure or safe from something undesired, 
or from someone feared* The Qur’an reads: MDo the people
of the town feel secure then, afa* amina, against our violence 
coming upon them at night when they are sleeping?” VII 97*
Hence the meaning: being quiet, tranquil, and being 
in peace since living in such a state is to be free from fear
and from expectation of harm. The Qur'an reads:-
if anyone of you i3 sick or suffering from 
an injury to the head, then a compensation by way 
of fasting or alm3 - giving or pious observance.
When you are in security - fa1idha amintum - if 
anyone makes use of (the time from) the rumrah 
to the hajj, then such a gift as may be convenient”
II, 106.
The triliteral verb amina as used in the above verses 
simply denotes the idea of feeling secure or safe; the subject 
of the verb would, of course, be the one who feels secure or safe.
Stated logically the verb may have three functions, viz: it may
involve (a) a person who feels that somebody is secure, (b) a 
person in a state of security or safety, (c) the object from which 
the person is secure or safe. The verses quoted above involve 
functions (a) and (b) in the same person; in the first case it 
means: Ho they feel that they are secure from the violence of
God, while in the second it connotes; if you feel that you are 
secure from the fear of war. Where there is this combination 
of functions in the same person the verb is transitive and takes 
its object in function (c) outlined above; in other words, 
violence of God and fear of war, are the objects from which one 
feels secure.
There are however, instances when the implications (a) 
and (b) in our scheme above, do not combine in the same person but
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stand distinct. In such instances the verb amina would mean 
(trusted) with the concomitant implication of a pledge by the 
other to uphold the trust. Thus the Qur*an says2 ’’but if one 
of you trust (amina) another, let him who is trusted u’tumina 
pay what is entrusted to him, amanatahu” _ II, 283.
In this verse the verb amina involves the three 
functional categories explained earlier, each distinct from 
the other, as follows: (a) One who trusts (b) trust for
fear of loss - although this is not explicitly referred to, 
and (c) the one who is trusted and who pledges to restore the "trust.
In this case the object of the transitive verb is function (b). The
Qur’an further reads:
’’They, (Joseph’s brothers), said: 0 our father5 
why do you not trust us with Joseph”. - XII, II.
”He (Jacob) said: Shall I trust you with him except
a3 formerly I trusted you with his brother”. XII, 64- 
In the above case too, the three positions are seperately 
involved. They are (a) Jacob who feel3 that Joseph should be secure
(b) Joseph or his brother who is to be in a state of security or 
safety (c) the negligence or harmful inten ion of his brothers 
from which Joseph is to be secure. The verb made transitive by 
the aid of the preposition fala, (amina ala), t:ikes it3 object 
in function (b).
The most important derivative of the stem is the Fourth 
Form, amana which according to Wright, indicates a ’’factitive or 
causative; if it is intransitive in the First Form, it becomes 
transitive in the Fourth"^^) Amana would thu3 mean: to render one
secure from something unwanted or feared, or, in terms of our 
earlier division of functions, (a) to make one feel secure (b) 
involving a state of security for himself or of another person
(c) from something unwanted or feared. This form amana appears 
to be the earliest of the kin-derivitives to occur in the Qur'an.
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An early verse of the Qur*an reads:
"Therefore let them (ihe Quraish) serve (or worship) 
the Lord of the House, who has given them provision against 
famine and made them secure from fear - wa amanahum min khawf".
CVI: 3- 4» The above verse affords the only instance where 
the Fourth Form am.-i.na functions as a transitive verb governing 
a clearly indicated object without the aid of a preposition.
It conveys the meaning of rendering others secure and free from 
fear.
Another class of the Fourth Form of the same verb amaaa 
- appears to be an intransitive verb and takes no object or is 
rendered transitive with theaid of the preposition 11 (to) or 
bi (by) when it takes as its object God, his signs, the Book, 
the verses, the Prophets and the Bay of Resurrection. This 
intransitive form amana is traditionally explained as signifying
— 7”vfltasdiq (believing) This interpretation of iman and its
derivitives as tasdiq or belief is personal and schematic and 
does not clearly explain the following verses:
1. "0, you who have believed, amanu; believe, aminu 
in His Apostle, the Book He has descended on His
Apostle and the Books He had descended earlier".
IV, 136.
2. The believers, mu*minun, are only those who have 
believed amanu in Allah and His Apostle". XXIX, 15*
3. And (for) those who have dwelt in the place, (l.ialotEnah) 
and in believing, (iraan$, before them>(the poor 
emigrant)." LIX, 9*
If the first verse is addressed to the believers there 
is not much sense in commanding them to believe. The second verse 
which defines the believers as those who have believed, seems some­
what illogical. Quotation number three above is preceded in the
Qur*an by context which speaks of the poor among the emigrants
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as deserving a right in the spoils; their supporters are 
referred to as those who have made their abode in Madinah 
and in faith, iman, before them. To interpret iman here as 
belief does not seem to make sense for how could iman be a 
place of dwelling. In order to overcome this, Zamakhsliari 
Assumes a verb like * chose1 but the style remains clumsy.
In order to attempt to reach at a precise definition 
of iman and its kin-derivatives, it is proposed to examine the 
incidence in a chronological analysis of the use of the derivatives 
in the Qur'an with full reference to its contexts. We should 
guard ourselves, however, against the misleading assumption that 
the precise meaning of a derivative continues to have the same 
sense in its kin-derivatives, or that a word with different shades 
of meaning should restrict itself to one shade of meaning through­
out the contexts.
The tables of the occurences of iman and its kin-derivatives 
show that the verbal noun belongs to the late revelations; and
( - 1 7 )that the part, act., m u fmin with or without the definite article, 
is widely distributed over the different periods of the revelations 
and is the most frequently used term. It is obvious that the 
part, act., in this context of iman when it i3 indefinite describes 
a state; but when it is affixed by the definite article it refers 
to a well-defined group or party, the party of Muhammad, who have 
accepted "this mission and agreed to bear the consequences of this 
acceptance. This party is the one which was in opposition to 
the party denounced as al-Kafirun. It is significant in this 
context that iman is often contrasted with kufr, mu*min with 
kafir, 1 amana v/ith kaf ara and al-mu'minun with al-kafirun. This 
hints that the two sets of terms are contradictory to each other, 
and we may therefore say that the meaning of iman is the contrary 
of the meaning of kufr arrived at above.
Thus, philologically, iman and its kin-derivatives are
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associated with the idea of protection, to feel protected or 
to render or assure protection. Moreover, in the sociu-political 
context of employing these derivatives, as can be derived from 
the above analyses, al—Mu1 minun denoted, at lea3t in the early 
stages, a defined group, the party of Muhammad which was actually 
opposed to the party defined as al-Kafirun.
Relating this to the back-ground of the Jahili.yyah, the 
significance of the idea of protection or feeling safe or secure, 
or rendering security becomes more clear. It is axiomatic to 
say that in the pre-Islamic age the tribe or the clan, the 
traditional Arabian social unit headed by a chief, a shaikh or a 
sayyid, was the mo3t important social institution. The individual 
w  s nothing without it. It was in the tribe that the individual 
could seek protection and within it he felt secure. Excommunication 
was the m03t cruel and most intolerable punishment. The unity of 
the tribe or clan in the old age was 3ymboli3ed and given a tangible 
expression in belonging to a deity who, in the view of the tribe, 
rendered or assured security in the field where the sword of the 
consanguineous unit was helpless.
When Islam came and demanded the Arabs to join it, it 
implied upsetting the prevailing social order. Conversion meant 
that the member of the tribe or clan voluntarily relinquishes his 
right for protection by the tribe, and thus becomes stateless*.
This could not be expected to happen easily without a substitute. 
Islam, therefore, in order to fit itself in with the obtaining 
conditions had to provide this substitute which appears to be the 
community of mu1minun which was somehow modelled on the prototype 
of the tribe, with the Prophet as its temporal head and Allah 
assuring the protection of the group. The choice of the terms 
iman andmu1minun was very apt, because the thing the individual 
really lost on conversion was the tribal protection, and it was 
protection or aman that he really needed. Therefore the use of
1 6 0
thi3 term, we feel, must have had its inspiring effect on the 
early converts.
It seems thus that the new religion, by insisting on 
monotheism, aimed at unifying the Arabs at the time under one 
banner by pooling all the different consanguineous groups into 
one community, modelled, as stated earlier, on the form of the 
pre-existing social unit. It required everyone to join this 
community, or rather to enter into a bond, or, in the terminology 
of Montisquio, to enter in a f30cial contract* where he would 
expect protection and contribute to the protection of the others.
,'erhaps it was due to the latter aspect of this bond, i.e. to
contribute to the protection of the other members of the community, 
that the 4th Form was chosen, rather than the First, i.e., amina.
Those who joined the new group were called mu*minun and those who 
quit it or ran away from it were designated al-kafirun; hence 
the importance of the element of quitting in the concept of kufr.
From all the above we may conclude that iman and its kin- 
derivatives, at least daring the Meccan age and probably immediately 
after the Hijrah, meant this idea of mutual protection, and al-mu1mi- 
nun meant the group whose raembero were mutually and divinely pro­
tected; whereas kufr meant quitting this group or refusing to join 
it, and al-kafirun meant those who quitted the protected group.
This however does not preclude the implication of accepting the 
faith or rather believing in it. This again confirms the conclusion,
T  —  ° fthat iman consisted of a combinationAideas opposed to those conveyed 
by the term kufr, ivz., associating with or enrolling into the 
party ofmonotheism whose safety, tranquility jid freedom from doubt 
are protected and assured by God Who*efavours are deeply acknowledged 
and Whose unity i3 the central principle of the membership in the 
party. Hence probably the employment of the preposition bi, (by) 
whereby the intransitive quadrilateral verb which looks like a 
mutawi reaches its object, bearing the idea of declaring oneself
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as a member of certain party protected by God, the idea of 
estimating or believing and appreciating God’s favours, and 
the idea of being in a state of Divine protection.
With the relative security in the post-IIijrah era, or 
rather, with the protection having been more sustained and assured 
throug the conclusion of formal agreements of mutual protection 
and the expansion of the community of mu1 minun which began to 
assume the title ummah, the element of protection which was the 
most immediate element in the me«aning content of Iman gradually 
began to lose its importance, while the element of believing 
began to assert itself until it became the most prominent element 
in the meaning of the concept. In other words, the menaing of 
iman and its kin-derivatives was not one and the same throughout 
all the ges of the revelation; and in the late verses of Madinah, 
the term clearly denotes the simple idea of believing. At the 
same time, islam became more and more indicative of the formal 
acceptance of monotheism.
Accordingly the verses quoted above, namely, IV, 136,
XXIX 15 and LIX, 9> which could not be rendered successfully
according to the traditional interpretation of iman as tisdiq,
and which do not belong to late revelation, can now be rendered
very satisfactorily without straining the contexts. The First
verse would simply mean: "0 you the protected party ofmonotheists,
hold fast to the belief and trust in God, etc”. Verse No.2. will
be rendered: "The divinely protexted party is that whose members
have steadfastly believed and trusted in God, etc.”., and the
third verse may be rendered: ’’And those who took refuge earlier
in the dwelling place end the covenant of the monotheists”,
referring to earlier Immigrants rather than to the Ansar, the
*
Supporters.
1 6 2
As a summary we may say that shirk and Islam are 
contraries, meaning polytheism and monotheism respectively, 
hut islam in the late revelations tend to denote the formal 
acceptance of the faith of monotheism. Kufr and iman, on the 
other hand are also contraries, each denoting, in the early 
revalations a combination of ideas. Kufr denotes a complex 
idea of disassociating, abandoning, quitting, rejecting 
monotheism, and ingratitude, and iman conveys the complex 
made up of the idea of associating in a bond of mutual protection, 
and the idea of accepting the faith and holding it as true.
The latter idea, namely, holding as true or believing dominates 
in the U3e of the term Iman in the late revelations, so that 
i3lam became more or less restricted to the idea of external 
acceptance and iman to the internal submission.
b - IMAN AND THE HEABT.
In a number of Quranic verses, the word Iman and its
kin-derivatives are /^mentioned alongside with the word qalb,
heart, as Islam indeed is associated in two verses with the
word sadr, bossom. This was taken as evidence that Iman 
**  - (39) ----simply means tasdiq: The assumption is that the heart can%
be resevoir of tasdiq or its antithesis taftdhlb, and since Iman 
is the positive reaction, its meaning should be tasdiq or believing 
and no more. This argument is brought forward in the context of 
refuting the claim that *amal, work, and avoidance of sin are 
implied in iman.
It may be observed that the heart is not only a place 
for tasdiq and its antithesis, but for many other emotions, passions, 
feelings and sentiments. It is the place of fear and its antithesis 
the feeling of security, the latter being a cognate idea to the root 
meaning of iman. Moreover, an internal feeling or idea may have
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its outward manifestation; .and it i3 possible to extend the 
term which essentially denotes an internal feeling 3uch as fear 
or love to its outward manifestations. In the same way iman 
primarily conveys the idea of security; and in our contejrt it 
denotes security or earning the peaceful feeling of security and 
protection through a social ’contract’ with the monotheistic 
party. If that is a real feeling it implies tasdiq which has 
to be outwardly manifested by adopting an attitude of obedience 
towards the divine teaching.
However, an analysis of the verofeS i in which the association 
between the concept iman and the heart would confirm our con­
clusion that the term did not denote a static meaning throughout 
the ages of the Revelation. Its connection with the idea of the 
heart in the Meccan revelation i3 limited to the following verses, 
all of which are late Meccan, if not Madinan:
i. ’’And when Allah is mentioned alone, the hearts
of those who do not believe in the Hereafter
shrink with horror
” XXXIX 45-
ii. ’’Your God is One God; then the hearts of those 
who do not believe in the Hereafter are given 
to denial, .
CT^ndthey are self-concieted”. XVI 22.
iii. ”(lt is) those who Kafara bi’llahi after their
Iman except him who is compelled to disassociate
from Allah’s party), while his heart is at peace
_  _  .  '  t * A  ' ' f  * » » \ I  'with iman 3 ’’i.e., though
/  7
he is apparently in the wrong party, his heart 
is with the party of .Allah.
’’But those who expand their breasts for kufr, upon 
them is anger from Allah”,XVI, 106.
'\6k
It can be easily seen that nothing in the above verses 
suggests that iman or kufr is a simple idea confined to tasdiq 
or tatfdhid. All that they speak of is the mental attitude towards 
the question of either joining or rejecting the party which abandons 
the idols and confine their service and v/orship to God.
These verses actually reveal a general tendency of the 
contemporary Revelation which often speaks of the said attitude 
and ties it up with the heart. The association with the heart
during this Meccan age was not confined to the concept of iman,
but was extended to islam; and this suggestion that both concepts 
covered both the idea3 of external and internal submission in the 
ea.rly uses. Thus we read:-
i. "There is nothing in their breasts except self­
conceitedness" XL, 56*
ii. "And indeed your Lord knows what their breasts 
conceal and what they openly claim". XXVII, 74>
XXVIII, 6 9.
iii. "Yes! My signs have come already to you, but you 
counted them false and chose a proud attitude, and 
thus you became one of the kafirin! ^®) XXXIX,59
iv. "Thus God seals upon every haughty conceited heart"
XL, 35. XXXIX, 22 and VI, 125. on the previous page. 
Apart from these there are other contemporary verses 
which speak of the heart as being in a 3tate of
purity^®^ or in a state of repen&Lngl^^
The association between aalb, on one hand and iman and 
kufr on the other, becomes more spectacular in the Madinan 
revelations; which is sim.;pitomatic of the shift of the emphasis 
in the meaning of iman in the late revelations* Consistently 
with our conclusion regarding the use of Islam in late revelations 
as denoting the formal acceptance of the f aith, there is no 
more association between this term and qalb or bos$a*in the
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Madlnan revelations. This is perhaps why it i3 said that the 
place of iman is the heart while islam is the outward submission^ 
Here are th> verses where the association is made betv/een qalb on 
the one hand, and iman or its antithesis, kufr on the other in 
the Madinan revelations.
i. "(Recall) when Abraham said: 0 my Lord, show me 
how you give life to the dead. He (God) said:
Have you not become a mu'min?^'^
"He (Abraham), replied: 0 yes, but that my heart 
may be in peace" II, 260.
ii. " They were that day nearer to kufr than t» iman,
saying with their mouths what was not in their hearts, 
but Allah knows wh;-:t they conceal" III 167 
iii "0 you Messenger, let not those who vie with each 
other in kufr grieve you, of those who say with 
their mouths: We have embraced iman, while their
hearts have not embraced iman. V 41 (cf. Ill, lo7 and 
XLVIII, 171).
iv. "They willplease you with their mouths, but their 
hearts will refuse" IX 8
v. "The Hypocrites are apprehensive lest a surah be 
sent down against them telling them what is in their 
hearts" IX 6 4.
vi. "So in consequence He has set hypocrisy in their
hearts until the day when they meet Him  "IX, 77
vii. "And so that those to whom knowledge has been given
may know that it is the truth from your Lord and hold 
fast to it, fa-.yu'minu bihi, and so their hearts be 
submissive to Him", XXII, 54*
viii. ".... But Allah has endeared iman to you and made it 
appear beautiful in your hearts" XLIX 7
ix. "The Bedouin say: We have embraced iman; Say: "You
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have not (really) embraced iman, but say you 
rather; We have embraced islam, for iman has not 
yet entered your hearts. But if you obey Allah 
and His Messenger, He will not cheat you of your 
works at all; Allah is forgiving and compassionate,,
XLIX 14
x. "They are those in whose hearts He has written iman" 
LVITI, 22
xi. "In their hearts there is disease", (alluding to
Kufr or hypocricy). II, 10 (cf. V, 52; VIII, 49; XXIV, 
50; XXXIII, 12 & 60, and LXXIV, 3l)
xii. "And they say: Our hearts are wrapped; but God has
cursed them because of their Kufr" II, 88 (cf. IV 155)
xiii. ".....  Their messengers came to them with the Evidences
but they were not such as to hold as true, (li-yu'minu),
of what they had previously held as false. Thus God 
put a seal on the hearts of those who are kafirun.
We found no covenant with the most of them" C, 101 - 102
xiv. "He it is Who has sent down the Assurance in the hearts
of the mufminun that they may earn more iman in addition
to their Iman". XLVIII, 4.
In these Madinan verses, emphases is placed on the heart; 
and the heart is clearly stated to be a pice of Iman as in the 
passages IX and X, and iman is contrasted to takdhib in passage - 
xi/r. While This admittedly indicates a shift of emphasis on
the idea of believing which in fact emphasises that iman is not
simply the physical enrolling in the party of the divine mission, 
but this outward submission must ideally be accompanied by sincerity 
and conviction of the heart. Outward submission which i3 denoted 
in the late revelation by the term islam may qualify a person for 
physical safety and protection; but ultimate success depends on 
this being adopted with a sincere attitude of mind.
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To sum up we may say that the early meaning of the term 
iman is comprised at least of two major elements, namely, the 
idea of security and protection through the social solidarity or 
covenant or social contract with the group of mu*minun, and the 
idea of teing internally persuaded of the principles of the group, 
mainly Monotkeism and Resurrection.
Th<?s, the first element was more prominent in the Meccan 
usage, probably because of the need to inspire a feeling of ultimate 
safety during an age of precarious conditions. Th3i apparently 
continued until the early part of the Madlnan age, hence the Prophet 
referred to the Muhajirun as the Mu*minun in his documents concluded 
on his arrival in Madinah. It seems that with the growing assurance
of the safety of the Monotheists after the Hijraf the need for
emphasising the element of protection progressively went into the 
background, nd the element of believing became more prominent 
although it ha3 not obliterated the other part altogether. Con­
sistently with this is the rarity of the use in the early Meccan 
revelation of the preposition be (in) after the derivatives of the
term iman and its antonym kuf rT "^1 J'
c - Relationship between Iman and Kufr
Let us now further consider the exact relationship 
between iman and kufr, in their Q,ur1 anic usage, viz., whether 
the two concepts belong to contradictory categories, so that when 
one is absent the other prevails, or whether they are simply opposites 
so that when either is absent the other does not necessarily replace 
it but an intermediary may be found. The following verses are those
which may be revelant in this context
i. "And as for those who do not believe, yu*min, in God
and His Apostle, 7/e have xj**epared a flame for the
kafirin" XLVIII, 13.
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ii. "He it is who has created you; but some of you
are kafir and some of you are mu’min" LXIV, 2.
iii. "He who exchanges iman for kufr has strayed aside
from the way". II, 108
iv. "Whosoever wishes, let him be a mu1 min; and who­
soever wishes, let him be a kafir" XVII, 29-
v. "And that Allah may purge those who have embraced
iman and sift out al-kafirin" III, 141*
In the first of these verses, the Qur*an calls kafirin 
those who do not accept iman; and this is valid if the two concepts 
are mutually exclusive snd their relationship is that of two contra­
ries. The second statement divides man into two categories only, 
namely, mu’min and kafir; and this means that a man can only be 
one or the other. In the la3t three quotations, which are just a 
sample of many similar statements, iman or iunu’min is placed in 
contrast with kufr or kafir; and this indicates that there can be 
either iman or kufr and by extension a mu’min or a kafir. Although 
this division into two categories only may be accidental describing 
the position of man at the time of Muhammad, to be either actively 
a mufmin or actively a kafir, the apparent assumption of the Qur’an 
it seems, is that a man can be one or the other and nothing else,
An attitude of indifference or of agnostism is accordingly a case of 
kufr and the claim of the existence of an intermidiary position assigned 
for sinners advocated later by the Muftazilites cannot be based on a 
firm foundation from the Qur’an.
d. IMAN AND SIN
Now, having defined the concept of iman as precisely as 
we could, and having established its relationship to kufr as that 
of contraries, we come directly to face the problem of the relationship 
between iman, as has been defined, and the human acts in general; 
and this will obviously determine its relationship with sin or
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masiyah. The following verses are relevant to the problem:-
1. "Allah will not forgive ascribing partners to Him, 
though He forgives anything short of that to whom 
He wills" IV, 48 and 116.
2. "....Assuredly, if you ascribe partners (to Allah) 
your work will go for nought and. you will certainly 
be one of the Losers". XZXIX, 65*
3. "Verily those who have embraced kufr and turned 
(others) aside from the way of Allah, and then die 
in the kufr Allah will not pardon". XLVII, 34*
4. "Those who have embraced kufr and died as such, upon 
them is the curse of Allah and the angels and the 
people as a whole: Under it will they abide with no
lightning of the punishment and without respite".
II, 161 - 2.
5* "It is those who have embr-.icedkufr regarding the
signs of their Lord and the meeting with Him; so their 
works have therefore become fruitless". XVIII,105*
6. "And those who have counted false Our signs and the 
meeting of the Hereafter - their work3 have gone for 
nought". VII, 147.
7. ".... But those who have embraced kufr - downfall
for them; He has rendered their works in vain. That 
i3 because they were avers^e to what Allah has sent 
down, so He has made their works of no effect". XLVII, 8
_  9(47).
8. "They are those have not embraced iman; and so Allah 
has made their works of no avail". XXXIII, 19.
9* "....And v/hosoever, male or female, being a mu'min,
does an upright deed, they will enter the Garden 
 "XL.
10. " On the day when one of the signs of your Lord
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comes, iman will not profit any person who has 
not previously embraced iman, or has not amassed
some good in his iman”. VI, 1^6.
11. ’’But if you might see - lo! the sinners, hanging their
heads in the presence of their Lords ”0 Lord I We have 
seen and heard, send us back, and we shall act uprightly; 
verily we are convinced.” XXXII, 12.
12. ’’But the reward of the Hereafter is better for those 
who have embraced iman and have been showing peity”.
13* ’’Verily this Qur’an guides to what is straighter, and 
brings good tidings to the mu'minin who do the deeds of 
righteousness, that for them there is a great reward”. 
XVIII, 9.
1 4- M  and if you embrace iman and act piously there is
for you a great reward”. Ill, 179-
15. ’’But for him who has embraced iman and acted uprightly 
there i3 for him the reward of the better (world)”.
XVIII, 88.
16. ”.... and obey Allah and His messenger if you be
mu’minin” VIII, I.
17* ”0 you who have embraced iman, show piety towards Allah, 
and abandon the riba which remains (unpaid) if you are 
mu’minin II, 278.
18. ”.... Place your trust in Allah, if you 'ire mu1 minin”.
V, 2 3.
IQ. ”So eat that over which the name of Allah has been pro­
nounced, if in His signs you are mu’minin” VI, 118
20. ”.... Solomon did not embrace kufr, but the oatans
embraced kufr, teaching the people magic and what had 
been sent down to the angels in Babel, Harut amd Marut; 
they do not teach anyone without first saying: We are
only a temptation, so do not embrace kufr; so they 
learn from them menus by which they separate man and
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wife11. II, 102.
21."The postponement (of the sacred months) is simply an 
increase in kufr". IX, 37•
22. "’Aliosoever does not judge by what Allah ha3 sent down - 
they are the kafirun".^^^ V, 4-4•
23*"Successful are the mu*minun. They are those who in
their Prayer are humble, those who from vain talk turn 
away, those who for the zakat are active, those who their 
private parts do guard, except in regard to their spouses 
and what their right hands possess - for they are not to 
blamed - but if any go beyond that they are the trans­
gressors those who their pledges and their covenants 
do tend, and those to whose Prayers are observant".
XXIII, 1 - 9 .
24.MThose who have embraced iman and emigrated and striven 
in with their wealth and person in the cause of Allah
and those who have afforded shelter and help, are the
- (50N'true mu*minun" ' VIII, 74
25."The mu*minun are only those who have accepted iman 
in Allah and His Apostle, and when they are withhim 
on some common affair do not go away until they ask 
permission; those who ask your permission are those
who really ,yu*minuna, hold as true, God and His Uessenger".
XXIV, 62.
26.The mu*minun are only those whose hearts thrill with fear 
when Allah is mentioned, and who on their Lord they rely; 
who observe the Prayer, and of what We have provided them 
with do contribute. These are the true mu*minun".
VIII, 2 - 4 .
27*"The mu*minun are only those who have amanu in Allah 
and His Messenger and have not afterwards doubted, but 
have striven with wealth and soul; these are the ones 
who speak truthfully". XLIX, 15.
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28. M0 you who have embraced iman, show sincere repentence 
towards Allah; it may be that your Lord will absolve 
your sayyi 1 at!t. LXVI, 8.
29* "And those who h; ve embraced iman and brought righteous­
ness 77e shall purge their sayyi1 at" XXXIX 7
30. "So know that there is no God but Allah and seek pardon 
for your dhanb and for the mu’minin, male and female”.
" T T p T  -----------------XLVII, 19 ;
Quotation No.l. states that shirk or ascribing partnership 
to God is unpardonable, and quotation 2 consistently asserts that 
good acts accompanying shirk are cancelled or are in vain, i.e., 
unrewarded. It is clear that though shirk ismore specific than 
kufr, it implies the basic elements of the latter, i.e., ingratitude 
and disassociation from the party adhering to the divine mission.
In other words, for the purpose of the present analysis, shirk and 
kufr amount to the same thing; and thus good work is declared 
invalid if produced in a state of polytheism or kufr. Again kufr 
is declared, directly or implicitly, as unpardonable in passages 3 
and 4> and as cancelling good act3 in passage 5* This is also 
announced in the following two passages where kufr is alluded to 
by the expressions ’holding as untrue the signs of God and the 
meeting of the L- st day" and 1hating what God has sent Sbwn’.
Thus the gist of the first seven quotations is that kufr, 
the antithesis of iman is held to be unpardonable and to be in­
validating works, and this is the explicit expression of quotationnotnumber eight where it is stated that those who doAembrace iman God 
has cancelled their works. A corollary to this is that iman ia a 
pre-requisite for ultimate success or salvation, and this the 
explicit statement of quotation 9> which declares that good acts 
are well rewarded if accompanied by iman.
All the above can be summed up in the following few words, 
that good work without Iman is fruitless. This is not all, however,
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Good work is as important for salvation, and this is the 
explicit declaration of quotation No.10. which states that 
iman i3 of no avail on the Day of Resurrection if it was not 
adhered to during the lifetime of the agent or was not accompanied 
by some good acts. This is also the implication of quotatio 11 
which speaks of the regret that will be suffered by the criminals 
who having seen and heard £r themselves are said to demand their 
return to do good acts. It is also the implication of the following 
four quotations and many similar inst. nces where promise of good/ r
reward is made for iman and good work together. ' The fact that 
^amal salih or piety is mentioned in these and many similar verses 
along with iman implies, as Baidawl (in Anwar, I, 12) rightly 
observes, that *amal is a separate entity. Iman and *amal salih 
are joined by a conjunction, and in some instances ^amal forms the 
subject of the sentence while iman forms ajpart of the ad verbal 
clause; and this is certainly much more than an intention to em­
phasise something implicit in something else by mentioning it 
explicitly. Thus iman and famal are two separate entities, neither 
is implicit in the other, though it might be conceded that they 
should normally go together.
The importance of ^amal i3 emphasised in the following
seven verses,viz., 16 -22. In the first four of these the party
of Muhammad are advised to obey Allah and Kis messenger, to fear
God and leave the remainder of riba, or to rely on God or to eat
(only) that on which God’s name has been mentioned; and significantly
the statements are concluded by: "if .youare mu’minln". This
apparently indicates that these acts - whether positive acts of
avoidances- are regarded as characteristics of the mu1 minun.
Consistently with this, certain prohibited act3, viz., sorcerous 
practices designed to upset the family relations, postponement
of the sacred months for military or other worldly purposes, and
ruling against God’s teaching, are described as acts of kufr or
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characteristics of kufr, the contrary of iman, in 20, 21 c nd 22 
respectively.
The importance of famal is again emphasised in the passages 
N0 3. 23 - 2? above. In quotation No.23* the mufminun are described 
as those who observe certain c.cts which include prayers and zakat, 
and avoid certain others which include futile speeches and fornication. 
Quotation Mo.24 states that the true mu’minun are those who combine 
iman and certain other acts, namely, emigrating and endeavouring 
in the way of Allah and giving shelter and lending support (to 
the party of the Prophet). Quotations Nos. 25 - 27 state that
the mu1minun are only those who combine iman with certain act3
of obedience or avoidance.
In the last three passages, vix., 28 -30 which are Madlnan, 
sin - in the terms of sayyi* ah and dhanb - is attributed to the
mu’minin and even to Muhammad himself. This »roi)lioo means that
avoidance of sin is not implied in the concept of iman, otherwise 
sinners cannot retain the ephithet of al-mu’minun.
Let us at this stage recapitulate the ideas which we have 
been able so far to draw from the texts, In the following wordss-
1. The absence of iman is kufr or shirk and is unpardon­
able,
2. Kufr or shirk render good acts fruitless,
3. Thus iihan is essential for salvation,
4« Righteousness or good deeds, including avoidance 
of prohibitions is also essential for salvation,
5* The association between iman and good deeds, including
avoidance of sins is thus 30 clo e that iman is normally
accompanied by good deeds including avoidance of sin, 
which is more or les3 the outward manifestation of Iman; 
but this does not .amount to claim that iman and 
rightousness are one and the same entity.
The above observations imjjly that sin i3 not inconsistent 
with Tman. unless sin implies kufr or shirk. Let us now see how
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this would fit with ou t definitions of iman and sin arrived at 
earlier. Iman, we have found, consists of a combination of elements 
of which the notion of protection through a 'social contract' with 
the monotheists was prominent in the Meccan usage, and the idea of 
holding fast to, or believing in the basic element of the faith 
became more important in the Madinan usage. Other elements 
include the idea of gratitude and outward and inward submission.
Sin, on the other hand, has been defined as a commission of ,.n act 
of prohibition or the omission of an act of obligation; accompanied 
by an attitude of rebellion against the divine command. It was also 
found that the Meccan concept of sin emphasised the element of attitude, 
and in Madinah the emphasis was shifted on the act itself. T<*ken 
together, the Meccan concept emphasised the attitude; in case of 
iman, the attitude of accepting the principle of monotheism within 
which the divine protection was assured; and in the case of sin, the 
attitude of rebellion was severely condemned. The Madinan concepts 
were more specific and more of religious nature, in contrast to the 
earlier more social aspects of the concepts, emphasising believ'ng or 
holding as tiyue, as an element in iman, and the act itself in the case 
of sin. We should however remember that emphasis on an aspect does 
not mean the absence of the other.
Nowwc arrive at the problem of investigating the precise 
relationship between the concept of iifoan and the concept of 3in 
according to our definitions. It is clear that the element of 
believing or submission in the concept of iman does not necessarily 
imply the absence or the existence of certain neutral acts, although 
it is obviously inconsistent with an attitude of haughtiness and 
rebellion gainst the divine teaching. Thus we may say that iman 
as defined is not inconsistent with the concept of sin when the 
sinner is victimized by the natural forces of temptation with no 
attitude of rebellion accompanying it, and in which the person
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concerned does not persist. But if the act of 3in is committed
persistently with the infciiation of revolt or indifference to the
divine teachine, it becomes a sacrelidge and amounts to kufr, in
which case sin becomes in-consistent with iman. In brief, much
depends on the attitude of the agent and his state of mind when
sin is committed. If sin is a 3purious, temporary, impersistent
act, followed by remorse ;,nd repentence, sin is not inconsistent
with iman, and iman does not become impaired by sin; but if it is
o fdone with an attitude^ indifferent® to the divine teaching, or revolting 
against it, sin becomes inconsistent with iman.
It may therefore be concluded that basically iman i3 
incompatible with sin, when sin implies a rebellious attitude ofmind
HAof which the commission of sin is syptomatic; but occasional lapses
A
do not excommunic te the agent.
e. The Theologians and the Problem.
In this concluding sub-chapter we shall just compare our
views regarding the relationship between the two concepts of Iman
and sin with what the major sects have to say about the problem.
We shall be concerned with the views of the Khawarij, the Murjifites,
the Mu^tazilites and the Sunnis. While the sunnis* views are well
documented in 3uch works as K.al-Lumaf of al-Ash'ari, Tamtud of
Baqillani, Fich Akbar I, Wasiyyat Abu Hanifah and the Creed of
• •
Tahawi, we have with regret to depend on Sunni sources for our 
knowledge of the views of the other sch ols whose works are not 
available to us.
Before proceeding to the main topic, however, some relevant 
observations have to be made. In th first place, we have to re­
member that there is no’definition’ in the Qur’an of the concept 
of iman, or that of islam. All that is found is merely the 
enumeration of the articles of iman and the articles of it3 anti­
thesis kufr. Five articles of Iman are given in II, 177, namely
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iman in God, the Last Lay, the Angels, the Books and the Prophets;
hut some-times only one, two, three or four are explicitly enumerated^
In the same way, the elements of kufr which are just the opposites(55)of these are given. The absence in the Qur'an of a formal
definition based on Aristotelian methods is not a strange phenomenon.
In tradition, on the other hand, the enumeration of the
articles of iman and islam occupies a large chapter in the canonical
collections. The enumeration in Tradition of the elements of iman
adds an item which is not found in the Qur'an namely, Qadar; but
this is to be discussed in Part II of this workl""^ .^s Wensinck
rightly observes, Tradition, like the Qur'an does not give a
T - (57)formal definition of iman; but contrary to his conjecture that 
the early discussion of the concents of islam and iman was in the 
back-ground of the doctrine of the Kawarij 'we strongly feel that 
the rise of the Khawarij was closely associated with the discussion 
of the nature of the faith reflected in Tradition.
The following quotations, and many similar others are 
suggestive of the close relationship between the tv/o developments:
I. Abu Pharr relates on the authority of the Prophet:
"Jibril came to me and gave me the good tiding:
Whosoever from your nation dies not ascribing any 
partnership to God enters Paradise". I said: Even
if he had fornicated and stolen? The Prophet answered: 
"Even if he had fornicated and stolen"{^9)
II. Abu Hurairah relates on the authority of the Prophet: 
"7/hoso commits fornication is not a mu'min during the 
act of fornication, and a thief is not a mu'min during 
his stealing; and whose drinks wine is not a mu'min 
during his drinking" . ^
According to Ash ari, the doctorine of all the Khawarij, 
except the Najadah, is that "every sin is kufr. A s  Wensinck 
aptly puts it ".... those who have committed grave sins no longer
( /'q\
belong to the community", ' and, ".... the line of demarcation 
passes between Muslims on the one side and infidels as well as sinners
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on the other”. And thus, according to the Khawarij, faith 
• • . * T • (64)is impaired by sm.
It seems to us that the Khawaritj, who were by no means a 
speculative group, were not stressing by theirthesis the religious
aspect of the faith but were reviving the socio-political element
which constituted the major meaning content of the concept of iman 
in Mecca, namely, the social bond which united a mu!min in a web 
of relations the centre of which was the head of the community, 
the Prophet or the caliph. This appears to be the major idea iman 
conveyed to the mind of the Bedouin, which to them was probably a 
new version of the ancient prototype social unit, the tribe with 
the chief, the Shaikh or Sayyid as its head. It was probably 
because of the significance of this political aspect of Iman that 
when Muhammad, the central figure of the new organisation died, 
that the whole structure disintegrated - timporarily - in the form 
of the Piddsh. For the Khawarij who were chiefly Bedouin, Iman 
was a political concept, and so was it3 anti-thesis kufr. V/hile 
iman for them was a political concept or a social institution bringing 
together members of scattered tribes under one banner and one chief, 
kufr was not simply the absence of tasdiq but the withdrawal from the 
pditical group, expressed in an offence against the community. This 
any way, seems to be the earliest position of the Khawari j; their 
theological argument of a higher order is probably a later reaction to 
the challenge of their opponents.
It is thus clear that the thesis of the Kharijites emphasises 
the socio-political aspect of sin making it equal with kufr which 
severs the bond uniting a mu ten with the other members of the Muslim 
community. They take this to its extreme conclusion and preach 
war against sinners holding permissible the taking over of their 
property and their women and chi dren as spoils. They take little 
notice of the moti ve of sin which our arm thesis emphasises.
YThe Muji*ites, aptly described by V/ensinck a3 1 the extreme 
opponents of the Khari jites, ^ ^completely disassociate Tman from
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sin holding that iman simply mean3 knowledge, mafrifah. Some of 
them, the Kar rA-amiyyah, reduce it to merely verbal confession,
Al-Ash^ari fully reviews the views of their twelve divisions^0^
, . , , , , . , ... . . (6 7) summarises as follows:on this particular problem which Wensinck
"It would appear that the twelve sub-divisions of the 
Ilurji’ites enumerated by al-Ash^ari have this in common regarding 
their opinion on faith, that they give the largest place in it to 
knowledge (msfrifah). This knowledge may have as its subject Allah 
alone as it may include His revelation. The differences between 
these subdivisions chiefly consist in their admitting or not admitting 
other features to their definition of faith. Such features are 
love, fear and submission".
The association between the mujifites and contemporary 
politics will be discussed at length in Part II of this work.^'
But here we may anticipate this discussion by quoting V/ensinckfs 
rem: rks where he describes the Muji*ites as *a sect which went too 
far in complying with the government and in ignoring the behaviour
( 69) yof the temporal rulers”. 7 The Mujifites, while emphasising 
that iman in the sense in which they interpret it, is all that matters, 
lay the least emphasis or no emphasis at all on works, and therefore 
iman according to them, is not in any way impaired or affected by sin.
It is clear that their doctrine, apart from being libertive ignores 
all the significant aspects of sin and those of Iman.
The Mutazilite thesis that good work is an element of iman 
and therefore sin excludes the sinner from the community of mu1 minun, 
but does not cause him to enter into the community of kafir3 , thus 
resulting in an intermediary position between kufr and imanl1^  dis­
agrees with what we hud suggested, namely, that iman and kufr are 
two complete antithesis so that when one is absent the other must 
exist. Moreover, their doctrine does not seem to take enough 
consideration of the mental disposition which accompanies the act 
of sin, and thus makes no difference between persistent sins accompanied 
by an attitude of indifference and sins which are merely spurious act3 
committed when man is temporarily over-powered by the human weaknesses.
1 8 0
Although the sunnis' definition of iman is not identical
- (71)with all the authorities, the emphasis is always on tasdiq, belief; ;
(72T*--and its antonym kufr is always defined as takdhib. ' According  73 __to Baghdadi, al-Ashafri adds knowledge as an element in the definition 
of iman as belief rests on knowledge of Allah, Article I of Wasiyyat Abu 
Hanifah adds to these two elements, tasdiq and marrifah, confession- . i *
with the tongue.v
It is thus clear that the Sunnis exclude work from the
t — rdefinition of iman, although unlike the Muji'ites, they do not defer
judgement on sinners. Like the Kharijites and the Mulazilites they
(75) - -call a. sinner a fasiq; 'but while they maintain that iman and fisq
  (76) - ---- ---are not mutually exclusive concepts, ' a fasiq unless granted full
forgiveness by God, i3likely to suffer punishment in Pire for a
(77) -limited term. Moreover, they hold that a fasiq is not qualified
(78 )as a witness, and therefore his testimony is rejected. '
It is also clear that the thesis of the Sunnis emphasises 
the physical n .ture of the act of sin; and, like the theses of the 
other schools, does not take enough account cf the mental disposition 
of the sinner. Prom our point of view, distinction should be made 
between offences resulting from a challenge to the divine teaching 
or from an attitude of indifference, and faults simply committed in 
pursuit of sensual pleasure or other human motives while the authority 
of the divine teachine is still respected. The former acts are 
manifestations of lack of recognition of the divine authority which 
is incompatible with iman, whereas the latter arc normally spurious 
acts likely to be followed by remorse and repentance.
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P A R T  II 
Foreword
In our discussion of the Qur'anic Concept of Sin, it was found that
reward was promised for good acts and punishment was warned on the
commission of sin. This obviously implies that man is held
responsible for his acts. In order that our treatment of sin be
complete, it is proposed to investigate in this part of the work
the degree of the human responsibility from the point of view of
the Qurfan laying our argument on the text and the underlying
assumptions* Since our conclusions may appear different from the
prevailing interpretations, this discussion will be followed by
an attempt to trace the developments which led to the prevailing
popular views on the problem. Before that, the major traditions
normally advanced for the popular interpretation are re-examined.
Therefore this part will consist of three chapters, in the first "Bl*-
of which Qur'anic passages itfiich contain words related to the 
concept of responsibility will be examined in order to discuss the 
Qur'anic assumptions underlying these texts. The second chapter 
will comprise the treatment of Sadith; and the last chapter will 
be made up of our research of the development of the opposed views 
ufoich in our view are contrary to the Qur'anic assumptions. It 
should be borne in mind, however, that we are concerned here merely 
with the category of the acts on which man appears to have control,
as distinct from organic and reflective acts; i.e., the acts which 
can be described as "voluntary acts."
CHAPTER V
MAN AS A RESPONSIBLE AGENT 
The Qur'anic passages relevant to this investigation can be 
conveniently classified into the following four groups:-
1. Passages in which reward is promised and punishment or 
indemnity is given as consequent on human acts,
2. Passages in which man is given as the author of his 
own acts,
3* Passages in which Man's freedom in deciding the course 
of his action is specifically reco^iised, and
4. Passages which appear to imply a sense of compulsion.
1 - "FIRST GROUP OF QUR'ANIC PASSAGES"
This group consists of passages vhich contain one or more
of the following words, all of which are related to the concept of
sanction
jaza', thawab, ajr, jQnn&l), najim, *iqab, 'adhab, jaiiannarli
Jahim, nar.
I.
The first word is ( ) which, or its kin-derivatives,
is used in the sense of "to ward off1 or "to repel" in three
passages, which read:
"Fear a day when not a soul can ward off anything away from 
another." II, 48 & 123.
11 nor a child can ward off anything away from its
parent.« XXXI, 33.
In the next passage* the term is employed in the sense of 
worldly reward for a service rendered, or punishment especially 
in retaliation:
11 She said, indeed my father invites you in order to
yajziyaKa, pay you back, the reward for giving us drinks"
XXVIII, 2$.
"And the jaza*t the reward, for an evil is an evil", XLII, 40.
In one case it is used in the sense of compensation or indemnity, 
i.e.,
"0, you who believe. Do not kill game when you are in a state
of sanctity. If any of you kill it intentionally, (let there
be) jazaj equal to what he has killed". ( V. 95.
But the most frequent use of the term by the Qur’an is in the
sense of Divine Sanction, in the form of reward or punishment
(i)invoked by meritorious or prohibited acts. The following
instances are representative examples:-
"Hell indeed is an ambush, an abode for the transgressors, 
where they remain for ages, where they will taste no coolness 
nor a drink, except hot water and__tears. (All that is) a 
fitting consequence ; (jaza»an wifaqan)" LXXVIII, 21-6.
"VSrily, for the righteous there is a place of felicity, 
orchards and vineyards, and full-breasted (ones) of equal 
age, and a cup overflowing. There they_will not hear 
babbles or lies. This is a reward (jaza ’an) from your 
Lord, a gift and a reckoning." ibid, 31-6.
II.
The next word to consider is ( <— > ) thawab which,
( 2) ' ^  
according to lexicons, appears to be equivalent to the former
word jaza*. A kin-derivative ( ) mathubah which belongs
to the same root ( ^  O  ) is therefore used both in the sense of
desirable and of undesirable consequences. The verbal derivations
of the word are also used in the Qur'an both in the sense of
desirable and undesirable rewards. ThVS& we read:
"Had they accepted Tman and feared God, indeed mathubatun 
from Allah i% would have been better" II, 103.
"Shall I inform you of those who will suffer a worse 
Mathubah? Those whom Allah has cursed". V, 60.
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"Have thus the Kuffar thuwwiba, been rewarded,for what 
they used to do?" _ CXXXIII, 36
"And then Allah athabahum, rewarded them with, for what 
they said, Gardens underneath which rivers flow". V, 8$.
But the term "thawab", denotes only the sense of desirable
(3)beward in all the verses in which it occurs. The word appears 
to have become a technical term denoting specially a good reward, 
and it is now used as an antonym of the word ( ) which
means "punishment." The following may be cited as an example:-
"But those to whom knowledge was given said: fAlas for Joul 
The reward of Allah ( ) is better for those who
have believed and acted uprightly." XXVIII, 80
III
1 (4)Ajr ( ^ I  ) means "the reward for work." The following
passages illustrate the use of the term in this general sense:
"And when the magicians came, they said to the Pharaoh: 'Is 
there for us a reward, ( \ f £ - ) if it is we who are 
the victors?» " XXVI, 41
"....... and if they (the„wives) suckle_(the child) for you,
give them their hire ( ) LXV, 6.
In the next passage, a kin-derivative is used in the sense of 
engaging someone in some work for hire. As an example, a passage 
reads:-
"She said, Fatheri ista'.jirhu (employ him, Lloses)" XXVIII, 26.
In the next Qur'anic passage the word is used in the sense of 
"dower":
" So marry them with the permission of their households,
and give them their fljurahunna" IV, 25.
(5)The overwhelming use of the term, however, is in the sense of 
"Divine reward" for human acts. In the following iiB tance, the term 
conveys this idea of D»^me consequence, desirable or otherwise:-
"Every soul is to taste death, and it is only on the day of 
resurrection that you will be given in full your rewards 
( ) (6) III, 185
Otherwise, the term merely denotes the sense of desirable
reward for approved acts or accomplishments. The following quotation
is typical:-
"Those who have believed and wrought the works of righteousness, 
observed the prayers, and paid the alms will have their reward 
(^AV^xjgi) with their Lord." II, 277.
Although the Qur'anic use of the word ( j~\ ) in the sense of
"desirable reward" is much wider, it does not seem to have gained such
a popularity as that of the word ( ) which appears to be more
frequently used, in non-Qurfanic literature as a technical term
denoting specifically this particular sense.
IV # ,
We now come to the term ( ) which denotes the'febode of
the righteous". The idea of cover appears to be running through all the 
derivatives of the root ( o o  '£ ) to vhich the word ( )
belongs. This shade of meaning gives it the idea of privacy.
w *
The ordinary meaning of ( ) is "an orchard of date-palms
(7)
and trees." In this general sense the word is used in the following 
passage:-
"For Sheba, too, there was a sign in their dwelling-place - 
jannatani, two gardens, one on the right and one on the left".
XXXIV, 15
tthe reference is to the original dwelling of Adam. Whether this 
In some other ins tan ces^lff^ordinary orchard on a hill or the abode
of the righteous is a matter of dispute between the Sunnis and their
(8)opponents. The Qur'an reads:
"We said: 0 Adam, dwell, you and your spouse, in al-Jannah, 
the garden and eat comfortably of it wherever you please, 
but do not come near this tree". II, 3 5.
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But the overwhelming majority of verses in which the word
• /( ) is used, the reference is made to “The Abode where the
(9)
righteous will receive their Divine rewards.”
The Qur’an reads
’’...... For those i/ho have done well there is in this world a
fine (reward), but the dwelling of the Hereafter is better; 
good is the dwelling of those who show piety. Gardens of 
Perpetuity ( )> into vhich they shall enter, through
which the rivers flow, and uherein they shall have what they 
desire.” SVI, 30-3!•
V
The word ( ) na *im means: ease, comfort, enjoyment and
(10)
wealth. To the last meaning the following passage, CII, 8, bears 
reference:-
“Then you will indeed be asked about the wealth ( )”
i.e., the wealth you accumulate. In the remaining instances 
of its usages, the term refers to the comfort and enjoyment 
of the righteous in their abode of Divine rewards, i.e.,
( xii' )
In most of these instances the term is annexed to the word
(H)( <=^ >- ), and in the remaining passages it is used alone.
To illustrate,the following passages are quoted:
’Verily far’ those who haice believed and wrought the wrorks;  ^
of righteousness there are Gardens of Delight ( )n
-r XXXI, 8.
’’Verily the righteous are in Delight ( ) . Upon the
couches they look round. One recognises in their faces the 
cheerfulness of Delight ( \ ojjaJ ) ” LXXXII, 22-27
S
The root ( ) conveys the idea of something or
someone coming after another. There are various derivations from the
root. What is particularly related to our context are the words
-^3 and _^_is-
- - * —  —( ^  ) »<ugba» appears to be equivalent to "jaza*, "
i.e., the consequence of human acts whether in the sense of positive
( 12)
or negative reward. In other words, it is the equivalent of
either the word "reward" or the word "punishment", depending on the
(13)context* It occurs in the Qur!an in this sense , and the following 
passage is quoted for illustration:-
"Likeness of the Garden which is promised to thos e who show 
piety: through it the rivers flow, it3 edible (fruit) is 
perpetual like its stede; that is the consequence'-^'
(reward) for those who show piety* The consequence j m
(punishment) for the unbelievers is Fire." XIII, 35* > '
One of the meanings of the word ( ) is "the end of
(15) _
anything," In the Qur*an, it is employed in the sense of the
end or rather the conclusion ofi the consequence, desirable or other­
wise, of a human attitude* It is therefore similar to the previous 
word, (uqba.
In some passages, the word refers to the bad end of the early
(16)
nations who rejected their respective Prophets. In most of these
instances the Qur1 an calls upon its listoiers to go and see the ruins
of these nations and reflect. As an illustration, the Qur1an reads:
"Say, Travel in the land and see of what nature was the faqibah 
of those who counted (the message) false". VI, 11.
In one instance only, it is employed in the sense of
"punishment" in the Hereafter, vhich reads:
"So, the *aqibah for both, (Satan and man), is that they are 
in the Fire, abiding therein." LIX, 17.
And in some cases it means the determination of the end or
the outcome of matters. We read:
"And towards Allah is the caqibah of all the affairs". XXXI, 22.
© "
But when this term is prefixed by the definite article ( ),
it appears to mean success, as the end of the righteous. Thus we read:
' 5,v\- " r
"And the successful end is for thfiflewho fear God * )".
VII, 128
In some other instances, the word ( ) is annexed to the
word " J V &  ", i.e., the dwelling, vhich appears to refer
** /°particularly to ( ). We read:
"0 my people, go on acting as you are doing, I am going to act 
(my way); Sometime you will know to whom the <aqibah of al-Dar 
shall be". VI, 135.
^ * KThe verb ( v— 3 \£- ) occurs in three passages, in the sense
of "retaliation^",(i.e., for an offence.) We read:
(17)
"If you take vengeance, caqabtum, take it, <aqibu only in the 
measure that vengeance was taken from you." XVI, 126
The word ( ^  V_Ja^  ) which is the infinitive of 'x>
denotes in all its Qur'anic instances, the sense of punishment; and in
most of the cases, punishment is described as painful. We read:
r-"Your Lord renders forgiveness; and His punishment ( V  )
is painful." XL, 43
Among all the derivatives of this root, the verbal noun ( )
seems to be specially important. Its Qur'anic use is limited to the
m usense of Divine punishment, as the consequence of evil acts. It appears
to have become a convenient technical term conveying this meaning. In
\ *other words it is the antonym of the term" 3^ "•
The word ( v-rJ ^ ^  ) appears to convey the sense of
torture, torment or pain, whether it is a consequence of disobedience, 
in which case it nearly means punishment; or is merely caused by 
misfortune.
(IB)
Zabidi^ relates^with approval, on the authority of his 
Shaikh, to the effect that the basic idea of the root ( ^  )
is: J prevention. Basing on tiis foundation, he asserts^the
words v—^  ^ ^  and *^7^  3 -k£- which are derivatives of this
root, are applicable to (sweet) water because it prevents thirst. In 
the same way, the author continues, *adhab is called as such because it 
prevents the repetition of crimes.
This, in our view, appears to be far-fetched. Y/ater does not 
prevent the occurrence of the experience of thirst; it merely quenches 
it. Moreover, radhab is not only applicable to punishment for a crime; 
it is also employed in the sense of tor meat or pain, physical or
(1-9)
mental. In addition, such a refined interpretation could hardly
have been in the minds of the early Arabs.
- . . . Iv 'The Mis bah claims that the original meaning of ^
was : beating, and it was then extended to al 1 types of painful
punishment. Then, he continued, it was applied, figuratively, to all
kinds of hardship and it is therefore said: Travelling is a piece of 
_ ( 20)
*adhab.
The word *adhab and the verbal derivatives from the same root 
are widely used in the Qur’an. In the majority of its occurrences, the 
term# refers to the Divine punishment in the Hereafter. We read:
’’Verily in this, there is a sigp. for whoever fears the 
punishment of the H e r e a f t e r ; ' " j t h a t  is a day to 
which people are to be gathered and it is a day attested.”
VI, 103.
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In some instances, the word refers to the punishment due to
commission of adultery, or for attempted rape. In some others, it is
employed in the sense of sufferings inflicted by man, such as the
hardships imposed on the Israelites by Pharoah. In many others, the word
is employed in the sense of Divine Punishment which visited those who
rejected the message of their respective Pro/phetf, or with vfoich such
( 21)
unbelievers were threated. Thus we read:r
11 if_they, (maids), having been taken under ward, they
commit faljishah, they shall be subject to half the •1 adhab, 
punishment, to vhich those (free women) under ward are 
subject” _ IV, 25.
”They, (Joseph and the wife of al-fAziz), raced for the door, 
and she rent his shirt from behind. Aththe door they met 
her master; she said, What is the recompense of one who 
has intended evil towards your household except that he be 
imprisoned,or a painful fadhab”, XII, 2 5.
”Assuredly we have rescued the children of Israel from a
humiliating punishment; from Pharaoh....” XLIV, 30-31
”In the early morning there came upon them a settled 
f adhab”. UV, 3 8
”....There has come to you an Evidence from your Lord; this 
is the she-camej. of Allah as a sign for you; let her eat in 
the land of Allah, and molest her not, lest there seize you 
a painful (adhab u VII, 23
The word fadhab appears to have gained popularity as a
technical term, antonym of the tem, thawab.
VIII
The next word we deal with is , Jahannam. It means
( 22)
the abode of punishment in the Hereafter. It is claimed that Jahannam 
was originally , a Persian word, Arabianised in the form
(23)
of Jahannam. Another opinion claims that the word belongs to a
(24)
Hebrew origin, which appears to be the case. This is in view of 
the striking similarity between the Arabic term and the Hebrew word
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which means the valley of Hinnom and which is believed to be the 
ultimate origin of the word Gehenna which, as used in the New
(25)
Testament, is synonymous with the Arabic tern.
(26)
The term occurs in numerous Qurfanic verses where 
the unbelievers and transgressors are warned of its torments. The 
Qurfan reads,
"And for the unbelievers will be the fire of Hell ) ...,"
XXXV, 36.
"And whoever deliberately kills a believer, his reward will be 
Hell ( )where he will reside forever." IV, 93*
IX
The word __ ^  , is defined as ,fthe fire which is
powerfully kindled, every fire made up of layers, every great fire
(27)
in a pit, and places which are exceedingly hot." This word is%/•  ^^
used in the Qur'an,as an equivalent to the term " ", in
some twenty-five verses. The Qur'an, e.g., reads:
"And those who embraced Ku£ar and rejected our sigjas are dwellers
of Jahim". V, 10.
It is interesting to note that most of the verses where
the term Ja^im is used appear to be of Meccan revelations. Likewise,
the majority of the occurrences of most of the passages where the
a ) ^
previous term, ^ — -Apr occurs, appear to belong to the same category.
X
The last of the group of words under discussion is
. j U A \ " which means fire or The Fire. The Qur'anic use of the 
word is of three meanings, namelyi-
1. The ordinary meaning of fire. We read:
1q2
“It is He Who created ( J L J ) for you from the green
trees” XXXVI, 80.
“Has there cone to you the story of Moses when he saw 
a fire, and said to his people: Stayi I have perceived a 
fire ( \j Vj ) . Maybe I shall bring you^from^it a brand,
or shall find guidance at the fire ( o s ' I  XX, 9-10.
* /
2. The sense of flames with which the unbelievers and evil­
doers are to be tormented in the Hereafter. We read:
“And for those who have disbelieved is the tire of Jahannam
( xxxvi, 35.
“....as for those who have disbelieved, for them garments of 
fire have been cut, while from above their heads hot water 
is poured” XXII, 1 9 ^ ^ ^ ^
"For them (i.e., the doomed;, are awnings of the "fire^and 
awnings beneath” XXXIX, 16.
3. As an equivalent of the term Jahannam, ( ), i.e.,
(2g)
the abode of punishmentf In all the cases where it conveys this meaning,
o '
with the exception of one instance, the word is prefixed by Ji , the
definitive article, thus denoting a proper noun. The Qur'an reads:-
“On account of their transgressions, they (Pharoah and his 
soldiers) were drowned, and made to enter Fire ( )”, LXI, 25
and reads:
“As for thosejwho have been reprobate, their abode will be the 
Fire ( )• XXXII, 20.
From that it appears that the abode of doom, Hell, is given three
names in the Qur'an: i.e.,  ^ , and . There
, (29)are others which were later<Jclaimed to be other names of Hell, but none
of those others, however, has gained such a popularity as these three terms.
The words and terms so far discussed and analysed, and the passages
in which they occur where rewards are assured for good deeds and punishment
(30)
is warned for other acts no doubt assume that man is held by Muhammad 
and his book as fully responsible for his acts; and this fact implies an
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acknowledgement by the Qur*an of man!s freedom to choose and determine 
the course of his action.
II - SBOQND GROUP OF QUR1 A NIC PASSAGES
This group consists of passages which contain words derived from
the following four roots:- ( v ), ( )> ( V  ^  ) an(*
( ).
The basic meaning of the root ( ^ ^  ) appears to be human
G D
movement or action. Its derivatives are widely used in the ^urfan, and
in some of these instances the derivatives are used with reference to God*s
acts. The application of the term to God is probably the reason for the
claim that the extention of the word to other types of acts is by the way
•C (32)of d.llusion A) L.J3 • In many other instances the reference is to
(33)human acts, both good acts and others.
The following verses are quoted to illustrate
”.... Verily Allah does what He pleases ^ \ "XXII, 19.
"He will not be questioned for what He does , but they
will be questioned'1 * XXI, 23.
"0 you who have believed, how^  and do obeisance and serve your Lord
and do what is good " XXII, 77.
"He (Lot) said, / here are my daughters, if you are doing (it);
 ), n. XV, 70.
The basic meaning of the root ( ) is to make, with the
° >
verbal nouns ( tr"'*’ and both applicable to approved, and
. * <3$)disapproved acts. Derivatives of this root occur in some ^ur’cTnic
passages, in most of which the word refers to manfs acts.
19^
The Qur!an reads:
"But a striking (calamity) will always fall upon these who have 
disbelieved for what they have done u XIII, 31
and reads:
MAnd in the end, God will announce to them what they teve been 
doing” VfCrlb' V, 19*
In one of the few other instances the term applies to God in
the sense of making. It reads:
the. making (the work) of Allah IVho has perfected everything
" (35) XXVII, 88.
The basic meaning of the next root ( ) appears
(36)
to be: to acquire or to seek to acquire, hence, to acquire the
(37)
consequence of an act. The derivatives of this root are fairly
_ (38)
widely scattered in the Qur!an, where the reference is always to
human deeds whether they are good or evil acts, or to both types of
acts. The next verses are quoted for illustration:
"••••On the day when one of the signs of your Lord comes iman 
will not benefit any soul_who has not previously believed, or 
amassed s-me good in its iman n. yi,
"Those who pile up evil and whose sin encompasses
thei*, will be inmates of the Fire" II, 81
"Allah lays not upon any soul more than he has, capacity for; 
what it has gained stands to its. credit , what it has
piled up stands against it 3 II, 281
The last root under discussion is ( ^  ), the verbal
V '  . . (38)noun oi which, 0-*^ is defined as: profession or action. The
-  (^ °)derivatives of this root are very widely scattered in the Qur'an,
in only one of which the reference is to god's acts. It reads :-
"Would not they see that We have^  created for them cattle from 
what Our hands did" XXXVIII, 71.
In all the rest of cases the reference is to human acts and
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the acts are attributed to man. For example, the Qur'an reads:-
"...• whoever does good the weight of an atom, will see it,
(i.e., its reward in the Hereafter), and whoever does wrong or 
evil the weight of an atom will see it.1 XCIX, 7-6.
And it also reads :-
,fVerily God is Aware of what you do”. II, 110.
In all the Qur’anic uses of the derivatives frcm the above
roots where reference is made to human acts, man is acknowledged as
the author if his act. In many cases he is warned of punishment or
(41)
promised reward for these acts. In other words, man is held in the
Qur’an to be responsible for the acts of which he is held to be the
author or is at least assumed to be so held.
An instance of the Qur’anic use of a derivative from the root
> however, may appear to be in conflict with this conclusion.
The passage in question reads:-
" 'j ^  3 II  XXXVII, 39.
It can possibly be rendered as:-
’’And Allah has created you and what you do, or has created you 
and your deeds”,
W  t r ,depending on whetr »ma” ( ) in the text is considered a relative
pronoun or f i.e., a particle causing the
(42)
following verb to be in the position of a verbal noun.
Abu al-yasan as-Ashfarr was probably the first to make use of 
this text in advancing the theory which claims that man 1ms no readl 
part in the production of his own acts. He bases his argument with 
regard to attributing man's acts to God on this text. His words in 
this connexion read as follows.:-
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"If a questioner says: ’Why did you claim that the acquisitions - 
aksab - of creatures are created by God, the Almighty?', he.is „
answered, "We said this,b§cause God the Almight said"
(43) and God said/’ ’» XLVI, 14) - i*e., since
the consequence (reward) falls here on (i.e., attaches to),
their deeds, "Al-Ash'ari continues, "God is the creator of their 
deeds." (44)
Al-Ashfari is trying to disprove the possibility that "ma” 
in 37/96 could be a Relative pronoun referring to the material from which 
the Meccans made the idols, in which case his thesis cannot have a basis 
from the text. If this possibility is excluded, the reference would be 
to the process of carving, which is a human act. Therefore, in the 
following paragraph, i.e., No. 83 of al-Luma4, Al-Ashrari proceeds to 
answer two points which appear to favour the interpretation of ma as a 
relative pronoun referring to the material of which the idols were made, 
i.e., stone, brass, wood, etc. The first of the two paragraphs is 
pertinent to our present discussion, and it can be rendered as follows:-
“Then if (a questioner) said: Did God not say, ’Would you worship 
what you carve’, (XXXVII, 95) meaning the idols which they (the 
Meccans) had made, why then do you deny that God's words
0 refer to the idola He is to be answered:
Wrong is what you have thought, because the idols were in reality 
carved by them, (the Meccans), and therefore God the Almighty 
refers to them (the idols) in His words, ’Would you worship what 
you carve, (i.e., the material of which the idols were made)* But 
the wood was not made by them, (the Meccans), in reality; therefore, 
it cannot be ^claimed that God’s words 'He created you' and
1 o 1 refer to it, i.e., the wood." (45)
In other words, al-AshrarI is denying the possibility of 
interpreting ( >^ ) in 37/96 as a relative pronoun referring to the
idols, even though the balance vdth the previous statement, 37/95,where 
( ) refers necessarily to the idols, appears to justify
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that ( V® ) in 37/96 should likewise refer to the idols or 
rather to the material from which they were made and not to the 
human act of carving. His argument is that in 37/95 the words
• o'
*  1 , w w /( u ) can be interpreted !what you carve1, because the
T x '  'idols were truly carved by them, whereas in 37/96 ( 0 3-Aj^  Vo 5 )
could not be interpreted fwhat you do1 because the idols or the
material of which the idols are made, were not made by them.
Let us now turn to the Commentators on the Qur!an and see
how they interpreted this verse, 37/96, which al-Ashrari appears to
have made controversial.
We have seen earlier how al-Tabari was objective in his
presentation. He simply states that ma can be either magdariyyah,
in which case the statement v/ould be: And Allah has created you and
your acts, or mawaul a ^ -in-rwhich-case- the meaning-would be: and Allah
has-created you and your—ant,s, or mawgulah, in which case the meaning
would be: And Allah has created you and what you carve, i.e., stone
brass, etc. He simply adds that the second interpretation, i.e., that
ma is mawsulah, is - if God wills - the intention of ^atadah (*^*oaVVl»0\J^ t£ )
in a statement ascribed to the latter by Taban through a claim of 
(46)
authorities.
(L.1)Al-Tabart who flourished in the third century ' had
probably completed his work before al-Ash*ari, whose 1converstion1
(48)
took place in al-Basrah in 300 A.H., began to make use of the
text in advancing his doctme with regard to human acts. But the 
Commentators who came thereafter are no more neutral. They purposely
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supported al-Ash'&ri’s interpretation or actively rejected it.
Ibn Kathir propagated the interpretation of al-Ashfari, bringing
forth in support of it a tradition frooi Bukhari which reads,
"Verily Allah makes the maker and his making, or the doer and his 
acts. (49)
Al-Bai<Jawi asserts that ma can possibly be considered mawsulah
or masdariyyah, but ingeniously interprets the statement in both cases
(50)
in favour of the Sunnite doctrine: Whether ma is mawgulah or
masdariyyah he made the reference to the idols. In the first case, this 
is obvious, but he says that the idols1 form, though the making of the 
Meccans, is ultimately God's making by enabling them to do it and by 
creating all that their work depends upon. In the case it is masdariyyah. 
the verbal noun assumed from the verb which follows, stands in the sense 
of a passive participle and the meaning will be: and God has created you 
and what is done by you ( ) which is the same on the first
assumption. Al-Baidawi further asserts that it is preferable to maintain 
that ma is masdariyyah without the assumption of the verbal noun being 
in the force of a passive participle, which is al-Ash^ari's interpretation. 
He adds: our friends adhere to this interpretation; and it is preferable
(51)because it is free from omission and from the employment of metaphor.
The grounds of al-3ai<Jawi*s preference are simply verbal reasons. 
The first interpretation of nS ( } WjUld iraply the omission of
the connecting pronoun, i.e., XLJl , and the employment of the verbal 
noun in the sense of a passive participle on the second assumption, is a 
figure of speech. On these grounds, al-Baidawi advances the Sunnite 
interpretation. The connecting pronoun in the accusative is, however,
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frequently omitted without necessarily weakening the style in any
way* In fact, it is omitted in the very previous verse, i*e*, 37/35* T° 
imply, on the other hand, an undesirability of employing metaphors in the
Qur'an will take us to an old dispute from which those who admitted it
(53)
appear to be on much firmer grounds. It is enough, however, that such
an implication will conflict with al-Baidawi's own frequent report to
(54)
metaphorical interpretations.
Let us now turn to a spokesman from the other party, the Rationalists, 
and al-Zamakhshari is perhaps the best representative. His interpretation
> ' " y
of the verse under discussion can be rendered as follows:- 1
l/«
(52)
" means: "He created you and created the idols ;hich
» * ». ° , you make (as such, this will be of an effect) like that of 3
' % * *+ • *. ,• 1 / '  ^ *
means: but Jfour Lord is the Lord of Heavens and 
the earth Who has created them, i.e., created the idols.) Al-Zamakhshari 
continues, "If you say; why do you deny that 'ma'is ma?dariyyahtnot 
mawsulah, and then the meaning would be: and God has created you and your 
deeds, as, the 'Mu.jbirah' (the fatalists) assert? Then I would answer
......that the meaning of the verse in the context obviously disagrees
with this interpretation and is very clearly against it. This is because 
God the Almighty repudiates the Meccans1 stand here, on the grounds that 
both the worshipper and worshipped are the creation of Allah and on the 
grounds of the irrationality of a created party worshipping another which 
is likewise created, while the worshipper is the one who has made the form 
of the party vhich is worshipped." He goes further, "If you interpret the
verse as: and Allah has created you and created your deeds, there would be
2 0 0
no legitimate repudiation, and the statement would be out of the 
context. And there is another aspect, "(al-Zamakhshari continues,
* 7  o  ** i  y"namely, that the words (o^A_~^V-o ), i.e., what you do, is the
interpretation of ( i.e., what you carve; and ma in
( 6 t® ) is a relative pronoun without dispute. Therefore,
those who claim a different interpretation do so only arbiterarily
(55)
and out of sheer prejudice."
Abu Hayyan in treating this verse says that the clear
interpretation is that ma is mawsulah joined to the accusative
pronoun in ( ), and the meaning would be: and He
created your substance and the substance of what you do. He later
adds: and it is said that is masdariyyah so that the meaning
would be: He created you and your deeds; and they (the Sunnis) nade
this a basis for the doctrine that human acts are the creation of 
56)
Allah.
Faifhral-Din al-Razi, a famous traditionalist, explains how 
this verse was used as a basis for the doctrine oi^V^ a t y  (the Sunnites), 
and gives objections raised against it. He then concludes: "Let it be 
noted that there are strong objections but we have many other proofs.
(57)It is therefore not to make use of tnis verse as another proof"
The above is the gist of the dispute over the verse 37/96 on 
whi eh the basis of which the Ashrarites mainly build their doctrine.
From our point of view, the argument of one side does not in fact 
invalidate the interpretation of the other. Al-Ashfari’s 
interpretation, however, appears to be more plausible. According
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to the interpretation of his opponents, V>) would refer exactly
to wtot has been referred to by ( u^JV^Vo ) in the previous statement.
This would have probably been better served by the employment of the
personal pronoun, though the given style is certaihly more effective.
Moreover, we cannot concede to the claim that Al-Ashfari!s interpretation
would be alien to the context. That God has created the idols and the
acts of shaping them appears to be equally appropriate in the context.
On the ot^ er, hand, Al-Ashf ari!s insistance on his interpretation of 
/in h n ean easily be a relative pronoun referring to the/
( ) in 37/96 is not necessary. ” U “/deeds without affecting
the meaning. In fact ( Vo ) is substituted in similar situations
by the categorically relative pronoun ( kS ), referring to deeds.
Take, e.f., XXXIX, 35 which reads:
Moreover, when ( Vo ) in 37/96 is looked upon as a relative pronoun, 
it does not necessarily refer to the idols or the substance. It may 
refer to the deed which is carving, and would then stand in the 
grammatical position of an objective complement p L »  J 3^^° , being
an adjective o£ as assumed verbal noun, • This possibility
is in fact conceded to by Az-Zamakhshari, but he rejects it on
(58)contextual grounds in which we disagree with him.
From this analysis it appears that insistance on one or the other
of the interpretations of Vo in 37/96 is arbitary; and that the
line adopted by al-fabari seems to be the fairest.
Bhile al-Ashrari*s interpretation is held to be a possibility,
the question remains whether this interpretation would really support his
Jy
doctrine that human acts are not in fact made by man but God alone. Our/
20 2
view is that it does noti All that it leads to is that human actions
and movements and all that which results therefrom are God's creation.
This does not conflict with the claim that man's acts and deed3 ate at
the same time human making, since there seems to be a clear distinction
between creation and making. Creation is to biing out something from
(59)
nothing, and all indications show that the usage of this word, in the
( 60)
sense of creation, is limited to God. Unlike God's creations, human acts
and movements are not eternal. They are performances which man produces
as actor and which God causes to exist and to come into being as The Creator.
In other words, man acts and performs, and it is God Vrfho Creates. Thus,
(61)
frhalq belong? to God, whereas *amaL belongs to man.
Thus, although Al-Ashfari's interpretation of 37/96 may be 
permissible or even favoured, his deduction from it ttet man's acts do not 
belong to him is certainly in-admissible; and the Qur'an remains categorical 
in ascribing man's acts to man and in stating that they are done by him, 
made by him and acquired by him.
3. THIRD GIPUP OF QUR'ANIC PASSAGES
This group consists of passages where man is categorically
declared free in determining the course of his acts. The words used in
this connexion belong to one or the other of two roots with the basic
meaning of volition, namely, ^ and A .
Of the first root, the verbal derivative in the Fourth Form
is employed in Qur'anic passages with the meaning of human wish, desire or
( 62)
determination. The Qur'an reads:-
"When he (i.e. Abraham) said to his father and people: What do you
"worship? ^
A fake, gods apart ffom Allah do you choose &!)? "
and reads:- XXXVII, 86.•>> .»
" You desire ( ^ d -f ) nothing but, to become a tyrant in the
earth, and you have no intention ( ) of being one of those
who set things right" XXVIII, 19
and reads:-
* > * ' '
"......and whoever wills £ ^ X kJ°3) to cause deviation from its
purpose, (al-Musjid al-Haram), wrongfully, We shall let him taste a 
painful punishment" XXII, 25*
It also reads :-
"And He it is Who has caused the night and the day to succeed each other, 
(an indication) for those who chose ( i^j'o^) to reflect or chose
( ) to be thankful" XXV, 62.
Of the second root , the verbal derivative in the First
(63)
Form occurs in ten Qur'anic passages, with the idea of choosing or 
determination ascribed to man.
The Qur'an reads:-
"L|J him believe whoever wills; and let him disbelieve whoever wills,
xxviii, is .
The Qur'an also reads :-
- t 1 * ""Verily this is a reminder; whoever wills ( ■* '— ) let him
choose a way to his Lord" LXXVI, 29- -.rr;Lxx* ,\i-12)
It also reads:-
"It (i.e., the revelation) is nothing but a reminder to the worlds; 
to whomever of you wills Lz,^I) to be on the straight path."
LXXXI, 27-28.
There are in addition many other Qur'anic statements which convey 
the idea of human freedom of choice and determination without employing either 
of the above two terms. The following are quoted here as representative 
samples:-
"Verily, W8 created man from a drop, a mixture; to try him Yfe 
have made him able to hear and to see. We have guided him as to th e 
way; whether (he would be) grateful or ungrateful." LXXVI, 2-3
"Have We not given him (man) two eyes, a tongue and two lips, 
and guided him the two paths?" XC, 8-10.
It is clear fr^m the above, ttet the Qur'an categorically states 
that man is free to determine his course of action. Bearing in mind the 
earlier deductions, it can be summed up now that the Qur'anic attitude 
ascribes human acts to man and acknowledges man's freedom of choice.
IV: GUO UP OF QUR'ANIC PASSAGES IMPLYING A SENSE OF COMPULSION
The relevant passages under this heading are those where human
acts are attributed to God, or where they are declared to have been caused
by an act of God or where man's freedom is declared to be controlled or
(64)
curtailed by the Divine determination. Relevant words employed in 
those passages belong to one or another of the following roots :- 
D >  O i l  Of* ^
JJo^ £\_-> kS  C &
\ <S O  O  XL
c°Q Huda and v3 Dalai.
I 1 _ (65)Huda means: guidance; and its antonym is Jalal. Hence:
hada (1st Form), Had! ?  C *  (active Participle) and ihtada
(8th Form), and muhtadi (active Participle) in the sense of:
to guide and to be guided aright; and da 11a J— ^  (1st. Form),
(active participle) and adalla (4ih Form), and <3— -^°
(active participle), in the sense of: to go astray and to lead astray 
respectively.
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Hada ( »-r ), in the sense of guiding aright, and
( 66)
alalia in the sense of leading astray are ascribed to God in
(67)
the following Qur'anic passages
1 - ,!He misleads many thereby and guides many thereby; He misleads
thereby only the miscreants" (68) II, 26
6 9
2 - "Remember Him as He has guided you aright; before, you were indeed'
of those astray" II, 198
3 - "God does not lead aright the folk who are transgressors" (70)
11..258 
1 14 - "God does not guide arigfct the folk who are disbelieving"
11.. 264
5 - "Do you wish to guide him whom God has led astray?" (72)
IV, 88
6 - "For him whom God sends astray you cannot find a way (to guiding
him)" (73) IV, 88, 145
7 - "He whom God guides is indeed led aright, while those whom God
sends astray are indeed the losers" VII, 178
(74)8 - "He whom God leads astray, there cannot be a guide to him." /VII, 186
9 - "God never sends a folk astray after He had guided them until He had
made clear to them what they should avoid." IX, 115.
10 - " From amongst them are some whom God tas guided aright, and
from .amongst them.are, thcs e on whom erring has just held,
( aS o* **^5 ) • • • • If you are keen to see
them guided aright, God does not guide aright him whom (He had 
decreed to) mislead. (75) XVI, 36.
11 a "Whoever God guides, he is guided aright; and for whoever God
leads astray you will find no protection beyond Allah" (76) XVII, 97«
12 - "He whom God guides is indeed guided aright; and whom God sends
astray you will not find to him a guiding friend." XVIII, 17.
13 - "God leads those who have believed to the upright wayl' XXII, 54*
14 - "But those who do wrong follow their lusts v.ithout knowledge; whoever
can guide him whom God has sent astray." (77) XXX, 29*
15 - nGod does not guide him who is a liar, an ingraue” XXXIX, 3*
16 - riGod does not guide him who is extravagant and a liar.” XL, £8.
17 - ”Thus God sens astray him who is extravagant and doubtful1 XL, 34
A
18 - ”Thus God sends the unbelievers astray” XL, 74
19 - "Have you seen him who took his desire as his0 god and whom Allah
misled in His eternal Knowledge (  %  ^  ) and
sealed his hearing and his heart and set a coveramg on his sight? 
Whoever can guide him after Allah?” (78) XLV, 23
(b) and its synonym: °  $ V  ^
It was shown above that the idea of determination was one of the
basic meanings of the roots: 3 3 and -^](First Form of
/
and,- * f (First Form of 1 ^ o*") ^ are employed in the sense of God's 
determining to guide aright, to lead astray, to cause to hearken, to
(79)
purify or to seduce, a determination vhich sometimes appears to be 
arbitrary. The Implication is that human acts are caused only by a 
Divine decree and not by a human will. Even the human freedom which has 
been recogiised in several passages discussed earlier, is occasionally 
stated as being constrained by the Divine decree.
The Qur'an reads
20 - Then God by His will guided those who believed to the truth
concerning which they, (the people of the Scripture), differed, by 
His permission; and God guides whom He wills to be a straight path”.
II, 213
21 “ ”.... Say: to God belong the East and the West. He guides whom He
wills to a straight path.” (go) II, 112
22 - ”Had God willed, they would not have fought cne another” II, 253
23 - ”You cannot avail him against God, whom God vii Is to seduce; they are
those whose hearts it is not the will of God to cleanse” V, 41
24 - ”Had God willed, He could have brought them all together to the
guidance” VI, 35
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25 - "Whom God wills He sends astray, and whom He wills He places on
a straight path11 VI, 39
26 - “Had God willed, they would not have been idolatrous. We have
not sent you as a keener over them, nor are you responsible for 
them" VI, 107
27 - “Even if We should send down the angels to thejn, and make the dead
speak to them, and gathered against them all things array, they 
would not believe unless Allah wills“ (§1)
28 - “Had your Lord willed, they would not have done it", (i.e., inspiring
in one another plausible discourse through guile (g2) - or 
infanticide) (83)
29 - “Whomever it is God’s will to guide aright, He expands his bosom
to Islam; and whomever it is His Will to send astray, He makes his 
bosom close and narrow as if he were engaged in sheer ascend11
VI, 125
30 - “Had He willed, He could have guided you all“ VI, 149 (Ch: XVI, 9)
31 - “It is only Your trial; according to it You send astray whom You
will, and guide aright whom You will. '1 VII, 155
32 - “Had your Lord willed, all the inhabitants of the earth would have
believed11 X, 99
33 - "When I want to advise you, my 00,10113 61 will not profit you if God
wills to send you astray ( x  3^
34 - "Say: Verily God sends astray whom He vdlls, and guides unto Him
who turns to Him" XIII, 27
35 - "Have the faithful not yet despaired, (from their antagonists fs
embracing the faith), as, Had God willed He could have guided all 
mankind" XIII, 31
36 - "Thus God sends astray whom He vdlls, and guides aright whom He
wills" XIV, 4 (LXXIV, 31)
37 - "And God sends astray the transgressors, and God does what He wills"
XIV, 27
38 - “Thus We revealed it (the Qur’an) as plain signs, and verily God
guides aright whom He wills" XXII, 16
39 - “God guides to His li^it whom He vdlls" XXIV, 35
40 - "Verily We have sent down clariiying revelations; God guides whom
He wills to a straight path" XXIV, 46 (X, 25)
41 - "Verily you cannot guide whom you like, but God guides whom He
wills; and He knows best those who go aright." XXVII, 56 (11,272)
42 - "Had We willed, We could have given every soul its guidance"
xxxii, 13.
43 - "Nor are the living equa^ with the dead. Verily God makes hear
whom He wills You cannot make hear those who are
in the graves" (%4; XXXV, 22
44 - nThis is God’s guidance whereby He guides whom He wills; and whom
God sends astray, for him there is no guide" XXXIX, 33
45 - 11 But We have maae it (the revelation) a light with which We
guide whom We will from our bondmen; and verily you guide to a 
straight path". XLII, 52 (VI, 88)
46 - "They will not heed unless God wills" LXXIV, 56
47 - "Yet you do not will unless God wills." LXXVI, 30 (LXXXI, 29)
(c) O  _________
One of the meanings of the root o \ is to permit or qllow.
o
The verbal noun 6 3 \ of the First Form, in the sense of God’s permission, 
as it appears, is given in the following Qur’anic passages as something
(85)on which certain human acts are dependant. Those passages read:-
48 - "....then Allah guided these vtio believed to ths truth, concerning
which they have differed by His permission" ($6) II, 213
49 - "And We have not sent any messenger but that he mi^it be obeyed by
the permission of Allah" IV, 64
50 - "And it is not for a soul to believe except with the permission of
Allah, and He lays abomination upon those who do not reflect"
X, 100
51 - "0 Prophet 1 We have sent you as a witness, bringing forth good
tidings, and a warner; And a summoner for Allah by His permission"
XXXIII, 45-6.
52 - "... Some of them (i.e. People of the Book) wrong themselves, some
of them act in moderation, and some of them take precedence in good 
deeds by the permission of Allah" XXXV, 32
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(d) ^adar: >s *
The basic meaning of the root c/*<3 apoears to be: measure or 
(27)attainment} hence the definition given to ^ Ja and ^
(88)
as ’’the decree of God in measure” In this sense the words Js
x  i C a*o|.
(infinitive)} and ^  j3 (-4th Form) > appear to be employed in the 
following passages with, apparently, the idea of pre-determining human 
acts:-
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53 - ”•••• And then you came according to a decree, 0 Moses” XX, 40
54 - and He created everything and decreed it a decree” XXV, 2
(LXV, 3)
55 - “So We delivered him (Lot) and his household all except his wife
whom We decreed to be one of those who lingered” XXVII, 57
(XV, 60)
56 - ”We set between them and the towns on which We have bestowed Our
blessing,towns (still to be seen)} and We decreed the journey 
between them” (I90) XXXIV, 18
57 - ’’Indeed everything We created in accordance with a decree”
LIV, 49
58 - ’’Verily Allah attains His object} for everything He indeed has made
a decree” LXV, 3
U 91)59 - rt (And it is He) Who predetermined and guided.” LXXXVII, 3
^ /
(e) ..ada’
The idea of ’’accomplishment” appears to be the basic meaning of
the root of this word, i.e., iS O  . Various meanings related to this
(193)
basic idea are attached to this term. One of these is the "Divine
.  _  (*9fc)decree in Tjm al-Kitah”. In this sense, the term is alleged to be
employed in the following passage:-
60 - ’’And We decreedv^w^jfor the children of Israel in the Book: Surely 
you will cause corruption in the earth twice...” (2195) XVII, 4
2 1 0
. U96) „ „ t.
The basic meaning of ^-r*^ is sealing, hence ^
(1st. Form) : to close. Sealing something is done after closing it to
° * '
ensure against opening it. Hence means that God 1ms closed
his heart tightly so that the light of truth cannot penetrate it. The
 ^ : ■" (*97)same is one of the basic meaning of Khatama ^  .
,  .  (198) 
The basic meaning of the root \S appears to be: covering;
hence # ,  inf., a cover; and , 4th. Form, to place
a cover over someone or over something.
(f) jr  ^3 ,
The root O O  also denotes the idea of covering; hence(*99)
O  L_5~, pi. A J 1 S \  a cover. * <* is defined as "heaviness in
'  (mo) ^
the ear."
All the ideas denoted by the above words as well as the word
- { , 4th Form of J* , i.e., deafness^and the word,^ 4th. Form oi 
_><> ^  , i.e., blindness, are ascribed in the Qur'an to God, apparently
declaring that the misguided people were kept away from the truth by a seal 
placed on their heart by God, by a cover set on their e^es by God, by layers
round their hearts and heaviness in their ears and blindness cf their eyes,
all of which were caused by God in order to prevent the light of truth from 
being perceived by their senses or conceived by their hearts.
In the following passage, the words ^  and & --- are
used:-
> - \ ‘1 i \ \61 - "God has set a seal ^ upon their hearts and upon their hearing,
and a covering upon their sight. (Ifll)
In the following passages, the verb Form,
both perfect and imperfect), is employed:-
62 - " and for their saying: Our hearts are uncircumcised: Nay,
Allah has set a seal upon them, (i.e. their hearts),for their 
disbelief." IV, 155
63 - "And We set a seal upon theirhearts, therefore they do not hear"
VII, 100.
64 - "Thus God sets a seal upon the hearts of the unbelievers" VII, 101
65 - "And a seal was set upon their hearts, therefore they have no
discernment" IX, 87
66 "And Allah has set a seal upon their hearts, therefore they do not
know" IX, 93
67 - "... Thus do We set a seal upon the hearts of the aggressors" X, 74
68 - "It is those upon whose hearts and hearing and sight-Allah has put a
seal. XVI, 108
69 - "Thus God sets a seal upon the hearts of those vho do not know."
XXX, 59
70 - "... Thus Allah puts a seal upon the hearts of every self-conceited
haughty one."
71 - "They are those on whose hearts God has set a seal, arh they followed
their lust." XLVII, 16
72 - "... They believed and then disbelieved, so a seal was set on their
hearts; and they have no discernment." LXIII, 3
In the following verse, it is declared that God has blinded 
and deafened the unbelievers:-
73*- "Those are they whom Allah has cursed, and so has made them deaf 
and has blinded their eyes." XLVII, 23
In the following passage God is declared to have set a cover
on the unbelievers:-
74 - "We have set before them a barrier, and behind them a barrier; and
We have thrown a cover over them, so they do not see. " (Ifl2) XXXVI, 9
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And in the following verse, Allah is declared to have set a cover
on their hearts and created heaviness in their ears:-
75 - "Verily We have placed veils upon their hearts, lest they should 
understand it, (i.e., the Qur1 an),and in their ears (We created) 
heaviness.” XVIII, 57. (VI, 25 and XVII, 46)
°  r
(g) Khalq 6*>-
0*3)In the following passages, human acts appear to be stated as
having been created by God, with the apparent implication of man teiving no 
effective part in their production
76 - ”0r have they set up partners to Allah, who have created as He has created,
so that the creation has become confused to them I" (lfL4) XIII, 16
77 - ”••• Is there any creator but Allah? He provides for you from the
Heaven and the Earth.” (1(15) XXXV, 3
78 - ”... God is the Creator of everything.” XXXIX, 6 (VI, 101-2} XXV, 2}mi, 16 and XL, 62)
79 - "Make what you say secret or make it public} verily He knows vtfiat is in
the breafets. Shall not He Who created know...." (1<L6) LXVII, 13-4
(h) ASCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC HUMAN ACTS TO GOD
In the following passage the killing of the unbelievers at the
(3*7)hands of Muslims on the day of Badr, and the act of throwing stones
(1A8)
by the Prophet in the direction of the enemy on the said day, are 
ascribed to God:-
80 - "You did not kill them, (i.e., the unbelievers),but it was God Who
killed them} and it was not you who threw Wien you threw, but it was 
Allah Who threw I ” VIII, 17
The implications of the passages under group IV as rendered above, 
can be summarised as follows:-
(1*9)1 - That human acts are merely God's doing and God's Creation,
2 — That the human acts were determined in Eternity by the DivineDecree, (140)
(HU3 - That man is led to err or to the right path by God and
by God’s Will, (342), thus implying again a sense of coercion, since man 
has no choice in being led one way or the other, and
4 - That man’s ability to assess and to choose, using his mind and 
senses, is not real, since God may seal his heart and block his senses• (123) 
His freedom of choice is categorically deciared to be under the Control
of the Divine ViLll, (1$4) and the coming into being of his acts is 
dependent on God’s permission. (345)
In other words, man, according to these Qur’anic passages as
presented above, under group IV, is rendered heloless. He is not the
author of his deeds, and he is not a free agent*.
HARMONY OUT 0? APPARENT CONFLICT 
Thus the Qur’anic passages discussed under the first three 
groups speak in a simple, clear-cut and straight forwaI’d style, of the 
following :-
1 - That man is a free agent, and
2 - That man is the author of his deeds.
The Qur’anic passaged discussed under Group IV, on the other 
hand, imply, as they are rendered above, the following:-
1 - That man's freedom is constrained by the Divine Will, and
2 - That vtaat appears to be the deeds of man are in fact God’s acts
and creation.
This appears to be«ilagrant internal conflict in the Qur'an;
but in our view the inconsistency is merely superficial and not feal.
Muhammad's adversaries, we feel, would have easily discerned the
inconsistency and would have attacked him on its ground, and a reaction
to such a dispute would have been likely traced intthe Qur'an or 
(346)elsewhere, specially that the apparent inconsistency started
thus implying a sense of coercion,
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as early as Sura 47*
That Muhammad's opponents were alert to the occurrence of 
any contradiction that migfct be committed by Muhammad may be evidenced 
by the story of the storm raised by the Unbelievers of Mecca over Sura
(148) _ (1*9)
21 verse 98. Ibn Ishaq's version of thi-s story runs as follows:-
"The apostle sat one day, so I have heard, wi th_al-Walid b. 
al-Mughirah in the mosque, and al-Nadr b. al-yarith came and 
sat with them in the assembly where some of ^uraysh were. When 
the apostle spoke, al-Na<Jr interrupted him, and the apostle spoke 
to him until he silenced him. Then he recited to him and to the 
others: "Verily ye and what ye serve other than God is the fuel 
of Hell. You will come to it, but all mil be in it everlastingly.
If these bad been gods they would not have come to it, but all 
will be in it everlastingly. There is wailing and there they will 
not hear" Q.XX1, 98.
77Then the apostle rose and 'Abdullah b. al-Ziba'ra al-Sahmi 
came and sat down. Al-WalXd said to him: 'By God al-Nadr could not 
stand up to the (grand)son of 'Abdu'l-Muttalib just now and Muhammad 
alleged that we and our gods are fuel for hell.1 rAbdullah said: 'If 
I had found him I would have refuted him. Ask Muhammad, "Is everything 
which is worshipped besides God in (Jbhenna with those who worship it"
We worship the angels; the Jews worship ^Uzayr; and the Christians 
worship Jesus Son of Mary.1 Al-Walid and those with him in the assembly 
marvelled at ^Abdullah's words and thought that he had argued convincingly. 
When the apostle was told of this he said: 'Everyone who wishes to be 
worshipped to the exclusion of God will be with those who worship him.
They worship only satans and those they have ordered tobe worshipped.'
So God revealed concerning that: 'Those vtfio have received kindness from kls in 
the past will be removed far from it and will not hear its sound and they 
abide eternally in their heart's desire', (Q.XX1, 101) i.e., Jesus Son
(U7)
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of Mary and *Uzayr and these rabbis and monks who have lived in 
obedience to God, whom the erring people worship as lords beside 
God* ^And He revealed concerning their assertion that they worship 
angels and that they are the daughters of God, 'And they say the 
Merciful has chosen a son, (exalted he He above this); nay, they are 
but honoured slaves, they do not speak befcre He speaks, and they carry 
out His commands', as far as the words, 'and he of them who says, I 
am God as well as He, that one we shall repay with Gehenna. Thus do
\«Q.they repay the sinful ones.'" Q.XX1, 26-30."
Tiiis story shows how vehement was the keen ess of the 
opponents of Muhammad to point to any inconsistency that might occur 
in the Qur'an which challenged them in the following words:- "And if 
it were from any source other than Allah,they would have found in it 
many contradictions." V, 82.
In the absence of any trace of criticism of the Qur'an by 
Quraysh or any others on the ground of inconsistency with regard to 
the question of Qadar, it appears that the contradiction is only 
superficial and is not real. In other words, the contradict!on occurs 
somewhere in the interpretation of the Qur'anic words and not in the 
words themselves.
In our view, the contradiction arises from the misinterpretation 
of the Qur'anic passages rendered under Group IV above, into which the 
popular concept of Qadar has found its way. The interpretations of 
the passages discussed under the first three groups, on the other hand, 
do not appear to be disputable, not only that their implications appeal
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to reason, but the words are free from any ambiguity.
That the traditional interpretation of the Qur'an is 
occasionally open to criticism is widely recognised, and it is enough
to quote such an authority as Ahmad ibn Hanbal who is related to have
1 - -said: "Three things have no origin; Tafsir, Malahim and Maghazi."
The literature of Tafsir began to be written after the popular 
concept of Qadar, the development of which will be traced later, had 
been crystalised and had gained unquestionable prestige and respect. As 
a result, the original concept appears to have been blurred, and the 
authors only revealed and propagated the ideas they held.
Let us now consider the interpretations of the Qur'anic 
statements given above under Group IV, beginning with the category of 
passages given under (a) where the words and ^ and
their derivatives are employed.
It seems that the given interpretations of these passages are 
largely mistaken because they ignore the circumstances in which they
(law (122)
appear to have been revealed. Take, e.g., Sura 4 v.88 where
\ 9 " * * f ]. ' 'y
the word is rendered: to guide, and the word* \ is
rendered: has led astray. This interpretation disregards the contextual 
circumstances in which this particular verse is supposed to 1b ve been 
revealed. Tabari relates these circumstances in various versions. 
According to him, the Muslims were divided at the time with regard to a 
group of people who defected to the unbelievers of Mecca after having 
joined Madina as Muslims. Another version claims that the division of 
opinion was over some who had failed to join the battle in defence of the
faith. Then the Qur’an was revealed, reading:
“How are you divded in the matter of the hypocrites into two
divisions, while God has forfeited their work becais e of what 
they have acquired, (i.e., committed); do you wish to guide 
aright whom God has misled? And whoever God has misled you
will not find a way (for guiding him aright).1 IV, 88.
*
\ }  wThe context here obviously indicates that the word 3 -MP 
means: to reckon as guided aright; and the word ^ means: has reckoned
(13*)as misguided. And the statement: atjalla Allah here means: whom God
has judged as having been misled or: who tes been caused to go astray by 
God’s revelation which ought to have guided him aright. The ascription of 
of guiding and misguiding to God in this context adds as emphasis to the 
meaning and implies a sense of rebuke to those who chose to go astray as a 
result of the Divine Revelation.
It is not suggested that the meaning proposed for this verse 
should run through all the other instances where the words hada and a da 11a 
are used, simply because the cotextual circumstances may vary. Reading 
these instances together we find it categorically or implicitly stated 
that God’s guiding one way or another depends on the attitude assumed by 
the individual. In the quotations, 1, 10, 14, 15, 16,17 and 19, God is 
declared to have misled or to mislead the miscreants, those who mislead 
others, those who follow their lust, ahi liars and ingrate, the extravagant 
and liars, the extravagant and doubtful and those who took their desire as 
their God, respectively. In quotation 14, God is declared to lead aright 
the believers, and in quotations 3 and 4 God is declared not to lead aright 
the transgressors or the unbelievers respectively. This shows ttett God’s 
will is not arbitrary, and that His judgerrent follows the attitude chosen 
by man.
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(333)
2 1 8
In this connexion, it may be remembered ttet the Qur'anic
assumption is that in the past all people were the sane till
Revelation started when people began to be divided on account of
their attitude towards it. The Qur' an reads 2-
"Ken were on community, then God sent the Prophets bearers of 
good tidings and warners. xdid He revealed therewith the 
Scripture with the truth so that it (the Scripture) might 
judge between men concerning that over which they disputed; 
and only those who were given it (the Book)* disputed over it 
through hatred after clear proof came to triem." II, 213*
It therefore appears that the words hadaand adalla in
these passages are employed in the sense of: to cause to go aright or
to cause to err, since God's revealing the truth indirectly caused
certain people to benefit from the Prophets' guidance, which is
(111,4; 11,185) (XL, U ;  V,44;XLII, 52)
elsewhere called huda \. or riur. i.e. light \>
and indirectly caused others to be condemned as a result of their 
persistence on their errors. The direct cause of being guided aright 
or otherwise, however, is the human attitude and the human choice.
Those who gave the revelation proper consideration could be persuaded 
and could thereby benefit from the guidance; whereas thos e who, under 
the influence of their lust and evil desire, clos ed their minds to the 
revelation and refused to hearken to it, continued being on the wrong 
way thereby deserving to be condemned.
This.. sense of causation holds good for the passages numbered 
1,2,3,4, possible 5 & 6, 7, 8, 10, possibly 11 & 12 & 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18 & 19. A sense of irony is implied whe re is ascribed to
God, and this ironical sense is further emphasised in 5, 6, 8, 11, 12,19, 
and 14*
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It is to be borne in mind moreover that the
word hada is employed elsewhere in the Qur’an in the sense 
of: leading to the abode of paradise or, ironically, to
Hell. It reads: "Those who believe and do good, their
Lord will lead them by their belief (to Paradise) where 
the rivers flow beneath them, in the abode of Delight". X.9 
It also reads: "Those are the owners of the Garden, where­
in they abide. We remove from their hearts whatever ran­
cour may be in them. Livers will flow beneath them. They 
will say: Praise be to God Who has guided us to this." 
VII,i+2-3« It also reads: "(And it will be said to the 
angels): ’Assemble those who did wrong and the like of
them and what they worshipped instead of ^od, then lead 
9 ° frthem to the path of Hell.1" XXX, II, 22-3.
Furthermore, Idlal  &\ is also employed in the
sense of rendering in vain: The Qur’an ireads: "Those
who disbelieved and repelled from the way of Allah, (He)
and 8. It also reads: "And those who were killed in
the cause of Allah, (He) will not render their works in
Thus, besides the sense of causation for the 
words hada and adalla discussed above, we possess another 
meaning, namely: to lead to the abode of reward or to
vain." XLVII,k
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lead to Hell respectively. Idlal, moreover has one more 
meaning, namely, to render the acts in vain. These
meanings appear to "be applicable to the passages numbered 
7 , possibly 8 and 9 and 10 and 11 and 12 and 1 3•
Thus there are several plausible possibilities 
of' interpreting these passages without the implication 
of* the sense of compulsion in human acts, whether it is the 
sense of indirect causation, or the sense of leading to 
the abode of regard or the abode of punishment, or the 
sense of reckoning or jucjging someone as being on the
right or the wrong path.
We now turn to consider the next collection of 
passages rendered under (b) of Group iv above, as well as 
the collections under (c) and (f). These passages where 
God is declared to lead aright or astray according to His 
Will, where human deeds are given as dependant on His 
permission, or where God is declared to have sealed the 
hearts of the unbelievers and the evildoers, etc., appear 
to have their backgrounds in the Iffatalistic" attitude of 
the Arabs and the question of the Qur'anic use of metapho­
rical and figuarative speeches.
That the pre-Islamic Arabs, like their descendants
the contemporaries of Muhammad, believed in a form or an­
other of fatalism personified in God Who controlled all
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things especially those affecting human life, can he easi­
ly gathered from the early Arabic literature. Ibn Qutaybah, 
for example, dealt with this subject, ^ 0 citing quotations 
from pre-Islamic and Islamic poetry where it is stated that 
meeting and separation are with a decree, that decrees
overtake everything and nothing can be attained unless it 
128is decreed, ~ that it is not what one plans but what God
129decrees, that following the right path or otherwise is
122.0by decree, ^ that stratagems cannot repel what has been
l&ldecread, “ etc. He concludes: ’’This is the doctrine of
the Arabs; and it was the adherence of all the rAjam.,,“^'^
He earlier related a statement attributed to Qatadah ibn 
Dafamah that: f,The Arabs believed in Qadar both before
and after Islam.”
The implication of what Ibn Qutaybah writes here 
is that fatalism was a doctrine of the pre-Islamic Arabs 
as well as of Islam; but all his evidence merely shows 
that it was a doctrine of the Arabs which repeated itself 
especially in poetry, and not necessarily of Islam. The 
statement he attributes to Qatadah is obviously related 
to the Arabs alone, those before Islam and those after 
Islam, but not to Islam as such. The fact that 'Qatadah 
is widely known as a Qadrite^1®'^  excludes the possibility 
that he intended such an implication at all. It appears
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that Qatadah even meant to criticize the post-Islamic 
Arabs who held views contrary to his, blaming them for 
reverting to a Jahiliyyah doctrine.
The relationship between the concept of time'}^ 
Dahi1, or Zaman and the pre-Islamic fatalism of the Arabs, 
has been ascertained by W.L. Chrameier and T. Noldeke^^
The following quotation from Noldeke in instructive:-
’’Time is represented as bringing misfortune, causing 
perpetual change, as biting, wearing down, shooting 
arrows that never miss the mark, hurling stones and 
so forth. In such cases we are often obliged to ren­
der ’time’ by ’fate’, which is not quite correct, 
since time is here conceived as the determining factor, 
not as being itself determined by some other power, 
least of all by a conscious agent. But it must be 
admitted that the Arabs themselves do not always clear­
ly distinguish the power of Time from that of Destiny
pure and simple .... ••••• The fatalism of the poets,
as we might expect, is neither clearly formulated nor 
consistently carried out. Rigid dogmas on the subject 
of determinism and free-will were quite out of the 
question.”
Dr. Jawad^Ali asserts that the word Qadar was 
employed before Islam in the sense of ’what had been deter-
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lAOmined for every person', and that the pre-Islamic
Arahs believed that the "human life" proceeds in accordance
with a specific and pre-determined plan which may he good
or otherwise, and that what had been pre-determined was
1^1un-alterable•" He also shows that the pre-Islamic
Arabs believed in Allah whom they knew by the name of
1^2Allah and whom they also called al-Rahman and al-Dahr.
It is therefore safe toj^conclude that the pre- 
Islamic Arabs held the view that God whom they called Allah 
and al-Rahman pre-determined everything affecting the 
human life, and that they somehow related this idea of 
pre-determinism to the concept of Dahr or Zaman, and that 
their descendants, the Meccans who were the contemporaries 
of Muhammad and his chief adversaries, continued to uphold 
the same views.
Bearing this in mind, let us now examine the fol­
lowing Qur'anic passages:-
a- "They say: There is nothing but the present life of
ours; we die and live, and it is only Time (al-Dahr) 
which destroys us. They have no knowledge in regard 
to that; they only form opinions." XLV, 2U. 
b- "And when it is said to them: Contribute of what
Allah has provided you with, those who disbelieved 
say to those who have believed: Ghall we feed him
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who if Allah willed, He would have fed?” XXVI,4-7 
c- "And they say: If the Merciful (al-Rahman) has so
willed, we should not have served them (i.e., 
worshipped the idols); they have no knowledge about 
that, they are only guessing." XLIII, 20. 
d- "Those who have associated (others with Allah) will 
say: If Allah had willed, we should not have as­
sociated (anything with Him), neither we nor our 
fathers, nor should we have made anything forbidden.
So did those who were before them count (the Messengers 
false until they tested Our power. Say: Have you
any knowledge? Bring it forth for us then; you
follow nothing but guessing and you are only con-
1*3jecturing.
"Those who have ascribed associates to God say:
Had Allah willed, we should not have worshipped 
anything apart from Him, neither we nor our fathers, 
and we should not have forbidden anything apart from
Him. oo did those who were before them." VI,35»
Baqillani claims that what the unbelievers said 
in Tef above, and apparently in similar situations, was 
in the way of deriding the Prophet and the belivers in
retort to the Qur'anic assertion: If Allah so willed,
1$5He would have guided you all abight.
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A. Guillaume adopts a similar attitude which 
he expressed in a rather harsh st„le, and apparently with 
a different intention. He says, "It has long "been notorioi; 
that he (Muhammad) made no attempt to grapple with the dif­
ficulty his self-contradictory revelations on this subject 
(i.e., human will) caused to subsequent thinkers; indeed, 
it may be confidently asserted that the intellectual prob­
lem and the moral issues involved were not apparent to him.D.S.Margoliouth's remark:
He goes oh "It would seem from dura VI, 11+9 (i*e.
11+8 in our count), that the obvious retort was made by the 
unbelievers that they were what God had made them, and His 
was the responsibility, not theirs. To this Muhammad can
1*only reply that they are without knowledge and are liars.  ^
We certainly disagree with Baqillani and with 
Professor Guillaume's interpretations, and reject the 
claim that the unbelievers, by their words meant any 
mocking argument. We maintain that the unbelievers were 
serious in all the above five cases, revealing in each of 
them a strain of fatalism in their attitude.
It can be easily discerned that the way in which 
the Qur'an retorted to the statements of the unbelje/ers 
is very similar, and in a, c and d, is nearly identical.
It can hardly be claimed that the intention of the un­
believers in 'a1 was mocking argument; and since the
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retort of the Qur'an in all cases was similar, it is not 
therefore reasonable to assume that their intention was 
serious in one case and not so in the others. Moreover, 
had it been the intention of the unbelievers to mocto and 
deride, to reply to such an attitude by stating that their 
claims have no foundations or evidence, or by asking them 
to bring an evidence for their claim, would be a very un­
is inadmissible. This statement is a part of verse 6/lk9 
which follows verse 6/lkQ quofed in ’b 1. It follows it 
physically and apparently chronologically, and does not 
seem to precede ittas Baqillani implies. Verse 6/li+9 
which contains that statement is obviously a continuation 
of the Qur’anic answer to the unbelievers which started in 
the earlier verse which is concluded asbfollows: ’Say, 
do you have any evidence, i.e., for your fatalistic at­
titude, (as it seems to be), to bring forthe for us?
You only follow your doubts and you are only conjecturing. 1 
Then verse 6/li+9 continues: ’Bay, to Allah alone belongs
the reaching evidence, (i.e., for the truth He has re­
vealed). Where it for Allah’s Will, (i.e., to the exclu-
1&-7sion of your choice) He would have guided you all. 1
suitable argument.
Furthermore, to claim that the Unbelievers meant 
to retort to the Qur’anic statement, 11 "
Thus ihfcfive Qur’anic passages rendered above
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under (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) equally expose an at­
titude of fatalism assumed "by the Meccans who were the 
contemporaries of Muhammad, and who inherited this belief 
from their pre-Islamic ancestors. The Qur’an, on the othei 
hand, by rejecting this attitude, accusing; the unbelievers 
of ignorance and of having; now foundations for their claim, 
reveals an anti-fatalistic view.
Now we come to the question of the use of metaph<
1 gC oin the Qur'an, which was disputed by the literalists
on the grounds that the metaphorical use implies telling 
lies and a limitation of vocabulary on the part of the 
a u t h o r . T h e  objection to the use of metaphor in 
the Qur’an has been disproved on very convincing grounds;^ 
and Baqillani, an Orthodox as he is, does not only 
acknowledge it, but he goes so far as to describe the meta< 
phorical expression as being more eloquent and more ef­
fective •
The unbelievers, on the other hand, resorted to 
rhetorical expressions and to the use of metaphor in 
empahsising their persistence in rejecting the claim of 
Muhammad and the signs brought tobthem by the Qur’an.
The following verse illustrates this attitude:-
"And they say: Our hearts are veiled *—
for what you call us to, and in our ears there is
2 2 8
^ * /heaviness, (deafness j__
and between us and you there is a curtain "f .
It appears that the Qur’an in replying to the un-
helivers has resorted to similar rhetoric expressions in
which the attitude of its opponents who attributed to
Allah their disbelief and their sins in their fatalistic
style, was derided and despised in a strong way. For
example, the Qur’anic passage rendered above, No.75 in
Group IV, which appears to be a retort to the unbelievers
in a satirical style, nearly uses the unbelievers’ own
words. It reads as follows
"Verily, ”e have placed veils A- @n their
hearts lest they should understand it, and in their
f • 'ears heaviness, * jfcv i i, »r 7
r^he rhetorical expression with a sarcastic impli­
cation becomes more apparent when it is remembered that the 
Qur’an frequently invites the unbelievers to think in God’s 
creation and to make use of the intellectual power and the 
senses with whicjti they were endowed, as e.g. in XXVII, 
60-61j-. '‘•hen they failed to do so, the Qur’an began to
criticise them in the following manner:
"... Hearts have they, but they understand not with 
them; eyes they have, but they see not with them; 
ears have they, but they hear not with them; they
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are like the cattle, nay, the/ are further astray*
VII, 179 (11,171).
The cur'an also reads:
"Would they not pay attention to the Qur'an, or there 
are locks on their hearts lH
It also reads:-
"It is those whose eyes were blindfolded from My 
Reminder, and they were unable to hear
O \ ji\ X v i i i ,  i o i
"And when our verses are read unto him, he turns away 
with pride, as if he has not heard them,
as if there is a heaviness in his two ears
* • • \ • • i  y
therefor, convey to him the fgood tiding1 
of a painful punishment.31/7 
All this is clearly a high rhetorical style 
which, in a satirical manner, hints at the stubborn at­
titude of the unbelievers who themselves had resorted to 
the use of metaphor claiming that their hearts were shut, 
that their ears were deaf and that there was a physical 
thick separation between them and Muhammad and his Book.
Bearing in mind the condemnation by the Qur'an, 
of the fatalistic excuses advanced by the unbelievers, and 
also the importance of the employment of metaphors in the 
dispute with them, we now consider the Quranic passages
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under discussion.
It seems that all the Qurfanic passages where it
is stated that God has sealed the hearts of covered the
eyes or deafened the ears, are of this type of rhetorical
style which hlames the adversaries of Muhammad in an ef-
fective satirical way for their uncompromising attitude.
There is no real physical seal on the hearts or cover on
155the eyes or deafness in the ears; hut there is a meta­
physical seal, deafness and cover because the people in 
question behaved as though there were such a real seal, 
such a real deafness and such a real cover, and it was they 
who began using wuch expressions. The ascription to God 
of sealing the hearts, of deafening the ears, and placing 
a cover or making a barrier etc. appears to be a way of 
retort to the claim of the Meccans fehat it was God Who 
willed them to associate idols with Him and to be as they
15hwere, while they were helpless.
The metaphorical interpretation seems to be
vaguely recognised by Samarqandl when he dealt with Sura 
1552 verse 7* I"bn Kathir, however, attributes to Qatadah,
who as we may remember, is acknowledged as a Qadarite, a
156rather ambigious interpretation of this verse, but Ibn
Kathir, like Tabari, favours the physical interpretation
157of Mujahid given above. Baidawi favours a non physicalj
interpretation of the verse,but he skilfully turns it in favor
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the Sunnites. He says, there is no real sealing aycover. 
What is meant is that He creates in their souls a condi­
tion which perpetually causes them, ,
to love disbelief and sins, and to hate belief and obedience 
because of their straying and wrong following, and their 
disregard to their right evidence.
Baidawi!s interpretation is obviously far­
fetched and,vague. The physical interpretation favoured 
by Tabari, Ibn Kathlr and the others who followed them, 
on the other hand, disagrees with the context and would 
lead to inconsistencies. Moreover, such an information 
would be unfruitful and would be of no benefit to Muhammad 
and those who suffered on the hand^ of the unbelievers whom 
they were commanded to invite to the truth. The metapho­
rical interpretation on the other hand, appears to have
had been recognized by such an early traditional authority
169as oamarqandi, as we have just seen, although in a
vague manner. rj:he confusion arises when indications are
l60found of his adherence to the physical interpretation.
The metaphorical interpretation becomes more 
clear when the ^ur’anic statements under discussion are 
considered in the light of their contexts. Let us con­
sider, e.g., Sura 2 verse 7* The previous verse reads:- 
"Indeed those who have disbelieved, it is the same
158
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for them (i.e., of no avail) whether you continue to 
warn them or you do not continue to do so. They 
will not believe." II,$
In our view, the metaphorical expression began 
in this previous verse. xhe statement that it is of no 
avail to the unbeliever to preach them or not and that they 
will never believe, is not meant as an informative statement 
but, as a satirical provocative expression hitting at the 
stubborness of the unbelievers and their stupidity in dis­
regarding the signs brought to their attention by the 
Qur’an. It is therefore fitting to follow this statement 
by another which develops the idea in stronger terms where 
it is declared that God to Whom the unbelievers ascribe 
their failure, has sealed their hearts, has deafened their 
ears and has placed a cover on their eyes, God Who in fact 
is inviting them to the truth through his messenger. In 
brief, the whole idea is a criticism o£ the unbelievers’ 
attitude in strong words and in an effective style. There­
fore the question whether or not these statements are re­
conciled to the facts does not arise because they are not 
meant for information; and the metaphorical language is
not subject to argument for or against views expressed in 
l6lit. Verse 7 of Sura 2, moreover, stands as emphasis
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to the previous verse, and not as the reasonfbr it as
_  162■^ aidawi appears to think.  ^ He seems to be still under 
»
the misconception that these statements are factual and 
informative, and has failed to recognise the metaphorical 
turn of the style.
The metaphorical interpretation was fully re­
cognised by aih-Sharif al-Radi in his book, i'alkhis al- 
Bayan fl Majazat al-Qur’an. Of Sura 2, verse 7* he says:
11... but when they did not know how to utilise these 
instruments (apparently the heart, the ears and the eyes) 
in drawing evidence, they have become as if they had lost 
these instruments or as if these instruments have been
I - .
corrupted by diseases. 11 He continues:
is another metaphor because they actually could see people 
and could reflect, but when they did not benefit from the 
faculty of seeing and did not make use of the evidence,
God the Almighty described their eyes as having been
.. 1^3covered ...
Of dura 36/8-9* vvhere God is stated to have chaine 
the necks of the unbelievers and as having surroufled them 
with barriers etc., al-Sharif says: "These are two me­
taphors • One of the clearest evidences for this, is that 
the subject here is the description of the blamed people 
in their condition of this world, not their condition in 
the Next, ^o you not see how God the Almighty follows this
"by saying:  ^t is of no avail to them whether you warn
them or you do not warn them, they will not believe? And 
since the subject matter here is in relation to the con­
ditions of this world, and we have learned that the people 
spcten of were not seen with their heads pushed up by 
shackles in their necks, or surrounded by barriers, we 
realise that the speech is of the same way as that: God
has sealed their hearts and their ears ......   as if this
was the real description of the unbelievers when they 
heard the ^ur'an, i.e. lowering their chins, bending their
necks, turning away from the guidance being too proud to
l6hsurrender to the truth..."
Aih-3harlf, however, seems to misunderstand the
significance of ascribing to God the sealing of the hearts,
the covering of the eyes etc. He says: “God has done so
(i.e., sealing, covering, blinding, etc.) as a punishment
165for their disbelief." In our view the ascription of
these metaphorical acts to God is merely an allusion by 
the Qur'an to the false claim of the fatalistic Meccans 
that their disbelief and sins were God's responsibility 
and not theirs. The Qur'an in this way, is rejecting this 
claim. It is as if it is said: How can the Meccans at­
tribute to God their failures? Did God seal their hearts, 
or their ears, did He place a cover on their eyes, or did
23^
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He surround the unbelievers with barriers so that they
cannot reflect on the signs given to them by the Qur’an?
166Samarqan&i appears to hold similar views. Such inter­
pretation, however, would upset the whole idea of meta­
phorical expression, because if sealing is merely an al­
lusion to the attitude of the adversaries of Muhammad, how 
could that be made a punishment to them by Godl
Thus it is clear that the metaphorical inter­
pretation is safe and free from any complications; and 
the ascription to God of sealing, etc. is merely an elo­
quent allusion to the attitude of the unbelievers who 
wanted to escape from the responsibility of their failures. 
In the light of this, all the Qur’anic statements rendered 
under Group IV from number 61 to number 75 can be explained 
without any implication at all of a sense of compulsion.
We now turn to the passa es where human acts, 
i.e., erring, going aright, or astray, believing or dis- 
,believing, etc., appear to be declared as having been 
determined by God’s will alone, a will which has been 
described as capricious and arbiterary.
Our argument will continue to be mainly based 
on philological and textual grounds, not so much on theo­
logical arguments and interpretations which developed long
166after the Qur’anic revelation. We do not therefore
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interpret Iradah in the sense of coercing; as the Muftazi- 
169lites do, or in the sense of determining: in eternity
one or the other of all possibilities as maintained by 
170the bunnites. Moreover, we do not differentiate betv/een
173the term Iradah and the term mashiTahh as Abu Hanifah did. 
Both iradah and mashi1ah basically mean: desire, wish,
approval, meaning and determination. Of these approximate 
meanings, the context determines the exact meaning in a 
special situation, and may give a special colour or shade 
of another meaning.
Before we begin the imuieQiatr: consideration of 
the said Qur’anic passages, we are to bear in mind the
172various possible meanings of huda* and idlal given above;• •
i.e., indirect causation, to judge or consider as being 
on the right or wrong path, 01* leading to the abode of 
Delight or to lire. Therefore, depending on the context, 
these words or their derivatives are to be interpreted in 
one or another of their respective meanings. We are also 
to bear in mind the 1 fatalistic* attitude of the Meccans, 
and the fact that many of these passages were revealed at 
times of distress when the Prophet and his followers who 
suffered from their adversaries were in need for consola­
tion. Furthermore, we are to remember that our subject 
matter here is only human acts, therefore God*s acts and
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the Qur’anic passages related thereto are outside the 
scope of the present discussion.
The passages under discussion, namely those 
rendered under hfos. 20-h$ above, can he classified as 
follows: -
a- Conditional passages, i.e., those passages where it
is declared that had God so willed, such and such 
human acts would have or would have not occurred.
This group consists of the passages Nos. 22, 21+, 26, 
28, 3 0, 3 2, 37, 35, and 1+2. 
b- The second category consists of the passages which
may be described as exceptive, namely those passages 
where it is declared that such and such human acts 
cannot occur unless 00d so wills, '-‘-his category 
consists of the passages Nos. 27, 1+6 and 1+7. 
c- This group consists of the other passages where God
is declared that fiae causes such and such human acts 
as He wills.
Our comment on these passages is as follows:-
1- Apart from the criticism of the traditional interpre­
tations of the texts which will follow, the idea of 
’arbitrary will’ is rejected. It is obviously in­
ferred from some verses taken in isolation, where God 
appears to be declared as guiding aright or astray
2 3 8
whom He wills, such as verse No. 36 above. In other words, 
this deduction is partial and does disregard the other 
instances where it is made clear that God’s will to guide 
aright or into erring is related to the attitude of' man.
In passage No.3U> e.g., it is declared that God guides 
aright who turns unto Him; and in passage No. 36 God is 
declared to lead astray the transgressors. In other 
words, it is not correct to infer that God’s will direct­
ly causes the human voluntary acts.
It is pertinent to quote in this connection a 
subtle observation made by rAbd al-Jabbar b. Ahmad, 
quoted by afah-Sharlf al-Radi. 4ie latter dealt with the
,  ' O'*,'phrase the Qur’anic statement:
uAnd obey not anyone whose heart We have made neglectful
of Our remembrance, but who follows his own desire
. ..''173cVIII,28. He advocates that
\ is a metaphor, meaning: ascribing negligence,
or describing as negligent, or finding in a condition of
negligence. He brought quotations to justify the use of
the Four th Form of the verb in the sense of: finding in a
175state or in a condition. Afterwards, ash-Sharif at­
tributes the following observation to **Abd al-Jabbar,
) /  0 w /  0 '*>, >"
saying: "Unless the phrase U
is interpreted in this way, and we were to follow the
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interpretation of the adversaries to the effect of God's 
turning away from His Reminder, then the style should
>1 " Vhave "been: (i.e., as a consequence he
followed his desire), "because it is said:
XlJslL\ (i.e., I gave him and then he took), 
and: i h l W  ,
(i.e., I gave him pleasure and then
\ ' 7 - ° y ?he was thereby pleased), and: ^
(i.e., I coerced him and therefore he surrendered). This
means, "he goes on, "that these acts "by the other party
were caused by my own acts, and this is the normal and
ordinary way of speech. But the fact that the conjunction
here is 3 , * i.e., and * it "became as if it were said:
do not ohey him whose be art is neglectful of our reminder
and who follows his own desire, because when someone is
found negligent it is he who has committed negligence and
the act then is to be ascribed to him.
2- The rendering of passage No.33 as given above, is based
on one of the interpretations offered by gaidawl."^^ It
assumes that in C 6 V) in the verse is a conditional
h- ' * *particle, that is employed in the sense of
leading into error, and that the main clause (the apodosis) 
of the conditional statement, is the initial part of the 
verse, i.e., T and my council would not benefit you*. The
2kO
same verse here contains another In ( <j \) which is 
also a conditional particle with the same apodosis. In 
other words, according to this interpretation, there is 
only one main clause for two conditional clauses.
Both Zamakhshhri and Baidawi subscribe to this 
grammatical analysis of the verse, although they differed 
in the interpretation of the word
While Baidawi apparently interprets it in the sense of
1 7ftleading into error, Zamakhshari interprets it in the
176sesne of khidhlan, * a term wi.ich v; 1 3 1 t ■ e c iscusse ci 1..ter -
In our view, such a gramatical analysis makes
the style very clumsy and cumbersome. i’he meaning does
not seem to be effective or useful. This is in spite of
Baidawi!s illustration by the saying: You are divorced
if you enter the house, if you speak to Zayd.
Tabari offers another meaning of the word
and another grammatical analysis of the text, as it seems.
He gives no other interpretation or analysis. He inter-
prets the word in the sense of destruction,
and appears to consider the following nominal sentence y 
> l8l} the main clause or the apodosis. This
will make a slightly better sense. -‘•‘he verse can then be 
rendered as follows:- ’And my council will not benefit 
you if I wish to advise you. If God determines to destry
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you, (i.e., "by punishing you), He is your Lord and 
to Him you will return.!
In our opinion, while Tabaris interpretation 
is quite a possibility, the veise is best interpreted by 
considering jLn { o\), ^
as a negative particle1^2 in which case
be interpreted in the sense of* leading into error, which
appears to be its basic meaning. -‘-'he v/hole verse can be
rendered as follows: "And my council will not benefit
you if I continue preaching you. God was not to lead
you astray, (i.e., by sending me to you.) He is your
Lord and to Him you return." The initial sentence of the
verse accordingly will be like: "And it is of no avail
183whether you continue to warn them or not;" and the
next sentence will be a criticism of the attitude of 
Noah’s adversaries who rejected to avoil themselves of 
the message of God Who intended to leade them to the 
right path and Who was not to deceive them into erring, 
because He is their Lord. In other words, the verse con­
tains only one conditional statement which is the first 
part of the verse. They style according to this inter­
pretation is simple, clear and straightforv/ard; and it 
fits in with the context of the argument between Noah 
and his adversaries.
2hZ
Thus, the verse does not contain ny sense of 
compulsion both according to i'abari’s interpretation and 
according to the interpretation we offer.
3- Asf'for the other conditional passages, their tra­
ditional interpretation appears to be mistaken on the 
following grounds
I. The unnecessary assumption that the accusative
" - Nobject of the verb •>— -f-Z ok * \—
in these statements is a verbal noun derived 
from the verb which follows in the main clause. 
E.G., in the passage No.30» i-A—
it is apparently assumed that the object of the
verb * is ^ , i.e.,
guiding you airght. Likewise, the assumed
✓ •
object of 'A— in 32 is believing by all
those on earth. In ^0.26, it is
i.e., not associating idols to G0d; and in
No.42, the assumed is — 'V^tP »VJL\ i.e.,4 +
giving every soul its guidance,
II. the assumption that the denial of God’s willing
an act, or not willing another, implies His willin 
their opposites. Let us illustrate this by 
examples. Passage 42 states: Had «<e willed, We
would have given every soul its guidance. The 
fact that not every soul is given its guidance,
IIII
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which is a denial of the main clause or* the 
major premiss in this conditional syllogism 
results in the denial of the minor premiss which 
is God’s Will to give every soul its guidance, 
on the assumption that the assumed accusative 
of * is the verbal nouniof the verb in
the main clause, i.e.,
Now, the traditional interpretation, it seems, 
assumed that the denial of God’s Will to do so, 
means that He willed not to give, or rather to 
decree to deptrive some souls of such guidance.
In the same way, the denial of God’s Willing 
some not to believe, as in No.26 above, results 
in the assertion of God’s Will or decree that 
they should not believe. In other words, the 
traditional interpretation of these statements 
assumes that God’s willing an act and God’s 
willing its opposite to be true alternatives or 
mutually exclusive as two contradictory concepts, 
so that when one is denied the other is confirmed* 
The failure to recognise the textual circumstances 
of these texts, which include the fatalistic 
argument by the unbelievers who repeatedly said: 
Had Allah willed, we would have believed, etc.
In our view, all these conditional statements 
were revealed in reply to the fatalistic attitude of the 
unbelievers and their claim that the responsibility for 
their failures was §od!s. dhe verb 0r
though transitive is used here as intransitive, merely 
denoting uod's will or wish Or determination without re­
ference to any specific object. buch a use of the transi­
tive verb without the assumption of an ommitted object 
att all occasionally occurs, depending on the intention 
of the author. \Abdufl Qahir al-Jurjanl says in this 
connexion: "•. the purposes of the people differ in the 
mention of the transitive verbs. Sometimes they mention 
them intending only to ascribe the meaning of the* roots 
from which the verbs are derived, to their subjects - 
without reference to any object. v^hen it is so, the transi 
tive verb is like the intrasitive in that it has no object, 
mentioned or assumed. This is like their saying: oo and
so unties and ties, commands and forbids, and harms and
benefits...... What is meant in all this is to state the
meaning in itself in a general way without any regard to 
an object. It is as if you say: it has become up to him
the uniting, the tying, the commanding and the forbidding 
etc. rihe Qur!an reads: "Are those who know equal to those 
who do not know", XXXIX, 9 and it is He Wrho causes to
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laugh and causes to cry”, and it is He Who causes to
L I I I , k 3 - kdie and Who gives life,!/!and it is H© who enriches and 
makes poor". LII,i+8, What is meant is that it is from Him 
giving life, causing death, enriching, and impoverishing, 
etc; and so in every situation where the intention is to 
state a meaning negatively or affirmatively. The verb 
cannot be treated as trarioitive, since this would corrupt
1 Q Jithe aim and change the meaning.
In our opinion, the conditional verb 
or * here is used in the same way, with the purpose
of stating the meaning of God’w Will affirmatively or 
denying it without reference to an accusative object, men­
tioned or assumed. f^he conditional statements here simply 
mean: Ye re it or had it been to God’s Will alone, such and
such would or would not have happened. Moreover, it is 
an obvious mistake to assume that God’s Will or decree of 
an act and His decree of its opposite a m  contradictory 
concepts; they are simply contrary terms. ,j-'here may
be no such decree rt all, simply on logical grounds. f^hus, 
if God’s Will of guiding aright Is denied, it is not neces­
sary to assume that He must have decreed or willed to lead 
astray. In the same way, if God’s deer .e of an act such 
as disbelief is denied, it does not necessarily result that 
He had decreed its existence.
2A6
Thus, all these conditional statements are a 
retort to the fatalistic claims of the unbelievers, ca­
tegorically declaring with no implication of compulsion 
that the mistakes they commit and their stubborn attitude 
were simply due to their choice and was*-consequently their 
responsibility. ere it to God’s Will or >*ish alone, not 
only the unbelievers of Arabia, but all those on earth 
would have benefited from the Divine guidance and would have 
believed. This means that it is God’s desire, that it is 
His demand and command that all should reflect on the 
signs of the Qur’an and make use of the ir senses and intel- 
lecutal powers and should reflect on the creation of God.
b* There are five instances of the category which
we have described as ’exceptive passages.’ They are 
rendered by R. Bell as follows:
(a) ''And do not say with regard to anything: I am
going to do that tomorrow, except (with the
I O C
reservation) that Allah so wills; ..."
(b) "... This did We make a stratagem for Joseph; 
he was not one to take his brothers in the 
religion of the king, but that Allah willed
2*f7
(c) "Even if »*e had sent down the angels to them,
and the dead had spoken to them, and had e brougl 
together for them everything as guarantors, they
would not have "been such as to "believe, unless
1 8 7 , rAllah had so willed; .
(d) "But they do not remember except that it be Allah
• i t  + v. ,,188willeth;..."
(e) "But ye will not will, except it' be that Allah
,,189willeth; ...
The above rendering of Bell agrees with the 
interpretation of Tafaips, but we comment on these 
interpretations as follows
I. The particle which follows the exceptive particle
a. \in all these passages is o' an, which 
normally follows verbs indicating inclination,
disinclination, order, prohibition, permission,
190fear, necessity, etc., and which together
with the verb it governs, uis equivalent in
19]
meaning to the masdar or infinitive of that verb.r
This infihitive performs the function of a noun,
192not of a sentence. This infinitive is there­
fore treated in accordance with its relation
1 * '** ' * *\ ito the general term *— ? JO— i\ preceding
c
the exceptive particle, i.e.f S'..
If the general te rm is not mentioned and not
2if8
II.
assumed before the exceptive particle, the
infinitive, which is takes the
position or the grammatical case in which the
193general term would have been. In this
case the exception is known as I
However, the particle following ^I is not
a conditional particle, but a masdar particle.
In all these five passages, the general term
is not mentioned. In the first three instances,
however, the clauses preceding the exceptive
clause are grammatically independant; and as
Baidawi seems to suggest, the general term is 
19UAassumed. The effect of this assumption will
be something like: in no event except...
In the last two passages, i.e., d and e, what
comes before is incomplete and the verbs
o 3yju « o 5 • < o 5 * are without an
accusative. The Exception1 here seems to be
that which is called------ --
explained above; and the infinitive which is
governed by Mi appears to be the accusative
19Uobject of the verb. The effect will be as
follows: and they will not remember, or will not
, o ochose, or you will not chose except God's will 
p *
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or command. The full statement will "be something
like this: Whoever wishes, let him remember God
and His signs; and when he does so, heLwill he 
0chosAng Godfs will and command. -Lhe words
' , v  ' i ' '• - r -« o * v. and
0  3 apparently mean what you are
required to remember or to shose is:...etc., 
because this is the implication of the previous 
statements, viz.,
LXXIV,5U-5 ,
LXXVI, 29 NK^r- ' ^ f v r oy>
t X X K  \ ; ^ 1 - %  ^  ---
Accordingly, the texts of (d) and (e) appear to 
be another version of the Qur’anic expression 
of retort to the fatalistic attitude of the un­
believers. The effect will be: What they are
orequired to remember or to chcjse to do or to 
believe is what God wishes them to do and not 
what they are doing. In this way, they style is 
lucid, clear and free from complications and 
contradictions•
The context of verse (c) clearly shows that the 
statement is hinting at the fatalistic attitude
250
of the adversaries of the Qur1an. Many of the surrounding 
verses, indeed most of the Chapter in which the verse 
occurs, namely, Cahpter VI, speak of the attitude of these 
adversaries, how they turn away from the signs "brought to 
them, (V*l+) and how they demand other childish signs to 
speak out of the truth of the Qur’an, and demanded the 
coming of the angels, (V.8) and event o see the Cod of 
Muhammad. The Qur’an speaks much of the arguments with 
the unbelievers, inviting them to reflect on the signs 
such as the creation of the seeds, of vegetation, of the 
sun and the moon and the morning and the creation of man. 
(W.95-6) It also refers to their stubborn attitude in 
ascribing partners to Cod, assigning certain categories 
of cattle to their idols and others to God, making arbi- 
terary prohibitions, and falsely attributing all to Cod. 
(W. 136-9 and 1U2-U). The Qurf an challenges: "Inform me
with knowledge, if you speak the truth", and ,".... were 
you witnesses when Allah gave you this charge?" i’he 
Qur1 an repeats their accusation that what they upheld was 
God1s will, and states that if it were God’s will, they 
would not have disbelieved. (V.107) The Qur’an im­
mediately consoles the Prophet and assures the believers 
who were keen to see their adversaries turning to their 
fac^ and were therefore praying1 to God to bring forth the
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signs asked for by the unbelievers who forced the greatest
/•  % ✓* * * * 1 / Jg »  ^ 9 *oath * A-— -V*- \j ^ assuring that they would
believe if these signs were brought in accordance with thei: 
195challenge.
Here the verse in question follows, not for the 
purpose of information that the disbelief of the adversa­
ries was to be perpetual, because such an information 
would be untrue. As is well known, some of these adver­
saries became Muslims much later. Moreover, such informa-
196tion appears to be insignificant. oamarqandl, like
some other authors of Tafsir, holds that it is a true 
information and draws a parallel between the situation 
here and that of Noah of which the Qur’an reads: "And it 
was revealed unto Noah that no one of your people will 
believe except those who have already believed..." XI,36.
In our view, this is quite a different situation. The 
wording and the contexts are obviously different. In the 
case of Noah, the words are categorical in stating the 
futility of any further efforts with the unbelievers.
The information was apparently useful, and Noah was com­
manded to divert his effort into the building of the Ark 
in which he and his followers could be saved from the 
doom of his enemies.(XI,37) In the case of Muhammad 
here, such a statement did not lead to despair or to giving
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up the struggle. We know that he continued preaching the 
same people in face of'their stubborness, and we also know 
that not all of the people concerned died unbelievers.
The statement here, therefore, appears to alude to the un­
compromising attitude of the adversaries of the Qur’an in
a rhetorical manner, hitting at their stubborness and 
197fatalism.
V. In the case of verse (b), the intention of the mei
tion of the Will of God appears to be for the purpose of 
indicating the importance of what happened, which was not 
to be expected, namely that Joseph was able to retain his 
younger brother in a very delicate situation. Let us turn 
back as far as verge 70 of the same chapter in which the 
verse under discussion occurs, viz. No.12. 1'hat verse
reads:  vii?
The traditional version of the story of Joseph claims that 
Joseph planned a deliberate stratagem in order to retain 
Benjamin. The quoted verse is therefore rendered as fol­
lows: "So when he (i.e. Joseph) fitted them (i.e. his
brothers) out with what they required, he put the drinking
198vessel in his brother’s load;.." In our view, this
interpretation is mistaken, and the subject of the verb 
fitted them out is not Joseph himself but it refers to his 
pages in a metaphorical way. It was they who must have
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actually packed the goods for Joseph s brothers.
Moreover, it seems that the drinking cup was left out in 
the sack of Benjamin inadvertently by these pages. Perhaps 
this is why the v~rb here used instead of the
verb which we expect to be used had the cup been
placed deliberately. If this is so, as it seems to be, 
the events which led to the retention of Benjamin by Joseph 
in accordance with the Israelites1 law, was not a plan 
schemed by Joseph, but it was just a chance of events which 
led to the fulfilment of his desire. So what heppened 
is here ascribed to ^od in the verb  ^ which
means: ^e have made a stratagem for Joseph, merely in
order tonindicate that it was a favour done to Joseph being 
unaware. In order to emphasise that what happened was not 
to be expected, it was emphasised by stating that it needed 
the V»ill of God in order to be, especially that the judge­
ment was at variance with the law of the land in which the 
event occurred.
VI. In the case of passage (a), the assumed general
term from which the excepted thing
is taken out, may be assumed as a preposi­
tional clause joining the verb -i, It may be
assumed on the other hand, to be joining the active parti­
s’ - *ciple in the words According to the first
199
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assumption, the effect will he: And do not at all or in
all cases except with Goa's Will, say to anything: I
shall he doing this tomorrow. According to the other 
assumption, the effect will he: And do not say to anything
I shall he doing this tomorrow in all cases except with 
GodTs Win. Zamakhshari rejects the second interpre­
tation because u&>f someone says I am doing such except 
Lthat God wishes, it would mean except that God's will 
obstructs the way to the act and as such cannot he 
governed by the prohibition .1 In our
view, this is a misunderstanding on the part of Zamakhsha­
ri because what is governed here by the prohibition is not
doing such act when it is obstructed etc., but it is the 
saying and the assuring of doing it. This can obviously 
be governed by the prohibition. Moreover, Zamakhshari 
apparently assumed that the excepted Will of God is pre­
ventive, but this is unnecessary. It is better to leave 
the verb here as generalised and not particularised by 
any special accusative. The effect accordingly will be: 
lo not say I am going to do such and such except where
there is a will by Allah. This seems to be a strong
expression of the prohibition of the omgaission of the 
preservation of God's Wj.il; since to say such a statement 
will be obviously blasphemous and would amount to
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challenging the divine Win. ZamakhshariT s suggestion
that the exception is attached to the prohibition in the
sense that the Prophet was prohibited except by God’s Will 
201to say etc., amounts to: do not promise unless God
permits you to promise. This is rather far-fetched. Ta­
bari had earlier dismissed in a brief mannet? this view on 
similar grounds and on the grounds that such a meaning
pwould be different from what i& agreed by all authorities.
Thus, the exceptive verses interpreted as above 
are effective, lucid and bear no relation to the claim of 
the implication of compulsion in human acts.
5« We nov/ turn to the Qur’anic passages where it
appears that God is declared to lead aright or astray in 
accordance with His Will, which may imply that man’s will 
has no part to play. This group of verses consists of 
those numbered 20, 2ffi, 23, 25, 29, 31, 3b, 36, 37, 38, 39, 
i+0, i+l, b3, bb and i-4-5.
We have earlier explained away the idea of an 
arbitrary will, and now add the following remarks:-
1. Verse 29, which is verse No.25 of Sura 6, where 
it is stated that God expands the heart of whom
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He wishes to the faith, etc., is highly rehtorical 
coming in the middle of the hot argument with the fatalistic 
unbelievers who arbitrarily divided their sacrifices between 
Allah and their iidols and adopted certain taboos, attributing 
all in tkinT whims to Allah I The verse therefore appears 
to be a criticism of this attitude, hinting at the same 
time at this unwarranted accusation, and it does not appear 
sound to take the words here literally. There is no phy­
sical expansion or tightening of the hearts or the chests, 
and Eaidawi himself observes that these expressions are 
mere allusions though he still implies a sense
of compulsion in his interpretation, since he, in the same
breath, ascribes to God the making of the soul recipient
205to the truth and free from obstruction. . Tabari cate­
gorically takes this text as literally "As giving the reason 
for belief and obedience, and the reason for disbelief 
and disobedience, and that both are from God Who thereby 
determines those who are to believe and obe.y, and those 
who are to be otherwise since theghtening the hearts cannot 
produce belief or obedience, and expanding the heart cannot 
result in disbelief or disobedience."^^ Even Zamakshari 
himself fails to notice the metaphorical ascription of 
expanding and tightening of the hearts to God, and tried
to explain away the implication of compulsion by the con-
205cepts of tawflg and Khidhlam. . which will be discussed
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In our view these interpretations are mistaken.
They fail to take account of the context, and cause the con­
struction of the style to appear clumsy and difficult. The 
verse is obviously metaphorical, like many others surrounding
o q£it,*- of the highest order or rhetoric, and should not there­
fore he interpreted literally. [ Any sence of compulsion is 
easily removed by the immediately following verse which 
reads: "This is the path of thy Lord straightly - We have
made the signs distinct for a people who let themselves be 
207reminded". What is meant by the Lord’s straight path
here is obviously the path of Islam and its guidance, and
by the distinct signs, the signs of God’s unity and omni- 
2ogpotence. Amazingly Zamaksharl claims that the reference
209here is to the concept of tawfiq and Khidhlan; and
210Baidawi follows him by giving this as a possibility.
II. In the case of passages 23* 31> 37 and bb which
are 5/Ul* 7/155* 1U/27 and U2/52 respectively, the subject
matter appears to be^  divine deeds having no hearing on the
human freedom. The clue in the first statement is the
word which is here interpreted by Tabari as deviation
211from the right path.
He develops his explanation as follows: "God the Almighty
says: And whoever God wills to turn back by turning away
from the path of guidance, you will not possess anything
from God to deliver him from what God had pre-ordained for
212him, namely confusion and erring...." • He earlier 
paraphrased the same in the following words: "Do not be
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grieved over their hastening to reject your propethood,
"because I have indeed made it inevitable for them that
they should not repent from their error, and should not
213turn away from their disbelief....” The statement
which follows in the same verse and which reads ”They
are those God does not will to cleanse their hearts”,
2lk - -is interpreted literally. Baidawi follows these fata­
listic interpretations and concludes: ”This, as you see
is an unambiguous statement which reveals the falsehood
215of the doctrine of the Muftazilites”. Zamakshari
appears to suurender to these interpretations, but explains
21 &them away by the concept of Khidhlan and lutf, which,
in our vies, is arbitrary.
To explain the word fitnah in the sense of dalal
or erring, does not seem to be valid, in spite of the fact
that it is given as one of its possible meanings by
- - 217Qamus. The basic meaning of the word, according to
213Azhari is t-o-be the sense of trying and testing:; and
when its object is a human being, it tends to develop the 
sense of either seduction and temptation, oi* punishment and 
torture. The use of the word in the following line belongs 
to the first meaning
which means: If she has charmed me, she on the day before
seduced Safid till he turned away from everything else.
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The following Qur’anic verse appears to "be of the second 
use, i.e.^  the sense of doom or punishment -
"Taste your punishment
this is what you were in a hurry for" LI, lh-
The word fitnah in the verse under discussion 
appears to he of this sense, i.e., punishment, and the 
statement in which it occurs appears to he a warning to 
the hypocrites who earlier in the same verse are described 
as having declared merely hy their tongue the word of the 
faith while they were in fact hiding rancour and disbelief 
in their hearts. The statement, therefore, should he inter­
preted as follows:- "and whoever God has determined to 
punish - i.e., as a result of his wrong attitude,no one, 
even you, can secure him from God". The statement which 
follows to the effect that God does not desire to cleanse 
their hearts should not he taken literally, otherwise the 
information does not seem to he of much avail. The state­
ment appears to hit out at the hypocrites who believed 
that the Muslims were not aware of their secret schemes 
and of their true nature, hy exposing them and revealing that 
God reaches their hearts. Moreover, it hits out at the 
stuhhorness of the unbelievers hy implying that it needed 
all the power of God to transfer them from their attitude. 
Furthermore, it may imply an indirect hint at the fatalistic 
attitude of the unbelievers who attribute their mistakes
2 6 0
to God. All this would agree with and fit the concluding
statement of the verse: £’or them, there is disgrace
in this world, and a great (severe) punishment in the next!
Moreover, this way of interpreting the verse does not only
make it free from the implication of a "blind fatalism,
but it maintains the beauty of the style and its excellence.
In the next verse in which Moses addresses God
"It is only Thy trial by which Thou sendest astray
whom Thou wiliest, and guidest VJv* S  9
220whom Thou wiliest; ....... . ", the rendering of the
1 • -words and s ^  appears to be mistaken.
>
Otherwise, how can the trial by God
221which is rendered by Bell as the earthquake, guide 
some aright and lead the other astray! In fact, the va­
rious interpretations given by the Tafsirs and the dif­
ferent versions which attempt to explain the circumstances
in which the verse is supposed to refer to, render the
*text difficult. Tabri, e.g., claims that the reference
of the pronoun in the statement
to
which preceded in the same verse, is/the worship of the 
calf by the people of Moses. Basing on that, he continues: 
[Moses addresses God] " The worship of the calf was Your 
test, in order that those who go astray by worshipping 
it can be distinguished from those who choose guidance by
leaving worshipping it." This explanation amounts to -
The worship of the calf was a test "by God to distinguish 
those who worship it from the others, which is a vicious 
circle. It does not explain, moreover, how God guides or 
misguides by this test whom He wills, as is stated in the 
text, which Zamaksharl explains away by supposing an impli­
cation of a sense of causation in a liberal interpreta^
. . 223tion.
In our view, the text should be related to the 
preceding verses which are rendered as follows - "151.
Verily those who took the calf, anger from their Lord, and 
humiliation in the nearer life shall reach; so We do re­
compense those who invent,
"152. But those who have done evil deeds, then there­
after have repented and believed- verily thy Lord is
22kthereafter forgiving, compassionate" ^
Thus, punishment in the nearer life is threatened, 
and forgiveness and mercy are promised to those who repent. 
We may also remember here that punishment is one of the 
meanings in which the word fitnah may be employed. It 
was established earlier, moreover, that the words idlal and
— s--------
riuda may be employed in the sesne of punishing and rewarding
respectively. In the light of all this, the verse under
discussion can be easily explained without complication.
The word ra.ifah which basically means - a severe shock,
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hence earthquake, appears to allude to the punishment
which was threatened in the earlier verse. It also
appears to he the natural reference of the pronoun
in the statement = t/5*O ^ and the Pronoun» ’
in in the statement, ^ ^
It is not necessary to assume that this pronoun and the
preposition which governs it, are repeated in the following 
> - • * 'statement= a . Acain the word fitnah in
/  1 ■ " ■ 1 1
the verse appears to convey the meaning of punishment
which is here the earthquake. In fact this interpreta-
225tion of fitnah is attributed to Ibn Abbas by I’abri, 
without paying attention to it amid other versions in 
support of his interpretation of it as the worship of 
the calf, which was in his view a test by God.
The whole verse can thus be rendered as follows 
"And Moses chose his people, seventy men, for Our appoint­
ment. And when the earthquake overwhelmed them, Moses 
cried: My Lord, had You wished You would have destroyed
them and me before; (i.e., since they worshipped the calf
P p£
and before this earthquake; but You have bestowed
clemency and indulgence). This earthquake is but the 
means of Your punishment whereby You destroy whom You 
have determined to (i.e. the evil doea?^. And You reward 
whom You have determined to reward." This way of rendering
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the verse does not only make the wording of it simple and 
easy, and fit it well with the preceding verses, hut it 
also fits it with the concluding statement and the fol­
lowing verse which are rendered "...... Thou art our
patron, so forgive us and have mercy upon us .......
Prescribe for us good in this world and in the thereafter
as well; ...... t»227 In style of
’ £x-V 9 here resembles that of the following:- 
"We cause Our mercy to light upon whomsoever We 
will, and e^ allow not to perish the reward of 
those who do well", and
"Until the messengers despaired and thought that 
they had been counted false, Our help came to them; 
then those whom We willed were rescued, and Our 
violence was not turned back from the sinfill people." 
"The We fulfilled to them [the Messengers] the appoint 
ment We rescued them and whom We will 
and destroyed the extravagant
Thus, what is generalised in such statements as: 
"He punishes whom He wills and bestows His mercy upon 
whom He wills, is here defined. Those whom God forgives 
and upon whom He extends His mercy are defined as those 
who deserve it, the Messengers and those who follow their 
teaching and do well. On the other hand, those who are
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deprived, of His mercy and favour and are to be punished 
and doomed are those who reject the message of the Prophet, 
the extravagant and the criminal. It is up to God and not 
to men, to determine and to choose the category of people 
who are to be rewarded and the category of people who are 
to be punished. It is not as the adversaries of Muhammad 
claimed, that if it were true that they were to return to 
God, they would have the best reward with Him! (XLI,50)
It is not as the Jews claimed that they were God’s beloved 
children,(V,18), or His friends to the exculsion of the 
others. (LXII,6)
The statement in Verse 37 above -whichilli/27> 
speaks of reward and punishment in the same way. The whole 
verse is rendered by R. Bell as follows: "Allah establi­
shed those who have believed by the declaration which is 
firmly fixed in this life and in the Heareafter, and Allah
I* . 9sendeth astray the wrong-doers, and Allah
229doeth what He willeth.” We would reject the inter-
pretation of the word here as sendeth astray.
✓ •*
The statement which surround this verse speak of reward 
to the obedient and punishment of the sinners, and there­
fore here apparently denotes the sense of
Wpunishing”. Although the verse is concluded by the
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statement > it is clear that the reference
here is to God's determination to do justice "by rewarding
the obedient and punishing the others. R. Bell is at a
dilemna with the translation of the word
which is the Imperfect of the Second Form of
which means: to settle or to remain. Hence
apparently means: God causes the believers to
remain firm and inspires them with confidence in their
*adherence; and the words here mean: the
231affirmed or proved faith. Thus, after the Qur'an
has stated that God confirms the believers in this world 
and therefore they do not move in face of opposition, 
and in the Hereafter - by confirming the truth of their 
adherence and by lavishing His rewards upon them - it 
states that the path of the wrong-doers is a punishment 
which they provoke by their wrongs.
As for the last of these three texts, it is 
clear that the reference is to a divine act, not to human 
acts, with no implication of a sense of compulsion. The 
divine act here appears to be God's appointment of whom 
He chooses to be His Messenger. The text is rendered by 
R. Bell as follows:-
s
"Thus We have suggested theefe thee ( 
a spirit , | belonging to Our Affarit. Thou
didst not (formerly) know what the ^ook and the
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Faith were. But **‘e have made it a light 
hy which We guide whomsoever We please of Our 
servants, and verily thou wilt guide to a straight 
path".232
• IHere Bell interprets as suggested. In
his foornote, (5)» he offers another two interpretations, 
i.e., "put into thy hear" and "inspired thee with." He
yfurther renders the word XJS as "a spirit"; hut
it is not quite clear how a spirit could he suggested or
233put into the heart or inspired. Zamakhshari, followed 
- - 23Uhy Baidawi, makes it an allusion to what was revealed
and justifies describing it as ruhAhy the fact that it
gives a spiritual life. Tahari offers two possibilities:
2*55mercy and revelation. Here again, it is difficult to
understand how mercy could he revealed or how can a re­
velation he called a spirit. In our view, the spirit
236here is the angel, and the meaning of the initial part
of the verse me>aSns: "And likewise We sent you an angel
as a messenger to you .." This is easily seen in the
light of the preceding verse, where it is stated that it
was not "to every human being that Allah should speak to
him except hy suggestion or from behind a veil, or hy
237sending a messenger to suggest ..........." Now,the
pronoun "it" in the statement: "But We make it a light"
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in our tuwn verse refers to the act of sending the 
Messenger to Muhammad, and it is this act of sending an
V r fL 'x d x
angel to a ^rophet^is declared as having heen made by
God” as light” because of the direct guidance and inspira-
238tion which accompany it. The verse nov; continues: ”with
it, (i.e., the light of the revelation), We guide whom We 
chocase.” This means: it is up to us to determine and
appoint who should be priviledged by Qur direct revelation. 
This can be further supported by the absence of the pro­
position and the pronoun Aj from the following state- 
ment: ”And verily you guide to a straight path.” In other 
words, the instrument and the object of guidance in this 
verse are different; God guides His Messenger by the 
direct revelation, whereas Muhammad guides people by his 
teaching which he receives through this direct revelation. 
This verse seems to be a reply to the adversaries of
Muiakmmad who said: ”Why was this ^urTan not sent down
239upon a man of the two town who was important?”
In this connexion the <iurTan also reveals: ”Those who
have disbelieved of the people of the Eook, and of the 
idolators, do not like that anything good should be sent 
down to you from you Lord; but Allah singleth out with 
His mercy whomsoever He pleaseth;...” The style of
the verse under discussion resembles the following: ”.. 
casting the (prophetic) spirit upon whomsoever He willeth
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of His servants , ••", and, !,He sendeth down the angels
with the spirit (which is) part of His affair upon whom-
2U2soever He willeth of His servants.
III. The implication of an element of compulsion
in the rest of the passages under discussion where it
is apparently declared that God guides, leads astray and
causes to hear whom He wills, arises from the assumption 
© *that o-° in these passages is the common object
» ' w * > , * \
of the verb or or t — . ■ 9 anc*
S’
the verb , and that the assumed sutject-
✓
pronoun in refers to Allah. Thus the statement
, e.g., is rendered:
* s
"•• but Allah guideth whom He willeth."^^
© ^
The relative pronoun man is ambiguous.
It means: "He Who"; but may be rendered he whom, or 
him who or him whom. The traditional interpretation 
assumes that man here means: "him whom", being the common 
object of the verb 'guide* which precedes it, and the 
verb 'will* which follows it. It also assumes that they /
subject pronoun of the verb refers to Allah.
In our view this traditional analysis is arbitra­
ry and causes weakness in the stjfcle, apart from the con­
fusion it raises in the meaning. The relative pronoun 
© /vr* can simply be the object of the preceding verb, 
while the implied subject-pronoun in the verb 
refers to this relative pronoun and not to the nown, Allah.
2kl
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This is much preferable both on grammatical and other 
grounds. To have a common object for two verbs to "dis­
pute" over it weakens the style, and it is not necessary 
to have an object preceding its verb without a good reason.
Moreover, the reference of the pronoun is normally the
unless the context determines otherwisw.the nearer nown or pronoun/ Furthermore, the connecting
pronoun in the sentence completing the relative pronoun, 
is omitted in the traditional analysis and has to be as- 
sumedj j y i l T h e  meaning 
of the statement according to our analysis, becomes somethihg 
as follows: "God guides aright the one who wills or chooses
to reflect and to be rightly guided; He leads astray those 
who choose to turn away from the signs of the Qur'an; 
and ^e causes to hear those who choose to lend the Qur'an 
an attentive ear. r^his interpretation of *
its subject-pronoun, and its assumed object, agrees with 
the other Qur'anic statements such as: uAnd say: The
truth is from your Lord; so who wills
✓ .
let him believe and who wills let him dis-
2k Rbelieve;,..,", "it is surely one of the great things.
As warning to mankind. To whoever of you wishes '* VJk Jjl
2k6to be forward or to lag behind.", "Verily, this is a
reminder, and He Who wills \y$ chooseth to his Lord
2 k 7  *  ^  ^ ra way." , ",. so who wills, chooses to
2 7 0
pj. Q
his Lord a resort."^ and "Nay, hut it is a reminder, And
\  w °  x  * p ) j  QHe Who wills remembers it." Furthermore,
 , ^
the reference of the subject pronoun in the verb
in the following statement: "Say: Verily Allah sendeth
astray whomsoever He willeth, and guideth to himself
a to  o '
whomsoever turns devoutly (to Him) v g > 3 
certainly refers to the relative pronoun man before
the verb. Therefore, to suppose that the subject pro­
noun of the verb in the same verse, to Allah,
upsets the balance of the style. It is certainly better 
therefore to assume uniformity in the reference of the 
subject pronoun and therefore the text is best rendered 
as follows: "Say: Indeed Allah sendeth astray him who
willeth to turn away from the truth, and guideth to him­
self him who turns devoutly to Allah." Further uniformi­
ty can be achieved by assuming that the reference of 
the subject-pronoun of the verb in all the other
O >passages is man . fhus, the will here is the
human will, not the divine will; and the terms and
— >^\ are -j-jg interpreted in the sense of
indirect causation or in any other meaning as given above
and in accordance with the context. Accordingly, the
261element of compulsion in human acts is removed.
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Now we come to the passages from U8 to 52 where 
human acts such as believing, obeying, disputing and good 
deeds in general are declared to be accomplished with the 
permission of God, thus curbing the human choice.
Idhn q ’^\ is one of the difficult Arabic 
words; and the Qur’anic interpreters added to the con­
fusion, having followed no systematic way in interpreting 
the word in its various occurrences in the Qur’an, ^he 
word is either by-passed or is given explanations which 
varies from a place to another, as suits the convenience 
of the commentator. In its first occurrence, i.e., Sura 2, 
verse 97* tbe word is given no explanation by Tabari or 
Zamakhshari or Samarqandl. The verse in question states 
that ”... Gabriel descended with it (the Qur’an) on your 
heart with the idhn of Allah. In the next occurrence of 
the word, i.e., Sura 2, verse 102 - wrhere it is said”... 
but they do not injure anyone thereby except with the
idhn of Allah, Tat>ari interprets the word as Qada’
252 c 255i.e., decree, and as T ilm i.e., knowledge
indiscriminately. Zamakhshari ’ s comment on the v/ord here
is very obscure. He merely says: ”... because God
may create at the same time one of His acts and may not,
Samarqandi interprets it in the sense of
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In the third, occurrence of the word, Zamakhsharl "by-passes
256it, but Tabari continues to give it the meaning of
257knowledge. 1 We may wonder how can God’s knowledge
guide the believers as it is stated that God has guided
those who have believed with His idhn. (11,213)
In the next occurrence of the word, (11,223) it is stated
that ^od invites to Paradise and forgiveness with His idhn.
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Zamakhsharl offers here the meaning of taysir and tawfiq»
i.e., making easy and helping. Tabari on the other hand,
( 2 5 9 )interprets thw word as giving information. v It is
not easy to agree that a word can mean knowledge, somewhere,
and imparting knowledge somewhere else. Zamakhshari1s
interpretation, on the other hand, is obviously artificial.
Let us take three more examples to indicate this
confusion,namely, Sura U, verse 6U, ^ura 7> vs.58 and Sura
lU, vs. 25* In the first instance, the text reads: '’We
did not send a messenger except in order that he be obeyed
with the idhn of Allah.” The second text reads: ”A good
town or country, its vegetation comes forth with the idhn
of its Lord.”, and the last text reads:”...it (the tree)
produces its edible fruit every season with the idhn of
its Lord.” Tabari by-passes the word in the first two•
texts, but interprets it in the third text in the sense of 
260command. Zamakhsharl, on the other hand, interprets the
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permission that the messenger he obeyed; in the second
text in the sense of God’s taysir, and in the third instance
in the sense of its creator’s making it easy and His
creation R. Bell interprets the word
/  / p "jin the sense of permission everywhere.
The above illustrates the lack of uniformity and
consistency on the part of the Qur’anic commentators as
far as the word idhn is concerned. Lexicographers, on the
other hand, appear to be of the opinion that knowledge is
the basic meaning of i d h n . Q a m u s  states that when the
word is used as a verbal noun in the context that someone
does something with the idhn of someon else, the meaning/
is knowledge; but if the verb governs the prepo-
✓
sit ion lam , i.e., to, and , i.e., in, it means:
to give permission or to consent; but if it governs only
the preoposition 3 or J»V , it means: to hearken, to give
ear, or to be inclined. w  Edward William Lane considers
the meaning of permission an extension of the meaning to
listen. He says: ” As though originally signifying He
gave ear to him in respect of such a thing; and then
he permitted, allowed him or gave him permission or
26 5leave, to do the thing or such a thing.*'
It seems that the root meaning of the term idhn
word in the first of these texts in the sens of God’s
27^
is: to give ear or to listen to; and in that sense the
word appears to he used in the following line which is
Lane’s conjecture that the sense of giving permission is 
an extension of this meaning appears to he plausible; 
and we may add that the sense of knowledge is another 
extension of the same meaning, since to lend an ear to 
something leads to knowing it. Thus it may he summarized 
that idhn may convey one or another of three inter-related 
meanings, viz., to listen, to know and to consent, depending 
always on what the context may determine. Therefore, to 
render the word always in the sense of permission, as 
Richard Eell did, is to ignore the context, and it occa­
sionally renders the text meaningless. Take for example, 
Sura 10, verse 100, where it is declared: "And it is not
for a soul to helieve except with the idhn of Allah." To 
render that as: except hy the permission of Allah, makes
the sense unintelligible, since it is not conceivable that 
a soul waits to receive a literal permission from Ood be­
fore it decides to helieve. Moreover, when the word is 
employed in the sense of permission, it normally governs 
the prepositions j>\ and
266
quoted hy Sihah:
Reading carefully the Qur’anic instances where
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the word <ldhn occurs with reference to Allah, one comes 
out with a feeling that a general element runs through 
them all, viz., awareness or "being aware, which is of 
course close to the notion of knowledge. When the context 
refers to human acts, there appears to "be an allusion to 
God's giving a "befitting consequence, viz., a reward or a 
punishment. The idea of God being aware can easily be 
discerned in the statement that a good country gives its 
vegetation with the idhn of its Lord, and: a tree gives
its edible fruit with the idhn of its Lord. The process 
in both cases is subtle and complicated though it is very 
Beneficient to man. But in all its stages it was well- 
handled by its Creator Who is fully Aware of all develop- 
me nts.
The same notion can easily be seen in the state­
ment wherever the reference is to human acts. By practi­
sing magic, the magicians cannot harm anyone except that 
God is aware of their mischief so that He may store a 
befitting punishment for them. By His revelation, the 
believers were guided while He was aware of all happenings 
so that He might stoi:^ their rewards. The Prophets were 
sent to invite people to the message of the Lord, while 
He is aware of the response of the people so that rewards 
and punishments could be determined. Moreover, no soul
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is to "believe and to obey except that G0d is aware of its 
attitude so that it can "be accordingly rewarded.
The surrounding statements of these instances 
support this interpretation. E.tc)., Sura 10 verse 100 is 
concluded hy the statement: and God places His punish­
ment on those who do not helieve. The verse therefore 
consists of two well-halanced parts: those who helieve
will he rewarded; and those who do not, will he punished. 
Sura 100, verse 102 is similarly concluded, and is followed 
hy the statement: if they believed and feared, God's
steward would have heen better .... Sura 2 verse 213 is 
followed hy the mention of Paradise, and Sura 33 verse 2+8 
is followed hy the mention of what is stored with God for 
the believers.
Thus, when it is declared that a human act is 
done or accomplished with God's idhn, it means: "with God's 
awareness of it so that due consequences will follow.
In this way, no implication of a sense of compulsion is 
there•
Now we come to the Qur'anic passages which are 
interpreted to the effect that human acts are pre-determined 
hy God. These passages are those rendered above under (d)
27$
and (e), where the root words:_______a and «. ^ 3
are used.
It is important to repeat here that the scope of 
this discussion is limited to human voluntary acts. It 
does not cover divine acts or organic or reflexive acts.
It is also important to make it clear that this work does 
not deny the concept or the doctrine of qadar or divine 
decree in relation to events and acts outside our scope.
It will he unsound to deny that the Creator of such a 
complicated and yet efficient and orderly world had pre­
planned or pre-ordained its events.
The root 9 it is true, conveys the idea
7 ,' ' O ' *  o vof power V a  > , and measure j : hut we do not
268deny, as Rahhar did, that the term may he employed in
-
the sense of divine decree, of which the word (^-A__3
as well as the word, *V_1^ 3 have become technical terms
We have earlier seen that the term was so employed in pre-
270Islamic literature, and it is difficult to assume that 
the whole world of early Islam had mistakenly used such a 
popular word merely as a result of theological speculations.
The Qurfanic passages quoted under (d) and (e) 
ahove include all Qur’anic texts, where those terms are 
used in relation to human acts; hut we dispute that 'these 
passages or any of them have to he interpreted in such a
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way as to deprive man from freedom over his voluntary work* 
suppose that all the quotations under discussion 
deal with human acts, and suppose also that the words 
tagdir and qada* and their derivatives are here employed 
in the sense of decree or preordaining, it will he wrong 
to deduce from the fact that Godrs decrees human acts, that 
man is necessarily deprived man of his choice. What is 
important is the factor or the immediate cause of the human 
acs, and it is not correct to claim that divine decreeing 
or pre-ordaining is the immediate cause. The immediate 
cause is the human desire, the human choice, the human 
inclination and determination. T
The divine decreeing of the human acts amounts 
to no more than Godfs knowledge in eternity of their 
happenings in time. God pre-planned and pre-ordained 
the world in order that the world may be efficient and 
orderly, and it is not sound to assume that all the world 
was pre-planned with the exception of the human acts.
This category of acts may he very great and may he of far- 
reaching consequences, such as the processes of deliberate 
human acts which lead to scientific discoveries which in 
turn lead to innumerable mechanic and organicnoccurences.
In other words, human acts may he closely inter-related to, 
and may inter-act with other happenings and events. To
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assume that they are not included in the pre-ordained 
plan of the world will render this plan to he incomplete, 
and it will he difficult to imagine how such an orderly 
world can exist and function on such a partial Plane .
It is also wrong to assume that pre-ordaining 
human acts interfere with the human freedom, qp to assume 
that such pre-ordaining is arbitrary. In our view, 
therefore, the term qadar is not to he interpreted as pre­
determination, since such an interpretation may he assumed 
to imply cancellation of or interference with the human 
determination of the human acts. To summarize our view, we 
may say that human voluntary acts are - along: with other 
events - decreed hy &od, hut determined and -produced hy man.
In this way, the Qur’anic passages in question
imply no sense of compulsion. There is no need to indulge
in a process of explaining away the words as D. Hahhar did, 
in which we largely disagree with him. His method appears 
to he artificial and arbitrary• 2-7/
We now reach the Qur’anic passages which are cited
to prove that the production of all human acts is to he
ascribed to Goa, and that they are not to he ascribed to 
272man.
In our view, all that these passages amount to 
is that creation is to he ascribed to God Who is the Creator.
28 0
It is important to distinguish between the connotations
of the term khalq and those of the term ramal, and we feel
that while human acts can he ascribed to God as their
Creator, they can be ascribed to man as his famal, Khalq
appears to mean: to cause the existence of something or
of anything without necessarily the employment of tools or
instruments or a direct handling by the Creator. It is
described in the Qur’an as merely God’s saying: BeJ The
Qur1 an reads:-
"What We say to a thing when We wish it, is simply
to say: Bel, and it is". XVI,29
It also reads:-
"Only that which He does when He wishes a thing, is
to say to it: Bel and it is" XXXVI,82
fAmal,on the other hand, is an accomplishment
which normally requires efforts and tools and instruments.
It appears to us that the human acts are the creation or
the Khalq of God, but they are at the same time the *amal
of man. They are the khalq of God in the sense that He
caused them to be, whereas they are the famal of man in
the sense that man produced them. God’s creation of human
acts does not conflict writh the fact that man produces them,
so much as God’s decree of the human acts does not con-
273flict with the fact that man determines them.
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Now we arrive at the last passage in the list,
which denies that the unbelievers were actually killed by
Muslims on the day of Badr, and also denies that Muhammad
was actually the one who threw stones in the direction
27 Uof the unbelievers on the same day. The text declares
that it was Allah Who actually Miked the unbelievers and
Who actually threw the stones.
275Tabari justifies the above statement by
stating that God the Almighty was the cause of these acts; 
but it is difficult to see how this justifies the denial 
of the fact that Muhammad and the believers actually per­
formed the acts mentioned in the text.
Let us now listen to what Zamkhsharl has to 
say:"...If you take pride in killing them, you did not 
kill them but Allah killed them because it is He Who caused 
the angels to descend, itbis He Who threw the fears into 
their hearts, it is He Who decreed success and victory 
for you and it is He Who strengthened your hearts and 
removed from them fear and despair. And you did not 
throw, 0 you Muhammad17 when you threw, but it was God 
Who trhew. This means that the throwing which you did, 
you did not do it in reality because if it were you who 
threw it, its effect would not have reached except up to 
the degree of the throwing of human beings. But it was
2 8 2
God’s throwing since it resulted in such a great effect.
Thus, throwing is attributed to the Prophet,peace he upon
him, outwardly because it outwardly occurred from him, but
the text denies that it occurred from him in reality because
the effect was beyond human ability and thus the throwing
was in reality God’s, and God was in fact the One Who
threw and it is as if it did not occur from the Prophet
at all."276'
Zamakhshari’s explanation is not absolutely
clear, nor does it defend the Muftazilite doctrine that
man is the author of his work. His interpretation appears
to be literal; nevertheless his critic, the author of
Intisaf, accuses him of reversing the truth, and in a 
*
glaring stjle claims that the text here is obviously an
evidence that the ascription of human acts to man is me-
277taphorical but their real author is God.
In his comment on the verse, al-Razi says:
Our people used this verse as an evidence to the belief 
that the human acts are created by God the Almighty, 
tie elaborated on that saying; This is so since the Qur’an 
states that you did not kill them but God has killed them 
while it is certain that the wounded them. This shows 
that the occurrence of these acts was only produced by God. 
Moreover, he continues, the Qur’anic statement: And you
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did not throw when you threw, shows that while throwing 
is ascribed to the Prophet, he is denied to have thrown; 
and this means that throwing is ascribed to the Prophet 
in the sense of acquisition but not in the way of creating 
(production).
Baidawi has an interesting explanation. He
implies that an act may be perfect and may be imperfect,
and the noun which describes it is applicable to it in either 
279case.  ^ He thereby implies that the act of killing and 
throwing are ascribed both to the believers and the Pro­
phet on the one hand, and to God on the other, and the
application in both cases is real; but in one case with
an element of imperfection and in the other case with a 
sesne of perfection and completion.
An interesting exposition of the verse is given 
by the famous traditionalist, Ibn al-Qayyim, which can be 
rendered as follows: HA group of people believed that
what is meant by this verse was denying the act of the 
Prophet and ascribing it to the Almighty. And they made 
this a basis for the doctrine of Jabr,denying the ascrip­
tion of the human acts to man, and affirming their ascrip­
tion to God alone. But this is a gross mistake on
their part in understanding the Qur'an. If this was 
correct here, it will have to be generalised in all human 
acts and then it could be said: "you did not prey when
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you prayed, you did not fast when you fast, you did not 
sacrifice when you sacrifice, and in general you did not 
do anything when you do anything, hut God did all things. 
When they generalised this they have to admit it in all 
the human acts whether they are sins or otherwise, since 
there is no difference. If they limit this to the Prophet 
and all his deeds or to his throwing only, they become in­
consistent. They were not rightly guided in understanding 
the implication of the verse I
He continues: "This verse descended in con­
nexion with the Prophet's throwing the unbelievers on the
V.’  ^_ y . .V ' ' . • ' ' ' . r • V ,
day of Badr with a handful of stones and it did not miss 
the face of any of them without hitting it. And it is 
known that such throwing from a human being does not reach 
this extent. Therefore actually happened of the
Prophet was the beginning of throwing and it was God Who 
caused it to reach (all the faces of the unbelievers.) 
Therefore the act of throwing is ascribed to the Prophet 
in the sense of its beginning and it is denied as having 
occurred from him in the sense of its end.
He further continues: "And likewise the state­
ment: You did not kill them but it was God Who killed
them  ................ •••••• Thus God informs that He
alone killed them, and that killing them was not done by
you (the believers), as ne alone caused the stones to reach 
their eyes and this was not the act of the Prophet. ™he 
meaning of the verse in brief is that God established 
apparent reasons for repelling the unbelievers but He 
alone repelled them and destroyed them with hidden causes 
which were different from the causes which people could 
see. Therefore, what happened, namely the defeat and the 
killing (of the unbelievers), and the victory (of the be­
lievers), was ascribed to Him and it was done by Him and
pOAHe is the best of supporters.”
Thus while the Jabraites make use of this verse 
in advocating their doctrine of compulsion, the Ashfarites 
utilise it in asserting their dogma of acquisition.
The Sufis on the other hand use it in affirming their 
belief of unity.
In our view, the verse has no relationship to 
any of these later doctrinal developments and we maintain 
that all the literal interpretations of the verse are 
mistaken. Tt seems that the text was revealed in some 
special circumstances. The commentato.rs mentioned above 
claim that the verse descended in reply to some of the 
victorious Muslims who after the Battle of Badr took pride 
in their achievements, ^he expression however is very 
strong, and reading the surrounding verses one comes out
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with a feeling that the Muslims after the hattle suffered
vf*
from a feeling of remorse,having killed their fellow Arabs 
and having humiliated Mecca and Qurajsh. The verse 
appears to have been revealed in order to assure the Mus­
lims that they held no responsibility for what happened 
because they were mere toolsfbf the accomplishment of
L « niordTs command. 1he style expressed this in a very 
effective way by exaggerating this idea as if nothing occur* 
red from them and as if what happened was merely the act 
of ^od and therefore they should suffer no sense of remorse 
and since there is nothing for them to blame. Thus, this 
rhetorical or poetical expression cannot be produced as 
an evidence to any of the disputing parties, and it is not 
valid to infer from it that human acts are not really 
ascribable to man.
Having analysed all the air’anic passages related 
to human acts, without straining the words and without 
neglecting the surrounding contexts, we may summarise the 
results of this analysis as follows
1. There is no internal conflict in the ^ur’an 
over the question of human acts,
2. r£he Qur’an is categorical in affirming the
freedom of man in determining his deeds,
3* The inference of a sense of compulsion from
certain Qur'anic passages, was a result of mis­
interpretation,
U. The Qur'an ascribes to man the production of
his deeds, such production to be described 
as deed or act, (iamal), and to be distinguished 
from creation, (Khalq),
5. Though the human acts are determined and produced
by man, they may have been decreed by God in 
Eternity in the sense that what God foretold of 
man's deeds in time was included in His total 
plan of the world without necessarily implying 
any sense of constraining the human freedom, 
since God's decreeing human acts amounted to no 
more than relating them to what will happen 
outside the scope of the acts.
Thus, this thesis concedes the doctrine of q_aflar, 
but guards against misinterpreting it in such a way as to 
imply an element of compulsion. ;,adar simply means the 
eternal decree or plan of the world, which was in accordance 
with God's determination and God's prediction, His deter­
mination of His creation, and His prediction of man's 
choice and efforts. The Qur'an charged its adherents w^ ith 
the accomplishment of certain commands and the avoidance
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of certain offences; and in view of what has just been 
established, viz., the full responsibility of man, the 
Qur’an assured them of a fair deal: reward for compliance
and punishment for transgression.
TMs, we maintain, is the position of the 
Qur’an; and the same must have been the current ideas 
and beliefs which prevailed during the life-time of the
p o-lProphet. ° The same position appears to have continued 
during the early part of the age of the Orthodox Caliphate. 
It seems that the mistaken interpretation of the doctrine 
°£ qadar» according to which the concept implies an ele­
ment of coercion, was a result of an attempt by sinners 
who sought an excuse for their failure under the cover 282
of this doctrine, as the unbelievers had done before them. 
A violent reaction against this attitude resulted in a 
complete denial of qadar and the heated dispute over this 
question. We hope to trace the evolution and the early 
developments of this dispute at a later stage. In the 
meantime, we proceed to consider thetposition of Hadith 
in relation to the subject of qadar, not only to see how 
far the Hadith agrees with the attitude of the Qur’an over 
this question, but we hope to gain also some insight that 
will guide us in pursuing the developments of disputes 
over this question.
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CHAPTER VI 
HADlTH AND THE CONCEPT OF QADAR
The Hadlths related to human acts, like the Qur'anic 
passages discussed above, can be grouped under the following 
four headings:
1 — Padlths which speak of rewards or punishments as
consequences on human acts, thus, implying that man 
bears responsibility for producing them,
2 — Hadlths which attribute the human acts to man, thus
implying that man is the author of his acts,
3 - Hadlths in which human acts are stated to be dependent
on man's own choice, and
4 — HadTths where it is stated that man's acts are determined
for him or where he is denied to be their author•
The first three categories can be regarded as one group 
which recognises the concept of human freedom; and the last 
category alone forms one group which apparently advocates 
an idea of compulsion*
A* Traditions advocating: the principle of Human Freedom
1. Hadlths promising- rewards or warning of punishment 
The first category of Hadlths which promise the 
righteous of good rewards or condemn the evil-doers, are 
to be found in large numbers scattered over the various
chapters of the canonical collections* The following 
are quoted as samples:
i. "Allah prepares an abode in Paradise for the worshipper 
when he walks to the mosque and when he returns from
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from the mosque.
ii. *«...... and whoever kills himself with an iron (i.e.
commits suicide), will he punished on account of this 
in the Fire of Jahannam” (^)
2. Hadiths in which human acts are attributed to Man.
There are numerous Hadiths where man is given as the
author of his works, being the subject of verbs indicating
works. The following are quoted as samples:
s  >  */
”When the son of Adam dies, his deed# ceases
except three, (i.e. whose rewards continue to accumulate), 
viz., a running charity, useful knowledge and a righteous
son who prays for him"
ii. ”..,.and do what the Muslims do u  in
pilgrimage”
\ \ *iii.”Whoever does anything iy° £-^0 * contrary to our teaching, 
it is rejected” (5)
iv. ”No child is born except with an unprejudiced heart. But
it is its parents who Juda'iae or Christianize it."
In the first of the above quotations the word <amal
is annexed to the pronoun which refers to the son of Adam; 
t ha.
and^subject pronoun of the Arabic equivalent of the word made
or did refers to persons in the 2nd and 3rd quotati ons. In 
the 4th quotation, Juda'izing and Christianizing is ascribed to
parents. This shows that man is recognised as the author
of his deeds.
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3. Hadlths which .acknowledge that man determines his acts
by his own choice
The third category of gadlth consists of those which
contain one of the words denoting a sense of volition such 
as iradah and mashl*ah with man as the subject. No less
than 98 IJadTths where man's determination of his acts is
attributed to him can he found in the early canonical
collections where the words iradah and mashi * ah are employed.
The following quotations are sufficient for our purpose:
i„ « I asked further, 'Why is its door so high?',
£
(i.e., the door of the Ka'ba). The Prophet replied,A
'Your people so did in order to let in those they wished
\ * * ' r o»
5 *^ — and to prevent those whom they wished 
to prevent 3«(7)
ii. "There is a (superperogatory) prayer between every
two adhans, (the Prophet repeating this twice, and in 
the third time the Prophet added) for anyone who
wi shes " (8)
iii. 11 They — the starting points for the observation
of the pilgrimage rituals - are so established for their
inhabitants and for those who pass by them determined 
- V'1 v_A to perform the HajJ or the fUmrah"^  ^
iv. ".....and when (Pasting of) the month of Ramadan
was instituted, the Prophet said, "Whoever wishes
let him fast it (i.e., the day of rAshura1),
„(W>)and whoever wishes * '— -"^0*3 let him leave it
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The Hadiths in the above three categories all acknowledge 
that man determines his own acts,and that he has a role in prod-
41ucing them. These Hadiths are in agreement with the prevailing 
ideas in the Qur'an,and are so numerous that they can safely be 
be regarded as expressing the general thinking of the early Muslim 
generation.
B. Hadiths Claimed to Advocate a Sense of Compulsioifi
The last category of Hddiths,however,may give a different 
impression. It consists of a relatively small number of tradi­
tions. Because of their special interest to us,they are fully 
produced in their original in Appendix I at the end of this work.
We now proceed to the translation of these traditions in their 
order in the Appendix,which will be followed by a critical exa­
mination of the texts. It will be seen that the position arrived 
at in the above analysis,namely that the human freedom is acknow­
ledged, cannot be impaired by the seemingl-y implication of compul-
-  10 13sion m  these few Hadiths. Now,here is their translation:
1. Muslim in his Sahih relatesc that Yahya b. Ya'mur said,• • • .
Ma^bad al- Juhani was the first to speak about qadar. It hap­
pened that I and Humaid b. *Abd al-Rahman went on pilgrimage. We• •
thought of seekmgg to meet one of the Companions,(i.e.,the Companions
of the Prophet),and ask him about what these people speak of qadar.
So we happened to meet fAbdallah b. *Umar b. al-Khattab about to
• •
enter the Mosque. I and my friend surrounded him,one on his right 
and one on his left. I felt that my friend wanted to leave the 
matter to me,and then I asked saying)^: 0 you father of
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*Abd al—Rahman. In our midst some people emerged who
read the Qur'an and seek to reach the bottom^ of knowledge,
and he mentioned more about them. They claim there is
no Qadar and that the matter is spurious. Ibn *Umar
answered: If you meet them inform them that I disassociate
myself from them and they are disassociated from me. By
Him by whom ’Abdullah b. ’Umar swears, if any of them
possesses the weight of Uhfetd of gold and gave it all in
charity ti will not be accepted from him until he believes
in Qadar. He added: My father, *Umar, related to me
saying: While we were with the Prophet a man came out with
very white clothes and very black hair and without any
trace of travelling, but no one from us could recognize him.
(The Hadlth continues describing the stranger sitting
opposite to the Prophet and how he asked him about the
meaning if Islam, the meaning of Iman, the meaning of
Ihsan and then about the coming of the last day. At the end
the visitor disappeared and the Prophet informed his
Companions that it was Gabriel. In his answer to the tM
question about^definition of Iman. the Prophet is related 
to have said, ”It is that you should believe in Allah,
In His angels, in His Books, in His Apostles and in the 
Last Day; and that you should believe in the Qadar, good 
or bad.") ^1‘i^
2. 2# Muslim again relates on the authority of  ^Abdullah'1
that the Prophet said, ’Indeed each of you is collected in
29^
his mother’s stomach as a drop for forty days after which 
he becomes a clot for another forty days, then he becomes
a small piece of flesh for a similar period. Then the
angel is sent to blow the soul into the embryo and the
angel is ordered to write four words: his provision
AS V  > his term A_A>-\3 , his work , and
whether he is to be of fortune or misfortune- By Him Who
there is no Gtod but He, it may be that one of you follows 
the path of the people of Paradise until there is only 
the length of one arm between him and Paradise, but the
Book overtakes him and he follows the path of the people
of Hell, then he enters Hell. And it may be that one of you
follows the path of the people of Hell until there is only
the length of one arm between him and Hell, but the Book
overtakes him and he follows the path of the people of
Paradise, then he enters Paradise.
(3) 3* Muslim also relates on the authority of Abu Huratrah
that the Prophet said, "A man may follow the path of the 
people of Paradise for a long time, then his work receives 
the stamp of the work of the dwellers of Hell. And a man 
may follow the path of the people of Hell, then his work
(1?)finally receives the stamp of the dwellers of Paradise.”
(4) Muslim further relates that the Prophet said: ”A man
may follow the path of the people of Paradise in the eyes 
of the others, while he is one of the people of Hell;
and the man may follow the path of the people of Hell in 
the eyes of the others while he is one of the people 
of P a r a d i s e , . A n o t h e r  version of this Hadith adds: 
"And works will be judged by the concluding acts,
(i.e. al-Khawatlm) ".(^5)
5. Muslim again relates that ’All said: We accompanied
a Bier to the cemetary of "BaqT* al—Grharqad" and the
Prophet came to us. He sat down with a stick in his hand
and we sat round him. The Prophet let his head sink in
his breast and began to strike with his stick, saying,
"There is no one of you, there is no breathing soul except
Allah has written its place in Paradise or in Hell, and
except that it has been written happy or unhappy." Then
someone asked: 0 you the Apostle of Allah! Why should it
not be that we depend on, and leave it to, our Book and
then abandon the work? The Prophet answered: "Whoever
is decreed to be one of the people of happiness, will
come to the work of the people of happiness; and whoever
is decreed to be one of the people of unhappiness, will
come to the work of the people of unhappiness." The
(0 Q')Prophet added: "Work! Everyone is guided. As for
the people of happiness, they are guided to the path of 
the people of happiness and as for the people of 
unhappiness, they are guided to the path of the people of 
unhappiness." Then he recited: "As for him who gives alms
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and fears Grod and believes in the good reward for the
for him to pursue the way for the good future. And as for
him who is covetous and did not care and disbelieved in
in the good reward for good acts, ,
(21)we shall make easy for him the path of distress.
(6) 6. Muslim also relates that Abu sl-Aswad al—Du1all
said: i Imran b. al—Husajn said to me: Do you see *fchat people 
are doing nowadays, in which they are exerting themselves, 
is it something determined and passed earlier for them in 
accordance to a previous decree, or is it something where 
they are tested in what is given them by the Prophet in 
order that the evidence be binding upon thtem? I answered: 
But it is something already determined and passed for them.
He then retorted: Would that not be injustice? Abu al-Aswad
said: I was extremely shocked and I replied: Everything
is God's creation and His possession and He is not to be 
questioned for what He does, but they are to be questioned. 
Then he said: May Allah rest your soul; I only wanted
to examine your mind! Two men of the tribe of Muzaynah 
came to the Apostle of Allah, peace be upon him, and asked:
0 you messenger of AllahI What do you see concerning what 
people now do and are exerting themselves in it, is it 
something pre—determined and passed for them, or is what 
they now receive from what their Prophet has brought to 
them, where they are being tested in order that evidence be
"binding oft them? He said: "But it is something determined and
passed for them; and the support for this in the Book of the
Almighty is: "And "by a soul and By whom Who perfected it
2 2and inspired it of the ways of violence and of fearT."
7« fA!ishah is related to have said that the Prophet was invitee
to attend to a "bier of a hoy from the Ansar and I said "0 you%
Messenger of Allahl Luck he for him. A sparrow from amongst the
sparrows of Paradise! He did not commit a sin; and evil could
not reach h i m ....." The Prophet retorted: "Nor other than this
0 fA fishah! Verily Allah created dwellers for Paradise while
they were still in the loins of their fathers and created dwel-
were
lers for Hell while they/still in the loins of their fathers.*
8. Ahu Hurajrrah is related to have said, the Prophet said:
"Adam and Moses argued. Moses said: 0 Adam! You are our father
hut you disgraced us and caused us to he dismissed from Paradise.
Adam replied: You are Moses and God favoured you with His speech
and wrote to you with His hands, and yet you hlame me for what
God had decreed for me forty years before He created me!" The
2kProphet continued: "And so Adam defeated Moses."
9. Ubayy h. Kafh related that the Prophet said: "Verily the
Youth who was killed hy Khadir was stamped unbeliever
Had he lived he would have imposed upon his parents arrogance
25and disbelief.
10. Ahu Hurairah related that the Prophet said," Verily 
God has decreed for the son of Adam his share of zina,
he will have it fulfilled inevitably. The zina of the eye 
is looking, the zina of the tongue is speaking, the gina.
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of the soul is craving; and the far.i fulfils or rejects. " (^ 6)
11. 11. Abu Hurayrah also related that the Prophet said: 
"....^.Care for what benefits you and seek God’s help.
If something befalls you do not say: If I did such and
such could have been. Say: God has decreed and He does
whatever He wishes. Indeed ’if* opens the work of
Satan
12. ^Abdullah b. *Amr b. al-*As related that the Prophet 
said: "Verily all the hearts of the sons of Adamgf are between 
two of al-Rahman's fingers, just like one heart which He 
causes to change however He wishes.1 The Prophet added:
tf0 Lord, You Turner of hearts, change our hearts towards 
obeying, (i.e., serving), You.1 ^
13. Muslim again relates on the authority of f Abdullah b.
*Umar and on the authority of Abu Hurayrah that the Prophet
said, "Let those who neglect their Friday prayers stop doing
so; or God will seal on their hearts and they will become
(29)among those who are unaware ". 7
14. Abu Hurayrah again relates that the Prophet said,
"Let not anyone say: God! Grant me forgiveness if You will, 
grant me mercy if You will,and provide for me if You will.
Let him determine his demand. Verily God does what He will, 
and no-one can coerce Him!" 3^®)
15. A female servant of one of the Prophet's daughters
related that the daughter of the Prophet informed her that he
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used to teach her, saying: "When you rise in the morning 
say: Glory and thanks be to God; there is no power without 
him; what God determines to be shall be, and what God 
determines not to be shall not bel"^2)
16. 16. Zayd b. Thabit related that the Prophet invited him
and let him to undertake that he and his family recite 
every morning a formula of prayers which includes: "My 
Lord! I do not say a word or swear an oath or make a vow 
except that Your Will is preceding it all* What You will
will be, and what You do not will, will not be!"
-  « *17. H. Abu Hurayrah relates that the Unbelievers of Quraysh
came arguing with the messenger of Allah over the question 
Qadar; and then the Qur*an was revealed reading:
jd*. J;r*,
(The day they will be pulled linto their faces^ Try the tough
of Saqar. Verily everything We created with qadar!)" <3?>
18* is. 1 Abdullah b. fUmar relates that the Prop&et, peace be
upon him, appeared to his Companions while they were arguing
over the matter of qadar. His face then turned as red as if
the seeds of pomegranie were ripped open onto his face! He
said, "Were you so commanded, or were you for this created?
arguing some parts of the Qur*an against the others? In
*(this way, the nations before you were destroyed1.
19. I9- * Abdullah b. *Uraar related that the Prophet besieged
the people of Ta* f but did not conquer it, (i.e., the town)*
( 32?)
Then the Prophet said, "We shall return tomorrow, if God wills •2
3 0 0
The above list contains all the important 
traditions related to human acts where there is a shade 
of the idea of compulsion. Some of them are repeated in 
different versions. We now proceed to discuss them all, 
one after the other, in the above order. But before we 
begin to do so, let us remember the results of our 
discussion of relevant Qur'anic passages, which can be 
summarised as follows:
(l) That this thesis does not reject the doctrine of
Qadar in the sense that God planned in eternity all 
the world events in time. This plan includes:
(a) All occurrences determined and produced by 
God alone without man having any part to play 
in their production at all,
(b) All the human voluntary acts which man 
determines and produces. They were presumably 
included in the total plan as God had foretold 
them prior to their existence.
(11) That the meaning of Qadar as related to human
voluntary acts is no more than the inclusion of the 
human acts in the plan which is sometimes called 
fUmm al—Kitab* in accordance with God’s 
foreknowledge, and does not necessarily imply any 
element of coersion or compulsion.
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IMPLICATION OF COMPULSION IS NOT REAL 
(1) 1. Now we come to the first Hadith quoted above, in whibh
the important parts of the belief in Qadar is included in the 
definition of Iman as given by the Prophet, and the apparent 
intention of Yaftya b. Yarmur, the chief authority in the 
IsnSd,ivto take stock from this statement to disprove the 
thesis of Ma*bad al-Juhani who, as Yahya claims, was the 
first to speak of Qadar. The context implies that Yahya 
held the ideas of Ma'bad in relation to Qadar as heretical,
-w-
and^what Mafbad and his associates held was the rejection of
o.a.r.CW
Assuming that this Hadith is authentic, a careful
analysis of the text itself shows that it does not conflict
with the thesis which we have arrived at as a result of the
relevant Qur'anic passages, in spite of the implications
of the words of Yahya b. Yafmur. The words attributed to
the Prophet merely state that belief in Qadar is an element
of Faith, but there is nothing to suggest that the meaning of
Qadar, which is stated to be an article of the Faith, implies
• *a sense of compulsion. The addition of the words
S  *•+1 '
and suggests the ideas of fortune and misfortune which
are removed from the ideas of good and evil acts. The 
underlying idea here appears that man should assume an 
attitude of acceptance of whatever befallshim without 
revolt or despair or undue pride.
If Yahya Yafmur intends to make use of this
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Hadlth in simply affirming a doctrine of Qadar» we shall raise
no objection, since the existence of a doctrine of Qadar
which does not deprive men of freedom is conceded; but he has
no grounds at all for deriving from the words of the
Prophet any sense of compulsion in the production of
voluntary human acts*
In dealing with this Hadlth, however, we have to be
cautious for the following reaeons:—
a — Belief or disbelief in Qadar is not given in the
Qur*Shi where the elements of Iman (Faith), or those
of its antonym Kufr (Disbelief), are en/iumerated. ^
_ 33b — The same Hadlth is reported by Bukhari through
another Isnad, where belief in Qadar is not given as 
a part of Iman. 
c - This Yahya b. Ya’mur appears to be a doubtful 
character, especially where the subject under 
discussion is concerned. According to Yaqut, 
he was accused of being a Qadrite* Yaqut
further says that Yahya was exiled from Basrah 
by al—Hajjaj and was subsequently appointed judge 
in Khurasan by Yazid b* rAbdullah who later 
dismissed him on account of his being given to 
drinking wine.^^
2. The relevant parts of the second Hadlth are those 
where it is stated that man’s *amal, (work), as well as
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whether he is to he of happiness or unhappiness are
written down while man is being formed in the mother’s womb
and that the Book may overtake man before he dies and man 
has to change the course of his work in accordance with what 
he is destined to be in the Book.
This Hadith is usually quoted as evidence for the 
popular concept of Qadar. In our view, the Tradition,
assuming that it is authentic, has a different import. The 
idea of ’writing* man’s acts and what he is to be, appears 
to be a symbolic rhetorical expression denoting God's 
foreknowledge. The statement that the Book may overtake 
man does not mean : it is what has been written, and not what 
man may do. The statement apparently serves as a warning 
and an encouragement. It is a warning to those who follow 
the right path not to.' surrender to evil desires even for a 
moment; if they do, they may be overtaken by death and thus
end in the wrong way. It is an encouragement, on the other
hand, to the evil-doers not to despair. It is an invitation 
to them to repent and aspire for God’s forgiveness. In this 
way, the Hadith has a moral basis, with no real implication 
of compulsion.
3. 5' The third Hadith in the list is of the same idea as the
above. It is a repetition of the second part of the 
previous Hadith, just in different words. It simply
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means that a man may follow a course for some time, but 
it is ended for him differently* The key word here is
, which A.J. Wensinck renders as ’receive finally 
the stamp of * ^ 2>)which is obviously arbitrary and far­
fetched. The root “C , may convey the meaning of
reaching an end, or simply, ending. E.E.Lane says:”..
' o - \ \  ^ - ' ->- , inf. n. , also signifies ...
He reached the end of a thing^^and, - 'you say also 
(May God make his end to be good')^^
x i> i
Thus, the obvious interpretation of the word here is
'ended' i.e., the end of the course of work is such and such. 
Wensinck himself interprets the word , a derivative
of the same root which occurs in the Bukhari's version:
\  ^ as 'the concluding acts', and it is
surprising that he should render the two words from the same 
root and in the same text differently.^^ Thus the 
implication of this Hadith, like that of the previous one, 
is not a sense of compulsion, but a warning that man should 
be on his guard and should endeavour to end well.
4. H. The fourth Hadith is similar to the second and third,
since it simply states that an individual may appear to
others to be on the right path while he in fact belongs to 
people of another type of work. This does not mean that man 
is what he is destined to be whatever he may doi It simply 
means that it is not what an individual may appear to be
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doing for the time-being; but it is how he is going to end. 
Thus there is no sense of compulsion here.
5. The initial part of the next Hadlth states that the fate
of everyone has been recorded. This does not necessarily 
mean that the fate of everyone has been decided so that it is 
of no avail or harm whatever one may do. It is nearer to 
the effect that everyone would be either rewarded or punished, 
and no one will be left without reward or punishment, which 
apppears to be a turn of a preaching expression in a context 
of funerals when minds were set on the memory of death. as 
such, this statement does not necessarily have any implication 
of compulsion. Another key word in the nadlth is the word 
muyassar which is rendered by Wensinck^^followed by W.M. 
Watt^^as 'misguided1. According to^this interpretation,
- " > * i \the effect of the statement: Jr3 in the hadlth
will be-%Work! Everyone is guided. This is obviously a 
misguided translation, springing from pre-conceived ideas 
of arbitrary guiding and misguiding of which we spoke 
earlier. The word muyassar is the passive participle of the 
second Form of the root whose basic meaning is:Ease.
Therefore, yassara means: made easy, and muyassar means: 
is made easy. Thus the statement which is mare complete in 
another v e r s i w h i c h  reads as follows:
A} , means: perform work! It is made easy for 
everyone what everyone is created for. The Qur'an reads:
"I did not create mankind and the genii except to serve
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Me" (LI,56). Thus this statement denotes that the means for 
fulfilling the purpose for which everyone was created, namely, to 
worship GrOd, have been made easy and accessible, and everyone can 
choose to make use of these available means. The Qur'anic 
quotation in the Hadith, (XCII, 6—10) does not upset the meaning. 
It is simply to the effect that, having been given the means to 
obey, those who choose to give and to believe will be made easy 
for them the way to the abode of ease, (Paradise): and those who 
choose to be covetous and disbelieve, will be made 'easy* for them 
the way to the abode of hardship, (Hell). Thus assuming that 
the 5adith is authentic, there is nothing in it to advance a 
theory of compulsion.
(>' The translation of the conversational part of this Hadith 
is quite difficult; and the Commentary of Nawawi^^ leaves the 
words unexplained; but the translation offered does not seem to 
have gone far wrong.
This Hadith, however, has an air of obvious forgery.
The conversation between <Imran b. Husain and Abu al-Aswad• •
smells of that. Moreover, Yahya b. Ya'mur is here again in the
Isnad. In addition, the phrase: ^-- -^ N 9
is not a familiar style of the Prophet. Furthermore, how can 
we imagine that the Prophet answers the delegation of Muzaynah 
who came to see*his guidance to the effect: "You exert yourselves 
in what has been pre-determined already for you." That does not 
seem to be a wise answer, since it implies that exertion in
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work is futile. We would expect them to say, as fImran said 
here: W ould not that be injustice! or as others retorted in 
the previous Hadith: Shall we leave the work and rely on the 
Book!
Another point is that the gadlth here implies that the 
quoted Qur’anic words^ Cfi»v.!,and by a soul and by Whom Who has
perfected it, and guided it to violation and piety.” In 
other words, the verses are taken to imply that it is God Wl.o 
directly causes the soul to turn to piety or to violation. This, 
in our view, is an objectionable interpretation- The Qur'an 
speaks of the soul in general, and it is not correct to make a 
division. It is stated that the soul is inspired of the way 
of piety and the way of violation at the same time, but the 
individual makes his own choice. The Qur'anic statement 
here is similar to other Qur'anic statements where man is 
declared to have been guided to choose either way.^^
That there has been a forgery in this type of Tradition 
in order to advance the popular concept of Qadar can be 
evidenced from numerous instances of ^adith put into 
the mouth of the Prophet where the Qadrites who deny this 
concept are condemned. ^5) impartial thinker would be
prepared to defend the authenticity of these Hadiths.
7 . 7. In this gadlth, iA1shah praises the luck of the boy
who dies before the age of maturity, and thus could not be 
blamed for committing evil, which, she says, could not reach
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him. In his reply, the Prophet declares that God, while
lJ<people were still in the loins of their fathers(wer« assorted 
some for Paradise and the others for Hell.
This §adlth, on the face of it, may appear to favour 
fatalism, since everyone is apparently stated as having been 
assigned a efwelling either in Paradise or in Hell before birth*.
A careful reading of the Hadlth, however, reveals that it is not 
so. f5*ishah appears to be envying the boy for having died 
below maturity, thus escaping responsibility. He was not to be 
blamed for doing evil. The Prophet, in his retort, began with
' - °  ^ithe following words: which means: and not
other than this, i.e. nor did he do a valid good act for which 
he could be praised. In other words, this brief statement of 
the Prophet denotes that the boy was not to be envied. We should 
not carve for dying early in order to escape responsibility.
Man is created to serve and to be tested whether he deserves a 
dwelling in Paradise or another in Hell. Hence, the 
continuation of the Hadlth which, apparently urges m a n to 
endeavour to be worthy of good rewards. Thus, this gadlth, 
assuming again that it is authentic, does not necessarily mean 
that man is compelled in his work or that he has no role to play 
in its production.
y. In this Hadlth, Adam and Moses are supposed to have met and 
argued about the former*s fault in causing mankind to be expelled 
from Paradise, We can hardly imagine that the two men really
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met in the flesh. The $adlth is related on the authority 
of Abu Hurayrah who is reported to have held the learned 
Jews in special e s t e e m , i n  another version of this Hadith 
Adam is reported to have asked Moses: How long, you know, did
God write the Tawrah before I was created? Moses answered: 
forty years, Adam continued: Did you read in it, 1 and Adam 
disobeyed his Lord and erred?* Moses said: Yes, Adam 
retorted; How do you then blame me for something which Allah 
decreed for me forty years before I was created? According 
to Ibn Taymiyah?( this tradition was rejected by several 
scholars including al-JubbS^i, the famous Mu^tazilite,master
of al—Ashfari from whom the latter broke away in 300A.H., over 
the question of the Intermediate Position of believing sinners, 
and over which Wasil b, 'Ata1 broke away from al-Hasan 
al-Basri about two centuries earlier. Ibn Taymiyah tries to 
reconcile the Hadith by claiming that the theme of the 
argument was not the commission of sin by Adam, but Adam*s
(59)causing misfortune to his posterity by the commission of sin, 
thus avoiding reflection on the righteousness of God. Ibn 
Taymiyah's attempt to save the tradition from the stamp 
of forgery appears to be futile. His answer is not only too 
subtle, but it amounts to the same interpretation he is 
trying to avoid!
We can easily see the point of those who reject this 
Hadith as a forgery, probably by some Jewish quarters giving it
3 1 0
the dignity of Hadith through: ascribing it to Abu Hurayrah 
aiming at venerating Moses and the Tawrah. jt may be, on
the other hand, intended for the purpose of popularising the
immoral thesis of the Murji’ites, 6r it may be both. It is
pertinent to refer here to the long association between
Abu Hurayrah and certain Jews like Ka'b who is related to have
said: "I never met anyone who did not read the Tawrah and yet
knows it so much as Abu Hurayrah11. Bishr b. Sa‘id tells
us: ’Verily by God we used to sit and listen to Abu hurayrah
and he would relate on the authority of the Prophet and on
the authority of Ka'b; but when he leaves, 1 would hear some
people from our company attribute the prophet's words to
(Ki )ha*b and attributeKa’b 1 s words to the ±rophet.*v
9. 9. The next nadith speaks of tne boy who is supposed to
have ucexi billed by the companion of Moses as in the story 
of the Cave related in Sura XVIII, v.74, goes. The Hadith 
states that the boy i.e., was created
Kafir, as traditionally interpreted* The assumption is that 
Kufr was imposed on the boy as it was decreed. This is taken 
as evidence for the claim that we are as we were created and 
that we have no choice in changing the condition in which we 
find ourselves. In other words, the £adlth strips man from 
freedom of choice and denies any role by man in the 
production of his acts.
The above argument is based on two assumptions, viz.,
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that t * s emPloyed here in the sense of* being
created with imposed trends and decreed modea of behaviour; 
and, on the other hand, that this concept be extended and 
generalised.
Let us deal first with the second assumption. If we
admit that the HadTth indicates that the boy was created
unbeliever, and then generalise and say that what is decreed 
is unchangeable, there will be an internal conflict in the
HadTth itself. The parents of the boy, as stated in the 
Qurfan> were b e l i e v e r s ; 6^4) according to this
generalisation, we shall have to admit that they were so
created, and their belief would accordingly be unchangeable.
As such, surely their belief could not be affected if their
son s life had been spared, which against the declaration
of the Hadlth. This conflict results from the arbitrary
interpretation of the word as kav*ng been created one
way or the other; but the context here points to a better
interpretation to which S.E.Lane refers in the following
words:
..inf. n. , said of a man, He was
rendered (or pronounced) filthy or foul(in character)” (60,)
Thus, the phrase can be easily
rendered as: 1 said of him or pronounced or judged as 
unbeliever*. According to this interpretation, the
Tradition contains nothing that implies compulsion in the 
matter of human acts.
3 1 2
11.
\°- In the tenth Hadith, it is stated that G-od has written 
the share of zina to be committed by the son of Adam, and the 
son of Adam has to fulfil it inevitably. This appears to be 
a straightforward statement of compulsion; but the latter
part of the Hadith does not suit this interpretation. We
/
therefore feel that the word ka tab ah' here is employed,
not in the sense of writing, but in the sense of ‘judging, or 
estimating1 which is one of the meanings which the root
conveys. ^ 9) Thus the statement is intended as an
explanation rather than as information, denoting that a 
forbidden look is a type of zina. a forbidden word is 
another type of zina and craving of the soul is one more 
type fo zina. Thus, assuming that the Tradition is authentic, 
it cannot be used as evidence for the thesis of compulsion.
The next gadlth is not really a problem because it 
appears to speak of happenings beyond the domain of the
human voluntary acts. The initial part of the Hadith, 
viz., *' ^ ^ 3  < — >j, apparently urges
the believers to be firm in their determination; and the 
remaining part of the gadith, viz.
Ay,urges them if misfortune befalls tb em, or if 
their wishes are not fulfilled not to yield to despair. A 
Muslim, who fails to attain the desired results of his 
endeavour, should not ponder and say: Had I done such and such, 
such and such would have happened. He is advised to say:
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God has decreed and He does what He wishes. Obviously 
the results of our endeavours are beyond our abilities. They 
are the work of God, and not the work of man. Thus, the 
tradition here speaks of divine acts and not of human acts. 
12. The importance of the twelfth ^adith in the context 
of this discussion lies in the words which state that all 
human hearts are just like one heart between the two fingers 
of God Who changes it and directs it how and where He 
wishes, thus implying that the human wishes and decisions 
are subject to the control of the Divine Will. The Prophet 
therefore prays: 0 Lord! Channel our hearts toward your
service•
The above interpretation, however, assumes a literal 
meaning of the Hadith while the whole statement appears 
to be metaphorical, ourely, the word "fingers" 
metaphorically denotes Godfs overwhelming power, not literal. 64fingers: The Hadith merely conveys the idea of the
transitory nature of the emotions and sentiments of the 
hearts and their instability. The heart loves on the 
first sight; but for no apparent reason suddenly changes 
to the opposite direction! ^hus, this tradition has no 
Rearing - regardless of the question of its authenticity - 
on the question of the human freedom.
13• The relevant part of the next Hadith is the statement 
which speaks of those who neglect Friday prayers as follows:
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f0r surely God stamps on their hearts,
Here again, it is not sound to interpret the . *
word here in the literal sense of stamping.
It was demonstrated earlier how the derivatives of the 
root to which this word belongs are metaphorically employed 
in the Qur1an. The word appears to he used here likewise. 
Thus, the Hadlth simply states that those who habitually 
neglect their religious duties without repentance, their 
hearts will be hardened as if they were tightly closed and 
stamped.
111-. The relevant part of the fourteenth Hadlth in the 
list is the ProphetTs statement: 1Verily He does what
He wills and no one can impose on Him.T But the subject 
matter here is Godfs mercy, His absolving of sins; and 
His providing for men. The initial part of the Hadlth 
reads: 1
Obviously, these subjects are beyond the scope of this 
discussion. w ' _ •*-
15* In the next Hadlth, it is stated that: fVVhat God
wills will be, and what God does not will, will not be.* 
Here again the subject matter appears to be the Divine 
acts and not the human acts. Moreover, the statement is 
a part of a formula of prayers supposed to have been
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taught hy the Prophet just as an expression of submission 
and resignation to God. Formulae of prayers and expres­
sions of this nature are not subject to philosophical spe­
culations, and as such they cannot be used in the 
context of philosophical or logical arguments, or brought 
as evidence for conclusions of this nature.
16. The sixteenth Hadith is another forumla of prayers, 
and the argument put forward in the previous Hadith applies 
here.
17* Here Abu Hurayrah, whose conversion took place as
64flate as the seventh year A.H., relates that the un­
believers of Mecca came to argue concerning the Qadar 
with the Prophet. The dispute referred to in the Hadith 
is connected with the Qurfanic verses Liv/U8-U9> viz.,
which are Meccan. ° This fact, in addition to the men­
tion of the word Quraysh denotes that the event took place 
in Mecca many years before Abu Hurayrah joined the Muslim 
party. So it is clear that Abu Hurayrah who we are warned 
to be prudent and spectical when we deal with his Hadith, T 
apparently did not attend the event; and this alone re­
flects on the authenticity of this Hadith. However, the 
word Qadar, both in the Qur'anic verse and in the Hadith,
9
is undefined and it will be arbitrary to claim that it 
denotes here human acts. In fact, the context of the
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Qur'an apparently speaks of Divine Acts, Another 
point to he added here is that these two verses are 
closely linked to the previous one which reads: "Indeed 
the criminals are astray and (will he) in hot fires".
The pronoun i-fe annexed to the word ^3-^3 in the
following verse refers to the word , criminals,,
in the previous verse. How can then the verses 78 and 
k9 he assumed to have heen revealed alone without the 
previous one, k79 with which they are so closely connected? 
18. This Hadith reports another event of argument over 
Qadar, hut this time the dispute is supposed to have heen 
among the Companions of the Prophet. However, the wording 
of the Hadith makes one feel an air of fabrication with the 
intention of discouraging discussion over the question of 
Qadar. The pious 'Abdullah h. *Umar, whose friendly 
relations with the early Umayyads will he discussed later, 
in this Hadith rejoices in having missed the occasion, 
and thus escaped the ProphetTs reproach. Nevertheless, 
he minutely describes the condition of the face of the 
Prophet when he came out and say his companions arguing; 
and we may wonder why such an interesting event was reported 
hy none of those who took part in the argument hut hy 
someone who we may assume had heard of it. However, the 
word Qadar here is not defined and there is no grounds for 
claiming an implication of a sense of compulsion. All
68
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the Hadlth may imply is frowning at philosophical spe­
culations and disputes.
19* The relevant part of the last Hadlth in the list 
is the statenesnt of the Prophet: ”We shall return to
Talif tomorrow if God# wills*, thus declaring that their 
return to Ta’if which is a human act was dependent on the 
Divine Will. But the words: ’if God wills’, as discussed 
earlier, is merely a humble expression of resignation and 
submission to God, intended for keeping fresh the memory 
of God in the mind of the Muslim whenever he repeats the 
divine name. It is not therefore a real conditional 
phrase from which philosophical inferences can be derived.
CONCLUSIONS.
The above list does not claim to contain all the
Traditions related to the doctrine of Qadar. but it is
certainly more than a representative sample. It contains
all the major Hadiths normally advanced as evidence of
what we may describe as the popular concept of Qadar.
If similar criticism is applied to all the other instances
of Hadlth it will be found that there is no real %
authentic implication of compulsion. Thus we may con­
clude as follows:-
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I. There is no word authentically attributed to the 
Prophet that definitely implies a denial of the 
human freedom or of the share of the individual in 
the production of his acts.
II. Forces were at work endeavouring to fuse an element 
of compulsion in the meaning of Qadar by putting 
into the mouth of the Prophet words to this effect 
and words in which holders of different views are 
condemned.
III. Bearing in mind the above conciisions and the results
of the discussion of the first three categories of
traditions, it can be inferred not only that the
Hadith does not impair the conclusions derived from * *•
the investigation of the relevant Qur’anic passages, 
but also confirms these conclusions. In other words, 
the Qui*J an and bulk of Hadith, whatever degree of 
authenticity may be assigned to these Hadlths, 
acknowledge man’s freedom and his share in the 
production of his acts.
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CHAPTER VII 
MISINTERPRETATION OF QADAR.
I. PRELIMINARY REMARKS
In this chapter, we try to trace the developments of 
the concept of Qadar which took place daring the first 
century of Islam. The forms which the concept assumed 
hy the turn of the century gave the stamp of all subse­
quent developments which were merely an elaboration of 
views or attempts to ameliorate the fatalistic implications. 
The century ended with two diametrically opposed attitudes; 
namely, the fatalistic view held by the vast majority of 
the faithful who called themselves Sunnis and looked upon 
their stand as orthodox, and the rational view held by 
those who rebelled against the fatalistic interpretation 
and who were regarded by the others as heretics.
It is now widely assumed that the original concept 
of Qadar in Islam was fatalistic, as it had been with the 
Arabs during the Jahiliyyah age, and that the argument 
started during the second half of the first Islamic century 
about this concept was a revolt against the harsh concept 
of fatalism, or was a result of an internal conflict in
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the Qur'an, or was a response to an external influence.
In our view, the sequence of events was the reverse. 
The original Islamic concept of Qadar was liberal, contrary 
to what it had been during the age of the Jahhilifr/gK,
What happened during the second half of the first century, 
which probably started a little earlier, was a subtle 
infiltration into the minds and the hearts of the believers 
of pre-Islamic fatalistic ideas and tendencies. These 
latent fatalistic tendencies revealed themselves in a con­
spicuous fashion when the subject of Q.adar was casually 
raised during the seventh decade of the century. The 
original belief seems to have endeavoured to survive, but 
it was apparently defeated by the sweeping current of 
fatalism which started to justify itself by misreading 
the Qur'an and by corrupting the words of the Prophet.
^At this stage, some powerful personalities began to assert 
the original beliefs and to counteract the fatalistic 
tendencies, but in their enthusiasm these theologians 
exceeded the limits by^denying that the human acts came 
under the concept of adar. This denial appears to have 
aroused the Muslim public opinion against them, and the 
rupture resulted into two divisions: namely, the Tra­
ditionalists whose views appealed to the populace, and the 
Pationalists whose views appealed to the few. The lines
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of "both divisions were continued into what was later 
styled the Sunnites and the Muftazilites respectively.
What we are going to do in these following pages is 
to trace the series of these developments and to investi­
gate the factors which led to them. For the sake of con­
venience, the age under discussion is divided into three 
periods: ^
I. The period covering the epoch of the prophet
and the reigns of the first Four Caliphs, i.e. 
up to i+O A.H.
II. The period of the reigns of Mu'awiyah b. Abi 
Sufyan and his son, Yaald, roughly between 
kO and 63 A.H., and
III. The remaining period of the century extending 
from the year 63 A.H.
PREVAILING CONCEPT OF QADAR DURING THE EARLY 
P^RT OF THE FIRST CENTURY.
Let us now consider the conditions which, as far 
as we can see, appear to have prevailed during the first 
of these periods. According to our previous investigation, 
a doctrine of Qadar apparently existed; and although there 
was no precise definition of it, the concept seems to have 
denoted the idea of the tdtal plan of the world as known to 
God in eternity without an encroachment on the human
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freedom,j implicit in the concept.
It seems that the same attitude continued during the 
reigns of the first -tour Caliphs, though fatalistic ten­
dencies apparently tried to obtrude. These attempts were 
suppressed by the Caliphs as appears from the following 
two reports:-
1. A man who was accused of theft and brought to the 
second Caliph, *Umar b. al-Khattab, appealed for 
forgiveness on the grounds that his crime was in­
evitable since it was decreed by God. The Caliph
retorted that the criminal was lying against God,
2and he therefore doubled his punishment.
2. A SMKh rose to fAli b. Abi Talib and said: Let
us knts>w concerning our march unto Syria, was it 
decreed by God? fAli answerd*: By Him Who split
the seed and created the wind, we did not tread on 
a territory and did not reach a valley except with 
God’s decreel The old man retorted: Thus, my
endeavours have been wasted! I do not expect any 
reward! *Al! replied: Silence, 0 you shaikh!
God has made great your reward for your march and 
for your retreat. You were not coerced to do either. 
The Shaikh said, But how did the Qadar lead us?
fAli replied: Perhaps you are thinking of a binding
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Qadar? If it were so, there could he no valid 
reward or punishment, and no sense in promising or 
in warning, ^od commands His creatures to follow 
voluntarily, and prohibited and warned them... He 
did not send His Messengers playfully, and did not 
send down His Books to His creatures senselessly, 
and did not create the heavens and the earth idly; 
this is the guesswork of the unbelievers.
In the first tradition *Umar rejects the claim of 
attributing the responsibilityfbr the human work to the 
Livine decree, thus clearly implying that man bears full 
responsibility for his acts and that it is man who deter­
mines and produces his own acts.
In the second tradition ^All asserts that while the 
human acts were divinely decreed, yet man was not de­
prived of his freedom thereby. He further explained that 
seeking excuse in the Divine decree was the attitude as­
sumed by the unbelievers.
All this fits exactly with our theories. Human 
acts are decreed in the sense that they were included in 
the total plan of the world which is called Qadar or 
Umm al-Kkab. This does not necessarily imply a sense of 
compulsion.
Thus, the original concept of Qadar which acknowledges 
the freedom of man appears to have continued throughtut
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this period,
TACIT GROWTH OF THE POPULAR CONCEPT
OF QADAR DURING THE MIDDLE PART OF
THE FIRST CENTURY,
£
The murder of the third Caliph, *Utman, and the
hostilities and the misfortunes which followed, seem to
have invited speculations over the question whether these
misfortunes were desired hy God or whether God has abandoned
the Muslims after their glorious military achievements in
Arabia and abroad. This may be evidenced by the story
by f All and the shaikh related above. Another symptom of
this tendency may be derived from the following statement
which is also attributed to 'All: "Al-Qadar is a dark
path, therefore do not walk in it. It is a deep sea,
therefore do not step into it. It is a secret; there-
hfore do not interfere with it.
The civil wars between Ali and Mufawiyah which were 
accompanied by frustrations and miseries to Ali’s sup­
porters to whom All appeared to be the natural choice 
after the murder of fUthman, ended in the murder of Ali 
in April 661 (Ul A.H.). This must have been a severe blow 
to All’s supporters, but his son, al-Hasan, soon surrendered 
to Mufawiyah, the adversary of his father, in order to
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prevent further shedding of Muslim “blood, and thus the 
Umayyads triumphed!
In a few yearsT time, al-Hasan died; and the
Umayyads were rumoured to have had a hand in his death.
No sooner al-Hasan died than the Muslims were forced to 
swear an oath of fealty to Yazid, the unpopular son of 
Mufawiyah. In order to secure this, Mufawiyah resorted 
to unscrupulous means including “bribery and intimidation.
The Muslims, especially those in the Hejaz, had to acquiesce.
The year which followed Mufawiyah*s death witnessed 
the treacherous murder of al-Husayn b. All; and the way 
he was murdered,the ruthless treatment of his surviving 
dependants and the mutilation of his body, constituted one 
of the severest shocks ever suffered by the world of Islam. 
All this must have caused some effects on the mode of 
thinking of the Muslims at the time.
When al-Madinah revolted against Yazld in the fol­
lowing year, the rebllion was ruthlessly suppressed in 
the bloody battle of al-Harrah. Yhe town which had sheltered 
the Prophet and where he lay was desecrated and given to 
plunder for three days; and the surviving companions of 
the Prophet were subjected to a very humiliating treatment. 
Soon Mecca, the seat of the yAba£ was besieged; and the 
’House of Allah’ was subjected to a severe and humiliating
5
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assault. The Karba itself was burned; and its walls 
crackedJ
The age of Mufawiyah’s and Yazld!s reigns must have 
been a period of loneliness, of frustration, and of per­
petual sufferings, especially to the Muslims of the Hejaz. 
The oppressed Muslims must have been in great need for a 
solace and consolation, and this could apparently be found 
in the form of religious observances, especially the re­
citation of the Qur1an. When these Muslims read the 
Qur1an, we imagine, their understanding of the text was 
conditioned by their temperament. The words must have 
been connected in their minds with their misfortunes which 
were vivid in their minds. When they read, e.g., *0 you 
who have believed, forbear and be patient1, (III, 200), 
they could not help applying this to their present con­
ditions, rather than to the original context of the state­
ment. They would see in it a command to them to forbear 
the misfortunes which have befallen them. We would expect 
them to experience a salutary effect from such statement 
as: f6ay, everything is from Allah1 (IV, !&)• They
would probably generalise and feel that even the mischiefs 
of the Umayyads which had brought about their miseries, 
though human acts, were also from Allah. Therefore, if 
they resigned themselves and were patient, they would ex­
pect compensation in the form of the rewards promised to
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those who are patient. (11,156, e XXXIX,10) Again, when 
they read statements where God is apparently declared to 
guide aright whom He wills and lead astray whom He wills, 
the suppressed Muslims understood them literally without 
relating them to other statements where those to he guided 
aright and the others were defined.
Thus, the Muslims of that age read the Qur'an during 
this period of suppression in the context of their suf­
fering; and through this, and probably through the repe­
tition of pre-Islamic poetry which contained fatalistic 
ideas and tendencies found their ways to the minds of these 
people, especially in the absence of a clear-cut definition 
of Qadar. A relevant Tradition may serve like many others 
grouped under the chapters headed fal-Pitanf, in the ca­
nonical collections, as a manifestation of this tendency.
In this Hadith, the Prophet is related to have said that 
he prayed to God for three things; but he was granted two 
of them and not the third. He prayed that his nation may 
not be perished by famine, that they may not be perished
by deluge and that God may not cause them to destroy each
6other. He was granted the first two, but not the third. 
Another version of the same Hadith reads as follows: "■
*. • • • and my Lord said: 0 MuhammadI Verily if I have
decreed a decree, My decree is irrevocable ...’* ^
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It appears that the Umayyads caught on this opportu­
nity and utilised the tendency of resigning and submission, 
for their own ends. It also seems that the roots of the
occur is from bod, why then should the Umayyads be blamed 
for their acts of violence or for their misbehaviour! After 
all, they confess to be Muslims and they should be accepted 
as such. As for their deeds, they can be left to the 
judgement of God. The following lines, attributed to an
Q
Umayyad ^ are significant:
The last line here is important. It speaks of Qadar 
and asserts that what was decreed was inevitable. Thus, 
those who held Murji’ite views seem to have held at the 
same time a doctrine of Qadar according to which man is 
not to be blamed for his acts. This would appeal to the 
vague ideas of fatalism which gradually crept into the 
minds of the community of Hejaz.
doctrine of Irja;, lie here. If whatever may
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Another relevant statement was given by Ibn Qutaibah 
which states that the Umayyad local governors and officials 
were in the habit of justifying their grafts and acts of 
tyranny, their selfish licentiousness, their sinful ap- 
petit/es and their treacherous iniquities by pointing to 
Qadar. T h e  following examples also illustrate the in­
terest of the Umayyads in the matter.
It is related that when Mu>awiyah travelled to Ma-
dinatin the year 51 A.H., to invite its community to swear
the oath of fealty to his son, he pleaded to 'Alisha, the 
Prophet’s widow. In his address, he used the following 
words: .KJ*^ y .\0\3
and the matter of Yazid is a decree from amongst the 
decrees of ^od, and the creatures have no choice in their 
matter.” ^
It is also related that when *Aba al-Malik b. Marwan
beheaded his kinsman and rival, fAmr b. Sa^id, he commanded
the crier to drop the head of his victim together with 
pieces of gold and silver to the latters supporters who 
were awaiting at the gate and told him to shout:
”Verily, the Commander of the I'aithf'ul has killed your 
man in accordance with the early decree and the executed 
command, but he guarantees to provide riding beasts for
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those of you who require them, to clothe those of you who
are in need for clothes, to give wealth to those who are
12poor, and to increase your pay.”
In the events of 52 A.K., Tabari relates that al- 
Mughirah b. Shli< bah - the Umayyad governor of Kufah - was 
clement and did not chastise the people of heresies. He 
used to be taldi So and so adheres to Shirism, and so and 
so advocates the views of the Kharijites; but he would
answer: God dsLcr^ -atd that you should remain different-^
- - ^ arid disputing, 5 3
and God will judge between His slaves.^
Many similar instances could have been quoted, and 
it seems that the words Qada* and qadar became a fashion 
of style during this age. The Umayyads found them con­
venient, and the frustrated Muslims were probably able to 
derive from their use a sense of tranquility and consola­
tion; but their frequent use could not be without an 
inculcating effect.
This period extending from the time in which the Umay 
yad Dynasty was ushered in, to the time when the Kafba 
was burned and partly destroyed, may be regarded as the 
age of the taci£ and unconscious formation and permeation, 
or rather the incubation period, of the popular views of 
Qadar. TUI the date of the burning of the Kafba in the 
3rd month, 6k A.H., the subject of Qadar does not seem to
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have been disputed, although by then the fatalistic ideas 
appear to have found their way to the minds of Muslims, 
and began to be uttered on their tongues in times of dis­
tress. Moreover, fatalistic expressions in which mis­
fortune is attributed to Dahr in the pre-Islamic fashion 
were revived. I'his can be illustrated by the following 
poem which was said by *Abd Allah b. Khalifah of Banu 
Tayyi' in his lonely exile in the mountains of Kuf ah 
where he died in 53 A.H.
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THIRD PERIOD: THE DEBATE OF THE SUBJECT
OF QADAR AND THE HARDY QADARITES.
I• Importance of the event of the 
burning of a Kafba.
While the original liberal concept of Qadar prevailed 
during the first period, and the popular fatalistic ramifi­
cations tacitly developed during the second, the third 
period which started with the burning and the partial 
destruction of the Kafba witnessed the open dispute over 
the concept of ;t,adar«
It is related that when the Ka^ba was burned, a man 
said: It was burned with the Qadar of God, and another said: 
It was not burned by the adar of God. ^  It seems that 
this was the spark which kindled the argument over the con­
cept of Q a d a r .
It is related that when {Abdullah b. al-Zubair intended 
to renovate the Ka(ba after this event, Muslims hesitated 
very much to partake in the project fearing a total destruc­
tion if the Ka*ba was approached. ^Abdullah climbed and 
began to work with his axe in front of the others to assure
them; and when Muslims saw no harm befalling him, their
l6fears were removed. This illustrates the tense venera­
tion of the Kafba by the Muslims at the time, and shows
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how serious the shock must have been when the Ka*ba 
was partially destroyed and burned as a result of the 
hostilities of the Umayyads. The event is likely to have 
aroused their stunned minds to the relationship between 
such blasphemous crimes and the divine ;^adar.
II. THE ROLE PLAYED BY THE UMAYYADS.
Prior to the burning of the Kafba, as we have seen, 
the fatalistic ramifications appear to have permeated, and 
when the argument started about ^adar, we expect that the 
fatalistic interpretation must have gained the day. It 
seems that the Umayyads then availed themselves of the 
opportunity and encouraged the fatalistic views. Hence, 
the statement of Ibn Qutaibah quoted above in which the 
Umayyads are stated to have attributed their wickedness 
to the divine Qadar. A similar report says that ^Ata1 
b. Yasar, a story-teller who used to frequent the gathering 
of al-Hasan al-Basri with Mafbad al-Juhani, asked: *0
Abu SafId; those princes shed the blood of Muslims and 
seize their properties and say: "Our acts are in accor­
dance with Ood’s decree." Al-Hasan replied: "The enemies 
of Ood lie."
III. Rise of the Early Qadarites and the 
Attitude of the Theological School of
Basrah.
The Murji(ite attitude of the Umayyads and their
33^
use of Qadar in justifying their immoral acts appear to
have invited a strong objection from certain righteously-
minded theologians such as al-Hasan al-BasrJ, Macbad al-
• %
Juhani, and many others whose names appear in the list
1 Q
given hy Ibn Qutaibah. These theologians propagated and
defended a liberal interpretation of Qadar, and condemned 
those who denied the freedom of man in determining his 
acts •
The serious objection to the fatalistic interpreta­
tion appears to have arisen both in Iraq and in byria; 
but the movement in Syria, the seat of the Umayyad Caliph,
iqappears to have been more effectively suppressed, and the
fatalistic interpretation given more official support and
enthusiasm. It may be that because of this reason that
John of Damascus who flourished early in the second cen-
20tury A.H. accused Islam of being fatalistic, having 
been influenced by the popular view in his surrounding.
The most serious rising against the popular view* of 
Qadar which was in a ferment during our second period and 
was given an ex^oteric expression early in the third pe­
riod which is being considered, was by the school of Basra
.• „ 21headed by al-Hasan al-Basri. It now remains to study
•  %
carefully the views of these theologians and to discuss 
the real factors which prompted them to declare war against
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the fatalistic interpretation of Qadar. It is also 
important to trace the link "between this school of thought 
and the famous sects of the Khangites and the Muftazilites.
IV. CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE CALIPH 
AND AL-HASAN AL-BASRI ABOUT QADAR.
The "best document which has reached us about the 
views of this school is a message supposed to have been 
written by al-Hasan al-Basri to the Caliph rAbd eil-Malik 
b. Marwan in response to a letter from the Caliph in which 
he questioned al-Hasan on his views of Qadar. The Caliph 
said in his letter: "We have come to know of an inter­
pretation of Qadar by you which we never heard from the 
Companions of the Prophet whom we happened to meet, or 
through the authorities who had expired". He asked al-
Hasan to let him know whether he derived these views from
22the Qur’an or whether they were his original views.
The following are quotations from al-Hasan’s message:-
1. "The Companions did not argue about what we now 
maintain, because they were (tacitly) agreed on 
it; but we began to raise this matter when people 
started to deny it, following their misleading 
lusts and evil desires and playing with the words 
of the Book of Allah."
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1 •• And what God has forbidden is not from Him,
because he does not like what He dislikes, and
does not dislike what He likes. He says: (If
you disbelieve, verily God is not in need for
you and He does not like disbelief from His slaves,
and if you are grateful God will like it from you.)
(Q*39/7) If disbelief, (kufr), were a part of
Qadar God would have been pleased with those who
disbelieved; and God were not to decree an act
and then be displeased with what He has decreed.
Thus, transgression and injustices are not acts
decreed by God, but the meaning of God!s decreeing
is His command   and the Qur’an
reads: (And your Lord commanded j3^
2hthat you should worship none but Him).
"And God’s saying: ’No accident befalls in the earth
or in yourselves but it was in the Book, before we
created them*1, L VII,22, does not apply to disbelief
or belief,'to obedience or disobedience. It applies
25only to properties, to souls and to harvests.”
Al-Hasan addressed the Caliph: 1 Let it be known, 0 you 
Commander of the Faithful, that God is too just to 
blind a slave and then says to him: See, otherwise
I shall punish you; or deafens him and then commands
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him: Hear, or I shall punish you; or* dumbs' him and
26then commands: Speak, or I shall punish you.”
5. "And they argue concerning the matter of GodTs
Knowle dge and s ay: ■god knew that some people will
disbelieve, and therefore they cannot believe because
God’s fore-knowledge becomes an obstruction. What
they say amounts to the claim that God requires His
slaves to do what they cannot do, and to leave what
they cannot afford to leave; but God exposes their
lie when He says: ’God does not require a soul to
do what is beyond its ability. (Q.2/286)." It is
only that God knew that disbelief would occur from
them by their own choice and by their following
their desires. They (wrongly) compare this with
God’s fore-knowledge of their becoming tall or
short, etc., but it is not so. (These physical
features) are God’s acts which are not preceded by
their choice, and over which they have no power to
change. As for disbelief, God foretold that they
would choose it by following their desires, and knew
that if they disliked it they would leave it, and
that they have an ability with which He endowed them
27in order to try them."
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V. AUTHENTICITT OP ATTRIBUTING THIS 
CORRESPONDENCE TO AL-HASAN AL-BASRI.
 ............................................  1   ■ ■ ...........» -  ■  mmm ......... . «  ■ —  —
Before discussing the contents of the message
of al-Hasan, it is important to ascertain the attribution
28of this message to him. ShahrastanI in his Mij.al 
denies that this message was written by al-Hasan and sug­
gests that it was probably written by Wasil b. fAta*•
His words read as follows:-
"I have seen a message attributed to al-Hasan 
al-Basri which he wrote to fAbd al-Malik b. 
Marwan who had questioned him about the matter 
of Qadar and Jabr and he, (al^Hasan), replied 
with what would agree with the views of the 
Qadarites drawing evidence from the Book and 
reason. But it, (the message), seems to have 
been written by Wasil b. fAta’, because al- 
Hasan was not to deviate from the consensus of 
the predecessors, according to which Qadar, good 
or bad, is from God. This statement is nearly 
unanimously agreed by them. What is amazing is 
that he interpreted the texts as referring near­
ly to fortune and misfortune, ease and hardship, 
illness and health, life and death, and similar 
things which are the acts of God, without
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extending the texts to what is good and bad of
the acquisitions (aksab) V__|
of the creatures."
Shahrastanl obviously intends to exonerate al-
Hasan and to emphasise that the Qadarite views were not
expected to be held by such an eminent theologian as al-
Hasan. However, Julian Obermann effectively argues that
the message belongs to al-Hasan especially on the grounds
that the message does not contain any reference to other
Muftazilite doctrines and does not employ the Murtazilite 
29terminology, which would have been the case had the
author of the message been Wasil. To these aspects
advanced by Julian Obermann may be added one more
evidence against the suggestion that Wasil was the author.
Wasil was born in the year 80 A.H., while fAbd al-Malik
died in 86 A.H. If the message was addressed to fAbd
al-Malik, we cannot imagine that its author was someone
below the age of seven. An internal evidence against
the attribution of the message to Wasil, moreover, is the
statement: fAnd we had to start the talk about the Qadar.
etc., f j j i j i 3 which occurred in the
initial part of the message. It is only one of those
who first spoke about Qadar who could write in these terms;
but Was11's activities belong to the early part of the
30second century, some decades after the dispute over
3^0
this problem started.
31Al-Tabari informs us that a man came unto 
«
al-Hasan and said: *1 have divorced my wife three times,1
to which al-Hasan replied: ’You have indeed disobeyed
your Lord, and your wife has irrevocably been separated 
from you.* The man said: fBut God decreed this for 
me 3 a# ^ 5 and- al-Hasan who was
eloquent retorted: fGod did not decree, namely He did
not command*; and then recited: ’And your Lord decreed
3 that you should not worship hut
Him’• Here al-Hasan interprets the word 
in the verse 17:23 in the sense of commanding, and 
identifies the idea of commanding with that of decreeing. 
This is exactly what is done in the second paragraph quoted 
above from the message; and this may serve as a further 
evidence to the claim that the letter was written by 
al-Hasan.
VI. AL-HAStiAN AL-BASRI AI'iD THE 
CADARITHS.
Al-Hasan Al-Basri is held by the Orthodox in
32the best place of honour; and it seems that it was
incomprehensible for the Orthodox authors of relatively 
late dates that such a man could uphold the objectionable 
views of the Qadarites. Hence, the denial by Al-Shahrasta-
3^1
ni that Al-Hassan was the author of the message, some of
its passages are quoted above. But, in addition to the
above argument, the works of the earlier Traditionalist
authors give a strong impression that Al-Hasan was at least
for sometime one of the early Qadarite leaders. Reference
has been made to his association with *Ata’ b. Yasar,
Ma*bad al-Juhani, and Qatadah b Da*amah, all of whom are
acknowledged Qadarites,  ^ In an aswer to a question by
*Ata’ about the wicked rulers who pointed to Qadar, al-
3kKasan replied that they were lying against God.
It has also been mentioned that al-Hasan explained a-way 
the use of the equivalent of the term ’decree, i.ev 
5V___!rt3in the sence of ’commanding’. Furthermore, we 
possess the following traditions:
Al-Tahari in his Ta’rikh, Vol.l$, P. 95 relates that :
1. Malik, (apparently the renowned Imam), aaid:
”We prefer Ibn Sirln to al-Hasan". He was 
asked, Why is it so, 0 Abu *Abd Allah? He 
replied, "Al-Hasan indeed was the delusion
of the Qadrites".
2. Ayyub - apparently b. Abu Tamimah whom al-
Hasan is realted to have described as the best
35of the youth of Basrah - said: "I argued
with al-Hasan over the subject of Qadar till
-rtf*
I had to threaten him by the Sultan" •
3 . Abu ‘Ra'bah b. *Ubaidah said. "The most I
fear about al-IIasan is his talk of Qadar whereby 
he causes frictions among people"•
Thus, it is clear that al-Hasan was a spokesman 
of the Cadrite views, and he continued to uphold their 
views till nearly the end of the first century. This is 
inferred from the second quotation here, where Ayyub re­
ports that he argued with his master and threatened to 
reveal him to the authorities. He could hardly do so
till he was about 25 years old or so, and he was born
36about the year 70 A.D. This also shows that al-Hasan
was somewhat cautious in dealing with the authorities,
unlike Mafbad al-Juhani who was put to death about the
year 80 A.H. Al-Hasan’s views, however, must have reached
the ears of al-Hajjaj, hence the unfriendly relations
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between the two men reported by Tahari, though al-Hasan’s
prudence saved his neck^. from the sword of al-Hajjaj.
Tabari reports, moreover, that al-Hasan evaded clashing
38with al-Fa#a]ji till the latter died. Ibn Kathir, more­
over, reports that al-Hasan was not in favour of an open
39rebellion against the rulers; though he saw that
kocursing them in private was permissible, and he is
further reported to have prostrated himself in thanks to
. - .  UlGod when he heard of the death of al-Hajjaj. Ibn Kathir
3^2
3^3
adds: and then al-Hasan came out from his hiding.
To portray al-Hasan as a man so adventurous 
as to speak openly against the established order - as 
implied in the article on al-Hasan in the Ency. of Islam - 
isntherefore a mistake, 'fhe story which makes him appear 
as bolder than such esteemed personalities as Ibn Slrin and 
al-Shu(abi - related by the author of the article in the 
Ency. - does not necessarily imply this. The words of 
al-Hasan did not contain any rejection of the appointment 
of Yazid b. fAbd. al-Malik as Caliph, nor does he imply
any abuse to the rulers. All he said was an advice to the
v* /Governor of Iraq and Kurasan, namely ’Umar b. Huba/rah,/v
43not to obey the Caliph in what is disobedience to God. 
Al-Hasan was well-known for his heart - me'ting style
• A
of preaching, but he was not of an abusing' tongue.
The following statements are attributed to Ayyub 
who was reported above to have argued with al-Hasan, by 
Abu Dawud in the context of the su. ject of Qadar:
1. "Al-Hasan said to me: "I shall never return
kkto anything of it at all*1
2. "Two categories of people tell a lie about al-
Hasan: Those who uphold the objectionable
views of Qadar and thereby seek to popularise 
their views, and those who have grudges in 
their hearts and say: Did he not say such and
such?" ^
l±2
Again, Abu Dawud relates that Ibn Agwn, another of al- 
Hasan* s disciples, said:
1. “While I was Journeying in Syria, a man called
from behind. When I turned, I found it was 
Raja’ b. Hajwah. He said: 0 Abu fAwn, What is
that which people are talking about al-Hasa
« 1x6I replied: '^ hey tell many lies about him.1
2. If we realised how far the word of al-Hasan would 
reach, we would have written a testimony of his 
return and brought witnesses for it. But we 
thought it was a word that came out but would 
not be carried away. ^
r^he first and lat>t of the above four reports of 
Abu Da ud imply that al-Hasan held the Qadarite views and
gothen recanted them, which is corroborated by Ibn Qutaibah, 
However, the last report hints that al-Hasan1s repentance 
was not realised by many, and even some denied it. The 
two reports in the middle are confusing, since they are 
a rejaetion of the fact that al-Hasan held the Qadarite 
view. Perhaps this rejection applies to the last years 
of al-Hasan*s life.
Whether al-Hasan had really recanted his earlier 
views, as alle^ged, or the reports of his repentance aimed 
at something else cannot be settled with centainty. A 
careful reading of the various reports however leaves us
3kk
3^5
with an impression which can "be summed up as follows:
i. Al-Hasan was certainly one of the leading 
Qadarites, and he must have held the views 
till late in his life.
ii. What al-Hasan held was in fact a subtle thing.
It was a partial denial of Qadar. He believed
in Qadar, but denied it as far as voluntary human
acts are concerned. He acknowledged Qadar in
all other things, as will be explained later.
Al-Hasan - may be as a result of a careful
thinking and the pressure of the public opinion -
might have realised that it was not necessary
to reject the application of Qadar where he
denied it, in order to maintain the principle
of human freedom. He might have corrected his
views about ^adar towards the end of his life,
continuing at the same time to uphold his views
of the human freedom. This might not have been
carefully expressed or carefully reported, hence
the confusion about his position after his death.
This view may be corroborated by the following
report: Humaid said: al-Hasan came unto us
in Mecca, and the Jurists of Mecca asked me to
Krequest him to preachy them; and he delivered a
3^6
iii.
speach, the like of which I had never heard!
Thus a man asked: 0 Ahu Sa(id, Who created
Satan? He said, trod forbids I Is there any
creator besides Allah! God created Satan and
He created good and evil. The listeners said,
May God cover them with shame those who tell
U9lies about this man.”  ^ This report implies 
that al-Hasan was accused of denying that evil 
was created by God; but his statanent there is 
not against the principle of human freedom; and 
creation and free will are two different issues. 
However, this Tradition somehow shows the gene­
ral confusion.
As we know, the Qadarite views became more^unpo- 
pular with the passage of time; and as we shall 
see, the Qadrites proper were confused with other 
later sects held as heretics, and extremely so. 
This, it appears, caused the association of the 
Qadarites with al-Hasan to be gradually obli­
terated from the memory, especially in view of 
the distinction and prestige he envoys with the 
Traditionalists. Hence, the absence of mention 
of this association in later literature, and the 
deliberate denial of this association by certain
1*1 K®authors as al-shahrastani.
3^7
iv. '^ he attempt to dissociate al-Hasan from the
Qadarites appears to have started early.
Hence Traidtions 4614 and 4615 related hy Abu
Lawud through Khalid al-Hadhdha1, in which al-
Hasan is quoted to have pronounced statements
50of the fatalistic nature probably belong to
this attempt. This Khalid who died in 142 A.H.
is however said of his reports as not authori- 
51tative. _
However, the possibility that al-Hasan modified 
his views sometime before his death in 110 A.H., does not 
invalidate the claim that al-Hasan was the author of the 
message since it is assumed that he wrote it before he 
did so. And thus we possess a document in which the 
authentic views of those who held a liberal interpretation 
of Qadar and began the revolt against the mistaken popu­
lar interpretation of it, can be easily found.
PATH OF THB MKSSAGE OH AL-HASAN.
While all indications denote that al-Hasan was 
the author of the message, we feel that the correspondence 
was with the Oaliph fUmar b. fAbd al-fAziz, not with the 
Caliph fAbd al-Malik. Ihe reign of fAba al-Malik was 
mostly turbulent, and it was hardly suitable for the 
Caliph to indulge in such theological speculations.
3^8
Moreover, the mild tone of the Caliph’s letter to 
al-Hasan makes it likely to have been written by the cle­
ment Caliph, fUmar b. faba al-Aziz, rather than by the 
stern ruler, fAbd al-Malik. In addition, we could hardly 
expect such a bold answer from al-Hasan to fAbd al-Malik 
without stern consequences# Discretion appears to have 
been an element of al Hasan’s attitude towards the harsh 
rulers; and we are told that he had kept calm after an 
argument with al-Hajjaj and that he concealed himself
52from the latter till he died 9 years after this argument.
We cannot agree to J# Obermann’s suggestion that
al-Hasan’s prestige saved him from the wrath of fAbd al-
Malik and the sword of al-Hajjaj. hven the prestige of
*Abd Allah b. fUmar himself could not save him from the
c-z 4-v ^  \ < v  k x
tongue of al-Hajjaj, and the Kafba’s veneration^could not
save it from his stones, furthermore, it is fUmar b. *Abd
al-*Aziz who appears to take a special interest in the
subject of Qadar. He is reported to have brought Ghailan
5Ual-Dimashqi to account for the latter’s views of .^ aaar,
and to have corresponded with others on that question
in a fashion similar to that of the letter received by
55al-Hasan al-Basri.
While we feel that the Caliph’s letter which 
prompted the writing of the message in question was sent
3^9
by *Umar b. fAbd al-fAziz and not by fAbd al-Malik, 
we still believe that Wasil could not be the author. ^asil 
was about twenty years old when fUmar died in the year 
101 A.H., and his independent activities did not appear 
to have started yet. 7/e hardly expect such a respectful 
letter from the Caliph be sent to a youth of about twenty 
who does not appear to have exerted much influence as 
yet. On the other hand, that ^asil was an advocate of 
the ^adarite views is not open to question; and the fact 
that the ruptiira between him and his master al-Hasan was, 
as tradition goes, over the question of the intermediate 
position of sinners and not over a dipute over £adar, 
makes us feel that till this rupture, which apparently 
occurred about 105 A.H. when Wasil became about 25 years 
old, the two men held similar or even identical views 
about r«^adar.
Thus, till some time after the death of *Umar, 
the Umayyad Caliph, in the year 101, al-Hasan appears to 
have continued his views of Qadar which opposed those of 
the Caiiph, and it will be rather strange that the Caliph 
who took such an interest in the matter and corresponded 
with others concerning it would omit to question such a 
prominent personality as that of al-Hasan about it. Thus, 
it seems that the date of this message was somewhere between 
the years 100 and 101 A.H., namely, during the reign of
350
*Umar b. ^Abd. al-Aziz.
PATH OF TBK BEGINNING OF THE EARLY 
QADARITES,
The date when al-Hasan and his associates "began
to dispute about Qadar can be inferred from thefc statement
of Yahya b. Yafmur that when Mafbad al-Juhani started to
talk of Qadar in Basra, he and Humaid b. 'Abd al-Rahman
travelled to Mecca on pilgrimage and discussed the subject
with fAbd Allah b. U^rnar.”^  Apart from the question
whether the Tx-adition is authentic or otherwise, it can be
safely assumed that Yaftya b. Yafmur was discrete enough
to be sure that it was possible for him and Humayd to make*
the journey to Mecca on pilgrimage and meet rabd Allah
B. *Umar there after Mafbad had begun to speak about Qadar
ia Basrah. On the other hand, fAbd Allah b. fUmar is said
to have died in tyc year 73 A.H., three months after the
death in battle of *Abd Allah b. Al Zubayr.^ The latter
58died on 17th Jumada I, of the same year: and thus
*Abd Allah b. fUmar's death was round the middle of Shafban 
73 A.H. ,j-’his was about four months before the season of 
pilgrimage of that year. Therefore the meeting between 
Yahya and *Abd Allah could not be in the pilgrimage 
season of the year 73 A.I. The meeting could not occur
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the military hostilities round Mecca between the Umayyads
and fAbd Allah b. al-Zubair which disturbed the season of
that year. The two militant parties were unable to perform
the full rituals of pilgrimage. *Abd Allah and his men
could not go out of Mecca for the ceremony of rAraf'ah;
and al-Hajjaj, the Umayyad commander, and his men could
59not perform the ceremonies in the Sacred Mosque.  ^ There­
fore, the earliest pilgrimage season when Yahya could anti­
cipate to see fAbd Allah and discuss with him the problem 
frff Qadar was that of the year 71 A.H.
It can therefore be concluded with a large 
measure of certainty that the sharp dispute over Qadar 
started in Basrah somewhere between 61+ A.H., the year 
when the Kafba was burned, and the year 719 when it was 
reasonably possible for Yaha/La b. Yafmur to meet !Abd Allah 
b. fUmar in Mecca.
EARLY SPOKESMAN OF HUMAN FREEDOM
Mafbad al-Juhani is stated to have been the 
first to speak of Qadar in Basrah, and this may be accepted 
in the sense that he was the first to speak openly against 
the creeping popular interprefcition. It is probable that 
he went out of his way in pronouncing his views, and this 
may account for the claim that Mafbad was the Father of
during the season of the previouo year either, in view of
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The Qadarites, though he might not have started the
discussion "before al-Hasan al-Basri. On account of this,
it seems, the liberal interpretation of Qadar became more
associated with his name, and when he was put to death about
6lthe year 80 A.H., probably for political reasons, his 
death was associated with his views of Qadar. Al-Hasan*s 
position about the subject appears to have conspicuously 
manifested itself later, probably when the political atmo­
sphere in Iraq which was stifled by the murder of al- 
Husain and the hostilities with Ibn al-Zubair, began to 
relax by the time fUmar b. fAbd al-rAziz ascended the 
Throne.
CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OP THE DEBATE
Let us recapitulate in a chronological sequence 
the developments which appear to have taken place during 
the third period which is under consideration, as can be 
derived from the above discussion. In the first place, 
the fatalistic tendencies which tacitly permeated the 
Muslim minds during the previous period protruded themselves 
round the middle of the seventh decade of the first cen­
tury, and the Umayyad rulers and officials utilised the 
tendencies for their advantages. Immediately, some conscien­
tious theologians rose against this, which they considered
A
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as an immoral danger, and asserted the human freedom which 
was originally acknowledged. In their argument, these 
theologians commited some mistakes, as will he explained 
presently. Therefore, the spokesmen of this 'rebellion1 
whose views displeased the rulers and implied the rejection 
of a deeply - routed doctrine, became unpopular. All this 
took place apparently hy the year 71 A.H.
The concept of human freedom was defended hy 
various people, here and there; hut the subject became 
somehow more closely associated with two names early, 
viz., Jia'bad al-Juhani in Basrah, and al-Maqsus in oyria. 
Both men were put to death in or shortly after the year 
80 A.H., either on account of their political activities, 
or on account of their unpopular views of Qadar, or on 
account of both.
Although al-Hasan al-Basri appears to have 
held the same views simultaneously with the two men just 
mentioned, it appears that out of prudence he did not pose 
as an outspoken upholder of the concept until the general 
atmosphere relaxed towards the end of the century, and 
freedom of speech was restored. It was then that fUmar 
h. fAbd al-*Aziz ascended to the office of the Caliphate; 
and being an enthusiastic theologian himself, he engaged 
himself in theological speculations and arguments. It is
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__ 62related that he effectively argued with the Khawarij, 
and that he argued with Ghailan al-Dimashql over the sub­
ject of Qadar,^ Abu Dawud relates that fUmar correspon­
ded with some men over the subject of Qadar. It also 
seems that it was he who corresponded with al-Hasan al- 
Basri over the latter question. Thus the activities of 
those who rose in defence of the human ffeedom fall between 
the middle of seventh decade of the century and about the 
end of the century. On account of their views of Qadar, 
they were branded Qadarites, whether correctly or other­
wise; and the reaction to their activities is reflected 
in the various Traditions in which they are condemned,
6!tand to which a reference was made earlier. This was
made easy by the survival till the rise of the argument 
about Qadar of such Companions as Ibn fUmar and Sahl b. 
Sa*d, ^  both of whom are prominent authorities in the 
Traditions related to Qadar.
THE QADARITES PROPER
The group of scholars who defended the human 
freedom and actively opposed the fatalistic tendency, 
and whose activities mainly fall within the second half 
of the first century, nay be looked upon as the Qadarites 
pure and simple. The beginning of the following century
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witnessed the disentigration and the disappearance of this 
school, either hy the death of its members or through * re­
pentance Ghailan al-Dimashqi was put to death hy Hisham
h. *Abd al-Malik; al-Hasan al-Basri seemed to have modi-
• *
fied his views, and it appears that he was followed hy his
disciple Qatadah h. Da1 amah. ^
This school of thought is to he distinguished 
from the school of the Muitazilites, which was founded hy 
some of al-Hasan*s disciples at a time when the school 
of the Qadarites hegan to decline. The Mu1tazilities con­
tinued the defence of the human freedom, though in a dif­
ferent way. They did not limit their activities to the 
interpretation of Qadar, hut added some other doctrines, 
such as the concept of the Intermediate Position of sin­
ners. But because of their denial of the inclusion of human 
acts in the concept of Qadar, they were also called "Qadari- 
tes". Hence the confusion between the Qadarites proper and 
the Mu*tazilites. The absence of reference to the latter
sect and their chief doctrines in the canonical collections,
67as rightly observed hy Wensinck, may he due to the dis­
appearance of the Companions hy the time the Mu*tazilites 
flourished.
THE VIEWS OF THE EARLY QADARITES AS 
CAN BE EXTRACTED FROM AL-HASAN*3 COR- 
RESPONDfiNCE.
Having established the approximate date of the
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rise o the t.adarites and that al-Hasan al-Basri was one-
• •
of their spokesmen, and having also ascertained the 
authenticity of attributing to him the message sent to the 
Caliph on Qadar, let us now turn to this message for the 
purpose of analysing its contents as contained in the 
quotations given above. These quotations, namely from 
1 to 5 contained all the important views enunciated in the 
message.
In the first extract, al-Hasan says: "We began
to talk on this matter, (apparently, the human freedom), 
when people began to deny it. " The word denoting: "began 
the discussion" here, is T ahdatha*
which implies the idea of Tinnovating1. This indicates 
that al-Hasan was one of those who argued early in favour 
of the liberal interpretation of Qadar, though it does not 
necessarily mean that he alone began to do so - especially 
that al-Hasan is using the plural of the First Personal 
Pronoun as the subject of the verb 1ahdatha*•
Al-Hasan!s statement at the same time implies 
*
that the rise of the dispute over the concept of Qadar 
was spontaneous, since he declares that the revolt by the 
exponents of the human freedom was a spontaneous reaction 
to the denial of this freedom by certain interested ele­
ments who harboured immoral ends. In other words, al-Hasan
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declares that he and his party rose in the defence of
what they "believed to he the original thought of Qadar,
against the innovation of fatalistic ideas. If that is
so, there is no ground for the claim that the discussion
was prompted by some outside influences.
Ibn Hajar, e.g., claims that Marbad al-Juhani -
held by him as the first to advocate the Qadarite views -
was influenced by certain ’Susan’ of Basrah, who is claimed
to have been a Christian convert, and to have defected
68later to Christianity. This Susan is in fact put on
69top of the list of Qadarites composed by Ibn Qutaibah; 
but it is not unlikely that this was an attempt by the 
Traditionalists to seek an external origin in order to 
show that the concept objectionable to them, was an in­
truding Christian influence.^
Professor Macdonald claims that the opposition 
to predestination was due to the influence exerted by 
John of Damascus and Theodore Abu Qurrah, ^  but this 
is rightly dismissed by Dr. Watt on the ground that the
activities of these men began after the rise of the dis-
72cussion of Qadar. Again, the statement of Wensinck that 
"something must be attributed to the influence of Chris­
tianity - after acknowledging that the sequence of the
73development of Muslim dogmatics was indigenous - is vague 
and groundless. Lihe the surmise of Professor Goldziher
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that the discussion was a reaction to the harshness of 
predestination, it wrongly assumes an original fatalistic 
"belief in Islam.
We now proceed to continue the analysis of the 
contents of the reamining extracts from the message of al- 
Hasan. In the paragraph quoted as No.2 above, al-Hasan 
categorically denies that disbelief, transgression, in­
justices and apparently all evil acts are parts of ^adar.
He bases his argument on the Qur'anic statement: "... and 
He - God - does not like disbelief from His slaves..XXXIX,7• 
If al-Hasan1s argument here is carried to its conclusion, 
we may infer that he also held that good acts - unlike 
evil acts - are parts of Qadar. But this he denies in 
Para 3» where he excludes all human acts from the general 
QurTanic statement: "No accident befalls in the earth
or in yourselves except that it is in a Book before 7,e 
create it" LVII,22. Al-Hasan limits this statement to 
acts and occurrences created by God.
Thus, the thesis of al-Hasan - and apparently 
that of his associates who were, like him, branded as 
Qadarites - acknowledges the doctrine of Qadar as far as 
the divine acts and occurrences - over which man exercises
no control - are concerned; but it at the same time denies
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the claim that the human voluntary acts formed a part of 
the concept of Qadar or that they could “be attributed to 
God,
The exclusion of the human voluntary acts from 
the concept of Qadar, is where al-Hasan seems to have 
diverged from the position at which we have arrived in 
discussing the position of the Qur'an itself as derived 
from the relevant Qur'anic passages. The common agreement 
between the position of al-Hasan and that we have reached,
*is on the reality of a doctrine of Qadar; hut while we 
consider the concept to he all inclusive, al-Hasan excludes 
from it the human voluntary acts. This exclusion hy al- 
Hasan and his party of scholars appears to he the factor 
which invited resentment hy the Muslim public opinion.
It has heen demonstrated that the exclusion of 
human acts from the concept of Qadar was not necessary in 
order to maintain the idea of the divine righteousness, 
which al-Hasan was striving to defend in Para k quoted 
ahove from his message. He seems to identify the concept 
of divine decree with the idea of coercion; hut it is not 
so. The divine decree, as far as human acts are concerned, 
simply means God's foreknowledge of what man would choose
and would do, and coordinating this with other future events
*
and occurences. If al-Hasan and his party confined thElF
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argument to aserting the human freedom and the human 
responsibility without denying that human acts formed a 
part of Qadar, their argument might have probably appealed 
to Muslims and the rupture which was caused by the dispute 
might have been averted.
In the last paragraph, quoted as No.5, al-Hasan 
condemns in clear terms the attitude assumed by those who 
took shelter in the doctrine of Qadar, and sought an excuse 
for their immoral acts in the divine decree. He condemns 
them on account of the implication of their attitude, which 
was also explicitly advanced by them; namely, that God's 
knowledge was responsible for their acts since what God 
foretells must take place. Al-Hasan argues that God's 
knowledge has no direct bearing on the occurrence of the 
human acts. God's foreknowledge must come true because, 
as far as human acts are concerned, it is like a true 
reflection; and reflection has no effect on the coming 
into being of the original. Al-Hasan adds that human acts 
in this respect are unlike other events where the human 
choice does not come in^  such as the physical features 
like their being tall or short, their being black or 
white, etc.
Al-Hasan here is quite correct; and we are in 
agreement with him. His argument amounts to the denial
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that the divine knowledge implies coercion, a fact which 
he earlier failed to realise. Had he just realised that 
the concept of Qadar and divine knowledge are nearly 
synonymous, he may not have jumped to the denial of the 
relationship between the human acts and the concept of 
Qadar.
SUMMARY OF THE VIEWS OF THE EARLY 
QADARITES.
Thus we can summarise the views of the Qadarites 
proper as follows:-
i. They acknowledged the doctrine of Qadar in so
far as human voluntary acts are not concerned.
ii. They actively denied a relationship between the
concept of Qadar and the human voluntary acts, 
which was probably responsible for their unpo­
pularity.
iii. They acknowledged God's foreknowledge of all
happenings, including the human voluntary acts; 
but at the same time asserted the human freedom 
and denied that the divine foreknowledge had any 
direct causation of the coming into being of the 
human acts. In this way, they asserted the human 
responsibility.
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EXTENTION OP THE APPLICATION OF THE 
TEBM QADARITES.
Thus the original qadarites were certain theo­
logians scattered in the Hejaz, in Iraq, in Syria, and 
probably in other parts of the world of Islam. Thier 
activities mainly fall during the second half of the first 
century of Islam; and therefore their advent was widely 
reflected in Tradition. Iheir interest centered round 
the concept of bivine Justice, as can be taken from 
Paragraph b extracted from al-HasanTs message above. 
Therefore, they disassociated bod from the human voluntary 
acts; but in their endeavour, they appear to have somehow 
misinterpreted the concept of Qadar. This misinterpreta­
tion was probably the factor which made them unpopular 
with the majority of the Muslim populace who were led by 
interested rulers and by pious conservative theologians. 
These Qadarites do not seem to have interested themselves 
in further ideological novelties, besides their interpre­
tation of Qadar.
In the beginning of the second century, these 
Qadarites proper who do not seem to have formed a closely- 
knit corporate body, began to disintegrate and die out, 
thougj their views - in the original or in a modified
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form - continued to "be adhered to by some of the followers
of the surviving sects. These later adherents to the
concept of Qadar in a liberal sense, though they may have
held other views at the same time were branded also as
Qadarites, though on account of their other views may be
described by other titles. Ghailan al-Dirnashqi, e.g.,
75is described as Qadarite by Ibn Qutaibah,  ^and as a Mur-
76ji'ite by al-Ashfari, and is reckoned a Mu(tazilite by
77the author of Intisar. Moreover, the term Qadarite is
commonly used as a label for the Muftazilites who unanimous­
ly maintain that sins are not created or decreed by God."^
It can be confidently assumed that the early 
authors on sects such as Ibn Qutaibah, al-Tabari and al- 
Ast^ari who were at the same time Sunnites, were more con­
cerned with the sects which survived till their time, and 
were apparently inclined to describe their opponents who 
held some views on the human freedom, along with other 
ideologies, by the undesirable epithet of Qadarites. In 
reading these literatures, it will be wrong, therefore, to 
assume that the term always refers to the Qadarites proper: 
it is important to consider the context.
Failing to observe this, Dr. W.M. Watt was badly 
misled in his treatment of the Qadarites. On Page 50 of 
his work, Free Will & Predestination in harly Islam, he
quoted all the references to the ’Qadarites’ in al-Ash'ari’s 
Maqalat, "being under the impression that the word always 
refers to a precise "body of Qadarites pure and simple•
But it is clear that al-Ashfari is indiscriminately using 
the word in the sense of ’someone who holds qadarite views!, 
not necessarily referring to the early theologians who 
started to talk about Qadar. Making use of some glimpses 
and whims, Dr. Watt concludes: ’’the prominence of the 
Qadariya would date from the closing years of the Umayyads 
and continue for the fifty years or so of the 'Abbasids
until the great days of the Mu*tazila (till about 190
\ 79perhaps.
This makes the Qadarites and the Mudazili tes 
more or less contemporaries; and may even imply that the 
latter had started earlier. But the fact that the advent 
of the Qadarites is widely reflected in tradition and not 
that of the Mu*tazilites, not only refutes this conjecture, 
but also demonstrates that the flourishing of the school of 
Qadarites was very near to that of the Khawarij who enjoy 
a similar distinction1 in tradition.
Again, certain Khushaish is quoted with approval 
by Dr. «*att where an elaborate system of divisions of 
Qadarites is given, together with views about various 
topics ascribed to the Qadarites. Some of these topics, 
such as the question of the murdered’s decreed term of
36*f
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life, obviously belong to later ages; and some of the 
views ascribed therein to the Qadarites, (such as the
O Qdenial of God’s foreknowledge of the human acts) 
are at variance with the expressed views of the Qadarites.
We strongly feel that Khushaish, like Dr. Watt, must have 
misread the earlier literature and then attempted to re­
construct a nice system of divisions of the school according 
to his imagination.
Because of the absence of reference in al-Ashfari’s 
Maqalat and in Malati’s Tanblh, to Mafbad al-Juhani - a 
name closely associated with the early discussion of Qadari
- Dr. Watt apparently ignores all the reports about him 
which are made by Muslim, Abu Dawud and al-Samfani which 
state that al-Juhani was the first to raise the question 
of Qadar. Al-Samfanl also states that he was put to death 
on the orders of fAbd-al-Malik b. Marwan who died in 
86 A.H., thus corroborating the reports which date al- 
Juhani’ s death in the year 80 A.H. But Dr. Watt identifies 
al-Juhani with an obscure Kharijite Mafbad, simply because
O 1
of similarity of names. But this Kharijite Ma'abad
belonged to a sub-branch of the *Ajradite branch of the
~ 8 ?  Khawarij, the founder of which, according to Dr. Watt,
was imprisoned in Iraq about forty years after al-Juhani*s
reported death.
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THE QADARITES. THE KHARIJITSS AND 
THE MU fTA2ILITES .
It now remains to discuss the relationship 
between the Qadarites proper, on the one hand, and the 
Khawarij and the Muftazilah, on the other. In other words, 
we wish to investigate how far the ^adarites were in­
fluenced by the former, and how far they contributed to 
the rise and development of the latter.
Professor A.J. Wensinck implies that the genesis 
of the Qadarites was born by Kharijites. He states:
,f... the Kharijites* position contains the 
leading idea of the Kadarites, and the 
latter were the heralds of the Murtazilites." ^
The leading idea of the Qadarites and probably
their only idea - if we speak of the Qadarites proper, 
which appears to be Wensink's intention, - is the asser­
tion of human freedom in determining human acts and the 
denial of a close relationship between human acts and 
the Divine Qadar. It can hardly be claimed that this
idea was contained in the Kharijites' ideologies prior
to the dispute over the question of Qadar in Basrah and 
elsewhere, sometime during the seventh decade of the 
first century.
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Wensinck himself acknowledges that the Khawarij 
were largely partisans of predestination; and the mino­
rity who held to the doctrine of Qadar, to whom Wensinck
OC _ _
refers on the authority of al-Ashfari*s ^aqalat, belong
to a date later than that when the discussion on Qadar 
86began. To suggest that the debate on the relation
between faith and works leads to the question whether they 
are the product of man or the creation of God,^ is a 
far-fetched surmise like that of Dr. Watt’s assuming 
statement that: ,rThe development of the Khariji doctrine 
about children and about ignorance shows how the concep­
tion of the righteous God demanding righteousness from His 
creatures leads by an irresistible logic to the doctrine 
of human responsibility with its corollary doctrine of 
QaOlar". 88
IX * -o f
Both suggestions namely, that of Wenssinck/that 
of Dr. Watt assume an original concept of fatalism, to 
the difficulties of which the minds were awakened by such 
debates. In our view, the discussion of the concept of 
Qadar by those who were branded Qadarites wqs prompted by 
the revival of pre-Islamic fatalistic beliefs which was 
accentuated by a long series of sufferings and shocks which 
called for some means of solace, and by the work of the 
interested rulers.
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Professor Wensinck also suggests that the views
of the Qadarites "formed the basis of the movement of the 
4 89Mu' tazilites”. Here again, the statement appears to be 
too general. First of all, who are those to whom the 
Professor refers as Qadarites? He appears to be one of 
the victims of the misuse of the term; and therefore he 
ascribes to the Qadarites views about questions and subjects 
of later ages. For example, on p.166, of the Muslim Creed, 
he quotes with approval that a ^adarite section denied the 
existence of Paradise and Hell in the Orthodoz sense; and 
on P.261 of the same work he quotes that ”. • the Kadarites 
maintain that it is impossible that God should have left 
His servants free from the obligation of the law, for 
thereby He would have led them to sin”, which obviously 
belongs to the argument about uSalah”. But we know well 
that these problems were raised much later than the time 
when the subject of Qadar began to be discussed, and 
therefore they are not so reflected in Tradition, The 
term Qadarites as used in this context by Professor Wensinck 
appears to be a reference to the Qadarites proper as a group 
or as a sect in their own right; but the enumerated views 
apparently belong to the sect of Mu tazilah or other scholars 
whose doctrines happen to include the principle of the 
human freedom, and by virtue of that they were desribed
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as Qadarites.
As far as we can see, the similarity "between the 
Qadarites and the Murtazilites is only limited to the 
belief in the human freedom and the denial of a close as­
sociation between the human acts and the concept of Qadar. 
The M u ftazilites inherited these ideas from the school of 
al-Hasan al-Hasrl, apparently through ^asil b. ^Ata* and
rAmar b. fUbaid who were both disciples of al-Hasan, and
$
who separated from him in the beginning of the second
century to formulate doctrines he had rejected.^
However, the M u ftazilites championed the doctrine of Qadar
when the Qadarites proper began to disappear. It was
because of this reason, we believe, and not because of an
exaggerated likeness between the two sects - as Professor
Wensinck asserts ^  - that the Muftazilites were called
Qadarites. Again, it is an exaggeration to claim that
the Qadarite views form the basis of the Muftazilites,
though the latter sect appears to have been born in the
premises of the former school. The Mu *tazilites1 doctrines
developed and grew in response to various cultural factors;
and apart from the doctrine of Qadar, they were not legacies
of the mother school.
Thus, it was al^Hasan al-Basri himself - who was r « •
one of the chief exponents of the Qadarite views till about
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the time Wasil and ^Amr declared their independence - who 
formed the major link between the school of the Qadarites 
proper and the sect of the Muftazilites. It was not Mafbad 
al-Juhani, as the wording of certain authors would suggest. 
Al-Samfani in his Ansab e.g., implies that rAmr b. 
fUbaid learned his views of Qadar from M*bad, and states 
that the people of Basra became fascinated by Mafbad’s 
views when they saw *Amr following him, and that Mafbad 
was put to death by al-Hajjaj on account of this. But 
fAmr b.fUbaid could not have met Mafbad at an age when 
he could understand such discussion, since he, like Wasil, 
was born in or about the year in which Mfabad is reported 
to have died!
THE QADARITES AND THE MURJI*ITES.
We have traced the roots of the Murji^ites in 
the efforts which aimed at exonerating the Umayyad rulers 
who adopted an oppressive and immoral behaviour; and as­
sociated the rise of the Qadarites with the reaction to
these efforts which included a misinterpretation of the
93concept of Qadar. ^
A.J. Wensinck traces the Murji^ites’views 
somehow in the Qur’anic verse IX:106, where it is stated 
that (the judgement of) some others (of the Companions who
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stayed "behind and did not join the Prophet in his
expedition to the Tabuk) is left to &od Mfrto might punish
95them or accept their repentance. Wensinck, moreover
associates the beginning of this Murji'ites as a distinct 
sect with a discussion which he presumes to have started 
over the fate of those Companions referred to in the said 
verse. He says that these Companions were relegated to 
Hell by the Kharijites. Assuming that these Companions 
were sinners without repentance, he presumes that they 
were defended against the Kharijite thesis in the way 
enunciated in the Qur’anic verse, hence the terms ir.iay 
and Murji'ites.
We have been unable to trace any record to the 
effect that these particular Companions referred to in 
verse IX:106 were a subject of dispute between the Khari­
jites and the Orthodox. Moreover, Wensinck seems to have 
been misled by certain Qur'anic interpreters who claim 
that these Companions did not repent. In fact they are
stated to have repented and that the repentance was 
96accepted. It is clear from the context that verse IX:106
together with the group of verses surrounding it were
revealed during the journey of Tab&k, speaking of those
97who were left behind and their categories. ' The re­
ference in this particular verse according to the inter-
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98 - -rpreters, is to Murarah b. al-Rabiah, Hilal b. Umayyah
and Kafb "bin Malik. The following set of verses “belong 
to the time when the Prophet returned from the journey; 
and among this group, verse IX:118 states that the re­
pentance of these three people was accepted. Wensinck is 
apparently mixed about the whole situation; and therefore, 
most of his assumptions are not warrantable.
^urji'ism1 in some form or rather in the sense 
of simply suspending judgement of the fate of sinners, 
has certainly its scriptural basis; since the Qur'an
declares that, apart from disbelief, all sins are for-
99givable depending on the divine will. This theme, it 
may be safely conjectured, began to be actively discussed 
and affirmed when the Caliphs became subjected to severe 
criticism especially by the Kharijites. An impetus must 
have been given when the Kharijites developed their cardi- 
nal doctrine attd sins were incompatible with faith in the 
year Gk A.H*. ^  Supporters of the rulers must have then 
intensified their efforts in the defence of their masters; 
and it seems that they made use of the fatalistic tendencies 
thereby activating the work of the Qadarites.
The thesis of the early ’Murji'ism1, namely, 
that faith cannot be invalidated by sin - if we may call 
this 'Murji'ism1 - does not need to offend the Muslim
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Orthodoxy; and it aeems that it was identified as the 
Orthodox position. However, there are two aspects to the 
problem, the share of man in the;, production of his work 
and the relation between work and faith. On the first 
aspect, the advocators of an attitude of quietism came 
forward with the interpretation of fatalism, which 
prompted the activities of the Qadarites. The latter 
made the mistake of the partial denial of Qadar, which 
brought about the wrath of the Orthodox against them and 
played into the hands of the fMurji1ites1! This may have 
also intensified the identification of TMurji1ismf as 
Orthodoxy, and the fatalistic interpretation of Qadar 
was accepted as an original belief.
On the other question, namely, the relation 
between faith and work, it seems that further Murji^ite 
speculations led to minimising the importance of work so 
long as faith was maintained. It was this doctrine it 
seems, which began to isolate its upholders from the 
Orthodox community, and the term irja* began to acquire 
the character of heresy. In the course of time, the up­
holders of the fatalistic interpretation of Qadar, to­
gether with the idea of minimising work, were marked off 
as a group outside the Orthodox community, and were 
denoted by the special epithet of Muriji'ites.
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Thus, the development of Mur-ji’ism went 
through three stages:
1. A universal ’murji’istt1 which was no more than
a latent acceptance of the Qur’anic thesis that
sins beyond disbelief were forgivable•
ii. ’Murji’ism’ which means an active advocation
of the Qur’anic thesis, either objectively or 
with ulterior motives, accompanied by the advoca­
tion of the fatalistic interpretation of Qadar. 
During these two stages, ’Murji’ism’ was identified
j
with Orthodoxy; though during the second stage, it was held 
as a heresy by the Qadarites.
iii. ’Murji*ism’ as a technical term, indicating the
heresy of minimising the importance of work, 
while the epithet ’Murji’ites indicates a heretical 
group separated from, and condemned by the Orthodox. 
The Murji’ites apparently continued their fatalistic 
belief; but they were not condemned no account
of that because the Orthodox shared this belief with 
them* It was only when fatalism was given a clear and 
effective expression in the eloquent style of Jahm b. 
Safwan, who is rightly regarded as a Murj’ite by al- 
Ashrrl}01that the Orthodox began to re-examine their 
inconsistent interpretation of Qadar which was 
exposed effectively by the Murtazilites, and to
I
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assume an ^opposing attitude towards an outright 
concept of fatalism.
Let us now try to fix up the approximate dates 
of these developments. The first stage was simply the 
original attitude, which - we "believe - was held hy the 
Prophet and continued to "be universally held until the 
fatalistic tendencies "began to obitrude and the Khawari j 
declared their doctrine of sin. The development of the 
second stage was gradual and subtle; and it "began - we 
feel - with the rise of the Umayyads; "but it took shape
102
and assumed a concrete expression since the year 6k A.ft*
The third stage, during which MurjiTism "began as a techni­
cal term denoting a separate group of people holding 
ideas objectionable to the Orthodox, appears to have 
started round the year 80 A.H. This can be inferred from 
the following Tra&ition:
"Abu Wa'il was asked about the Murji^ites 
and he replied: **Abd Allah, (Apparently b. 
Mas*ud), informed me that the Prophet said: 
Cursing a Muslim is a deviation, and to fight 
him is disbelief.1”
\oyAbu Wa’il is said to have died in 82 A.H.
If the report is correct and the date of his death is 
accurate, it becomes clear that the term 'Murji'ites was 
in circulation by the year 82 A.H., though Abu Vva'il does
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not seem to define his attitude toward the views of the
theologians who were denoted "by this epithet.
The ahove was the only Early Tradition that
could "be traced with a reference to the Murji’ites, though
a few Late Traditions can "be traced, in which the Murji1 ites
105are condemned. All this indicates that the Murjifites
became a separate heretical group not earlier than the 
middle of the 9th decade of the first century.
It is to "be "borne in mind that the Murjifites 
who held the combined doctrine of fatalism and minimisa­
tion of the importance of work and who prior to the 9th 
decade belonged to the Orthodox community but were dismissed 
later as heretical on account of the second part of their 
doctrine - are to be regarded as the pure Murji'ites.
Later theologians might have held one part or the other of 
the Murji'ite doctrine, together with a doctrine belonging 
to another party; hence he would be described by more
than one title. For instance, Ghailan al-Dimashql is
3 Of)described as a Murji'ite and also as a ^adarite.
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C O N C L U S I O N S .
^he results of our investigation of the subject 
of Qadar can be summarised as follows:-
1. The existence of a doctrine of Q^ adar has been 
confirmed, as a Qujj'anic doctrine; it means:
1 The eternal plan of the world, which includes:-
i. all events and occurrences which are 
determined and created by God, and
ii. the human voluntary acts as determined 
by man and foretold in eternity by God.
There is no such clear-cut definition of the 
concept in the Qur'an, nor could such a defi­
nition be found in the early Traditions; though 
this definition is easily and precisely infer­
rable from the relevant texts. There was there­
fore room for possible confusion and dispute 
over the concept.
2. The inclsuion of human acts in the total plan 
of the world, Umm al-Kitab, does not interfere 
with man's freedom of choice, nor does it deprive 
man of his full share in the production of his 
acts; since it means no more than an antecedent 
recording of what man was going to choose on his
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own, and relating this to the other parts of 
the plan. A comprehensive and fully-integrated 
plan is necessary for such a complex but yet 
orderly and efficient world.
The original liberal concept of Qadar prevailed 
during the lifetime of the Prophet and apparent­
ly continued throughout the reign of the Orthodox 
Caliphs, fatalistic tendencies were combated by 
the Caliphs whenever they attempted to protrude. 
Later on, the distinction between the human and 
other acts as parts of the concept of Qadar 
began to be blurred, and fatalistic ramifications 
began to accummulate. The factors which contri­
buted to this development appear to be:-
i. The miseries, misfortunes and injustices 
which accompanied the formation of the 
Umayyad Dynasty, which inclined the 
frustrated souls to resorting to fata­
listic dispositions which provided them 
with a solace. The frustrated minds mis­
read the Qur'an and misinterpreted it as 
fatalistic.
ii. The repetition of pre-Islamic poetry 
which contained remnants of pre-Islamic
fatalism, The frustrated minds must 
have found a source of solace in chanting 
such poetry, which was not without an 
inculcating effect.
The influence exerted hy the Umayyad rulers.
The fatalistic tendencies which invaded the 
Muslim minds during the first twnety^ears or so 
of the initial part of the Umayyad reign hegan 
to hetray themselves when the subject of Cadar 
was raised apparently after the Burning of the 
Karba in the year 61+ A.H. The danger of the mis­
interpretation of the concept and its misuse by 
the unpopular officials invited the attention of 
certain righteously-minded theologians who began 
to defend the principle of divine justice and 
endeavoured to restore what they believed to be 
the original concept of Qadar.
By the year 73 A.H. in which rAbd Allah b. fUmar 
died, the discussion of Qadar turned into a sharp 
dispute. The school of Basrah assumed leadership 
in defending the human freedom and moral respon­
sibility. The school was led by al-Hasan al-Basri 
and included eminent scholars like fAtat b. Yasar, 
Mafbad al-Juhani, Qatadah b. Da(amah, and later,
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fAmr b. *Ubayd and Wasil b. fAta’. This school 
of Basrah had sympathisers scattered elsewhere 
who shared their views of Qadar.
6. In their endeavour to assert the human freedom 
and responsibility by removing any idea of di­
vine compulsion, the defenders of divine justice 
unnecessarily denied the existence of any rela­
tionship between the divine decree and human 
acts. This amounted to a partial denial of the 
doctrine of Udar, belief in which was deeply 
rooted in the minds and hearts of Muslims who 
strongly resented this denial. This led to the 
division of Muslims into two disputing parties 
with mutual ill-feeling; namely, the Traditiona­
lists who held fast to their fatalistic inter­
pretation and the ’Liberals’ who were branded 
Qadarites - an epithet which they resented as a 
misnonym but somehow it stuck to them. The 
dispute with these Qadarites is widely reflected 
in Tradition.
7* The activities of' the school of Basrah and of 
those who held similar views who were all 
marked off as Qadarites, seem to have occupied the 
last thirty years of the first century of Islam;
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but they "began to disintegrate "by the turn of 
the century, This school of Basrah and those 
who sympathised with its views at the time may 
he described as THE QADARITES, PURE AND SIMPLE, 
because they hardly introduced any other novelties 
beyond their interpretation of Qadar.
8. The rise of the dispute over the question of 
Qadar was prompted by internal developments 
which mainly accompanied the rise of the Umayyad 
Dynasty. The revolt by the defenders of the 
divine justice was simply a reaction to what 
they regarded as an immoral attitude on the part 
of the officials at the time, Their activities 
were not prompted by an external influence, nor 
were they a reaction to a Qurfanic harsh concept 
of Qadar. Such a harsh concept can hardly be 
inferred from the QurTan, as has been demonstrated. 
The grounds of the argument of these original 
Qadarites were mainly scriptural.
9* When the Qadarites proper disintegrated in the
beginning of the second century, their interpre­
tation of Q.adar was championed by the Mu*tazilites 
who established themselves on the ruins of the 
former school. This earned the M uitazilites the
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nickname Qadarites. In fact, this title was 
extended to all later thinkers who held a 
liberal view of Qadar and who belonged to 
any of the various sects or were merely in­
dependent thinkers*
10. It can thus be asserted that the original con­
cept of Qadar acknowledges the human freedom 
and responsibility.
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N O T E S
C H A F T 5 R 1
1. Iters Nos 1,16,55>57,64,66, and ^7 of Appendix A.
2. Items Nos. 26 and 53.
3. Item No, 60
4. Items Nos, 2,9,10,11,24,30,32,34,37,43,*7,48,49,50,55,54,55, 
58,59,60,61,62,63,67,68,70,71,72,73,74,75 and 83.
5. Item 10
6. Such as CV1 . 3 which reads ”Let therji worship
the Lord of this House”, and C1X. 2 which reads,
”Pray to your Lord and sacrifice”, and LXXXV11, 1. which reads
”01ory the name of your Lord, the host
High”.
7. In LXX1X, 37-41, a division is made between those who transgress 
and give priority tc the present world, whose final dwelling will 
be Fire and those who fear Ood and curb their desire, whose 
final resort will be Paradise, 3.V. XC11, 5 - 19.
8. Item No. 90 of Appendix 3.
9. Item 9*
10. Item 38
11. Items 17,36,46
12. Items 102, 103
13. Item. 75*
14. Item 3 of App. C
15. Items 1,2,3,4,7,8,10,11,14,15,27,28,29,34,35,41,45,46,48, 
50,53,55,57,62,67,77,78,87,89,93,100,106,109,110,112,121
16. Item 97.
17. Items 24,49, & 94.
18. Items 19,34,23,32,54,65,66,79,109,1244125..
19* Items 6, 36,56, and 95
20* Item 12*
21. However, acts of a basically moral nature began to be directly 
commanded or directly prohibited. (Ref. XXX 90-92 XV11 23-37, and 
V1 - 151-152). Anyway this was the beginning of a new trend.
22. It is interesting in this connexion to note that this attitude 
of rejection, an intangible and invisible mode of behaviour, and 
the attitude of acceptance and believing, which is also so, are 
indicated in X,42 by the word amal , (item 90), a term which 
normally conveys an active physical and visible performance.
The assumption, it seems, is that the attitude produces acts 
legitimately^describable by the said term. Another interesting 
verse is XX1X. 12 which reads: f,The Kafirun told the MU1 minun7 . -  —— »
(invited them to), follow our path and we shall bear your sins,
The word Khatayakum here is in the plural, where­
as the argument was only over one subject, i.e., the fundemental 
issue of the faith, and the mu1minun were merely invited to deny 
Muhammad1s message. The assumption is perhaps that the attitude 
of kufr results in other sins. The fault of the Kafirs is alluded 
to in the singular in the verse XX1X, 40 which reads: "And each - 
of the nations mentioned in the preceding verses - have We taken 
by their sin The sin here refers to haughtiness and
denial specifically mentioned in the previous verses. Moreover, 
it is declared that repentance cancels sins, (Item 78) but when sin 
is a positive performance it is difficult to see how it could be 
cancelled if sin means simply the act in isolation or unaccompanied 
by the attitude of rebellion. The act has been accomplished.
What is meant it seems, is that when the attitude which was » 7
manifested in the physical act has changed, forgiveness is 
forthcoming.
38*f
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23. In the+e^t, hoy ever, God is. the subject of the verb £arrama in.
the series of has forbicMen, in 8 verses assigned tc the nr>f>sent
IHH *
period, namely: VI, 119, 143,* 150,151, V11 , 32,33 and XV1 , 115.
The Theme of these verses is the type of £cod permissible for 
consumption and the wearing of clothes, a point on which a 
1 universally uniform moral judgement is unlikely.
24. Items 1,48,49,53,57,75,80,81,170,174,194, 217,230,254,275 of 
Appendix E.
25. Items 17,24,63,82,101,112,188,223 and 253.
26. Items 13,50,93,164 and 203.
27. Items 30,67,76,78,106,108,144,236,256,257 and 270
28. Item 87.
29. Item 139
30. Item 66
31. w. 31-32 of Sura 53 which appears to be madinese in a Keccan 
chapter read: "Tine Allah belongs what is in the heavens and what 
is in the earth, that He may recompense those wo do evil for 
what they have done and may recompense those who do well with the 
best (reward). Those who avoid heinous crimes and indecencies 
except al-lanan”. laman apparently means occasional lapses or 
commission. Verses 173-176 of Sura 3 read: ’’And hasten towards 
forgiveness from your Lord and Gardens wide as heavens end thein
earth, prepared for the picus, Who contribute in the
times of prosperity and in the times of adversity, who restrain 
their anger and deal leniently with people; Allah loves the good- 
doers, and who when they commit an indecency or a wrong
** s  *
doing against themselves, remember God and ask forgiveness for 
their sins; and who absolves sins but Allah: and do not persist 
in what they have done when they know”.
32. It is interesting to quote here the following passage in connection 
with the Biblical doctrine of sin: ”If the essence of sin is departure 
from God, then, in whatever form, idolatery must be the worst sin 
because the most complete (thus). That is its position throughout 
the historical books. In the Judges it is the cause of all Israel's 
sufferings”. (Art. Sin, in A Dictionary of the Bible. Vol. 1V
1902, P.530).
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Thus it appears that in the Biblical concept, it is also the 
departure from God which is the essence of sin,
33. Items 8,21,65 and 102 of Appendix E.
34. Item 47*
35. Item 153
36. Item 15
37. E.R.Bernard in his discussion of the problem of ’’Heredity of Sin”, 
in the above-mentioned article, admits that ”in the 0T are already 
found the materials for conception of moral evil as generic 
charasteristic”, and that ”in the CTifcie transmission of a sinful 
nature from parent to child is already admitted, but it is not 
traced to Adam”, (P.534). Apparently following the line of
St. Paul he interprets these Biblical references in the sense 
not of a transmission of a sinful disposition or an actual 
sinful nature but thaf’by Alain’s fault sin, an alien power, 
got a footing in all the world; and involving all men in actual 
sin, brought death upon 1" , (p.535) • This int^ apret-'+i on 
is based on the invalid assumption that without the lav: Adam and 
his descendents vjould not die: Again, although this interpretation
is more liberal than the Augustinian doctrine of Original Sin, 
it diverges from the Qur’anic concept of punishment which is 
asserted to be involving no one but the agent of the acts. f _Moreover, death, as a natural phenomenon is nowhere in the Quran 
regarded as a punishment. On the other hand it would agree withtthe Quranic position if a sinful disposition is interpreted in 
the sense that man - unless restrained - is violent, ungrateful 
and transgressing.
38. The division made later by jurists of the first category into
wajib and mandub. and the second into haram and makruh is ■ T -
apparently an elaboration on these concepts.
39* Namely in XV11 , 22-37 and X71 , 90-92 where direct commands and 
prohibitions are given. They concern paying resx^ ect tc parents, 
giving relatives and the needy, moderation, murder, illicit 
cohabitation, the property of the prphans, measure, keeping the 
clear from evil, modesty in walking, justice, righteousness, 
indecencies, aggression, fulfilment of covenants and oaths.
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40. Although this verse is 5r a Meccan chapter, the style looks 
Madiness.
41* Similarly, V,45 states that the Jews were under the law of an 
eye for an eye.
42. Q. V,46
43* Q. v,48
44* Item 119 of Appendix E. Gf. IV; 13-14
45. Q.XXXWV, 36
46. Tabari, Jam/, Vol. Xll. Pp. 11-12
47. Ill/ 229-230 and LXV; 1.
48. IV111 , 4.
49. 11:187
50. 1X.97 and 112. In the verse 97 of the same chapter the Bedouins, 
aI-Arrab are described as not knowing the hudud of Allah; and in 
112, the believers are described as preserving the hudud of Allah
i L-.  . ■ .51. It appears that all the aspects of the Quranic ethical teaching, 
moral or ceremonial are of equal stress; and it does not seem 
right to assume that the ceremonial teaching is of more importance. 
The moral teaching may appear to be more sc when it involves
others, and it is perhaps due to this that specific corporal
punislrmeuts are prescribed for certain moral offences, and there istno such prescription for ceremonial offences. This Quranic 
position is different from the Jewish attitude if the following
statement is true;"In the Jewish world........ sin against
ceremonial law had been so exaggerated as tc put out of sight 
sin against moral law,” (From Art. Sin, A dictionary of the Bible 
Vol.1V, P.534 Col. 1)
52. E.g. XXV1 , 108,125 «• 150, XL1 63; LXX1 , 3
53. Namely, XXXI11 , 33,111 ,32 & 132,1V. 59; V.?2; V111, 1,20 4 46;
XXIV, 54; X1V11, 33, LV111, 13; LX1V. 12 & 16
54. Namely XL1X, 14; IV 13, LX1X, 52, XXX1.11 71, and XLV111, 17.
55. Namely 111, 50 and XXIV, 54
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56. Namely: 1V,14 and XXX111 , 36
57. Namely 1V, 42 andTTT, 152, and L v t t t, 8 - 9
58. It is interesting to quote here the following statement with
reference to the concept of sin in the O.T. "Sin as the con­
trary of righteousness is disobedience to Gk>d, departing 
from God, self-assertion against God. Thus the fundamental
O.T. conception of sin is not sin against other men or against 
a man’s self but sin against God.(From Art. ’Sin', A Dictionery 
of the Bible, Vol. 1V, P.528. Col. 2).
59. Supra, ft.31. (3 1)
CHAPTER II
1. In the terms of Toshibiko Izutsu, the first category of 
vocabulary is designated as 'primary or descriptive'; whereas 
the latter category is called 'secondary or evaluative'. (The 
Structure of the Ethical Terms in the Qur'an. Keio Institute, 
Tokio, 1959, pp. 262-3).
2. Lxix, 11 reads: When the water burst, (ta^ha), We indeed
carried you in the one which was running;(floating, i.e., 
the Arc)."
3. E.V«/. Lane, Lexicon, bk. I, pt. V, defines the word as: "He
exceeded the just, or common, limit, or measure; was excessive, 
innordinate, immoderate, or exorbitant".
In this sense the word was apparently employed in the Jahi- 
liyyah age. Zuhair b. Abi Sulma is related to have said, "And 
He destroyed Dha'l Qamain in the past; and Pharaoh who was 
ruthless and tagha, (exceeded the bounds), and the Negus".
(W. AhlwordtV : 13). Ibn Hisham also Quotes Umayyah
b. al-Salt as saying: "Then You said to him, (Moses), and to
Aaron: Co and invite Pharaoh to Cod, and he was a taghi.yah.
a tyrant". (Vol. 1, p. 23A). The far-reaching implications of 
the word are reflected in the fact that the participial form 
of the root is put in direct contrast to muttaqln in xxxviii 
49, 55: and its First Fonn verbal derivative is contrasted to 
khashiah in xx, 13, 14, and in Lxxix, 15-19; and to khawf, 
fearing God, in Lxxix, 37 - 41.
4. According to some philologists, taghut measures with faralut 
from taghwa, the 2nd. and 3rd. radicals interchanged position, 
and the radical which has thus become second and which is a 
weak letter was transformed into a long open vowel to suit 
the preceeding short open vowel. (Sihah, vi, 2413)
5. According to fabari, (Jamif, V, 52-4), reference here is to
a Kahin or to Kafb b. al-Ashraf. Reference, however, it seems, 
is to the customary law as opposed to the canon law.
6. There are only three occurrences in Madinaf•raf- App. a_. xn
the early Traditions, the word occurs in four cases in the 
sense of sin; (Ref: Wensinck & others, Concordance de la
Tradition MusuIman, Tome iv, pp. 4 - 5.
7. Lisan a1-Arab, I, 58.
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8. This is at variance with the sweeping statement made by
Wensinck and Krammer in "Handwortenbuch djo*..Islam, 1941">
that fIt is dubious whether the pre-Islamic Arabs knew the
expression khati1 ah at all’. r .
9« Tabari, Jami(, V, 203 - 5*
• 1
10. ibid, xv, 79*
11. ibid, xxi, 121
12. ibid, III, 155 - 6
13. ibid, v, 274* khati1 ah appears to be an active noun or a 
verbal adjective of passive meaning of the verb khati1 a,M f0y rTwith an added taT^ emphasis.
14* Anwar, Vol.I, p. 172.
15* In early Tradition, khati1 ah earned a firm ground for a 
claim as a popular term of sin. The Concordance T0 II,
41 -4> quotes about 50 passages in which the term, in the 
singular or the pi., is used in the sense of sin. Its 
kin-derivative3 khata1 and akhta*a have gained more in the 
meaning of findeliberate error!
16. Jamif, vol. xxix, p. 147
17. The Origin of Islam in its Christian Environment, London,
1930, p.88.
18. Cf. II, 61 & 90; VII, 71.
19. Insistence on interpreting this word simply in the sense
of erring or going astray or misleading, or leading astray 
is not quite satisfactory. The idea of losing appears to 
be a major ingredient of its meaning.
20. Lane, (pt. V, 1797 > col. I.), interprets the word here as: 
her memory being lost.
21. "Islam & The Christian Theology", 1947> pt. I, vol. II, p. C'91^
22. Early Tradition abounds in the use of the term in the moral
sense, as can be seen from the numerous quotations given by
"Concordance, Tome III, pp. 515-8}\ The idea of leading
astray predominates, which probably reflects the sectarian
disputes. We meet the interesting phrase: al-a* immatu*1
mudillun, and th^ir description as aftay* bi-gliayri rilmin
facial In wa adallu. (They gave fatwa without adequate or su- " • %
fficient knowledge, thus going astray and leading astray).
23* Six Ancient Poets, P. 4 8, L. 81.
24. ibid, P. 12, L.ll.
25. In the early Tradition, the quasi infinitive, ,jurm seems to 
have acquired the sense of sin. Concordance, T.I, P.338, 
e.g., quotes the following: "And he indeed shall be punished
for his jurm”
26. Jam*, VII, P. 179-
27. Of. XVII, 15; LIII, 38, XXXV, 18 and XXXIX, 7.
28. Lisan, under the word J,y 3
29. Tabari, (Jamif XXIX, 179) > apparently followed by Zamakhsharl, 
(Kashshaf, III, P. 293), interprets the word in this verse as 
’running to a place of protection’, (shelter), like a mountain. 
But this will result in interpretations different from each
other with no common ties between them.
30. Oxford English Dictionary.
31. Slrat Ibn Hi sham, Vol. I. P. 244* Fu jug, and its kin-derivatives 
are widely U3ed in Tradition, (Concordance, XIX, 72 - 73 & 78), 
in the sense of breaking loose of the moral order.
32. E.E. Lane, Lexicon, Bk. I, Vol. Ill, P. 280, Col.l.
33* Abu Hilal al Askari, Piwan al-Malanl, Cairo, 135 2 AH, Vol. II.
P. 152.
34* Six Ancient Poets, P. 19> L.25*
35. Kashshaf, Vol. I., P. 369
36. Early Tradition abounds in the use of the term. The Concordance,
T.II, Pp. 185 - 9f quotes 132 Hadith where the term is employed
in the moral sense.
37* It is clear that the word iftadu here does not mean ’you should
wrong them1, but it means, ’you are entitled to retaliate with
equity*. It is only given this metaphonical expression because
it stands in a formal contrast with the word i (tada, and so this
idea of retaliation is expressed metaphonically in a kin-deri­
vative of the word. It is not therefore justifiable to infer - 
as Reverend Gardner did in his Q.ur'anic Doctrine of Sin, P. 12 - 
that this is a command of transgression allowed in the circumst­
ances. You can call it transgression only metaphonically, 
otherwise it is not a real transgression. The Reverend con­
fuses the issue by insisting on a literal interpretation of the 
word, inferring, not rightly, that MIn the actual action 
described as transgression against onefs fellowmen, the idea is 
rather that of simple hostile action which, as the verse quoted 
shows, may be unjust and therefore wrong, or justified as an 
act in retaliation and therefore right”. In other words, the 
Reverend wishes us to believe that, according to the Qur1an, 
wrong is not inherent in the act; but this is based on his 
misinterpretations.
38. Cf. XXIII, 7 and LXX, 31.
39. Cf. II, 173 & VI, 1 4 5.
40. Cf.LXV, 1.
41. In the pages from 156 - 163 of ”Concordance, T.IV, where 
Hadiths containing (udwan and its kin-derivatives are quoted
only in about 6 cases the word is employed in the sense of sin.
42. See, e.g., Lane’s Lexicon, under ithm and dhanb.
43. Li3an al-fArab, under the word ithm.
44* The Concordance quotes 70 early Traditions where ithm and its
kin-derivatives are employed in the sense of sin.
45* Reference here is to the disobedience of the archers oil the day 
of Uhud to the Prophet’s order not to leave their position till 
further orders from him. (Tabari, Jami% IV, P. 128)
4 6. Lane, Lexicon, Bk. I. Pt. IV, P. 1524> Col.3.
47* ’’Islam and Christian Theology”, Pt. I, Vol. 2., P. 194*
4 8. See Concordance, Tome III, Pp. 81 -4, Sharr and it3 antonym
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are also used in place of the couple ma£ruf and munkar in the 
expression ya'muru hi * 1-khairi wa yanha ranill 
49• In the opinion of some lexicographers the original meaning of 
this word is to reduce! (Lane, Lexicon, Bk.l, Pt. V, P.1920).
50. Ibid.
51• Lisan al-fArab, under the word zulm   —-------
52. I.e., the right to retaliate.
53. Early Traditions which abounds* in employing the term#, use it 
nearly exclusively in this specific meaning of injustice and 
oppression. (Concordance, Tome IV, Pp. 81 - 85)•
54. Al - Mufaddaliyyat, Vol.I, P. 457, (ft).
55* Six Ancient Poems, P. 72, L.ll.
56. Cf. Taj al-*Arus, under fasad.
57* The Concordance, T. II, Pp. 454 0 455, quotes about 15 instances 
of early Traditions where the word is used as a general term of 
sin.
58. Lane, Lexicon, 31, Pt. 6, P. 2307, Col.3*
59* Another reason for this might be the much greater frequency of
the use of the term in the Madinan revelations. In fact the
popularity of the term during the Madinan period, which might
be due to the idea of spite implied in the term, may be reflected
in the story of Abu fAmir related by Ibn Ishaq, I, 411 who was
» •
held in esteem as an ascetic before the Hijrah and earned the
title rahib. He stubbornly opposed Islam in Madinah, and when
he found that most of his tribesmen accepted Muhammad^ mission,
abandoned them and went over to Mecca, where-upon the Prophet
said: "Do not call him henceforth a rahib, but call him a fasiq".
- r -60. The Khawc^ij and Mu'tazila held that fasiq is doomed to a permanent
doom of Eire, though the latter held that his will be lighter
than that of a kafir. The Sunnis on the other hand held that
unless his sins involved rights of mortals the fasiq*s sins may
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be absolved by God’s mercy in view of his righteous acts. 
But if he should be sent to Fire it will be temporary; 
he will be removed to the Garden thereafter.
61. Guillaume, A. The Life of Muhammad, P. 493
6 3. Concordance, T. I, P. 521, This Hadith reads: "wakana yakthuru 
fihim waladu'l hinth".
The Concordance, XIX. 20, quotes three Traditions v/here ghayy 
is nearly used in the sense of sin.
68. al - Mufaddaliyyat, Vol. I, P. 399*
69. Concordance, T.I., P. 8 quotes 8 instances.
70. Lane, Lexicon, Bk. I, Pp. 231 - 2.
71. E.G. XVIII, 64 which reads: "He said: that is what we kunna
72. The Concordance quotes 30 instances in which the term is 
employed as such. (T.I. Pp. 202 - 204).
73* Lane, Lexicon Pt. IV, P.I458, Col.2.
74* Anwar, I. 143*
75* Concordance, T.III, Pp. 12 - 15, quotes nearly 60 instances
where sayyi'ah and sayyi1 alone are used a3 subst., denoting the 
general meaning of sin.
76. This practice has been admirably dealt with recently by Pro­
fessor B.R. Serjeant in his article 'Haram and Hawtah, The 
Sacred Enclave in Arabia" published in Melange Taha Hussain, 
Cairo, 1962.
62. Tabari, Jamir, Vol. 27> Pp* 193-4*
6 4. Lane, Lexicon, Bk. I., Pt. VI, P. 2304, CoL3*
6 5. Ibid
66. Taj^ai - *Arus, X, 273* The text reads:
nahghl (were seeking to find)".
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77• Abu Ja'far b. Habib, al-Muhabbar, Heyderabad, 1942, P. 239*
• •
78. Early Tradition abounds in employing the term, (see Concordance
T.I., Pp. 451 ~ 8).
79* Al-Mufaddaliyyat, Vol. I, P. 249*• •
80. ibid, P. 322. In Tradition, Fahishah is also used alluding to evil 
speeches and to sexual offences.
81. Six Ancient Poets, P. 14«, Poem 11, L.5»
82. Meccans used to circulate round the Ka*ba naked (Tabari, Jami'• ”
VIII, p. 154).
83* Professor Izutsu, Ethical Terms, Pp. 242 - 3, deduces from the
combination of su1 and fahishah in this and similar instances that ' ♦"
they are identical terms. This is obviously 3trange. Even if 
they both allude to the same thing it does not follow that they 
are synonymous. Each term has its own connotation, hence the 
combination of the two terms, each serving by conveying its 
associations.
8 4• Qamus, II, 153, under nakara.
8 5. Taj, HI, 584
86. Cf: XVIII, 87 and LIV, 6. Bell translates the word here a3 
'unheard of'.
87. Cf. XXII, 44, XXXIV, 45 and LVII, 18. Bell renders the word 
here as Our disapproval:
88. Jami', XXV, 4 3.
89* Kashshaf, III, 87
90. Anwar, II, 242
91. Jami', XII, 71.
92. Kashshaf, II, 144
93. Jamif, XXVII, 64 - 69
94* Kashshaf, II, 179 and Anwar II, 290
95* Six Ancient Poets, P. 49, Poem 23, L.l.
9 6. al - Mufaddaliyyat, Vol. I, 207*
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fc.A.
97- al - WaqidI, Or 1617 Pol. 9?) b.
98. The Life of Muhammad, P. 496.
99* Lane, Lexicon, Bk. I, Pt. II, P. 468, Col.3*
100. This is probably why J.W. Sweetman defines it as a technical
fault. (Islam and Christian Theology, Pt. I, Vol. 2 P. 198)
101. Concordance, T.I., P. 385* quotes 5 early Traditions where 
the term junah occurs
102. Lane, Lexicon, Bk. I, Pt. II, P. 662, Col.2. But according
to A. Jeffery, Foreign Vocabulary of the Qurhn, Pp. 116-7
the word is likely to be borrowed from Syriac, though it is 
said it goes back to a Jewish-Aramiac origin.
103* Six Ancient Poets, P. 81, Poem 4* L.ll.
104* Al - Mufaddaliyyat, Vol. I, P. 182.
105* Another kin-derivative, hawbah i3 used in this sense; and it
occurs in Tradition in a passage which reads: T,God, accept
my repentence and forgive my hawbah. "Concordance, T.I., P.523 
quoted this and another 4 early Traditions where the term occurs 
in the sense of sin.
106. Taj, Vol. II, P.30.
107. Ibid.
108. Tabari, Jami{ , VIII, 116, interprets the word here as doubt, and
also so in VI, 125* but he adds 'puzzlement1 as a possibility
in the latter case.
109* Early Tradition makes a limited use of the term in the sense of 
sin. (Concordance, I. 445)
110. Lane, Lexicon, Bk. I. Ill, P. 1037* Col.l; and Taj, IV, Pp. 159 - 
160.
111. Lisan, under rijs.
112. R. Bell quotes him in ft. 3* P. 414*
113. Jamic, VIII, 71 and XI, 2
114. Jam, VIII, 31 and XI, 174.
115. See Lane, Lexicon, Pt. Ill, 1037* Col. 3*
116. In coloqual usage nowadays, the stage is taken clearly by two 
words, dhahb and mafsiyah, the former used in daily use and 
more often denoting agression against fellow men, and the 
latter predominates in religious circles. The latter may be 
illustrated by a song now popular in sufi circles which begins 
as follows:
nmalak wi mal il-ma*asi yalli shababak fat,
'Urn ishari'l lail witnaddim rala*1 ^ii-fat” 
which can be rendered as follows:
”0 you whose youth has gone,
Rise, stay up at night (praying and reflecting), 
and regret what has been missed’’.
In the Malayan world, the term mafsiyah is now in the vogue; 
and it is getting more and more confined to the instance of 
kgthalwah, (khalwat in the Malay style), which is prohibited 
by law in all the Malay states and which is locally defined 
as a man found in suspicious retirement v/ith a woman 
marriageable to him but is not his wife. The officer in 
charge of looking for people committing this offence is 
styled Pegawai Penchegah Masiyat. (Thi3 phenomenon may be 
said to correspond to a tendency in other languages to restrict 
words of this nature to the theological context while others 
are readily used in daily life.
117- ’’Foreign Vocabulary of the Qur'an”, Pp. 202 - 3*
118. ibid, Pp. 123 - 4- Jfiffery says that the Hebrew root means
'to miss’, then 'developed the idea of sin, which is the 
commonest use in Hebrew”.
119. ibid, Pp. 139, 220 and 116-7.
120. ibid, Pp. 102 - 3* According to him the Persian origin
means guilt.
121. Six Ancient Poets, P. 34* Poem 2, L. 18.
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CHAPTER III
1. Apart from these words, there is another word, namely, muhin,
clear, which may appear relevant. It is an adjectival noun which 
describes ithm in 4:50, 4: 112 and 35: 38, and describes dalal
2. Tabari, Jamif, Vol. 27, Pp. 195 - 4, states that hinth here alludes
to polytheism. It appears however to be alluding to the general 
attitude of disobedience and rejection.
5. Tabari, ibid, Vol. 10, P.56.
4. This is if we concede to the intrepretation of the word ithm
in 2: 218 as sin. It seems more likely, however, that the word 
here is employed in the sense of 'harm'; hence the contrast 
between ithm and manafi1. The style becomes smoother in this 
interpretation. The meaning will be: 'And their harm is greater 
than their benefits'. Zamakhahari's interpretation of this clause 
in Kash, as: "and the punishment of their sin is greater than their 
benefits, makes the contrast absurd.
5. a TabarivJami, Vol. 5, P.44;, interprets sayyi'all in the sense of
minor sins, in IV: 31.
6. "We may recall that the Prophet used a kin-derivative of Laman,
i.e. alamma in addressing 'A'ishah alluding to commission of 
adultery of which she was accused and this cannot be an allusion
to a minor sin. (supra, Ch.II t^m lamam). Moreover, Tabari, (Jami' 
XXVII, 66 -7) offers an interpretation here of laman as one of its
possible meanings which he puts in the following words: "It is that
a man becomes involved in a sin and then repents". In support of
this opinion he quotes from an ancient poem:
in 3: 164, 6: 74, 7: 60, 12: 8 & 30, 19: 58, 21: 84,
26: 97, 28: 85, 51: 11, 54: 24, 36: 24 & 47, 59: 22,
45: 40, 46: 32, 62: 2 and 67: 29. However, describing a 
sin as clear does not necessarily imply a difference in 
the degree of gravity.
taghriii'l Lahua.ima teghfir jamma" 
wa'ayyu fabdin laka la alamma"
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The second line obviously means; "And who is the slave of Yours 
who has never committed a sin", which is reminiscent of the famous 
words of Christ: "Let him who did not commit sins amongst you
stone her!" In spite of that however, Tabari, probably influenced 
by the current thought at the time preferred to interpret laman as 
small sins. (Supra Ch. II, term lamam).
7. In the Concordance, only two instances could be traced in early 
Tradition with the word saghir describing a sin, (Vol. III.P.315) 
one attributed to Ibn Ka.iah and the other to Tirmidhi. Moreover, 
Art. I. of Fikh Abybar I, reads: "WE do not consider anyone to be
an infidel on account of sin", with sin, unqualified by great or 
grave; thus implying that sins are one category.
8. Muslim Creed. P.39# We should add however that the mysterious 
connotations attached to the Biblical terms of mortal and venial,
i.e., "deprivation or non-deprivation of sanctifying grace" - 
Oxford Dictionary of Christian Church. (London 1958) Pp. 927 &
1412 - are not applicable to the Muslim terminology.
9. Tradition equates to this, drinking wine by prescribing 80 lashes, 
(Muwat-jia1, 'Ashribah1, 2).
10. The subject of sin w$s of interest to a wide range of thinkers; 
the Traditionists, the jurists, the Mutakallimum, men of letters, 
the Sufis and the writers on ethics. A summary of the Islamic 
literature on the subject in relation to cultural, political and 
social aspects of life in the world of Islam in the various ages, 
would make a fascinating thesis. It was felt however that such 
an attempt would be somehow outside the scope of the present work; 
and it would fill the pages of an entire work. Our discussion is 
therefore confined to those whose early contributions were of 
theoretical importance and whose works determined the trend of 
thought about the concept.
11. Muslim Creed. P.39
12. The text reads: "wala nukaffiru aftadan bi-ihanbihi wala nanfi
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t — — q  _  _ahadan minal iman", K.Sharh al-Fijgh al-Akbar, attributed to I*laturidi,
Heydrabad, 1365 AH, P.I, which Muslim Creed. P.103 renders as follows:
MWe do not consider anyone to be an infidel on account of sin; nor do 
we deny his faith". It is interesting to note that although the author
_  iemploys the general word dhanb his interpreter speaks only of kaba ir 
and fasiq. Similarly, al-AshAri's statement in his Ibanah. P.7, runs
thus: "And we maintain that no one who is one of the people of the
Qiblah can be held as kafir on account of commission of a sin.
■^3. Maqalat, Vol.I.P. 163
14. Abdl-Laith al-Samarqandi, K. Tanbih al-Ghafilin, Halabi, Cairo,
1333 AH, P.134.
15. Ibn Abu' 1-Hadid, Sharh Nah.i al-Balaghah. Vol.I.Pp.499-755.
16. Mag., Vol. Pp. 212 - 213 Cf.P.207.
17. Ibid, P.306.
18. Ibid. Pp. 115-116
19. Ibid. P.272.
20. Ibid. P.213.
21. Al-Fakhr al-RazI,K.al-Arba*In fl-1 Usui al-Dln,Heyderabad, 1353 AH.,p.330
22. Adam is stated to have disobeyed his Lord in 20: 121, and Muhammad
is commanded to seek forgiveness for his sin in XL, 55 and XLVII, 19
23. Ibid, Vol. II.P.150.
24. Haq., I, 212 - 213, and II P.150.
25. Ibid, Vol. II, Pp. 147 - 148.
26. Hag. II, P.148
27. Maq., II, 148 - 149 cf. I, L.140.
28. Out al Qulub, IV, 17 Sq., (Egyptian Press, 1932).
29. Ibid, I, P,128.
30. Ifrya1, Vol. 4, Pp. 15 - 16, Cairo, 1958.
31. Ibid. P.16.
32. Muslim & Bukharf, and quoted in Out al Qulub. IV, 20.
33. Ihya* IV, PP.16 - 20.
34. The Tradition, related by Muslim, ^ Taharah', 14 - 16, on the authority 
of Abu Hurayrah, reads: "Five Daily prayers and the Friday cong-
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regations expiate what is between them as long as the heavy sins 
are avoided",
35. Jami*, Vol. 5, Pp. 37-38. An interesting statement by Tabari in 
connexion with 4, 29 is the following? "And in this verse there 
is an evidence from God against the ignorant Sufis
who denounce seeking provision through commerce and in­
dustry", (ibid. 32). It is further interesting that it comes 
from such an early author!
3o. Kupr., 1603, 78a/l01a.
37. Infra, App., H.
38. An interesting feature of this small work is that it attempts to 
enumerate the sins regarded as gagha1ir; other works devoted to 
the subject, of which we know, attempt to enumerate the categories 
of the other class only.
39. Cairo, 1336 AH.
40. There has been numerous other works on sin or on Kaba'ir, but 
they are repetitive and follow the style of al-Dhafcabi. One of 
them is a treatise by MuhammadfAbdal-Wahhab, Founder of Wahhabism, 
which appears in BM MS No. OR4529, Pp. 133a - 196b. The author 
enumerates 93 heavy sins; and it is interesting- to note that among 
them are to be found: pedantic talking, to be over-joyed, and
extortion of land! He quotes from the Qur'an and Hadith; but 
many of his quotations do not seem related to the item for which 
they are brought for support!
41. Figures in brackets indicate the volume and page references in 
al-Zawajir. It should not be understood however that all these items 
did not appear in the earlier lists.
42. It is interesting that in his "Al-Fatawa. Cairo, 1959.> Pp. 302- 
305, the present Shaikh al-Azhar, Shaikh l^£mud Shaltut argues 
against the validity of circumcising girls. It is now illegal 
in Egypt.
CHAPTER IV
(1) In this category is included all verbal derivatives, 
past present and imperative. But the verbs in 
these instances are not attached to relative pro­
nouns.
(2) In this is included the other forms of number^and 
gender, but the participle is undefined by «3i.
(3) The participle here is defined by Jl.
(4) By this we mean phrases made up of a relative pro­
noun defined by a positive verb.
(5) By this we mean phrases consisting of a relative 
pronoun defined by a negative verb.
(6) The infinitive is never used in the Qur'an.
(7) This includes LXXIV, 31 which is obviously Madinan, 
and LII,21 which R. Bell, (Vol.II,P.535) doubts that 
it could be so early.
(8) This also includes LXXIV, 31 which has just been stated 
to be Madinan. Three of the other instances, LI, 35, 
LXXXV, 7 & 10, speaks* of early nations, i.e.,^nd
the People of the Ditch. Moreover, it is doubtful 
that LXI, 13 was so early.
(9) This instance, in LXXVIII, 40, is prefixed by Jl; but 
the context shows that the reference is to the category 
and not to a defined person.
(10) Only in two of these instances, namely, XXXI, 13 and
XXXV, 14, the term is used in the technical sense. In 
the remaining cases it is used simply in the sense of 
sharing or having share in the creation.
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11. The ratio increases further if we add phrases, like: alladhina 
la-yu1 minima
12. James Barr, The Semantics of Biblical Language. Oxford University
Press, 1962, P.188.
13. In the earlier footnotes it was shown that some of the derivatives 
of iman which appear in early Meccan chapters belong in fact to 
later revelation. Many of the derivatives of the four terms could 
similarly be removed from the early lists.
14. The verbal noun of the first word, tasdiq, occurs only twice, 
namely in X, 37 and XII, III, but it is not used in the sense of 
holding to be true, but in the sinse of corroborating.
15. XXXIII 34 is a reference to Haaron, and LXXVI 12 is a reference 
to Mary, and XXXIX, 33 is apparently general.
16. XII, 4b describes Joseph, and XIX: 41, XIX: 56 and V: 75 describe 
Mary; IV: 69 and LVTI 19 are evidently general.
17. Namely, XXXVII 52 and LVII 18.
18. This is contrary to the conclusion of Professor James Robson
who in his art. ’Islam as a Term’; Muslim World, 1954, P.103, 
implies that Muslim was more a Madinan term, claiming that 
after the Hijrah to Madinah, "Muhammad at last realised that 
Jews and Christians were not waiting to receive him with open 
arms, and that what he taught differed in some respects from 
their teachings, so that Islam became a separate religion.
The members of the new faith required a name to distinguish them,
and thus the word Muslim was used for this purpose", This
statement implies that Muhammad in Mecca was calling on the 
people to be Jews or Christians, which is not so. It also 
implies that the need for a designating term of Muhammad's 
party only arose in Madinah, but the need was there in Mecca, 
hence the term of a1-Mu’minun, and also al-Muslinun were employed 
in Mecca. Al-Muslimin, far from being a Madinan term, is 
certainly one that belongs to Meccan revelations. That Islam
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is more employed in Madinah agrees with our earlier remark that 
the use of abstract terms has to await the process of internal 
conceptual development,
19. Apart from these quotations, reference may also be made to
X 90, XXVTI 91» XXXIX 12 and XXIX 46 which have similar implications. 
Again Muslim and Mushrik are frequently put in contrast to each 
other in early Tradition; e.g., al-Walid b. al-Walid when the 
Prophet advised him to go back to Mecca retorted: Shall I be 
returned to the Mushrikin whereas I have come as a Muslim? A. B. K., 
IV, 1331, and Bukh,, Shurut., 15.
20. Bell, I, P.115, translates it as: "those who resign themselves”.
21. According to Tabri, (Jamir, Vol. Ill, 211 - 214), the reference• ris to the Christians of Na.iran who argued about the godship of 
Christ.
22. R. Bell, I.P. 46, renders this as: ”1 have surrendered myself”.
23. This agrees with the context and it is how Tabari, Jami1, VI, 214, 
interprets the word. Bell, I.P.76, renders it as "the common 
folk”.
24. This however does not deprive the word entirely of the conno­
tations of peace, tranSquality and feeling of security. A 
difficulty with this conclusion about the basic meaning of the 
term however may arise from XLIX 14 which reads: "The Beduoin
say: We amanna, say: lam tu'minu; but say rather: aslamna;
for Iman has not yet entered your hearts.” But aslamna here 
can easily be rendered as: "You just have outwardly accepted the
faith of monotheism thereby seeking your own safety. This may be 
corroborated by the Hadith: "aslama al-Nasmywa - 'amna rAmr". 
(Tirmidhi. 'Manaqib', Vol. XIII, Pp. 231 - 2) which may be inter­
preted as: "People pretend to have accepted the monothristic
faith, but fAmr is sincere in his claim".
25. Lisan. Vol. XIII, P.289.
26. Qur'an, XXVI, 89 (Cf XXXVII, 84)
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27. Lisant XII 293, offers on the authority of Tahdhib an inter­
pretation of is lam as ’'devoting worship to Allah", which corrob­
orates our definition.
28. It is suggested by the lexicographers, theologians and Qur'anic 
commentators, (e.g. Lisan, XII, 293, and Tabrri, Jami' III, 212) 
that islam means: "al - inqiyad". i.e. surrendering; and the 
aim of Professor James Robson in his article, 'Islam as a Term'
Muslim World. 1959, PP. 101 - 109, is to expound that the 
Qur'anic use of the term is devoted to this sense. It is also 
the definition given by al-Baqillani in his Tamhid, Pp. 347 - 8, 
where he says: Islam is the inqiyad and istislam. He added,
"and every ta'ah whereby the slave surrenders to his Lord is Islam; 
and iman is one element of the elements of Islam, and every iman 
is Islam but it is not that every Islam is iman* Probably this
is what al-Ashfari means when he said in his Ibanah, (P. 7, of
1948 ed.): "And we maintain that Islam is wider than iman and
that it is not that every Islam is iman".
Al-Baqillani bases his definition of Islam on Ch. XLIX, 14
which reads: "The Beduoin said, We amanna; say, you did not
embrace im:n« (lam tu'minu), but you may say we have embraced
Islam (aslamna)". He adds: "Thus, the Qur'an aenied their iman
and asserted their Islam; and it meant surrendering", (ibid, 248).
But this conflicts with his earlier assertion that Islam incorporated
iman; which means that when Islam is ascribed to someone, iman must
therefore be thereJ In addition this interpretation is vague, and
is far removed from the primary sense of the term. Moreover, the
sense of feurrendering', in spite of the skilful presentation of
Professor Robson is not a plicable to many of the term, unless we/
allow ourselves to read too much into the words.
29. This simple interpretation of Islam as belief in monotheism is not 
to be impaired by Traditions where the Prophet is quoted defining 
Islam as comprising the utterance of shahadah, prayers, zakat and
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fasting of Ramadan (Muslim, Iman, 5), or by those which declare 
that Islam is built on five, thosef^just mentioned, and pilgrimage.
The Prophet was not in fact concerned with giving logical definitions, 
but this tradition, if authentic, may be regarded as an attempt to 
define the constituents of one’s belief in monotheism.
30. Bara * ah here does not mean a state of this, which is denoted by the 
term islam: but it means an active declaration of disassociating 
oneself from.
31. The original physical meaning may perhaps be sought in the following 
expression in reference to a strong she-cainel; quoted by Lane,
V. I. Pt. I, P. 100, from M and al-Sihah: ( A j t \
and \). It is noteworthy that in a copy of
Sihah -L-fi reads in the passive form. If this is so, the
tri-lateral verb, First Form, may be intransitive or transitive.
When it is transitive, it will be equivalent to the Fourth Form.
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It is interesting to see that the sense of "to be secure" 
is given as one of the underlying- ideas of the corresponding 
Jewish terra, according to Dictionary of the Bible, Vol. IV, P.
827 Col.l.
32. Translation of Bell, (Vol. 1, P. 27 Verse 192b in his numeration).
33. The word amanah is normally rendered as trust; but the connotation 
of being a pledged or guaranteed thing is implied. Failing to 
realise the evidence of this connotation, Bell (Vol. II, P.419) - 
misjudged as quite obscure the metaphorical use in verse XXXIII,
72 which reads: "verily We have offered a1-amanah to the Heavens
and the Earth - etc."
34. A Grammar of the Arabic Language. I, 34.
35. The interpretation of iman simply as tasdiq or believing is the
common approach of the lexicographers, the commentaters of the 
Qur'an, and the theologians. In his Asas, P.10, Zamakhahari
asserts that tasdiq is the meaning of iman and apparently
• _  Vv_
implies that it is the original sense of the word. Qarus, IV,
r
P. 199, gives tasdiq as the primary meaning, while the commentary,
IX, P.135, refers to it as a matter of agreement between all the 
linquists and others of knowledge. l^ 'Qawae however adds another 
possible meaning, i.e., "Trusting and outward submission and 
acceptance of shariiah". (ibid).
Tabari, Jami* I, 100 - 1, interprets iman, in connexion with 
yu'minuna in II, 3, as tasdiq, and attributes this to a number of 
authorities. He concludes by asserting that iman with the Arabs 
is tasdiq: therefore who so believes in something by acknowledgement 
of the tongue is described as mu'min bihi, and the one whose heart 
agrees with his tongue is also described as mu'min; and an instance 
of this (use) is Clod’s saying (and you are not mu'min to us, even 
though we are truthful, ch. XII V.17). Tabari adds khashiah, fear, 
as a possible interpretation, (ibid), but it does not seem suitable 
although it would fit the context in II, 3. Fear is not clearly
implied in the majority of the textual instances of Iman, and, 
moreover, it appears to be the opposite meaning of iman. In
al-Kashshaf, I, 961, Zamkhshari, elaborating further his inter-
. -  ................................................................pretation of iman, defines it as tasdig but implies that it is
a metaphorical meaning derived from the idea of ’rendering
someone secure or free from being held untrue. This was
critised by Taj, IX, 135 as being inconsistent with Zamkhshari’s
position in Asas. when? he appears to imply that tafciiq is the
original meaning. Zamkhshari further explains, (ibid, 67),
that the use of the verb amana with the preposition bi, (by),
is because the meaning of recognition or i ftiraf which is used
with the same preposition is implicit in its connotation.
On the other hand, Taj, (P.135), says the same word amana, is
used with the preposition li, (to), on account of the fact that
it implies the idea of idh*an or submission. However, the
explanation of Taj is difficult to apply to the phrase:
"Wayu’minu li11-mu’mlnin” in IX. 61. since it would mean that
the Prophet submits to the mu'minin.Zamakhshari in Kashshaf
( I, 97) adds another possible meaning, i.e., trusting, which
is also given by Qamus. as mentioned above, and which is close
to the meaning of tasdiq. In support of this possibility,
Zamkhshari quotes that an Arab used to say when he cancelled
a journey for fear of not having company: ma’amuntu an a.jida
sahabatan, which means: I was not sure I would find companion.
Al-Baidawi in his Anwar, I, 12, just quotes the words of the
Kashshaf without acknowledgment, or rephrases them. Al-Ashfari
also defines iman in his Luma', clause 180, P.75, as tasdiq; and
McCarthy interprets the word as (belief) (p.105). The author
followed by his admirer, al-Baqillani, Tamhid, P. 346, bases
his definition on the authorities of the language. Al-Baqillani
adds that they agree that this was the meaning of the term prior
to the revelation of the Qur’an and the mission of the Prophet.
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This is apparently presumptuous, and the definition does not 
take into account, as ours does, the semantic consideration 
and the importance of the contexts where the word and its 
derivatives occur. Both authors quote Ch. XII, 17 in support 
of the interpretation of tasdiq t implying, as Tabari and other 
commentators did, that Joseph's brothers meant by saying to 
their father after the loss of Joseph, you are not believing 
us even though we are truthful. In my view, this is a 
mistaken interpretation, because it implies that the brothers 
anticipated that their father was not to believe their story, 
but why then did they smear Joseph's garment with false blood 
ad evidence of their truth, which is described in the following 
verse, if they dispaired of their father's believing them. 
Moreover, the sentence would be of no avail. It seems to me 
that the brothers were referring to their early argument with 
their father when they tried hard to persuade him to let Yusuf 
accompany them and he hesitated to trust him to them; and the 
meaning of mu'min lana in this case would be you were not 
willing to trust him to us.
36. Kashshaf. Ill, 216.
37. In this discussion, the relative pronoun complemented by the 
verb is counted with the part. act. defined by the definite 
article, because it conveys equivalent idea.
38. The idea of quitting is supported by the phraseology of the 
following verses: (l) "That, (their punishment), is because
when Allah alone was called upon, kafartum, you withdrew; but 
if the partners were ascribed to Him tu'minu, you took part". 
XL, 12. Interpreting kafartum in the sense of disbelieving 
and tu' minu in the sense of believing would not suit the 
context. (2) "For when it was said to them: There is no god
but Allah"', they used to react in a manner of conceitedness;
(or to adopt a proud attitude), and say: Shall we abandon our
4-10
our gods on account of a crazy poetj" XXXVII, 35 - 36. The 
interpretation of kafartum and tu1minu given in the first 
instance is the obvious rendering rather than that of disbelieving 
and believing; and this, together with the style of the second 
instance, show that the important implication in the terms is the 
idea of associating or disassociating.
39. Baidawl, Anwar, I. 12.
4&. XXVI, 89 and XXXVII, 84 where it is praised to come to God aA
Mqalbin salim"
41. L, 33 where it is praised to come to the Merciful with a 
"qalbin munib"
^ 40. It may be significant that this verse does not put kufr as an
ii.jnediate result of the coming of the signs, but apparently as 
a result of the rejection of the signs and the adoption of an 
attitude of self-conceitedness^
43. This is even reflected in a Tradition related by Ibn Hanbal 
in his Musnad, iii, 134 sq., and is rendered by Wensinck,
Muslim Greed. P.23, as follows: "Islam is external, faith
belongs to the heart".
44. This verse may appear to be against the simple interpretation 
of iman as, tasdiq or bel^iving, since Abraham's belief at the 
time was unquestionable. Moreover, to render the statement as: 
Have you not believed; and Abraham replies: Yes, I have believed
but I wish to free my heart from doubt or instability,will be 
inconsistent. It wouldmmtni to: I have believed but wish to
believe. It seems that Abraham intended to allude to some of 
those who earned the title of mu'min on account of fulfilling 
the outward elements of the concept.
45. It is noteworthy that the preposition bi_ is earlier than the 
use of the preposition li. The earliest of the latter are:
XLIV, 21 and XXVI, 111 which belong to the 2nd Meccan period,
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whereas the use of the former occurs in verses which are normally 
believed to belong to the 1st Meccan period; namely, LXXVII, 50, 
which reads: (fa bi-ayyi hadithin bafdahu yu1minim). LXIX, 33,
which reads: (innahu kana la yufminu bi'llahi'l - (A^im)t and
LXXXV 8 which reads: (wama nagamu minhum ilia an yu'minu bi'llahi'l
fazizi*1-Hamid). The verb, without a preposition however frequently 
occurs during the early revelations: e.g. LXXXIX 20 & 25, LII 33 
and XC 17. Whereas the Fourth Form, amana which reaches its 
object by means of the preposition bi (by), appears to be the 
passive or the reflexive meaning or the mutawif of the transitive 
of the same form, the intransitive Fourth Form which reaches its 
object by means of the proposition li., to, appears to be the 
passive meaning or mutawif of the 10th Form, ista'mana, i.e., 
sought to be trusted. In this case, it means, 'to give trust 
to', hence the proposition li. (to). It is noteworthy that in 
all the Qur'anic occurrences of the fourth Form, reaching the 
object by means of li. the object governed by the preposition is 
someone apart from Sod. It is Joseph's brother in XII, 17,
Abraham in XXIX 26, Moses in X 83, II, 55; VII, 195; XX 71,
XXVI 49 and XXXXIV 21; the Mu'minun in IX, 61, co-religionists 
in III, 73, a Messenger in III 183; those who declined to join 
in battle but in a negative sense, in IX 94; Muhammad in XVII,
90 - 93; Moses and Haaron in XXIII, 47; Noah in XXVI, III; and 
Muhammad's party in II, 75.
46. Cf. Ill 91
47. Cf. XLVII, 28, 32 and 33
48. Cf. IX, 124, XVI, 97; XVII, 19; XX, 112, XXI, 94.
49. Cf. V, 45 and 47
50. It will be interesting to read this verse in the back-ground of 
the preceding two verses which may be rendered as follows: "Those
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who have embraced iman and emigrated and striven with their 
wealth and person in the cause of Allah, and those who have 
offered shelter and help, are friends one to the other (i.e. 
probably, with mutual obligations regarding the duty of blood 
revenge, Cf. Constitution of Madina); but towards those who 
have embraced iman and have not emigrated, you have no duties 
of relationship whatever until they emigrate. (i.e. probably, 
there is no claim for them on you regarding blood duties for 
indemnity they may have to make); if however they seek your 
help in matters of religion, it is incumbent on you to help 
them, unless it be against a people with whom you have a compact; 
Allah of what you do is observant. And those of Kufr are friends 
one tof" the other."
These verses strengthen our conviction of the importance in 
the concept of iman of the element of the idea of belonging to 
a party united round a religious nucleus providing shelter 
and protection. Thus who have declared their loyalty to the 
party but failed to emigrate and be with their fellows in the 
association forfeited their right to the claim of help in secular 
- though they preserve their religious - rights. It is also 
relevant to observe the phraseology of an early Tradition 
related by Abu Dawud, Vol. I, P. 126, which can be rendered as 
follows: "The Prophet sent an expedition to Khathram but some
(Muslim) people (amongst the enemy) sought refuge in prostrating, 
(thereby showing their faith), but they were killed unrelently. 
This reached the ears of the Prophet and he ordered half the 
blood-wit for them and said: (i disassociate myself from every
Muslim who lives among the Mushriks)".
51. Cf. II, 271; VIII, 29; XLVIII, 5.
52. Cf. XL, 55; XLVIII, 2: XXXIII, 70 - 71; LXI 11 - 12
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53. The promise of good reward without mention of good acts in 
IX, 72 which reads: "Allah has promised all mu'minin and al
Mu'minat Gardens under which the rivers flow", is apparently 
because the reference here is to a defined group who do good 
work, i.e., Muhammad and his Companions, who are contrasted 
in the context to the Hyporcites mentioned and spoken of in 
the previous passage.
54. E.g., in XXXVI, 25 only iman in God is mentioned; in v.12 
only iman in Messengers is given; in V, 69 iman in God and 
the Last Day is mentioned; in IV, 136 iman in God, His 
Apostle and His Books are mentioned; and in II, 285 iman in 
God, His Angels, His Books and His Messengers are given.
The five articles are mentioned only in II, 177.
55. The five articles of kufr are enumerated only in IV, 136;
but one article only or a combination of two or more below
five can be found.% * P fa,
56. inftsa, p.3 0 1.
57. M.C., p. 131.
58. Ibid. p. 37.
59. Muslim. H-inan'. vol. II, pp. 93-4.
60. Ibid, p.p. 41 - 42.
61. Kaq., I, 157. Al-Baghdadi, however, (Farq, 55-6), relates
that according to al-Karbi all the Khawari.i, including the 
Ma.iadah, are unanimous on the thesis that every grave sin is 
kufr, Al-Baghadadi supports al-Ashfari's version and interprets 
kufr as used by the Na.iadah in the sense of ingratitude.
We feel, however, that Baghdadi's argument is unconvincing.
It assumes a relatively high degree of speculation. Moreover, 
ingratitude still implies the idea of denial and revolt.
62. Muslim Creed, p. 47.
63. Ibid, 40.
64. Ibid.
65. M.C., p. 38.
66. Maq., pp. 197-207. Cf. Baghdadi, Farq. pp. 21-2.
VI Jf
67. M.C., 132.
68. infra.* p . 328.
69. M.C., p.33.
70. Baghdadi, Farq, p.24.
71. Luma^  clause 180. p.75.
72. Tamhid. clause 583. p.348.
73. Usui. 248.
74. M.C., p.125.
75. Tamhid. clause 584. p.249.
76. Ibid, clause 585 on pp. 349 - 350.
77. Elder, Commentary on the Creed of Islam, p. 114
78. Third Chapter of Appendix H, infra.
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CHAPTER V
In 99 passages out of 113 in which the term or its derivatives
occur,it denotes this idea of divine sanction,l
-  -  ,  < r  _  {2; Qamus,e.g.,-vol.I,p.43-says,waththawabu al-asalu wa al-nahlu
wa al-jaza'uV *
3)Altogether 9 instances in 6 verses.
4)Qamus,I,376,defines it:al-ajru al-jaza'u &la al-*amal.
5) The term denotes this idea of divine reward in 78 instances 
out of 108 Qur’anic occurrences,
6) It is clear that not all souls are to be punished,or to be 
given good rewards.
7)This is the definition given by Qamus,vol.IV,p.212.
8 )See Ibn Hazm,Fisal,IV,81-3 ;AshrarI,Maq,II,149.
• .
9)In this sense the termn is used in 119 instances;other occurrences 
which convey other meanings are 28 altogether.
10)Qamus says:(al-narimu) wannurma al- kh afdu wa al-dafatu,(IV,183)
11)There are 17 Qur'anic instances of na'im;in one it denotes 
wealth,and the rest allude to Jannah <br to its pleasures. It is
annexed to it in 12 casas.
13)Qamus,I,110,defines it:'wa al-*uqba jaza'u al-amri11.
14)R.Bell interpretsthe word in XCI 15 as 'consequence' which is 
appears to be a plausible interpretation in all instances;but 
elsewhere he renders it as 'reversion'. He is apparently re­
verting to the root meaning of the word.
15)According to Qamus,I,110,"al-faqibu wa al-raqibatu al-waladu wa 
akhiru kulli shai' ".
16)0f the 32 occurrences of the term faqibah, 23 allude to the end 
of early nations. With the exception of 4 instances,the verses
in which it is used appear to be Madinan.
17)Lane,Lexicon,Bk.I,pt.v,p.2099*states,"You say: ..inf.n.
LjaS- and . .He punished him for his crime , sin, fault,or offence"
18)Ta j,XV,3 7 0.
19)(Amir b. al-Tufail is related to have said: , . .
(from Zahr al-Adab,1 ,8 5)• And Umru'ul~'Qais says:
(Six Ancient Poets,116,1,1). The word salim in the first line 
means,bitten by a viper;and mu*adhdhab'pass, part, in both lines 
means 'tormented',in one physically,and in the other mentally.
(20)Misbah, II, 22, (under V-*®-)
(21 )Tahdhife-a3:-Aemaf The term radhab and its kin-derivatives in their 
Qur'nic usage denote punish ment in the Hereafter in 257 instances 
out of 358 occurrences. They allude to the punishment which visi­
ted early nations in another 89 cases.
(22)Tahdhib al-Asma1,1,59*
(|3)a T -Raghib al-Asfahani,Mufradat,¥ilTP»101♦
(24)Taj,VII,235•
(25)Dictionary of the Bible,II,119-120,artlSehenna'. According to the 
authorthe word suffered some changes from its original topographi­
cal meaning through^j^s evil associations. One of its uses in the 
0T denotes a 1 place^rebellious or apostate Jews in the presence of 
the righteousJbut in the NT it has become to mean ?the final place 
of punishment into which the wicked are cast after the last judg­
ment • *
(26)Qamus,IV,8 8.
(2 8 )ln this meaning the term occurs 9^ times out of 1^ -9 occurrences.
The first meaning given above occurs in 2k passages,and the second 
in J>k passages.
(29)Such as the word la^S in LXX 15* Qamus,IV,3 8 8,says that la^§. is 
another name for Jahannam. Ibn Sidah in Mukhassas,II,3 8 »adds
the authority of the author of al-fain: 6l-hawiya& and umm al-hgwiyah
(30)Besides the Qur'anic passages in which the above words and terms 
are employed in the eenee-ef context of reward ore punishment as
a consequence for human acts,there are many others where rewards a 
are promised or punishment is warned,such as the words rafrmah, 
maghfirah,khusran,khizy,shaqawah and saradah,which mean:mercy, 
forgiveness,loss,shame,unhappiness and happiness respectively. It 
is felt,however,that the ten words discussed above,and the 
analysis of their Qur’anic usage,are sufficient for the purpose 
of the present discussion.
(31 )Qamus, IV,32. Ta j , VIII, 6*f,attributes ^ to ggghani that the term means 
thee production of anything, *  ^9and is more gene­
ral than the terms famal and §unr.
(32)Qamus,IV,5^- 32.
(33)The term refers to human acts in 15 6 instances of a total of about 
18 0 occurrences.
(3MQamus,111,5^.
(35)The term sunf appears to have a connotation of efforts and deli­
berate and direct handling of the work. It seems therefore thatv i 
its application to God is metaphorical. However,out of 2k passages 
in which the term is used,it refers to human acts in 16 of them.
(3 6 )Qamus says that kasaba,takassaba and iktasaba mean 1talaba al-rizqa, 
or kasaba asaba and iktasaba tasarrafa wa ijtahada.(I,1 2 8 )
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(37)F« J.MacCarthy,Theology of al-Asb Tp-S^T ft. siig-gpst.s that the 
use of the term in this sense is a borrowing from the vocabulary 
of commerce.
(3 8)Over 65 passages.
(39)Qamus,IV,22,defines it as,1al-mihnah wa al-^amal' Taj,VII,34,re- 
lates on the authority of Rgghib that the term means deliberate 
animal movement;and on the authority of some others that the term 
implies some kind of hardship in producing the act and is there­
fore inapplicable to Qod. If this is so,the application of the word 
in the sense quoted here,namely,XXXVI,71»is metaphorical.
(40)The number reaches the figure 339*
(41 )E.g. ,II,62;III.30,XXXIX,70 & XXIX,33.
4ft2)Tabari,Jamif,XXIII,73»offers both possibilities.
•
(*+3)Luma1 , clause 8 2,p.3 7*Al-Ashfari apparently takes it to mean: and 
Allah has created you and your deeds. McCarthy*s rendering of this 
on p. 53 as: and what you make,disagrees with al-Ashrarl*s intention* 
Al-Ashrari is at pains to prove that ma in XXXVII 96 is not a re­
lative pronoun but a masdariyyah. He appears to believe that if ma 
is so interprted,the Qur'nic statement would be categorical in 
declaring that man’s work is God's creation. He therefore argues that 
ma in XCVI 14,which is a similar phrase,is masdariyyah referring 
to man's activities and his movements and cannot be regarded a re­
lative pronoun sinse it does not refer to what is done;and by ana­
logy,^ in XXXVII 96 cannot be a relative pronoun.
(44)ibid. Al-BaqillanI,Tamhid,pp.303-66,produces the same argument in 
a sightly different style,adding further Qur'nic texts which 
speak of the divine creation. It is interesting to note that while 
the master heads his argument with the title:'al-Kalamu fi al- 
Qadar',his disciple adopts the title:'al-Kalamu fi Khalq al-Affal,.
(45)This paragraph of al-Ashcari may be summarised as follows; 'Carving 
is the act of the Meccans,and therefore ma in XXXVII 95 is a re­
lative pronoun referring to the idols or the material,whereas the 
Meccans cannot make the idols or their material and therefore ma
in the following verse cannot bfe a relative pronoun referring to 
the idols or their material.' It has to be admitted however that 
al-Ash^ari's style is sometimes unyielding!
(46)Jami*,XXIII,75*
(4-7)B. in HI,and d.in ysOk AH.
(48)D.B.Macdonald,Development of Muslim Theology,,pp.l88sqt
(49)Tafsir,IV,13*
(50)Anwar,II,198-9.
(51)The rendering of the words of al-Baidawi here is simplified.
(52)W.Wright,A Grammar of the Arabic Language,11,323*
$55)Sayutl1Itqan,II,36.
(54) Al-Baidawi very frequently resorts to metaphorical interpreta ^ •
tion. E.g.,he interpretsx the word yamin in in XXXVII 28 in the 
sense of 'the strong argument','the right religion','righteous­
ness,all of which,as he acknowledges,are metaphorical^Aiwar,11,195)
(55) Kash.,11,505-6. Zamakh. elaborates further substantiating his 
interpretation,but the above is the substance of his argument.
(56) Tafsir,VII,367.
(57) Mafatxh.XXVI,149-150.
(5 8) Zmnkh. seems to feel that a statement that God has created man 
and his deeds would context which is here the rep­
udiation of the attitude of the Meccans. However,that God has 
created the carving and the acts which give the material the 
shape which makes them of value to the idolators is not foreign 
to the context.
(59) Lane,Lexicon,II,800,defines khalq as attributed to God as 'the 
originating,or bringing into existence,anything,not after the 
similitude of anything pre-existing; or bringing into exis­
tence from a state of non-existence.
(60) Of the 252 occurrences of the derivatives of khalq in the Qur'an 
none is attributed to any but to God,except in XXIX 17 where
it reads:'wa takhluquna ifkan'• It is clear that itsx use here is 
metaphorical emphasising the falsehood of the adversaries' claim. 
Baidawi,Anwar,II,138,rightly interprets it here as 'takdhibuna'.
(61) Ft. 39 above.
(62) Qamus defines iradah asx mashi'ah. (vol.I,p.306) This term and 
its derivatives occur in 82 passages.
(6 3) A H  these instances appear to be early Meccan revelations.
(64) All these passages are produced b&low in one numerical series 
for simplicity,as they are traditionally interpretted.When more
than one verse are of the same effect,only one is produced but
references of the others may bex given in fts.
(6 5) these two terms are considered together because they frequently
occur together,and for the sake of convenience.
66. idlal in the sense of seduction and leading astray is also as­
cribed to Satan in XXXVI 62,to Pharaoh in XX 79*to al-Samirl in 
XX 8 5,to evil masters in XXXIII 6 7,to the idols in XIV 36,and 
to evil desire in XXXVIII 26.
6 7. Apart from the verses given where guiding aright is ascribed to 
God there are some other ei35 similar verses.
68. Tabari,I,181,interprets idlal here on the authority of Ibn Mas^ud • *
and others in the sense of ‘increasing the erring by adding dis­
belief^ Nasral-Din Ahmad b. Muhammad,the author of the Commen- « • «
tary on al-Kashshaf,I,206,wages a violent attack on Zamakh. for 
interpreting the ascription of idlal to God here in the sense of 
ascribing an act to One Who was merely the cause of its existence.
69* Ref. also to XCII 7«
70. cf.xxvii 50,v 51t1o8,vi 1 Vf,ix 19,2^,80 & 109.
71. V 67,IX 37, & XVI 107.
72. Baidawi,1,3.66,interprets tahdu here in the sense of * to make guided*,• "
and Tabari,V,196,interprets adalla Allahu in the sense of khidh- 
lan.
73. Cf. XLII 46.
74. Cf. XIII 33 & 36,XL 33.
75« Cf. VII 30* Baidawi*s interpretation of this amounts to: and from 
amongst them there is a party which to lead astray is right be­
cause of God*s decreef (Aniirar, 1,386.
76. Cf. XLII k k .
77* Baidawi,II,1^8,interprets faman yahdi here as: Who can guide him
whom God has misguided?
7 8. Tabari,II,130,interprets rala filmin as*in His preceding Knowledge;
and Baidawi as:’Knowledge of straying and the corruption of the
substance of the soul.(Anwar,II,275)
79* Ibn Hazm,Fisal,III,152,offers on behalf of the Sunnis two different • •
meanings for arada and sha*a;one is approval or acceptance,and the 
other is to determine the coming into being. He puts the second 
meaning in these words: 'arada wa sha'a^rada kawnahu wa sha’a 
wujudah1. The first meaning could not be traced in al-Ash'ari’s or 
in the Baqillani*s works.
80. ,Tabari,II,5-6,explains 'yahdi man yasha'u' as: 'He guides whom He 
wishes fromi'iamongst His creatures to the straight path...as God 
has guided Muslims aright by establishing the qiblah for them,and 
led astray the Jews,the Hypocrites and the pagans.
81 • Baidawi, 1,130 » explains 1 makanu li-yu'minu* as: ...they will never 
have believed because God decreed disbelief for them. To emphasise 
this he considers ilia as istithna^ munqatir.
82. In VI 112.
8 5. In VI 157.
84. Baidawi,II,182,explains *inna Allaha yusmifu man yasha1^  as:...whom- 
ever He wills to guide by graspmgg His indications and hearkening 
to His preaching.
85* Satan's influence and the Jinn's work are also stated to be accom­
plished with God's permission,in LVIII 10 and XXXIV 12.
86. R.Bell,I,2 9,v . 209 in his numbering,puts acomma between the words 
'differed* and 'by',apparently connecting the preposition with
the word guided;but the long separation may suggest that the prepo­
sition is more likely connected with the nearer verb,differed.
87* This root njeaning seems to be implied in all the usages attached 
to its derivatives.lt can be easily traced in qudrah when it means 
power or ability,since they are up to a measure;and predestining 
is pre-determining things according to a measure.
88. Sihah,II,786,&Taj,11,481. Both quoted on the authority of al- Akh-4 A'" 1 A
fash,the following line attributed to Hudbah b. al-Ashram:
89# Tabari and Baidawi interpret qadar here in the sense of 'a decree'. • •
R. Bell,11,650,interprets this verse as:'Who assigned power and 
guided'. He indeed interprets the term qadar always in the sense 
of measure,power or a limit. But,for the sake of argument,passages 
the term qadar is rendered here at this stage as 'decree',the tra­
ditional interpretation.
^  Al- BaqillaniJs-inTamhld,505,clause 520,thus interprets this verse:
'and al-taqdir from Him is the creation of everything in accordance 
with a measure and with His intention and determination'.
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92. Sihah in discussing the word »V-i=3 claims that the hamzah at the end 
. . .
is converted from an original ya1.
93. From these are the ideas,to decide,to kill,i.e.,to finish a life,
to die,hence,qada nahbahu,and to do or to make according to a plan,
  +k|.,
(Taj,X,296,and Sihah,VI,2463-4) The latter relates to^  the employ­'s— s— r r
memjc of this term in the sense of decree.
94. Ibid.
93* The interpretation of wa qadaina here as,decreed in eternity,is 
one of the interpretatins offered by Tabari,XV,21•
96. Lane speaks of tabafa as follows: ,aor.,inf.n. ^ , H e  sealed,
stamped, imprinted,or impressed; synonym , (lexicon, V, 18 2 3) •
97* Taj,VIII,266,relates on the authority of al-Zajjaj that the pri­
mary meaning of khatau*3 and tab1 is to cover a thing and secure 
against a thing entering it*
98.To this idea is probably related the phrase{ghushiya falaihi',since 
consciousness in this case is absent as if it/is covered.
99* akanna,4th Form of this root is used in II 233 in the sense of 
concealing. The verse reads: , , ,
100. Sihah,II,848. ' ' ' )• • V
101. 11,7* Cf*XL,23.Tabari,I,112-3finterprets khatama here in a phy-• 1
sical sense. He quotes and argues against the interpretation of 
fthe word as an allusion to the conceitedness of the unbelievers 
and their obstinacy in rejecting the faith. He says:”Are the pride 
and rejection of the unbelievers their own work or the work of 
God? It cannot be theirs,because the sealing is ascribed to God”.
102. Reference here is apparently to the Meccans. R.Bell,II,435»renders 
this verse as follows: So they do not clearly see. The adverb 
Clearly’ does not appear to be necessary.
103. To these verses may be added XXXVII 96 according to al-Ash^ari’s 
interpretation discussed above,and XXXIV 18 according to the in­
terpretation of al-Baqillani~explained in ft.90 above.
104. Al-Baqillani comments on this verse as follows:"If bondmen (of 
Allah)create their speech,their movements and stillness,their 
wishes and their knowledge,all of which resemble the types of 
the creation of Allah,... then there would be creation like His
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creation and making like His making;and then for His creatures His 
and their creation would be confused” Tamhid,306,clause 523*
103* BaqillanI,ibid,205-6,cl.3 2 2,develops compares this statement 
with verse XXVIII 72 which reads:Is there any god besides Allah to 
bring for you a night in which you rest". He apparently means that 
since the style of both texts is similar,and there is a denial of the 
existence of any God but Allah,here it should be a denial of the exis­
tence of any creator besides Allah.
106. Al-Baqillani,ibid,cl.521,develops this verse as follows:"God says 
How do I not know what you conceal of your saying while it is I Who 
created it?" He proceeds further 4nd denies the possibility that the 
assumedaccusative pronoun of created,refers to the word su&Sr,breasts, 
mentioned in the preceding verse,stating;"because the creation of a 
container does not necessarily imply knowledge of its contents.'!
107* Cf.Tabari,Jami*,IX,203-5*
10#. Ibid.
109* Passages quoted above,Nos. 76-80.
110. do do do do 53-60.
1 11. do do do do 1-19.
112. do do do do 20-^5*
113. do do do do 61-7 5.
11^ f. do do do do ^+6-^7 .
115. do do do do ^ 8-52.
116. There is no trace of such a reaction in the Qur1an. Muslim,how­
ever,relates on the authority of Abu Hurairah who did not join the 
Prophet till the time of Khaibar,that a party of Quraish came to argue 
with the Prophet over the questin of qadar,and verse LIV £7 which 
reads: We have indeed created everything with qadar,was revealed,(Muslim 
XVI,205). Anyway,a dispute over the meaning of qadar is not an accu­
sation of inconsistency.
117. This chapter is second in Noldeki*s chronological order,and fourth 
in the traditional order. Vv. 3^»37f55 and 56 may seem to the super­
ficial observer as lacking consistency;and this may disagree with
D.B.Macdonald1s claim in his art. qadar in 1.1.,that the Qur'an tended 
towards the end^be fatalistic. This tendency,if at all real,began early.
118. Tabari,Jamir,XVII,96-7.
119* A, fiftiillaume,The Life of Muhammad,163*
120. Al-Zarkashi,Burhan,II,1^6.
121. in this connexion,al-Zarkashl,ibid,200,rightly emphasises the 
importance of the context in determining the meaning of a text 
and removing any ambiguity about it. He stresses his point by 
quoting how the context of Q.XLIV 49 which reads: Taste,you are 
al-*aziz and al-karim,help us in understanding the meaning of 
these two words here as ‘vile* and * despised',although they nor­
mally denote ’powerful1 and 'noble1. It is pertinent to quote 
also here I.A.Richards where he says in his The Philosophy of 
Rhetoric,Oxford press,1950»P*4:" Ido once for all desire whoever 
shall think it worth his while to understandc that he would not 
stick in this or that phrase,or manner of expression,but candid­
ly collect my meaning from the whole sum e£-my and tenor of my 
discourse,and laying aside the words as much as possible,consider 
the notions themselves."
122. Rendered under Nos. 5 & 6 above.
133* Tabari,Jam?,V,192-6.
124. This interpretation may appear to be near that of the Mu^tazilah, 
in which they render the words ahda and adalla in the sense of
— — i —  
naming or describing someone as guided or misguided.(Samarqandi1s 
Tafsir where he deals with v.II 26,and Ibn Qutaibah,Mushkil al- 
Qur'an,92-4). The latter refutes this interpretation on the grounds 
that the Arabs do not use the 4th Form in the sense of attributing 
something to someone,but the 2nd Form. According to him,the 4th 
Form means,to find someone involved in a condition or in a special 
description. E.g.,when you say akdhabtuhu,it means you have found 
him a liar,not that you ascribe to him the vice of telling lies.. 
However,Ibn Qutaibah's contention appears to be arbiterary;and
'I his argument is not in any way against our own interpretation.
123* Samarqandi,Tafsir,in discussing 11,26,says that the basic mea­
ning of dalal is halak,i. edestruction. He goes on: 'It is
said of water dalla in milk when it is dissolved in it 6. But•" "
Taj in discussing the word gives the same illustration to show 
that the word means 'disappearance'. Both meanings however are
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akin to the idea of lpss,or causing to lo/6se or rendering some 
efforts in vain.
126. Ta'wll Mushkil al-Qur1 an,pp.92-98.
127. He quotes the following,attributing it to a Bddouin:
128. And quotes the following attributing it to Marrar b.Sa*id:
'• iS  -X ■*> ^ — -^o° 3
129* And attributs the following to Jamil:
And reltes the following to Qass:^
_v—
131* And the following to al-A*sha: - \\ • ^
132. Ta'wll,p.98.
133. ±texfitx£k*£A discple of al-Hasan al-Basri, d. 117 .Sv. Ibn Ha jar, 
jt^ itx Safwat al-Safwah, III, 183*
134. Ta'wii.94-5.
135. Ibn Qutaibah,Ma^arif,301jIbn Khallikan.Wafayat,III,248;al-Dha- 
habI,Tadhirah,I,110.The last claims that Qatadah held that
A
everything was by decree except sins. Yaqut,Mufjam al-Udaba1,
XVII,9*says that Qatadah repented from the Qadarite doctrine.
A similar claim of repentance is ascribed to his master,al-
fiasan by Ibn Qutaibah,Mafarif,225* It may be that these claims 
♦
aimed at exonerating such veneratir^g authorities,as shall be 
discussed later.
136. It is interesting to note that the Sanscrit word kala,lit., 
time,denotes fate as held in Hindism,according to E.R.E,V,990«
137. M.W.WATT,Free Will,p.30,ft.1 5.
138. Art. 'Ancient Arab',in E.R.E.
139. lftid,I,66l.
1^0. Ta'rSkh alfArab qabla al-Islam,g3.ghdad,195&,V,k13»
'\k'\. Ibid,kl8. It is surprising that Dr. Jawad *Ali,ibid,kl6,should 
after all claim that the views of Labid,the poet,on predesti­
nation were influenced by Islam!
1^2. Ibid,kl8 8t k28. Tabari,JamiJ,XXV,152-3»also relates traditions
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which speak of God as al-Dahr,
143• Contrary to R.Bell's claim,II, 131 * that this verse is early Madi­
nan,we believe it to be Meccan ontextual and contextual grounds. 
The use of the word ashraku,the mention of the adversaries' fa­
thers, the absence of arguing on Scriptural grounds by the oppo­
nents, and the mention that the adversaries assighncertain cate­
gories of cattle to Allah and others to the idles indicate that 
the text was Meccan.
144. Here again,R.Bell, 1,232, ft. 1 , says that this was probably a ref- 
rence to Jewish food restrictions,implying that the vers| was 
Madinan;but we oppose this on grounds similar to those/given.
145* Tamhld,k&^£g±x 284,cl.483. Bell,1,131 ,seems to have fallen 
in the same error,and believes that the words were meant for 
mocking argument. This view however does not seem to be held by
al-Tabari. „ _• Some Remarks on
146. J.R.A.S.,1924,p.43^art./Free Will and Predestination in Islam*. 
14^. One would wonder how this Qur'anic retort fit in with the state­
ment of Professor Guillaume. If the claimed difficulty of self­
contradictory revelatins and the intellectual problem were not 
apparent to Muhammad,as claimed,how could such a flagrant in- 
consistency have escaped the wits of his criticsl It is our 
conviction that an interpretation of the Qur'an,free from the 
influence of mistaken doctrines and pre-conceived ideas whichKVtakes into account,as it should,all contextual and circumstanial
considerations will not only assert the freedom of the Qur'an
from any conflict,but also reveal the strength,vividity and*effectiveness of the Qur'nic style.
148. We thereby mean the employment of a word or an expression in a 
meaning differentf^^but related to the original,when the context 
allows it.
A49. Ibn Qutaibah,Ta'wIl,99;ZarkashI,Burhan,II,255; & SayutI,Itqan-II,
* 36. 3
150. Ibid.
151. Ifjiz aliaurlin,402-6;al-jghiz,Haygt al-Hayawgn,V,25-3 2;Ibn
ftr.o * 1 5 2 . & Tf t a & p HiHftti ??§*£ f £ M ^ lowins
words from a ifiodern author: 'Metaphors are not merely artificial
vdevices for making discourse more vivid and poetical,but are 
also necessary for the appreciation and communication of new 
ideas'* (Morris R. Cohen,A preface to Logic,^G) He adds:'The 
fact that metaphors express the primal perception of things 
with something of its undifferentiated atmosphere gines these 
metaphors an emotional power which more elaborate and accurate 
statements do not have. This is perhaps best seen in the pro­
foundly simple metaphors of the New Testament.'Pp.9S-9» We may 
add here,'and the metaphors of the Qur'an'*
153* Such a rhetorical expression appears to be of frequent use with 
the Arabs,as has just been indicated by the Sharif al-Radl. In 
this connection Tabari,Jamif,1,11 *f,relates the following line 
wtaere the author,al-Harith b. Khalid b. al-*as uses the word 
3^ ^ i n  the metaphorical
Here the poet laments that he was deceived in his friend and followed 
him Jai±HBt±y in his metaphorical blindness* Continuing the metaph­
or, he says:When the cover was removed from his eye,he was cut 
into pieces,blaming himselfi 
13^* Tabari,Jami,I,112-3,apparetly assumes that this ascription to
God is real,and thefore rejects a metaphorical interpretation of 
sealing to the effect that the text means to criticies the 
unbelievers for their pride and ccjpeitedness,on the grounds 
that God is the subject afof the verb* He sticks to the follo­
wing interpretation which he attributes to Mujahid and AbuHurai- 
rah: 'Repeated sins cause ablack layer on the heart,and then God
seals on this layer sonthat there can be no way for belief to 
enter the heart or a way for deliverance from disbelief! In 
this literal interpretation,he is followed by the traditionalist 
Qur'anic interpreters;egg.,Baidawi,Anwar,I,13-6. Al-Zamakh., 
Kash.,I,121-2,struggles to show thatvthe ascription is not real; 
and his best attempt is to the effect that this ascription to 
God is only to indicate that the sense conveyed is as firm as 
if it was thus created by God.
k26
k27
155* Tafslr,7,where he says:$The meaning of khatm is not thaf-He takes 
away their hearts,but they do not think and reflect on the signs 
of the propjethood in order that they might believe.
156. Tafsir,p• ^+5* The words attributed to Qatadah may be rendered as 
follows: ’Satan has prevailed on them because they have followed 
him;therefore God has sealed on theirc hearts and on their 
hearing* And on their eyes there is a cover* Therefore they can­
not see the guidanne and do not hear and do not reflect*
A57. Ibid.
158. Anwar,1,15*
159* C*a*373 A.n. (983 A.d*), Brockelmann, GAL, vol.l, p*210.
160* As he does in explaining the phrase: 3
as rendered above, footnote 60, p.UU.
161. Morris R. Cohen, A Preface to Logic, New York, 1958, 
p.9«
Having failed to recognise this fact, the Qur’anic 
interpreters, seeing that some of those who opposed 
Muhammad at the time, became believers later, such as 
happened on the day of the Conquest of Mecca, and having 
failed to realise the metaphorical satiric style of the 
Qur’an here, tried to reconcile these statements by 
claiming that the reference here is restricted to those 
who died as unbelievers such as those who died on the 
Daytof Badr, (Tabari, Jamif, vol.l, p. 115). They even 
inferred that God may command man to do things beyond 
man’s power (Ibid., p.113* and Baidawi,
Anwar, vol.l, p.H5«)
162. Tbid. Baidawi's (Ibid., 129) words are:S>\—
He thereby justifies the absence of a conduction between 
the two statemsnts. Accordingly, the relation between z 
them, in the rhetorical terminology is:
i.e., they are nearly identical, (Sak'akI, Miftah, p.121) 
In our view, the meaning according to this interpreta­
tion is inadmissible since it would give an obvious 
excuse to sinners for their failures if the Qur’an 
asserts that their failures were due to God’s own acts 
of sealing the hearts, etc. The second sentence, as 
far as we see, stands not as a reason to the previous 
one, but as an emphasis. v The relationship between them, 
therefore should be: i.e., complete identifi­
cation.
k 28
163* Talkhis. p.llU.
♦
16k. Ibid., p.272.
165. Ibid., p.113.
166. Tafsir al-Qur’an, p.7« He claims that in the 
case of' the believers, God has declared in Sura,
2, verse 5, that He has rewarded them by guiding 
them aright in this world, and by making them 
successful in the Next, and here, 2/7> He declares 
that He has punished the unbelievers by sealing 
their hearts, etc. in this world, and will punish 
them in the Next by a painful chastisement which 
reaches the hearts.
167« T. Noldeke has the following to say: "Muhammad’s
idea of God is essentially that of the Oia Testa­
ment, only he gives greater prominence to the 
divine holiness". Cf. Sketches from Eastern 
nistory (trans. J.S. Black, 1892), p.62. Nol­
deke, of the Qur’an, says, "•.. . teaches a rather 
crass determinism. According to the Qur’an,
God is the author of everything, including the 
dispositions of men; He guides whom He wills, 
and leads into error whom He wills." Cf: Ibid
p.90. De Boer describes Allah in the following 
words: "In His vengeance He is arbiterary;
in His love and mercy capricious." Cf. Art.
Ethics and Morality, (Muslim), Ency. of Religion 
and Ethics, vol.5, P-50U, col.2. A.J. Wensinck, 
Muslim Creed, p.U9> says,"As the Israelites at 
Mount Ginai entered upon the service of a deity 
who was a powerful personality as compared with 
the bounteous but impersonal elT s who had appeared 
to the patriarchs, so the people of Arabia were 
led by Muhammad into the presence of a terrible 
personality, superhuman, yet with human qualities- 
the G0cL of' Past, Present and Future, side by 
side with whom none of the faint-hearted and 
powerless gods of Arabia could any longer exist./ 
A.S. Martin says: "Muhammadanism teaches absolute
pre-destination, to both godd and evil, happiness 
and misery. God is conceived of as absolute 
will, operating by rigid law, moulding the ma­
terial by whose instrumentality it works, after 
the manner of Oriental despotism." Cf. Art. 
Predestination, Ency. of Religion and Ethics, 
vol.10, p.213> col.2.
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168. As is known, the problem of God’s Attributes was 
hotly debated, especially between the Mu'ta- 
zilites and the Sunnites; and the concept 
of the di ine iradah was of a special interest 
since it impinges on the question of the human
acts ^ _____• The Mu ’ tazilites on the
urholct denied the concept of iradah as ^re- 
determinism* and maintained that human acts 
are not subject to a divine decree. Cf. al- 
Ashfari, Maqalat, vol.l, pp.2iql-l--5> and his 
Lumaf, pp.2U-31; Baqillanl, Tamhid, pp.281-5; 
fAbd al-Qahir, Parq, pp.166-7; Shahrastanl,
^ihayat al-Iqdam, pp.2U5-251; and Ghazali,
Iqtisad, pp.3U-U6.
169* Zamakhshari, Kashshaf, vol.l, p.290.
170. Ghazali, Iqtisad, p.i|-3.
171• Abu Hanifah holds that the term iradah implies
a sense of demand or command, whereas mashi * ah
means determination. Therefore, according to 
him, it is not considered a divorce if one says 
1 aradtu’ the divorce of my wife,
but it is a divorce if he says ’ shi’tu’ 
to divorce my wife. Cf. Kamal al-Humam, Musa- 
yarah, Cairo 1317 A.H. p.125.
172. Supra p. 59f.
173. a.1+15 A.H.
17U. The translation is that of R. Bell (The Qur’an
Translated, vol.l, p.275* vs. 27 in his numbering).
His translating as: But to follow, is not
justifiable; it should be: And followa „etc•
Again, his rendering of
is different from the interpretation of adh- 
Sharif given above.
175- Talkhig, pp.211-2. Cf. Ibn Qutaybah, Ta’wll
Mushkil al-O.ur’an, pp.72-7U.
176. Talkhis, pp.212-3* The implication is that it
is man 3 attitude which is the determining factor.
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177-
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
18U.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193. 
194a.
Anwar, vol.l, pp.326-7 
Itld.
Kashshaf, vol.2, pp. 31-1•1 o »
This meaning of the word is also offered
hy both ^amakhshari and Baidawi, hut they 
insist on their grammatical analysis of the 
text •
Jami f, vol.1 2, p.32.
W. Wright, Grammar, vol.l, p.28U, C. (k).
Cf. Q. 2/6 & 36/10.
Dalit'il al-Ifiaz, Cairo, 1351 A.H., pp.101-102. 
Cf. gayuti, MJqud sil-Juman, vol.l, Cairo 131U 
A.H. p.126.
The Qur'an Translated, vol.l, vs.23, p.276.
Ihid, v.7 6, p.22U. r^he phrase 'he was not one 
to take', in our view, should he: he was not
to take.
Ihid, v.lll, p.128. Here again, the rendering 
agrees with all the Tafsirs; though Zamakhsharl 
interprets the will here, as well as in the 
following two instances as a compelling will.
Cf. Kashshaf, vol.l, p.523* vol.3, P-291 & pp. 
300-1 .
Ihid., vol.2, v. 55, p.625.
Ihid, vol.2, v.30, p.625.
W. Wright, A Grammar, vol.2, para(a), p.25.
Ihid, Rem. a, p.26
This is contrary to what W# Wright implies in 
his Rem. c, on p.339, vol.2.
W. Wright, A 0-rammar, vol.2, last eight lines
of (B) on p.3 7 7*Anwar,e.g.,v o l . p . 130.
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19U* Zamakhshari assumes that the verbal noun derived 
from the following verb is the accusative; but 
this makes the style clumsy. In order to avoid 
contradictions, Zam. had to resort to his arbiterary 
interpretation by assuming the meaning of a 
compulsory will.
195* V. 107-108. Cf. Samarqandi in connection with 
v.109-
196. Tafsir al-Qurfan, in connexion with the verse 
under discussion.
197* The infinitive following appears t o be
governed by an assumed preposition,
Thus the effect of the statement is something 
like this: and they were not to belief at all
except with God's will.
198* Bell, The Qur * an Translated, vol.l.v.70,p.224-.
199* This was categorically stated earlier in v. 62 
of the same chapter.
200. Kashshaf, vol.2, p.256.
201. Ibid.
202. Jami f, vol.l5> p.229*
Anwar, 1.232. In the case of expansion of the 
heart, he explains the allusion by the words of 
the Prophet: "It is a light which God throws
into the heart whereby it expands and enlarges."
In our view, the word 7*^13 \ here means to 
feel at ease with. ^
204-. Jamif, Vol.8, p.30*
205. Kashshaf, Vol.l, p.526.
206. E.G. the verse, two verses before the one under 
discussion, namely 6/122, where the Qur'an 
speaks of the belivers as having been given 
life after having had been dead, and described 
the others as being sunk in darknesses.
^32
207* R. Bell, The Qur'an Translated, Vol.l, p.129* 
vs.126.
208. Tahri, Jamif, Vol.8, p.32.A
209. Kashshaf, Vol.l, p.526.
210. Anwar, Vol.l, p.233-
211. Jaini f, Vol.6, p.238.
212. Ihid.
213. Ihid.
214. Ihid.
215* Anwar, vol.l, page 19^ -.
216. Kashshaf, Vol.l. p.U6l.
217. Taj, Vol.9, p.298.
218. Ihid,£8XB£ *
219. Ihid., P.297-8.
220. R. Bell, V01.1, p.152, VS.15U.
221. Ihid.
222. Jami1, Vol.9, p.76-77.
223* Kashshaf, VQ1.1, p.580.
22U. R. Bell, VqI.1, p.151.
225. Jami", Vol.9, p.77.
226. Zamakhsharl relates a story which was earlier 
given hy TatfrI, to the effect that Moses went 
into a white"* cloud together with his men who 
heard him talking to Ood. When the could cleared, 
they asked to see God. Zamakhshari then inter­
prets this sentence as a craving
hy Moses that he and they had perished before 
this outrageous request. (Kashshaf, Vol.l,p.580).
**■33
• This is not only artificial and far-fetched, "but 
would also cause the Qur’anic style to he dis­
connected and clumsy.
227 • R» Bell, the Qur’an Translated, vol.l, pp.222-3 
(vs.56), and p . 227 (vs.1 1 0).
228. Q. 21/9* Bell’s translation of the first part
of the verse as: ’’But We spoke the promise true
to them”, (Vol.l, p.205, vs. 9), is a hit clumsy.
229« The Qur’an Translated, vol.l, pp.238-9 vs.33*
330. Tan. vol.l. p.533*
231* Zamakhshari, (Kashshaf, vol.2, p.159), followed 
hy Eaidawi, (Anwar, vol.l, p.6 39), offers a 
similar interpretation. Taharl also chooses 
it, though they all agreed that the Hereafter 
here he interpreted as the questioning in the 
grave•
232. Vol.2, p.i+89, vs.52.
233* Kashshaf, vol.3, p.88.
23U. Anwar, vol.2, p.2U2.
235* Jamif, vol.25, p.U6.
236. This is also given hy Eaydawi as a possibility.
237. R. Bell, Ihid, vs.52.
238. Taharl found it difficult to determine the 
reference of the pronoun, having found the pro- 
nound preceded hy two words: the hook and the
faith; hut claims that it refers to the hook, 
though it is farther from it than the faith. He 
attempted some unpersuasive answers. In our 
view, the pronoun is connected with the initial 
part of the verse, Jamif, Ihid, p.U7*
226. /cont....
kj>k
239. R. Bell, ibid., vol.2, p.U93 vs. 30.
2U0. R. Bell, ibid., volsl, p.15, vs.99»
2U1 • R. Bell, '^ he Qur1 an Translated, vol2, p.U69* 
vs.15*
2U2. Ibid., vol.l, p.2U9* vs.2.
2U3».Ibid., vol.2, p.379* vs.56.
2UU. W. Wright, A Grammar, vol.l, p.270.
2U5« R« Bell, The Qur’an Translated, vol.l, p.277*
vs. 28.
2U6. Ibid., vol.2, p.616, vss.38-U0.
2U7* Ibid., p.625* vs.29*
214-8. Ibid., p.631* vs.39.
2k9» Ibid., p.636, vss.11-12.
250. Ibid., vol.l, p.232, vs.27«
251 • In his attempt to "harmonizir" the Qur’anic texts 
with the divine mashl1 aj Daud Rahbar, in his 
work "God of Justice", ^Leiden i960, pp.69-71* 
claims that a solution can be sought in finding 
where the emphasis lies in these expressions. 
According to him, the emphassis is on the 
subject pronoun of , i.e., He or the
auxiliary verb, does, In this way, he thinks 
that the implication of the idea of caprice can 
be removed. As for Qur’anic statements which 
we described here as ’conditional’, he explains 
them away by asserting that the real subject 
of these passages is not God’s will but His 
power, (pp.75-7 7 )* since they are to the effect 
that: Had God willed, He could have done
such and such.
We disagree with Daud Rahbar’s "Harmoni 
zation", on the following grounds:-
^35
I* That in the Arabic texts, the subject
pronoun of the verb is assumed
and is not pronounced, and it is difficult 
to see how, and emphasis is bid on some­
thing that is not pronounced or is un­
spoken. Again there is no auxiliary verb, 
does, in Arabic, and it can only be brought 
in the translation. It is therefore diffi­
cult to see how the emphasis is on that verb 
which does not in fact exist.
II. That a statement does not lose its basic 
meaning however the emphasis may be shifted. 
Therefore the implication of the idea of 
compulsion or arbiterariness will remain 
even when the emphasis shifts from a place 
to another. All that this exaggeration
of the importance of emphasis will do, is 
merely to affirm the will of God against 
the will of someone else.
III. That the claim that the real subject of the 
passages which we described as ’conditional1 
is God’s power does not at all solve the 
problem; because the denial of God’s will 
to do such and such or let such and such 
happen, is still there. Therefore the pro­
blem that God’s will appears to have been 
an obstruction to the occurrence of certain 
events or acts, still remains.
n  r, o(T- •
252. Jamir, vol.l.p.U63«
253* Ibid., p.MSU*
25U- Kashshaf, vol.l.p.231*
255* Tafsir al-Gur’an al-fAzim, p.29a.
256. Kashshaf, vol.l, p.271*
2 5 1* cont...
2 57. Jamir, vol.2, p.3 3 9.
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258. Kashshaf, vol.l, p.27U«
259* Jamif, vol.2, p.380.
260. Jami/, vol.5, p*156 & vol.8, pp.211-2, & vol.13, 
p.203, respectively.
261. Kashshaf, vol.l, p.U05; vol.l, p.558 & vol.2, 
pp.178-9 respectively.
262. E.g., vol.l, p.238, vs.30.
263* Sihah, vol.5, p.2068; Lisan, vol.l3,p«9 and 
Qamus, vol.U, p.197*
26U. Qamus, vol.U, p.l97«
265* Arabic English Lexicon, Bk.l, part 1, p.Ul, 
column3*
266. Vol.U, p.197*
267* Supra, p. 209.
268. D. Rahhar, God of Justice, ch.10.
269. B.D. McDonald, Development of Muslim Juris- 
frudence and Theology, p.291* It is disputed 
which of the two terms denotes the idea of 
decree and the other the idea of executing
the decrees. Cf. A. De Vlieger, Kitab Al-Qadar, 
Leyde, 1903, PR*31 and 32.
270. Supra, Pp,220ff•
271* Take for example his interpretationt of the ^  f 
statement 1a A %TS— *^
as "God estimated'her'to be of those who deserved 
to remain behind." (p.115) In his footnote (1() 
on the same page he rejects the correct inter­
pretation as "those who lingered" to suit his 
convenience but he does not give any sound 
grounds. His interpretation does not agree 
with the context as Lot’s wife was destroyed and 
did not remain with Lot and with those who fol­
lowed him who survivied the disaster. In our
k37
2 "71 • c on t • « •
O # *
'S'*-- * here means decreed, conveying the
idea that God was aware and knowing her atti­
tude and therefore she was to he included among 
those to he destroyed. Rahbar1s interpretation 
renders the text rather unintelligible, and does 
not account for the addition of the word 
in Suras 15 & 28, v^>. 60 and 57 respectively, 
which is ommitted from such statements as ^ura 
29* vs. 33> since the meaning of estimated to 
he among those who deserved etc. is inapplicable 
to statements where the word is ommitteed. An­
other example of his delusion is his denial of 
interpreting the word  ^ in the statement
means: decreed, oh the grounds 'that the verb 
in that sense should govern the preposition 
in order that the meaning becomes: to decree
against, p.99* In fact does not mean:
to decree against, but to decree for. Moreover, 
it is well-known that prepositions may replace 
each other.
We do not mean of course that all the 
instances should be interpreted in the sense 
of decreeing. Some of them are better inter­
preted in other wot*)p£, though not necessarily 
in the way given by Rahbar. E.G., the context 
ofQ; 87/3 is/*o_d’s works, and the phrase
Js_^ 3\\v-3\] J-1 *3 may be better interpreted
in the sense of: assigned power or inabled.
But we did not deem it important, however, 
to pursue such a process.
272. Supra, p/. 212.
273* Thus, it is unnecessary to try, as the Muita­
zilites did, to infer from the Qur’an that man 
can be described as creator, Ref., Baqillani’s 
Tamhid, pp.309-321. In fact the Sunnites appear 
to have the better of the Mu'tazilites in this 
respect. On the other hand, the fact that God 
creates everything does not mean that man is not 
the ’doer’ of his own acts. It is unnecessary,
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moreover, _to resort to the obscure concept of*
’qudrah hadithah* which ineffectively accompa­
nies the acts, and which was invented by al- 
Ashfrl as a justification of rewards and punish­
ments. (Al-Ashfari, Luma*, cl.90, p.4-90 &cl.l23,
p.54.
274. 0upra, p*££j. 212.
275* Jamir, vol.9. pp.203-204.
276. Kashshaf, vol.2, p.9«
277. Ibid.
278. Al-Tafsir al-Kabir, vol.15, Cairo 1938, p.139. 
279* Anwar, vol.l. p.273*
280. Imam Ibn al-Qayyim, al-TafsIr al-Qayyim, ounns^ 
Muhammadiyya Press, 1949, pp.287-288.
281. This is in view of the fact that, as we maintain, 
the ^ur1 an was completely revealed, as it is 
read to-day, before the death of the Prophet.
The process of collecting the materials on whibh 
it had been written, and then copying and dupli­
cating iA did not interfere in any way with the 
authentic words the readers had heard from the 
mouth of the Prophet. The memories and the ver­
bal tradition were and are the means which have 
preserved the Qur’an, and not the written 
documents•
282. supra, p.223.
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U. Abu Dawud, vol.2, H. No.1778, p.208.
5. Abu Dawud, vol.U, H. N0.U6O6, p.280.
6. Muslim, vol.16, p.207# This tradition is often
quoted for opposite views; but this interpretation 
entails internal conflict.
7. Bukhari, vol.l, p.276.
8. Ibid., p.117; Tirmidhi, vol.l, p.300.
9. Muslim, vol.8, p.8U*
Bukhari, vol.l, p.3U0; Muwatta*, vol.l, Hs. Nos.33, 
3b, p.299.
11. This obviously defeats the claim of A.J. Wensinck, 
(Muslim Creed, p.51) that Tradition has not preserved
a single Hadith in which librium arbitrum is advocated
12. These Hadiths are normally produced as evidence of 
compulsion. Eor example, al-Ashuri in his work, 
al-iboiM.*H_ , pp.70-U, makes use of Hadlths Nos.2, 3,
5 and 8 in proving his fatalistic interpretation of 
Qadar. The other Tradit ion In- Wst ***• produced 
by the canonical collections in the chapter of 
Qadar.
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original•
1U. Muslim, vol.l, pp.150-157; Ibn Majah, vol.l, H. No. 
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is Wensinck!s translation, Muslim Creed, p.56. We 
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23. Muslim vol.16, Qadar, p.212.
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27- Muslim, vol.16, Qadar, p.215.
28. Muslim, vol.16, Qadar, pp.203-201+.
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context of affirming his doctrine of Qadar (Haydarabad, 
2nd Ed., pp.70-71)
43. Ibid. p.55.
44. Lexicon, Bk.l, pt.2, p.702, col.2.
45. Ibid., cols. 2-3*
46. Bukhari, vol.4, Qadar, p.145.
47. W.M. Watt, in his work, Free Will and Predestination,
p.16, follows the misleading interpretation of the
word, and on page 26 concludes that this probably is 
Ta fusion of Muslim and pre-Islamic ideas1. If he 
means the idea of depriving man from free choice as a 
pre-Islamic idea i# mingled with the Islamic concept 
of an after-life, we may agree with him; but we do 
not understand his following statement: "Y/hat is pre­
determined is primarily the final acts of his life; 
the rest follows from that." It is not clear how 
this can be derived from the Hadith.
48. Muslim Creed, p.56.
49* Free Will and Predestination in Early Islam, p.26.
50. Taj* vol. 3 , p.626.
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51* Muslim, vol.16, Qadar, p.197*
52. Muslim, vol.16, Qadar, pp.198-9*
53. Kamel/ 8CI, 7-8
5U. Supra, p. 23.
55* E.G., Kanz al-fUmmal, vol.l, pp.10tj.-5, 120-14-, & 325-7, 
"brings together no less than 88 Hadiths in which the 
Qadarites and the Murji*ites are condemned. The 
Kharijites are not spared!
56. He is reported to have put in the mouth of the Prophet: 
Had ten learned Jews ^  believed me, every
Jew on earth would have followed me. (°iyar A falam al- 
Nubala*, vol.2, p.i;U6.).
57* Muslim, vol.16, Qadar, p.202.
58. Risalah#^ No.6, p.88.
59* Ibid., p.100.
60. Siyar Aflam al-Nubala1, vol.2, p.U32.
61. Ibid., p.i+36.
62. Q. XVII//80. / 62a# Lexicon,Bk.I,pt. 5,p. 1823,col. 2.
63* Taj , vol.l, p• ijlhU.
6U. In this work the Qur’an is treated in its own right;- 
Little regard is given to later theological arguments 
or interpretations.
65* Siyar ’A^lam al-Nubala’, vol.2, p.U23*
66. According to Noldeke’s chronological order of the Qur’an, 
the chapter to which these verses belong, belongs to 
the second Meccan period.
67* Ency. of Islam, art. Abu Hurairah.
68. It may be even claimed that this Hadith stands for the 
rejection of a sense of compulsion, as the unbeliever* 
of Quraish who are claimed here to have disputed with 
the Prophet, were^ as explained earlier, the exponents 
of this concept.
*  * -  *
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CHAPTER VII.
1. These divisions should not he regarded as strictly 
mutually exclusive.
2. Ihn Murtada, al-Muniah wa al-Amal, p.8.
3. Nah.j al-Balaghah, with the Commentary of A"bu al-Hadld, 
vol.ll, pp.375-6. Cf. al-Munyah wa al-Amal, p.7. *
U. Ihid., p.507.
5* Al-Mas’udi, Muru.j al-Dhahah, vol.3> p.5-
6. Muslim, vol.18, pp.li4--15.
7. Ihid., pp.l3-lU.
8. Viz., Thahit Qutnah, one of the men of Yazid h. al- 
Muhallah.
9. Quoted from Aghani, hy Ahmad Amin, Fajr al-Islam, vol.
1, p.282.
10. al-Mafarif, p.225.
-  oJk. _11. Ihn Qutaihah, al-Imam wa al-Siyasah, vol.l, p.192.
12. Ihid., vol.2, p.28.
13* Taf rihhh, vol.,6, p. 100.
1U. Tahari, Tar rikh, vol.6, Pp.158-199* in the course of 
delating the events of the year 51 A.H. The author, 
fAhd Allah h. Khalifah of Banu Tayyi1,_according to 
Tahari, was forced out of Kufah hy Ziyad h. Ahlhi on 
account of his support of Hijr "b. fAdiyy, a renowned 
victim of Ziyad and his master, Mu^wiyah.
15. Al-Tawfi# Commentary on the Ta'iyyah of Ihn Taimiyah, 
quoted hy Ahmad al-SaTfarinT,~ La'wd* ih ai-Anwar al- 
Bahiyyah, Commentary on the creed of'al-Firqah al- 
Mardiyyah, al-Manar Press, Cairo 1323 A.H. p.251.
16. Ihn Kathir, al-Bidayah wa al-Nihayah, Saradah Press, 
Cairo, n.d., vol.S p.251. Cf. Engy. of Islam, Art. 
4Kafha’.
18. Ibid., p.301. Al-Hasanfs name is not given in the
list probably because he is supposed to have recanted 
the Qacfrite views.a
19* According to Ibn al-fIbari, Mukhtasar al-Duwal, p.191, 
*Umar al-Maqsus, one of the holder^ of the liberal 
interpretation cf Qadar was put to death in 80 A.H. on 
the pretext that he was corrupting the mind of the 
crown prince. ^haylan al-Dimashql received a similar 
fate in the beginning of the second century.
20. Muslim Oreed, p.51•
21. The claim that al-Hasan al-Easri was influenced by 
Mafbad al-Juhani, Muslim Creed, pp.51-52, and that the 
latter was the first to speak of Qadar according to 
tradition No.l, Ch.2 above, does not seem to be sound. 
It seems that the movement was a common reaction which 
rose at about the same time.
22. Ber Islam, vol.21, 1933, pp.67-82.
23. Ibid., p.68.
2k. Ibid., 69* fl'he last Qur’anic quotation in this para­
graph is from XXVII 23*
25. Ibid., 7k.
26. Ibid., 81.
27. Ibid.,,77.
28. Vol.l, p.59.
29* Art. "Political Theology in Early Islam" in the 
Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol.55,
1935, p.155.
30. Ency. of Islam, Art. Wasil b. *Ataf •
• »
31. Ta1rikh, Vol. 13, p.75.
32. Bhahabi, Tadhkirah, Vol.l, p.6l, e.g. calls him the 
Shaikh of Islam.
17• al-Ma^arif, p.2 2 5 *
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33* Ibn Qutaihab, Mafarif» P.301.
3k. Ibid., P.255.
35* Al-DhahabI, Tadhkirah, Vol.l. p.117*
36. '^ his Ayyub died in 131 A.h. at the age of 6 3, according 
to Tadkhirah, Vol.II, p.118. Thus, he was born about 
the year 70 A.H. We would not expect him to argue so 
vehemently against his master and to threaten him, 
until he was of mature age, say about 25 years. This 
indicates that until nearly the end of the first 
century al-IJasan continued to hold fast to the Qadarite 
interpretation.
37. Tarikh Vol.13 p.7h.
38. Ibid. It is very likely that the tension was caused 
by al-Hasan1s views of Cadar and his condemnation of 
the immoral attitude of poinWto "adar.
o j l -39. Bidayah wa al-Nihayah, Vol. 9 p.135.
U0. Tabari, Tarikh, Vol.13, P*9h.
hi. Ibn Khaimk$m,al-Bidayah, vol.9, p.135*
h2. Ibid., p.286, H.No.h622.
h3* Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat, Vol.l.p.p.35h-5, Cairo, 19h8.
It is to be borne in mind that this conversation took 
place in the year 103 A.H., after the relaxation of 
the political atmosphere since the Caliphate of fUmar 
b. fAbd. al-{Aziz.
hh. Abu Dawud, Sunan Vol.h, p.287, H.No.h625*
h5. Ibid., H. No.h622, p.286.
1+6. Ibid., p.287, H. No.h621.
h7. Ibid., H. No.h62h.
h8• Mafarif, P.225. Dr. Watt feels that this was an 
attempt to whitewash al-Hasan, (Free Will, p.5h)
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1+9. £bi4^, p.285-6 H.No.1+618.
50. Ibid., P.285.
51. Tadhkirah, Vol. 1., p.l3U.
52. Tabari, Ta'rikh al-Umam wa al-Muluk, Vol.13, p.9l+.
53* TadhkiraKAVol.l, p.32.
5i+. Abu Dawud, Sunan Vol.l+, Hs. Nos. 1+612 - 3. Cf. oarh 
al-4 Uyun, pp.157-9.
55. Ibid., H. No.1+613.
56. Supra, pp. 292f.
57. Tahdhib al-AsmV , Vol.l, p.181. Cf. Abu Ja'far 
Muhammad b. Habib, (d.2i+5 A.H.), Kitab al-Muhabbar, 
Heydarabad, i9U2, p.2l+.
It is in fact disputed whether fAbd Allah b. fUmar 
died in 73 or early in 7k A.H. Al-DhahabT, Tadhkirah, 
Vol.l., p.33 and Ibn Kathir, Bidayah, Vol.9, p.5, 
prefer the latter opinion. But the statement of 
Tahdhib that his death was three months after the 
death of Ibn Zubayr, seems to be more precise, and it 
is corroborated by such early authors as the author of 
al-Muhabbar and Tabari. However, if we agree that 
Ibn fUmar died early in 7k, the argument given above 
can still stand. The atmosphere in Mecca after the 
destruction of Ibn Zubayr, and under al-Hajjaj, was 
tense. The appalling behaviour of al-Hajjaj strained 
the relationship between al-Hajjajr:and Ibn fUmar, 
(Tadhkirah, Vol.l, p.32). It seems that possibly Ibn 
fUmar began to reconsider his views about Qadar at 
that time; and he apparently preferred to adopt a 
neutral policy by advocating abstention from discus­
sing the problem. This may be inferred from the 
Tradition number 18 related above, wheriLthe Prophet 
is repeated to have reproached his Companions when he 
found them discussing the subject of Qadar.
-  *58. Ibn 3$utaybah, Imamh, Vol.2, p.32.
59• Al-Muhabbar, p.2l+, cf. Ibn Kathir, Vol.8, p.325.
60. Muslim Creed, p.53*
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61. This is claimed "by al-Dhahabi, Mlzan al-I*tidal, Vol.
3, p.181.
62. Al-Mas*udi, Muruj, Vol.3, pp.200-202, (Cairo, 1958).
6 3. Mizan al-lftidal, vol.3, p.198.
6U. ^upra, p. 307.
65* As ihdicated above, Ibn *Umar died in 73 or 7k A.H;
but Sahl, according to Tahdhlb al-Asma* vol.l, p.238,
was the last of the Companions to die in Madinah in 
88 or in 91 A.H.
66. Muf jam al-lldah^ , vol.17, p*9» Qatadah died in 117 
A.H., seven years after al-Hasan had died. It is 
possible that Qafiadah modified his views about the 
same time his master so did.
67* Wensinck, Muslim Creed, p.52, attributes this to much
likeness between the views of both sects; but this 
- as will appear later - is an exaggeration.
68. Quoted by Wensinck, Muslim Creed, p.53, ft.3*
69* Ma*arif, p.301.
7 0. This is also reflected in the following Tradition: 
Pear Qadar, (i.e. avoid speaking about Qadar?) It is 
a branch of Christianism.
e u P / U m in
( > Vol.l. H. No.5 6 7)
71« ^ncy. of Islam. Art. *Kadar?.
72* Free Will, p.58 ft. 27*
73• Muslim Creed, p.52.
7k» Quoted by Wensinck, Muslim Creed, p.52.
75* Ma^arif, pp.l66 and 207.
76. Maqalat, Vol.l, p.200.
77* p.127. Cf. Munyah, p.15*
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78. Al-Ash*arT, Maqalat, Vol.l, p.273*
79* p.51.
80. p.52.
81. Free W m ,  p.5U
82. Ibid., p.i*0.
83* Muslim Creed, p.37*
8U. Ibid., p.52.
85. Ibid., p.52.
86. The Maqalat*s reference is to the Maimuniyyah and the 
Hamziyyah, (Maq., Vol.l, pp.165-5, of our ed. ), two 
sub-divisions of the Kharijite branch founded by
rAbd al-Karim b. rA5?ad who appears to have flourished 
in the third decade of the second sentury. Ashfri*s 
words in this context: "according to Muftazila Madhhab",
suggest a late date.
87. A.J. Wensinck, Muslim Creed, p.52.
88. Free Will p.38.
89* Muslim Creed, p.53*
90. As is well known, the dispute was over the position of 
sinners, (Shahrastani, Milal, Vol.l, p.60), though 
fAbd al-Qahir, Farq, p.l$, adds Qadar as one of the 
topics on which al-Hasan and Wasil differed; but this 
may be out of sheer imagination on the part of rAbd 
al-Qahir.
Another example of the lack of precision on the part of 
rAbd al-Qahir, is his claim that Wasil was one of those 
who frequented al-Hasan*s majlis during the ’Fitnah* 
of the ’Azariqah*,'(p.97): but we know that V. as.il was
born in 80 A.H., while that*Fitna* was brought to an 
end in 6k or 65; (Fncy. of Islam, art. Nafir b. al- 
Azraq.)
91. Muslim Creed, p.52.
92. K. al-Ansab, Leyden, 1912, p.ll+6a.
93. 
9U. 
95.
96 •
97.
98.
99. 
100.
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Article 'Murdji’a,1 Hncy. of Islam.
The verse reads:^ ,, ; >
>Ty> o  3j>\9
Q. °ura 9, verse 118. CP. Muslim, Tradition of Kafh fs 
repentance, vol.17* pp.87-100.
In verse 94* it is stated: “They will tender their
apologies to you when you return to them.'*
E.G., ±abarl, Jamil vol.11. pp.21-22.
Q., Sura 4* vs. 48.
The development of the doctrine of faith and work by 
Nafi1 h. al-Azraq* occurred in 64 A.i:i. after the Eha- 
rijites broke away with Ibn al-Zubair. Nafif then 
wrote to fAbd Allah b. Eufrah and *Abd Allah b. Ibad 
inviting them to adopt his views on faith and work 
but they declined, (Tabari, Ta'rikh, vol.7* pp.57-58). 
Prior to this date, it is clear the Kharijite doctrine 
about sin as invalidating faith did not develop.
This can be inferred from the absence of this 
doctrine from the discussions and speeaches by the 
Kharijite leaders up to this date. E.g ., when Hayyan
b. Zabian urged his men to go out and fight - Tabari 
Ta1rlkh, vol.6, pp.172-173 - there was no mention of 
this doctrine in his speech. Moreover, in their fa­
mous argument with Ibn Zubair after the battle of 
Mecca with the Umayyads daring which the Ka*bakwas 
burned and in which the Kharijites took an active 
part on his side, again there was no mention of 
this doctrine. The point on which the Kharijites 
separated from Ibn al-Zubair was whether_ rH7thman, the 
third Caliph was to be condemned, (Tabari, Ta1rikh, 
vol.7* pp.55-56).
Al-TAshfari’s statement that all the Kharijites 
are unanimous that the commission of a great sin 
amounts to disbelief, (Maq, vol.l, p.157)* is certain­
ly too-general. It may give the impression that this 
doctrine also belonged to the early Kharijites,
i.e., prior to 64 A.H. fAbd al-Qahir, Earq, p.55*
Supra, p.3 2 8 .
relates on the authority of his shaikh that the only 
common thing between the Kharijites is the claim 
that rAli, #Uthman, the people of the battle of the 
Camel, the two Arbitrators and those who agreed to 
their judgement, are unbelievers, and that the holy 
war against unjust rulers was obligatory. His shaikh 
denied that a doctrine that a grave sin amounts to 
disbelief was a common doctrine among them. G. Levi 
Della Vida appears to be of this opinion, as he 
declares in his article, Kharijite, Ency. of Islam: " 
"One article is common to all; it is that which 
treats of the question of the Caliphate.".
102>. Maq., vol.l, p. 197* In our view, Murji* ism consisted 
of a combination of fatalism and minimisation of the 
significance of workf and that"pie fatalism of Jahm 
which was described by the Orthodox as Tjabrf, i.e. 
compulsion and reckoned by them as a heresy was no 
more than the fatalism held by the earlier Murji*ites 
and by the Sunnites given a clear exposition in his 
style quoted by Al-Ashfri, (Maq., vol.l, p.312), 
in which he says: "No one acts in reality except God
alone. It is He Who acts; and men have the acts 
ascribed to them merely metaphorically, in the same 
way as it is said the stone moves, the sphere revolves 
and the sun sets. But it is God Who does all this 
with the stone, the sphere and the sun. God only 
created in man a power, and with this power action 
is produced; and a will and choice for the specific 
action, as He created in him height whereby he is 
described as tall, and a colour whereby he is also 
described." It is no wonder therefore that the Sun­
nites are described by the Muftazilites as Jabrites. 
(Shahrastani, Milal, vol.l, p.108).
Jahts exposition, however, appears to have a- 
wakened the ^unnites to their inconsistencies; and 
henceforth they appear to have been seeking compro­
mises by introducing such concepts as that of 
* Kasb *, i.e., acquisition.
Al-Ash^ari’s statement of the position of Jahm,
in which he declares that G0d creates in man a power
and will and choice for a specific act - i.e., not
for its opposite - agrees with_the description of
Jabrites given by al-Intisar wrhich is a 
Mu*tazilite work. It seems that Jahm was the first 
to give this exposition, though he was not the first 
to hold its contents.
100 • co n't «..
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102. 1'his year, 6k A.H., appears to "be vital in the 
history of the Muslim theological speculation.
In it, the Karba was burned, and this seems to 
have given rise to the discussion of the concept of 
Qadar. Again it was in this year that Nafif b. 
al-Azraq declared his doctrine of sin, thereby 
starting a long series of chain-reactions.
103. Bukh., vol.l., p.18.
10k. Dhahabi, Tadhkirah, vol.l., pp.51-52. Ibn al-JawzI, 
Safwat al-Safwah, states that he died after the 
liattle of jamajim which also occurred in the year 
82 A.H.
105. E.G., Kanz al-fUmmal, vol.l., Hadiths Nos.560T 638 
and The last of these defines the Murji*ites
as those who claim that ’Iman’ is a word without 
work. Cf. H.s. Nos. 639 and 6U0.
106. fAbd al-Qahir, Farq,p.l90. fAbd al-Qahir in fact 
gives & division of Qadarite-cum-Murji1ites of which 
Ghailan is an example, another division of Babrite- 
cum-Murji1ite, and a group of divisions which he 
describes as pure Murji(ites. This division into 
pure and impure Murji'ites by fAbd al-Qahir seems
to be a mistaken summarization by him of the treat­
ment of the Murji'ites by al-Ashfari, (Maq., vol.l, 
pp.l97ff.) Shahrastanl, possibly influenced by 
\Abd al-Qahir assumes this division of pure and 
impure Murji*ites and devotes his treatment to the 
pure sub-divisions, (Milal, vol.l.pp.192ff)• The 
pure sub-divisions1 views given by these authors are 
confined to the relationship between Iman and work, 
but nothing is given about their views of fatalism, 
Al-Ashfari was silent ^ gn that, being naturally 
influenced by the fact/the Murji'ites whom we reckon 
proper Muji'ites - were earlier condemned only on 
the ground of their minimisation of the importance 
of work, and he was not aware that the absence of 
condemnation on the grounds of fatalism was due to 
the fact that the Orthodox^ shared this belief with 
the Murji*ites. He therefore enumerated the various 
divisions which -in his view misinterpreted the concept 
of Iman, as related to work - disregarding whether 
they held other views such as fatalism or not. We
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therefore confirm our conviction that the ORIGINAL 
heretical Murji’ites believed both in fatalism and 
in a definition of Iman as independent from work; 
and declare our disagreement with fAbd al-Qahir- in 
his implication that Murji1ism-cum-Jabrism was not 
the original Murji’ism, but an adulterated division of 
Murji’ism, It was in fact the original doctrine of 
Murli’sm, but the old fatalism was simply given a 
clarity of expression by those whom he regarded as 
an adulterated division. That there came later 
divisions which adopted the idea about Iman as di­
vorced from work in one form or another, but opposed 
fatalism they can be regarded as partial_Murji’ites 
rather than pure Murji’ites as fAbd al-Qahir and al- 
Shahrastani believe.
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APPENDIX A
The Qur'anic Statements bearing on human conduct in the Re­
velations assigned by Noldake* to the early period of Mecca. Chap­
ters and verses of no ethical importance are excluded
No. of Chron:? Trad. Qrdersof
Item order Order verses Statements
96
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
II
8
9 -1 0
3
4
5
6 
7
8-10
38
39-40
43
44-46
Describing the human inclinations 
as violent/ when man is in easy 
circumstances.
Stating that all will return unto 
God and be brought to account. 
Condemnation of obstructing the 
way to God's whrship.
Command to observe God's greatness. 
Command to avoid abominations. 
Command to keep one's clothes 
clean.
Codemnation of recalling favours. 
Command to be patient.
Warning the unbelievers of the Day 
of Resurrection.
Stating that every soul will be 
rewarded for what it earns.
Promise of Paradide for believers. 
Failure to observe prayers is  
given as a reason for being in 
Hell.
a. Failure to feed the poor is 
given as another reason for 
being in Hell
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No.of Chron. Trad. Order of
Item Order Order verses Statements
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22 
23
III
IV
V
VI
III
106
108
104
VII 107
VIII 102
IX 105
b. Failure to control the tongue, 
and
c. Disbelief in Resurrection are 
also stated to be as such,
d. Command of praising God,
(The whole of this passage is held 
by R. Bell -  I I , 683 -  as Ma­
dlnan) •
The whole chapter is a warning 
to Abu Lahab and his wife.
3 Command that the Lord of the K*8K
House should be worshipped 
2 Command of Prayers.
1 Condemnation of maligning and 
scoffing.
2 Condemnation of accumulation of
wealth.
2 Condemnation of hruting the
orphans•
3 Condemnation of not feeding the
poor,
4 -5  Condemnation of lack of enthu­
siasm for prayers,
6 Condemnation of ostentatious­
ness,
7 Condemnation failure o-f
cooperate with others.
1 Condemnation of priding oneself
because of wealth,
-  Story of the Elephant .
^55
No.of 
Item
Chron.
Order
Trad.
Order
Order of 
verses Statements
2k X 92 -e- i H H Statement that Man's endeavour 
is of two kinds, giving and be­
lieving which is to be rewarded* 
and meanness and rejection 
which will be punished*
25 X 92 19-20 Praising giving for the sake 
of God*
26 XI 90 10 Statement that man is guided 
to choose either may*
27 13 Encouraging emancipation of 
slaves*
28 1^-16 Praising the feeding of the 
orpahns and the poor*
29 17 Praising mutual sympathy* and 
patience and faith*
30 18-20 Division of men on the Day of<x
Resurrection into^blessed right- 
hand party and a condemned left- 
hand party,
XII 9k -
31 XIII 93 8-11 Good treatment of the orpkkma 
and the poor^ as a manifesta­
tion of graittude for God's 
favours,
XIV 97 -
32 XV 86 8-17 Warning the unbelievers of pu­
nishment of the Day of Resurrec­
tion*
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Item Order Order verses
33 XVI 91 8-10
34 11-15
35 XVII 80 1-10
36 17
37 33-42
38 XVIII 68 11-13
\6
39 XIX 8? 14-15
40 XX 95 6
41 XXI 103 3
42 XXII 85 10
Statements
Statement that the soul is ins­
pired with discriminating abi­
lity  between right and wrong, 
and that success is for those 
who purify i t  and condemnation 
for those who pollute i t .
Story of Thamud and their pu­
nishment, giving as an example, 
Condemnation of discrimination 
on account of prestige,
Man is ungrateful,
Warning of the Bay of Resurrec­
tion,
Condemnation of swearing, jeer­
ing* going with calumny, malevo­
lent report of talks, absten­
tion from doing good, pride 
and agression*(R.Bell's claim 
that these two verses are Madi­
nan- Vol*I ,P*373- is more of the 
nature of a guess-work).
Praise of giving and of reflec­
tion.
Praise of believers and of good 
doers.
Praise of believers, good doers, 
and those who encourage one 
another to be patient, and to 
hold fast to the truth* 
Condemnation of injuring the be­
lievers, and implication of de­
manding repentance,
**57
No.of Chron. Trad. Order of
Item Order Order verses
**3 11
**** XXIII 73 10
**5 11-18
**6 20
47 XXIV 101 1-11
**8 XXV 99 7-8
**9 XXVI 82 10-13
50 XXVII 8l  14-19
51 XXVII 53 8-9
52 32
53 36-39
Statements
Promise of Paradise for the be­
lievers and good-doers,
Command of endurance, 
Condemnation of those who re­
ject the faith, and the story 
of Pharaoh's disobedience in 
the context,
Reading of the Qur'an, seeking 
provision through travelling, 
fighting in the cause of God, 
prayers, giving the poor and 
praying for forgiveness, are 
mentioned as good acts.(R .Bell, 
V ol.II, P.6l3-hold this verse 
to be Madlnan)
Speaking of the Day of Resurrec­
tion and the Balance.
Promise of reward and punish­
ment for good and evil acts^ even 
the weight of an atom.
Stating that there are Writers 
of acts who are aware of what 
man does.
Speaking of reward and punish­
ment.
Female infanticide condemned, 
Praising avoidance of grave 
sins, (but this verse is  appa­
rently Madinan),
Quoting with approval, early 
Scripture's statement that no
soul bears the consequences of
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the acts of others, and that man
only gets the rewards for his
own achievements,
5** XXIX 84 7-12 Mention of taking the BookCof 
record, on the Day of Resurrec­
tion), by the right hand or by 
the le ft  hand; and the rewards 
of the former and the punishment 
of the latter.
55 24-25 Warning of painful punishment 
for unbelievers, and promise of 
rewards for believers who do 
well. (R .Bell’ s assumption that 
these two verses are Madinan-Vol. 
II , P . 644 ,
56 XXX 100 6 Man described as ungrateful.
57 8 Man described as wealth-lover
59 XXXI 79
*
13-14 & 
34-36
and seeker. .
Mention of the Day of Resurrec­
tion and warning of punishment 
in Hell,
60 37-41 Warning of Hell for those who 
prefer this world, and good t i ­
ding for those who restrain 
themselves from evil desire.
6l XXXII 77 The whole cpahter speaks of the 
Day of Resurrection and punish­
ment for those who reject the 
faith and the reward for those 
who fear God*
62 XXXIII 78 Like the previous chapter exactly 
except that i t  begins with re­
minding of God’ s favours.
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Item
ChronO
Order
Trad.
Order
Order of 
verses Statements
63 XXXIV 88 This chapter also speaks of the 
Day of Resurrection, the rewards 
in Paradise for some, and puni­
shment for unbelievers,
64 XXXV 89 15-16 Mention of man's inclination to 
anxiety when he is in strained 
conditions, and to take undue pri­
de when he is  favoured by God; in 
a ll he forgets the source of a ll  
what he enjoys in the world.
65 17-18 Blame for failure to look after 
the orphan and to help the needy.
66 19-20 chaseMan's inclination to choose wealth 
from whatever source because of 
excessive love for wealth
67 21-30 Warning of the Day of Resurrection 
and promise of reward.
68 XXXVI 75 This chapter is  again chiefly de­
voted to the Day of Resurrection.
69 XXXVII 83 1-3 Condemnation of unjust measures.
70 4-36 Day of Resurrection and condemna­
tion of the unbelievers.
71 XXXVIII 69 1-37 Speaks of the Day of Resurrection 
and quotes the stories of Thamud 
and Pharaoh.
72 XXXIX 51 This chapter of 60 verses, is  de­
voted to the Day of Resurrection, 
quoting the stories of Abraham, 
Lot,Moses, and Thamud, and speaks 
of the attitude of the adversaries 
of the Prophet.
73 XL 52 The Chapter consisting of 49 ver-
se s ,is  also devoted to the  ^theme 
of the previous
4
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7k XLI 56
75 XLII 70 1-18
76 18
77 19-21
78 22-23
and J>k
79 2 2^-25
80 26-27
81 29-31
82 32
83 XLII I 55
The Chapter consisting of 96 ver­
ses, is also decoted to the theme 
of Resurrection and how people 
will be divided on the Day into 
superior right-hand and left-hand 
categories; and eloquently speaks 
of the rewards and punishment. It 
also reminds of God's favours. 
Warning of the Day of Resurrection 
to the adversaries of the Prophet. 
Condemnation of accumulation of 
wealth without spending in good 
causes.
Description of man's greed and 
his anxiety in misfortune and mean­
ness with wealth.
Praise of observing prayers,(R.
Bell does not give grounds for his 
claim that vv. jk -k l  are Madinan- 
V o l.II, P.932)
Praise of alma-giving.
Praise of believing in Resurrec­
tion and of praising God.
Praise of Chastity.(R.Bell's 
claim -  V ol.II, P.604 -  that from 
28 the verses are Madinan dis­
agrees with the style being brief 
and r.ymed)
Praise of keeping trust.
The Chapter consisting of 973 
verses, is devoted to, God's fa- 
vours and the Day or Resurrection
Item Order Order verses
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84 XLIV 112 Decoted to monotheism
85 XLV 109 Argument with adversaries.
86 XL VI 113 A Prayer formula.
87 *1-VII 114 A Prayer formula*
88 Xlviu 1 A Prayer formula*
\
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APPENDIX B
A Table of the Qur’ anic Statements bearing on human conduct in 
the Revelations assigned by Noldake^  to the 5th and 6th years of the 
Meccan period.
No.of 
Item
Chron.
Order
Trade
Order
Order of 
verses Statements
1 XLIX 54 1-8 Blaming and warning of the Unbelie­
vers,
2 9-42 Stories of Noah, *Ad, Thamud, Lot 
and Pharaoh, I
3 17,22, Invitation of reflect on the Quran,
4
32,4a
43-55
VCondemnation the unbelievers, 
and promise of reward in Paradise 
for those who fear God,
3 L 37 1-74 Argument with unbelievers, and 
description of their doom in Hell 
and the rewards of the believers 
in Paradise,
6 75-148 Stories of Noah,Abraham,Ilyas and 
Lot,
7 149-183 Argument with unbelievers,
8 LI 71 1-28 Story of Noah,
9 LI I 76 2-3
and
29
Man is created capable of choosing 
either way,
10 4-22 Describing the regard for believers
and
31 and good-doers, and warning of pain­
ful punishment for the unbelievers,
11 24-25 Endurance and seeking refuge in 
God,
12 LI I 44 21-59 Argument with unbelievers, remind­
ing of the fate of Pharaoh and what 
is stored in H ell, and describing 
the rewards ±*xi of Paradise,
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No.of Chron. Trad. Order of Statement
Item Order Order verses
13 LIV 50 1-43 Argument with unbelievers, re­
minding of God's favours and of 
the Last Day,
14 39-40 Endurance, and seeking refuge
in God's praise and worship,
15 LV 20 9-98 Story of Moses and the Israelites^
16 19-114 Reminding of God's favours, and
reminding of the Lad£ Day,
17 115-123 Story of Adam,drawing attention
to the danger of Satan's seduc­
tion,
18 124-129 Argument with unbelievers and
warning them.-and^33-135
19 133-135 Argument with unbelievers and
warning them,
20 130-132 Commanding endurance and seeking
refuge in God's worship and in 
prayers,
21 LVI 26 1-191 Assuring the Prophet by relating
the stories of the destruction 
of those who has assumed towards 
their Prophets, attitudes simi­
lar to those of the unbelieving 
Meccans; the story of Pharaoh 
and Moses, they' story of the ad­
versaries of Abraham, the story 
of the People of Noah, those of
Hud, those of Salih, those of Lot* ' .
and the people of the Grove. Each 
of these stories is concluded 
with a statement calling for 
reflection.
No.of Chron. 
Item Order
Trad: Order of
Order s vers es Statement
22
23 LVII
192-227 
15 1-50
2*f
23
•>i 13-77
78-8^
26
27
28
LVII I 19
83-99
1-32*
33-^0
29 ^1-6 3
Assurance to the Prophet, in which 
he is required to rely on God. 
Argument with unbelievers, re­
minding of God's favours, warn­
ing of the punishment and des­
cribing the rewards in Paradise 
stored for those who are God 
fearing, and quoting Satan's 
pride which caused him to be re­
belled as the unbelievers have 
xip±±Kok rebelled,
Story of the people of Lot and 
their punishment as related to 
Abraham, as a reminder,
Stories of the punishment of the 
people of the Grove and the peo­
ple of a l-H ijr , (Thamud)fon account 
of rejecting their Prophets, 
Assurance to the Prophet, requir­
ing him to seek consolation in 
the praise and worship of God, 
Stories of Zachariah, John,Mary 
and Christ,
Rejecting the claim of the unbe­
lievers who falsely attribute 
parenthood to God, and warning 
of their punishment,
Stories of Abraham, Moses and Haa- 
ron, Ishmael and Idris, conclud­
ing by regretting how these no­
ble sons of Adam and Noah were 
Succeeded by disobedient generat-
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Item Order Order verses Statement
tons who bring upon themselves the 
wrath of God, except those who xsx 
restrain themselves and who will 
enjoy wonderful Paradise*
30 64-98 Arguing with, and warning of the
adversaries of the Prophet.
In the course of the discussion of 
the above themse, reference is 
made to the following:
31 14 Praise of obdeience to God jWand
good treatment of parents*
32 14 Condemnation of haughtiness and
disobedience,
33 28 Condemnation of sexual immorality,
(by implication)*
34 31 Prayers and alms-giving
35 41 & 56 Praise for telling the truth.
36 44-45 Warning against Satan’s seduction.
37 54 Praise for fulfilling promises*
38 59 Blame for neglecting prayers and
for following one’s desires,
39 62 Praise for God-fearing.
40 LIX 38 1-11 Argument with the unbelievers
41 12-16 Warning to unbelievers of an end
similar to that of the people of 
Noah, Lot, Pharaoh and Thamud *
42 17 Command of endurance*
43 17-48 Stories of David,Solomon and John;
and mention of Abraham, Issac, 
Jacob, Ishmael,Ilyas and Dhul- 
Kifl„
kG G
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k k Eloquent description of Paradise
and Hell*
65-70 & Argument with the unbelievers,
86-88
kG 71-85 Story of Ib ll? , (Satan),
V7 LX 36 I-8 3 All the chapter is devoted to ar­
gument with the unbelievers, con­
demning them eloquently, remind­
ing of the story of the Messangers 
of Christ to Antioch, the story of 
Habib the Carpenter, reminding of 
God’s favours on eapth and in 
Heaven, condemning the meanness 
of the unbelievers, warning them 
of punishment on the Lad$ Day, 
describing the Paradise of the 
believers, and arguing against the 
denial of the Last Day,
*f8 LXI 1-89 All the Chapter is devoted to ar­
gument with the unbelievers, re­
minding of God's favours, conso­
ling the Prophet by the fact that 
earlier Prophets received a similar 
reception, quoting in the course 
of the argument Abraham, Moses 
and Christ, and referring here 
and there to punishment and re­
wards on the Last Day,
49 LXII 72 1-15 Story of the Jinn who believed,
concluding by the mention of re­
ward and punishment,
A-67
No. of 
Item
Chron.
Order
Trad.
Order
Order of 
verses Statements
50 16-29 Reference to the attitude of the un­
believers and warning sinners.
51 LXIII 67 1-30 The whole chapter is devoted to 
recounting God's favours and des­
cribing the conditions of the un­
believers in Hell,
52 LXIV 23 1-8 Praise of the following:
53 1 a - Believing,
5^ 2 b - Concentration on prayers.
55 3 c - Avoidance of harmful or use­
less words.
56 d - Payment of alms.
57 5-6 e - Chastity,
58 8 f - Keeping trusts,
59 7 g - Regular observance of Prayers,
60 9-118 Argument about Resurrection R e ­
minding of God's favours, and 
quoting the stories of Abraham, 
Moses and Pharaoh, and arguing 
with the unbelievers.
6l LXV 21 1-12 The whole chapter is devoted to 
warning of the Divine punishment, 
reminding of God's favours, and 
quoting stories of earlier Pro­
phets, i.e., Moses, Abraham, Lot, 
Solomon, David, Job, Ishmael, 
Idris, Yunus, Zacharia and John 
and Mary,
62 LXVI 25 . 1-77 The whole chapter is again devo­
ted to argument with the unbelie­
vers and warning them of the pu­
nishment, quoting the fate of the
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63 63
64 63
65 67
66 68
67 68
68 68
69 70-71
70 72
71 72
72 73
73 LXVII 17 1-111
74 11
73 15
76 17 & 25
77 22
78 23-24
people of Noah, of 'Ad and Thamud, 
and praising the following vir­
tues of the believers: -  
Modesty in walking*
Clemency and endurance,
To be moderate, not extravagant 
or mean*
Not to ascribe partners to God*
Not to shed innocent blood.
To abstain from zina.
To repent,
To avoid giving false evidence 
To ignore aggressive remarks, and
To harken to reminders.
The chapter is again devoted to 
the general theme of argument with 
the unbelievers, and reminding 
of God's favours. In the course of 
the discussion the following are 
brought out:-
a -  Description of man as being 
haughty, asking for evil when 
he means good* 
b -  Stating that each soul bears 
the result of its  own work* 
not that of others* 
c -  Stating that God is well-aware 
of the sins of His creatures* 
d -  Prohibition of atheism, 
e -  Commanding good treatment of 
parents,
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79 26 f- Commandment concerning giving
relatives, the poor and those 
stranded on the road,
80 26-27 g - Prohibition of extravagance,
81 29 h - Teaching of modernration,
82 31 i - Prohibition of infanticide,
83 33 j - Prohibition of Zina,
84 33 k - Prohibition of shedding blood,
85 34 1 - 11 of encroachment on the
property of the orphans,
86 36 m - Commandment to give full mea­
sure and justice^ in balance,
87 36 n - Guarding the senses from being
used in sinful acts,
88 37 o - Condemnation of haughtiness,
89 78 p - Commanding prayers and the
reading of the Qur'an, and
90 83 q - Stating that man tends to be
ungrateful and unhindful of 
God's favours, while fckw he 
becomes anxious when he is 
deprived,
91 LXVIII 27 1-93 Again this Chapter argues with
the unbelievers and warns them of 
the punishment which awaits them, 
and reminds of God’s favours, and 
quotes stories of previous Pro­
phets ,i.e. ,Moses , David, Solomon 
and Lot. In the course of the dis­
cussion, the following ethical 
subjects are brought out,
92 3 a -  Praying and alms giving,
k70
No.of Chron. Trad. Order of
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93 55 b -  Prohibition of -  sexua­
lity .
9  ^ 7^ c -  Stating that God knows what
is done publicly and what is 
hidden.
95 91 d -  Commanding worship of Allah
and surrender to Him,and
96 92 e -  Commanding the reading of
the Qur'an.
97 LXIX 18 1-110 All this chapter is devoted to
the theme of consoling the Pro­
phet, quoting the stories of the 
people of the Cave, a parable of 
two men, one of them takes pride 
in the favours bestowed upon him 
by God, and loses his wealth in 
the end; and the stories of Moses 
and his associate, and the story 
of the Man with Two Horns. In 
this course, the following ethi­
cal topics are brought outs
98 2 ,30,89, a -  Promise of good reward for
107,110 . ..’ righteousness.
99 23-24 b -  Commanding the mention of the
name afGod when a promise is  
undertaken.
100 27 c -  Commanding the reading of
the Qur'an, and
101 28 d -  Commanding endurance and res­
pect towards humble people who 
sincerely serve God.
>No.of Chron. Trad. Order of
Item Order Order verses Statements
102 32-^3 A parable warning of loss of
wealth by those who are ungrate- 
ful for God’ s favours.
103 LXIX: 18 45-^6 Stating that the material world
is transitory, and wealth and 
children are merely deceptive 
favours, but good work is more 
rewarding.
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APPENDIX C
Table* of Qur'anic Statements bearing on the human conduct 
which occur in the Revelations assigned to the last period of 
of Mecca.
No.of Chron. Trad. Order of
Item Order Order verses Statements
1. LXX
2.
3.
LXX I
32 1-32 This chapter is devoted to argu­
ment with the unbelievers, remind­
ing them of God's favours and ma­
king a brief reference to Moses 
and the Israelis and to earlier 
nations. In the course of the 
discussion the following acts,are 
praised:
15-16 a. Reflection in the manifesta­
tions of God's gestures is  
praised.
b. Propitiation in hukility to 
God,
c. God's fearing, and
d. Giving away from what one earns 
of God's favours.
18-20 Here a distinction is made between
those who surrender by believing 
and those who rebel and are des­
cribed as fasiq, i . e . , splitting  
out as rebellious. The former are 
praised rewards in Paradise, and
the latter are warned about the 
humiliating punishment in Hell.
4l 1-5^ This chapter is again devoted to
argument with unbelievers in the 
same way as the previous one, re­
minding of God's favours, warning
^73
No.of Chron. Trad. Order of
Item Order Order verses Statements
pf punishment, stating that the 
limbs and skins will testify 
against the culprits and promi­
sing the believers of God's re­
wards and making brief reference 
to 'Ad, Thamud and Moses. The 
following points are made is the 
course of discussions 
3^-35 Praise of endurance and clemency,
and of repelling agression by
obligation**
k6 Stating the consequences of the
A
individual's attitude, good or 
otherwise, will be confined to 
him. It is interesting to note 
that the word (did), is used
here, though what is meant is ob­
viously^ the assumed attitude, 
and not necessarily physical acts 
^9-51 Describing Man's nature ass
a - Being very concerned to be in 
good condition and to fulfill 
his ambitions, but he des­
pairs when he is touched by 
misfortune• 
b - Being forgetful to God's fa­
vours and ungrateful as soon 
as he is recovered from mis­
fortune in answer to his app­
eals, thinking that he attains 
fortune by his own ability*
*4 7^
No.of Chron. Trad. Order of
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8 LXXII 1-37
l*f
10 LXXIII 16 1-128
c. Concluding by summarising that 
man is unmindful and haughty when 
he is covered by God’s favours, 
and weak and propitiating when 
he is touched by misfortune.
This chapter again is another sharp 
argument with the unbelievers, con­
demning their haughtiness and their 
ill-treatment of the Prophet and 
carelessness towards the Divine 
signs, warning them of severe pu­
nishment with a brief reference to 
Moses and the Israelis• In this 
course, the following points are 
made:
a - Commanding forgiveness of the 
agressors who disbelieve in Re­
surrection, and 
b - Stating that good and evil con­
sequences of human acts are con­
fined to the individual res­
ponsible for the production of 
the acts. (Again the word J w , 
(doing), is here employed, though 
what is meant here is clearly 
the attitude assumed).
The theme of this long chapter is 
argument with the unbelievers, con­
demning their attitude of reject­
ing monotheism and the doctrine of 
resurrection, and reminding them of 
God’s favours and threatening them
<<75
No.of ^hron. Trad. Order of
Item Order Order verses Statements
11
12
13
1*+
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23 LXXIII 16
22-23
25
kZ
^9
53-5^
58-59
90
90
90
90
90
91
96
of fearful punishment. It cannot be 
easily supposed that the whole chap­
ter belongs to Mecca. Verse 4l e .g ., 
speaks of the Emigrants, and the re­
ference is more likely to the Emi­
grants to MadlnaW r/^ather than the 
emigrants to Abyssinia. However, 
the following ethical points are 
made:
Condemnation of haughtiness.
Stating that causing others to err 
results in bearing the punishment 
of erring.
Praising of patience and of seeking 
refuge in God.
Praising humility to God.
Condemning the attitude of anxiety 
in misfortune, and ingratitude for 
God's favours.
Condemning the attitude of resenting 
female children.
Commanding justice.
Commanding helpfulness.
Commanding giving relatives. 
Condemnation of indecency. 
Condemnation of agression.
Commanding fulfilment of promise, 
especially when emphasised by 
aaths.
G o r v io ^ s > H *K a ^ i'( r H  o |
despises the material world, and 
praise©^storing rewards with God.
^76
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24
25
26
27 LXXIV
28
29
30
31
32
33
30
100
115
125-128
1-60
33-34
36
38
39
40 
60
Warning of Satan's seduction, and 
commanding seeking protection from 
it by relying on God.
Prohibition of consuming the flesh 
of unslaughtered animals, blood 
and Pork.
Commanding:
a - That tactfulness be exercised 
in inviting to the way of God, 
b - That in retaliation, the pu­
nishment should not exceed 
the original offence, and 
c - To endure,and fear God.
This chapter is also made up of 
argument with the unbelievers, warn­
ing them and assuring the Prophet. 
The following points are made:- 
Condemnation of the attitude of 
appealing in misfortune, and ing­
ratitude for God's favours. 
Condemnation of the attitude of 
being merry with fortune and des­
perate mktk. with misfortune, which 
might be caused by one's own fault. 
Command to give relatives, the 
poor and those stranded on the way. 
Condemnation of taking interest on 
loans, riba.
Promise of multiple rewards for alms­
giving.
Command of endurance.
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No.of Chron. Trad.. Order of
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34 LXXV 11 1-123
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
9-10
46 & 81
LXXVI 14
8k
113
114
115 
1-52
42 31
This chapter deals with the condem­
nation of the unbelievers Remind­
ing of God's favours and warning of 
His punishment, quoting the stories 
of Noah,'Ad, ’^hamud, Abraham, Lot, 
Mary, and Moses with Pharaoh. The 
following ethical points are made:- 
Condemnation of the attitude of 
despair on deprivation, and behav­
ing recklessly towards God's fa­
vours.
Implications that a father's 
righteousness does not benefit an 
evil son; and a high rank of a 
husband does not save a disobedient 
wife.
Prohibition of injustice in measure 
or in weight.
Prohibition of siding with the 
wrong party.
Command of Prayers.
Command of endurance.
This chapter is again a condemnation 
of Muhammad's adversaries, and a 
consolation to Muhammad, quoting 
stories of Noah and Abraham and 
others. The following points are 
made:
Command of being regular with 
prayers.
No.of Chron. Trad. Order of
Item Order Order verses Statement
A-3 31
44 LXXVTI 12 1-111
45 LXXVIII 40 1-75
46 60
47 77
48 LXXIX 28 1-88
9^ 15
50 3
51 5^
52 55
53 78
Command to expend of God's bounty in 
helping the needy.
This whole chapter is devoted to
-  i wqprais^ the truthfulness of Muhammad's 
mission. Although it chiefly deal* 
with the story of Joseph, the story 
is brought as evidence of this as 
can be taken from the initial and 
concluding verses, especially vv.3 
and 102. The last 10 verses are an 
assurance to the Prophet.
This chapter again argues with the 
unbelievers, and warns them, quot­
ing the story of Moses with Pharaoh. 
The following points are made: 
Condemnation of haightiness which 
prevents from surrendering to God 
sind from worshipping Him.
Commandment of Patience.
This chapter is again a hot argument 
with the unbelievers, beginning with 
the story of Man beginning from his 
early life. The following points are 
made:
Condemnation of Satan's work of se­
duction.
Condemnation of haughtiness which 
blinded Pharaoh to the truth.
Praise of Patience.
Praise of ignoring insults. 
Condemnation o f d e c e p t i o n  by 
wealth or fortune.
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Order of 
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5^ Sk Promise of rewards greater than the 
acts.
55 LXXX 59 1-75 This chapter also argues with the 
adversaries of Muhammad, warns them 
and reminds them of God's favours. 
The following points are made:
56 7 States that no one bears the respon­
sibility of the acts of the others.
57 8 & *f9 Condemns the attitude of appealing 
in misfortune and ingratitude and 
disbelief when one is covered with 
God's favours.
58 11 Commanding to worship God solely and 
with sincerity.
59 37 Praising truthfulness.
60 38 Praise for seeking refuge in God.
6l 53 Assurances of forgiveness on repen- 
tence however great are one's faults, 
(However, this verse seems to be Ma© 
dinan)•
62 LXXXI 29 1-69 The whole chapter is devoted to ar­
gument with the unbelievers reminding 
of God's favours and warning of si­
milar punishment to that suffered by 
those who disobeyed Noah, Abraham,
Lot, Shuayb abd Moses. In the course 
of the chapter, the following interest­
ing points are made:
63 8 Importance of obedience and good 
treatment to parents unless it entails 
disbelief. Their endeavour to cause 
their child to disbelieve should be 
disregarded.
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Ho.of Chron. Trad. Order of 
Item Order Order verses Statement
64 12 Implication that disnelief is the foun­
dation of all faults. In other words, 
the sins are the accompaniment of 
disbelief; therefore the unbelievers 
dared to invite the believers to follOw 
their way and guaranteed to bear the 
consequences of their sins, namely, 
the acts which accompany disbelief 
and are discribed by Muhammed as sins. 
Ths issue between the two groups at 
the time was belief and disbelief, 
and it was apparently regarded that 
one can be either a believer free from 
sins or unbeliever with con-commitment 
sins. This notion is confirmed by v.
40 of the same chapter which concludes 
the stories of the fate of those who 
rejected their Prophets. It begins:
11 And thus, each, (of the mentioned 
categories of unbelievers), We have
v>taken by their dhanb, So
that acts including disbelief are des­
cribed as a dhanb. It was the disbe­
lief of the Lot’s people which made 
them commit sodomy and commit highway 
robbery,vv. 2®-29* It was the disbe­
lief of the people of Madman which 
caused them to corrupt the earth, 
v.36.
6 5* 45 To counteract the persecution, the
believers are encouraged to seek forti­
tude in Reciting the verses of the 
Qur'an and keeping up their prayers
*181
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66
67 LXXXII
68
69
70
71
72
73 
7k
75
76
77 LXXXIII
which, being incompatible with inde­
cency and disapproved acts, forbids 
these.
59 Here again, endeavours and seeking 
refuge in God are praised.
31 1-3^ This chapter is devoted to argument
with those who reject the faith, re­
minding of God*s favours and impre­
ssive creations, and quote, in full 
the story of Luqman. The following 
ethical points are made directly or 
implicitly: 
k & 17 Praise for keeping prayers.
k Praise for giving alms.
Ik Command of respect to parents.
15 Command to disobey endeavours to make
others disbelieve even if they are made 
by parents; at the sametime, cordial 
relations with them should be mxxxjnxxm 
maintained.
17 Command f®r guiding to the right course 
and guarding against evils.
17 Command to be patient.
18 Prohibition of obtruding ( —  
Oostentatiousness).
18 Prohibition of haightiness.
19 Praise of moderation in gait and in 
v^ Lce.
kZ 1-53 This chapter is devoted to consoling
the Prophet and condemning the unbe­
lievers and their sins. It is stated 
that Muhammad * s faith is identical
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with those of Noah, Abraham, Moses
and Christ, but changes occurred
through the mischief of the subse­
quent generations. The following
ethical points are made:
78 25 That repentance is accepted and God 
thereby absolves faults.
79 30 That misfortunes are caused by man's 
own mistake, though God forgives 
generously.
80 37 Avoidance of abominable mistakes and 
indecencies is praised.
81
82 LXXXIII 42
•*
00
IN Forgiveness is praised. 
Keeping prayers is praised.
83 38 Mutual consultation is praised.
84 38 Giving or spending from God's pro­
vision^ pra.»s*W.
9
85 39
FVindicating oneself against oppressive 
treatment (over one's faith) is 
praised.
86 40-41 Authorising retaliation with justice.
87 LXXXIV 10 1-109 Jtakxxl The whole of this chapter is 
devoted to arguing with the unbelie­
vers and consoling the Prophet, quot-
ing again the stories of Noah and 
Moses and Asron, and making refe­
rence to other Prophets and to the
doom which befell their adversaries. 
The following points are made:
88 3 Command of worshipping God.
No.of Chron. Trad. Order of
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89 12
90 *n
91 105
92 LXXXV 3k 1-54
93 LXXXVI 35 1-45
9  ^ 6
95 18
96 18 & 29
97 18
98 29
99 29
Condemnation of the attitude of anxie­
ty and propitiation when one suffers 
misfortune, and forgetting God's 
favours when mistoftune is removed.
The use of the word *amal in
the sense of the attitude of surren­
der and faith or rejection and dis­
belief.
Command of endurance.
This chapter is devoted to argument 
with the unbelievers, condemning 
and warning them and blaming them 
for obstructing their subordinates 
from following the right path, quot­
ing David, Solomon and the downfall 
of the Sabatana after their glory*
This chapter again is devoted to con­
soling the Prophet, condemning and 
warning the unbelievers and inviting 
to reflect on God's favours and 
creations. The following points are 
made:
Warning to safeguard against Satan's 
seduction.
Stating that no soul bears the con­
sequences of the faults of the others. 
Keeping prayer is praised. 
Self-purification is  praised. 
Recitation of the Qur'an Is praised. 
Spending from the provision given by 
God is praised.
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100 LXXXVIII 1-206
101
102
103
28 & 32 
29
31- 32
10*f
105
33
100
106 152
This is one of the longest chapters, 
but it is all devoted to consoling 
the Prophet and condemning the un­
believers. The story of the Fall of 
Adam from Paradise as a result of 
Satan's seduction is given; and some 
of the argument between the dwellers 
of Paradise and the dwellers of Hell 
is related. Then the stories of Noah, 
'Ad, Thamud, Lot, Madian, Moses and 
Pharaoh and the Israelis are quoted.
The following ethical points are made: 
Prohibition of indecency, open or 
hidden,
Command for devoting whorship to 
God.
Command for moderation, permissibi­
lity of good dress, and consumption 
of food and drink and maintaining a 
reasonable appearance.
Prohibition of all kinds of aggression 
and injustice.
Description of the attitude of the 
adversaries as dhuhub in the plural, 
thus implying that the attitude of 
rejection or rebellion entails all 
acts of sins.
Stating that repentance cancels
faults. Here again joining believing
to repenting " >^3
it an(j contracting them 
together with commission of faults,
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No.of Chron. Trad. Order of
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10?
108
109
110 LXXXVIII *f6
20h
205
206
1-35
111
112 LXXXIX
35
1-65
113 LXXXIX 52
, as their counterpart , fm- 
that the attitude
of rebelion, i . e . ,  disbelief and sins. 
Command to listen and concentrate 
when the Qur'an is recited.
Command to be mindful of God always. 
Praise of worship, and humility to 
God.
This chapter is  devoted to argument 
with the adversaries, referring to 
Moses and to the fate of 'Ad when 
they rejected their Prophet. Warning 
of a similar end. The following ethi­
cal point is  made:
Command for patience and endurance. 
Another one of the longest chapters, 
and it is  also devoted to argument 
with Muhammad's adversaries, remind­
ing of God's favours, condemning the 
material l i fe , consoling the Snjrinfc 
Prophet, warning of the Divine pun- 
nishment, reminding of God's favours 
and creations, quoting Abraham and 
another 17 Prophets. The following 
points are made:
Prohibition of turning the back to the 
poor strata of society who have be­
lieved, in response to the inducement 
of the unbelieving aristocrats who 
demanded Muhammad to dismiss them so
that they could consider believing
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him i f  he did so, and thus they would
not have to associate with those
lowly people (Tabri, Vol.7* P« 200)
114 72 Command for keeping up prayers.
115 137 Codemnation of infanticide.
116 138-139 Controversy over arbitrary prohibi­
tion of certain categories of cattle 
by the unbelievers,
117 142 Permissibility of consuming a ll that 
is provided by God.
118 145 Stating that the prohibited food is :  
unslaughtered dead animals, the 
bolld which is shed and pork.
119 151-152 Prohibitions of:
i .  Disbelief in God, 
i i .  Infanticide,
i i i .  Indecencies, 
iv . Murder, and 
v* Encroachment on the property of 
the orphans,
120 151-152 Command of:
i .  Good treatment and respect of 
parents, and
i i .  Giving fu ll weight and fu ll 
measure, and 
i i i .  To speak with justice, (to say 
the truth).
(These do not appear to be lis ts
of commands and prohibitions
initiated by the ^uran. -  From
the context -  "* “ 
and . . -
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121 XC 13 1-43
122
123
124 
123
20
20
21
22
it is  clear that the moral ad­
monitions came as a response to 
arbitrary avoidances by the ad­
versaries* It seems that what 
the Qur'an says is just confir­
mation of what is morally re­
garded as good or bad behavioufc; 
and the Qur'an merely refutes 
the a rtific ia l and arbitrary 
discrimination of the unbelie­
vers )
This chapter is  again devoted to 
argument with Muhammad's adver­
saries and concoling him, remind­
ing of God's creation and warn­
ing of His punishment, and 
promises rewards for the right- 
out* The following points are 
made:
Fulfilment of promises and under­
takings is  praised*
Failure to observe covenants is  
condemned*
Fear of God and the Day of Re­
surrection is praised*
Endurance for the sake of God 
is commanded.
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APPENDIX D
Summary of the Particular Qur'anic Ethical Teachings 
throughout the Meccan Age
During the first 
Four Years
A. Injunctions
imring the 5th and ?6th From the 7th Year 
Years
1. Observance of God's 1. Endurance, clemency 
greatness and Prais- and seeking refuge 
ing Him* in God.
2. Avoidance of Abomi- 2. Believing, 
natiohs,
3* Cleanliness, 3* Kind treatment to
parents,
4. Endurance, 4. Prayers.
5* Worship of God, 5. Alms-giving
6. Prayers, 6. Telling the Truth
7. Giving for the sake 7. F u l f i l l i n g  Promises, 
of God,
8. Emancipation of slaves. 8. God-Fearing.
9* Feeding orphans and 9* Avoidance of useless 
the poor. and harmful words.
10, Mutual sympathy, 10. Chastity.
1. Reflexion on the 
creation of
God.
2. Fearing Allah.
3* Humility to God.
4. Spending,(giving 
alms) for God's 
sake.
5. Forgiveness and 
returning aggre­
ssion by kind­
ness.
6. Endurance and 
seeking refuge in 
God.
7* Justice.
8. Giving Assistance
9. Fulfilment of 
Promises and oaths
10. Assuming an atti­
tude of under­
standing and tact 
in inviting to^k^ 
right path.
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11* Reflection in God’ s 
creation*
During the First
Four Years
12. Believing and righ­
teousness.
13* Reading the Scrip­
ture, and some other 
rituals.
14.
15* Keeping trust.
During the 3th and 6th 
Years
11. Modesty and humble­
ness •
12. Moderation. 
13* Repentance.
14. Avoidance of unjust 
(untrue), testimony
13. Harkening to Revela 
tion.
16. Giving relatives, 
the poor and those 
stranded on the way
17. Giving fu ll jjeasure 
and weight.
18. Keeping the senses 
clear from sinful 
acts.
From the 7th Year 
of the Hijrah
11. Giving relatives, 
the poor, the 
neighbours and 
those stranded
on the way.
12. Keeping up 
prayers.
13* Worshipping God 
with a sincere 
and devoted 
heart.
14. Truthfulness.
15• Respect and 
obedience to 
parents, unless 
they Require 
going the wrong 
way.
1$. Recitation of 
the Qur’ an.
17# Endeavouring
to guide aright 
and restrain V ' 
others from 
doing wrong.
18. Moderation,
(politness),in  
walking and in 
talking.
During the
Four 1ears
From the 7th ^ear of 
of the Hijrah
19. Repentance.
20. Avoidance of,(absten­
tion from), abomina­
ble mistakes.
21. Mutual consultation.
22. Respect for the under- 22. Self-purification, 
privileged.
23* Keeping trusts. 23* Reasonableness in
spending and in life  
generally.
2k. Listening.to the 
recitation of the 
Qur’ an and reflecting 
on i t .
2 3« Giving fu ll weight 
and fu ll measure.
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During the 3th and 
6th Years
19* Recitation of the 
Qur’ an.
20. Worship of God and 
seeking refuge in 
Him.
21. Mention of God’ s 
name when an under­
taking is made.
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During the First
Four Years
B» Prohibitions.
During the 3th 
and 6th years 
2. Polytheism,
2. Negligence of 
prayers.
1. Obstruction of 
God’s worship,
2. Recalling favours.
3» Failing to observe 3-Hastiness (meanness 3- Indecencies,
From 7th year up to 
Hijrah
1. Haughtiness.
2. Resentment of 
female birth.
prayers.
f^. Failing to feed 
the poor.
3. Failing to control 
the tongue.
6. Disbelief.
7. Maligning and 
scoffing and 
jeering.
when covered by (obsene acts).
God's favours, and f^. Injustice to others,
despairing when 
touched by misfor­
tune •
. Extravaganc e.
3* Infanticide.
6. Illicit cohabi­
tation.
8. Greedy accumulation?• Murder.
of wealth.
9* Ostentatiousness.
10. Failing to 
cooperate.
11. Discriminating 
on account of 
prestige.
8. Encroachment on 
the property of 
the orphans.
9. Haughtiness.
10. Homo-sexuality.
11. Deception by 
wealth.
e#J>e cially to weaker 
strata of society.
5. Consumption of 
carcass of dead 
animals, of blood 
and of pork.
6 . Taking interest on 
loans.
?. Unjust measure or 
weight.
8. Siding with the 
enemy of Islam.
9. Self-deception.
10. Shamelessness.
11. Looking low on others
12. Female infanticide.12. Taking undfehe pride on account of worldly
13* Unjust measure. in favour^ granted advantages.
by God and failure12. Infanticide,
to pay its duty. 1 3. Associating partners
13- Surrender to the to God.
temptation of the Ik . Murder,
transitory world.
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APPENDIX E
Table of Qur'anic Statements bearing on the human conduct 
which occur in the Revelations assigned to the Madinese period.
No.of Chron. Trad. Order of Statements
Item Order Order verses
1 XCI 2 1-100 This is the longest chapter in
the Quran, consisting of 286 
verses. The first 100 verses re­
veal a bitter struggle between 
the Peophet on the one hand, and 
the People of the Book, the Jews, 
on the other. It is  beyond our 
scope to give the details of the 
argument; but in the course of 
the argument certain teachings 
of ethical significance are in­
serted. The latter part of the 
chapter, 101 -  286, is predomi­
nantly concerned with ethical and 
ritual teachings, though reference 
to the adversaries and to the 
earlier Prophets such as Abraham 
and David are made. From here on­
wards, the teaching appears to be 
given deliberately, not as a res­
ponse to challanges. Even when it
appears to be a response, such as +
in verse 177, ^an astrix- i a enough) , 
there is  great elaboration. Here 
are the particular teachings made:
2. 2 Praise for those who fear God.
3 __________________________ 2 & 4______ Praise for believing. ____
+ ,T&? verse begins:It is not righteous to face the East or the West,
but righteousness is to believe in Allah,the Last Day,the a n g e l s e t c .
No.of Chron. Trad. Order of
Item Order Chron. verses Statements
3
5 3
6 21
7 30
8 36
9 43
10
11 45-153
12 83-84
Praise for keeping prayers.
Praise for spending from Godfs 
provision.
Command to worship God.
Gratitude to God and praising Him 
given as a counterpart to corrupt­
ing the earth and shedding bikood. 
In other words ,~i ritual teaching}- 
is implicitly regarded as a safe­
guard against, and as incompatible 
with, immoral acts.
The story of Adam's fall having 
been caused by Satan.
Keeping Prayers and giving alms 
given as articles in the Jewish 
faith.
Behaving contrary to what one 
teaches is blamed.
Command to seek for— attitude in 
endurance and prayers.
Again, here is stated that monothe 
ism, respect for parents, helping 
the relatives ( the orphans, the 
poor, maintaining a sweet tongue, 
(unoffensive tongue) keeping up 
prayers and giving alms^ and also 
the prohibition concerning shedd­
ing of blood, were parts of the 
Jewish teaching. The implication 
here is that it is not only the 
moral conscience which is the
Chron. Trad. Order of
Order Order verses Statements
109 t1 o
134-141
152
15^-156
156
160
168-172
168 & 208
172
173
177,214-
215,0.19-
source of ethical teaching, but also 
the Revelation which confirms the 
judgement of the moral conscience. 
Command to forgive the adversaries. 
Concluding statements, stating that 
the previous nations were responsible 
for what they earned, as you are res­
ponsible for what you earn; and you 
are not to be questioned about what fcfca 
they used to do. Thus, sins are not 
inherited.
Commanding to praise God, and to be 
grateful to Him.
Command regarding patience, even 
though the number of believers was 
going to be reduced in the course 
of the struggle, together with bodily 
suffering and loss of wealth.
Some rituals of pilgrimage.
Assurance about accepting ^ repentence. 
Command to eat good and permissible 
food.
Command to guard against Satan*s 
seduction.
Prohibition of dead animals, J>ork, 
and blood and animals slaughtered 
in the name of idols.
Permissibility of prohibited foods 
in case of emergencies.
Definition of birr, (righteous­
ness), as comprising:
^ 9 5
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Order of 
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i. Belief in God, Resurrection, the
Angels, the Books and the Pro- !
pehts,
ii. Giving wealth to relatives, '
the orphans, the poor and those
stranded in the way and those
who seek charity, and in free­
ing slaves,
iii. Keeping up prayers,
iv. Giving alms,
v. Fulfilment of convenants,
vi. Endurance in misfortune, in war
and in all difficulties. |
25 178-179 Teaching of retaliation, an eys for 
for an eye, and a soul for a soul, 
etc.
26 180 Bequeathing.
27 183-185 
& 187
Fasting.
28 188 Prohibition about consuming others' 
property illegally.
29 189 Command to approach houses from the 
normal doors.
30 190-19**
(216-218)
(2*t**-2*f5)
Command about fighting without 
being agressive£, and atoLding the 
fighting near the Sacred Mosque and 
during the Sacred Months, unless 
forced to do so.
31 195 Spending in the cause of God.
32 195 Guarding against exposing oneself 
to danger.
33 196-203 Some rituale of Pilgrimage.
496
No.of 
Item
Chron.
Order
Trad.
Order
Order of 
verses Statements
3^ 204-205 Condemnation of revealing opposite to 
what lies in the heart, and the 
implication is the fact that the 
physical acts reveal the inside of 
the mind.
35 206 Condemnation of concieted haughti­
ness .
36 207 Praise of self-sacrifice for God's 
sake.
37 208 Command of being peaceful.
38. 219 Prohibition of wine.
39 219 Prohibition of gambling.
40 221-242 Some teachings regarding marraige, 
marital relations, about cohabita­
tion with wives, divorce, wet-nurs­
ing, waiting periods on separation 
of spouse^ proposing to a separated 
wife, and gift and bride-wealth due 
to a divorcee.
4l 261-266 Spending without an intention of 
ostentatiousness, hurting or behaving 
haughtily towards those asking for 
alms.
42 267-270 Spending of the best.
^3 271-274 Spending generally.
44 275-280 Prohibition of Riba, (usury)
^5 282 Hatters related to writing,(record­
ing), of Loand.
46 283 gMortage in the absence of writing as 
a 'security measure.
497
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47 286 Statement that God commands only 
what is within man's ability.
48 XCII 98 1-8 This is a small chapter devoted to 
condemning the unbelievers, the pa­
gans and the People of the Book, 
for rejecting Muhammad's message. 
They are warned of punishment, while 
rewards are promosed for the belie­
vers who are righteous.
49 XCIII 64 1-18 This chapter is devoted to condem­
ning the unbelievers, warning of 
their punishment, and promising 
rewards for the believers, guiding 
the latter to seek fortune in en­
durance and reliance on God.
50 14 Commanding forgiveness.
51 16 Commanding fear of God.
52 16-17 Commanding spending.
55 XCIV 62 1-8 This part of the chapter condemns 
and argues with the Jews.
54 9 Command e-f about leaving business 
when Friday congregation is due.
55 10 Command about resuming business 
after the congregation.
56 11 Condemning negligence of religious 
duties in preparing to material 
benefit.
57 XCV 8 1-75 This chapter, although it  reflects
disputes with the unbelievers and 
the wars with them, deliberately 
gives ethical teachings; and begins
>D
5
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with the famous opening: "They ask
you..... ,! The following are the
particular ethics of the chapter:
58 1,2,29 !• Command about fearing God.
59 1 ii. Command about making peace and
removing disputes.
60 1,20,24, iii. Command about obedience to God
and to the Prophet.
61 3 iv» Keeping prayers.
62 :y. v. Spending of Ood*s provision.
63 15-16,20 Prohibition of defection during
military operations.
64 27 Prohibition of cheating and dis­
honesty , (hypocrisy ) .
65 28 Command to guard against seduction
by wealth and children.
66 38 Assurance of absolving all on
conversion.
67 39 Command to fight the unbelievers
till peace and faith prevail.
68 41,69 Distribution of loot,and permissi­
bility of consuming it.
69* 45-46 Command about endurance and per­
sistence in military operations 
against the infidels.
70. 46 Prohibition of discard,(dispute,
disunity)9
71 53 Implication that the change of
human attitude is responsible 
for misfortune.
72 56 Condemnation of disregard to co­
venants.
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73 60
74 61-75
75 XCVI 47 1-38
76 4,31
77 4
78 4-6
79 33
80 XCVII 3 1-200
Command to prepare for eventuali­
ties .
Matters related to military techni­
ques , war-prisoners, and command 
to fight in the way of God.
This chapter is concerned with 
fighting and condemnation of the 
enemies, and it  is  thrrefore some­
times called '’Chapter of a l-Q ita l". 
Therefore we find the following 
points made:
Calling for persistence and en­
durance in fighting the unbelie­
vers.
Command not to release war pri­
soners t i l l  the war is  over; and 
whether they are to be released 
freely or against ransom.
Promise of Paradise for those who 
fa ll in war as martyrs.
Call for obeying Allah and His 
Messenger.
This^one of the longest chapters; 
the first part of it,(up  to v .120) , 
is covered with argument and con­
demnation of the adversaries, es­
pecially the People of the Book 
who mixed the truth with false­
hood. Therefore the stories are 
quoted of Zachariah, the birth 
of Mary and of Christ, and a re­
ference is made to Abraham. The
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assumption is that the Qur'an is 
rectifying the truth about their 
dignities, purifying it from the
accumulation of the generations,tW-It declares^ Abraham was neither 
a Jew nor a Christian;and that 
it is Muhammad, and the mu1minun 
and also those who really followed 
the ture message of Abrahamthave 
a right to claim Abrahim((v,67- 
68), It also state that what the 
Muslims believed was that which 
had descended on Abraham, Ishmael, 
Issac and Jacob and the Patriachs, 
and what was given to Mary and 
Jesus and to the Prophet* from 
their Lord (v.84). The latter part 
of the chapter deals mainly with 
the fighting with the unbelievers. 
The following particulars are 
made, however:
81 14 Man's susceptibility to seduction
by desire, and to distraction 
from duty by women, children and 
large quantity of wealth: gold, 
silver, houses, cattle and land 
produce, all of which are decep­
tive privileges of the transitory 
world,
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82. 17
83 31
84 31 & 39
85 32,132
86 75-77
87 91,116,117
88 92
89 93
Praise of truthfulness, patience, 
obedience, spending and asking 
for forgiveness.
Following the Prophet Muhammad 
is given as an indication of love 
of God,
Declaring that repentance by follow­
ing the Prophet absolves sins. 
Command to obey God and the Messen­
ger.
Praise of respect of trust and 
condemnation of failing to do so. 
Declares that Kufr cancels a ll  
good works, including spending 
as much gold as could f i l l  the 
earth.
Declaring that rightiousness is 
to spend away from the most-be­
loved property.
Implication that a dispute had 
arisen with the Jews over prohi­
bited articles. It seems that so«n«. 
articles permitted for consumption 
by Muhammad were not so according 
to the Jewish practice at the 
time, and this encouraged the Jews 
to deny that Muhammad’ s faith 
corresponded with that of the 
earlier Prophets. However, the sig­
nificance is that Muhammad's mind 
was that he aid not bring new
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prohibitions or laws. Therefore,
he changes the Jew to bring for- 
A _ CTo^ « k) iward and read the Tawrah tAand in
the following verses, (9^-95) he
warns them and xuuuhutai commands
that the system of Abraham should
be followed.
90 96-97 Here is a statement that the Ka*
abah was the first house of God, 
and having some relationship with 
Abrahate. In tk n  the middle of the 
statement, pilgrimage is dexlared 
as an obligation. I f  the order of 
the verses here is chronological, 
the pilgrimage ritual might have 
been one of the disputed points. 
Therefore the following verses,
98 -  99 repproach the People of 
the Book.
91 100-102 Warning the believers against
105, 1^9 harkening to the misguidance of
some of the people of the Book.
92 105 Command of Unity, and prohibition
of disputing.
93 10^,110, Command to invite for the
114 ma * ruf , i . e . t what is recognised
as approved mode of behaviour; and 
to warn against its  antonym, 
munkar, i . e . ,  what is a dis­
approved mode of behaviour. This 
again is an evidence that Muha­
mmad regards his ethical message
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as a confirmation of the judgement
of the general conscience of good
and evil.
9*f 118 Warning against taking confidants 
outside the circle of Muslims.
95 122 Command to rely on God.
96 130 Prohibition of multiple interest i
on loan.fOK
praise e-f spending.97 13^
98 13^ Praise for forgiveness and clemency.
99 135 Praiie for asking forgiveness.
100 155 Condemning defection in military | 
opwaations.
101 l6l Condemning injustice in d istri­
buting the booty.
102 175 Warning against Satan's seduction.
103 180 Condemning misery and failure to 
spend in the cause of Allah.
10*f 186 Stating that man is put on trial 
by misfortune in wealth and in 
his life  and by the enemies.
105 191 Praise for remembering God in a ll  
conditions and reflection in His 
creations.
106 200 Command about endurance and co­
operation in encouraging persis­
tence and preparing for eventuali­
ties .
107 XCVIII 61 2-3 Condemnation of failure to fu lfil  
one's words.
108 & 11 Praise and command for fighting 
in the way of God, both physically 
and by wealth.
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109 XCIX 57 7*8,19,28 Command to believe in God, and in
k7 His Apostel.
110 7*9*10,18 Command to spend,(in the cause of
God).
111 20 Condemnation^f the transitory world.
112 22-33 Stating thatmisfortunes are tr ia ls ,
113 2^ Condemnation of meanness.
114 C k 1-176 This is another one of the longest
chapters? and it  is  nearly entirely 
devoted to commands and prohibitions 
concerned with personel law. The 
following particulars are made:
115 1 Command about fear of Good.
11$ 2-3 ,5 -6  Command to observe theright of the
orpahns.
117 8-10 Command to observe the right of the
women.
118 11-12 Rules for shares in inheritance*
119 12-1^+ Stating that the above rules are
laid down by God, and He is  to be 
obeyed in the**.Obedience results 
in rewards and disobedience leads 
to punishment. Thus, it  is implied 
that even in such rules which appear 
to be murdane, God is  to be obeyed;""' 
and disobedience is a sin;-
120 15-16 temporal punishment of women committ­
ing indecency.
121 16 Temporal Punishment of a couple co­
mmitting indencency.
122 16-18 Matters of repentance.
123 19^21 Matters related to women&s rights.
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124 22-23 Matters about regulating marriage.
125 26 Statement that God wishes to guide
you into tradition of these who 
came before you:1*
126 29-30 Prohibition of consuming others*
property except through approved 
transactions of business.
127 29 Prohibition about killing.
128 31 Statement that avoidance of grave
prohibitions cancels others.
129 32,54 Prohibition of craving for the fa­
vours in the hands of others.
130 34-35 disputes between married couples and
settling them.
131 36 Command to worship God alone.
132 38 Command to be good to parents.
133 38 Command to be good to relatives,
the poor the relative who are nei­
ghbours, the neighbour who is noa
relative, to the acquaintances, to 
those stranded on the way, and to 
the slaves.
134 38 Haughtiness and ostentatiousness
blamed.
135 37 Meanness is blamed along with dis­
belief.
136 38 Seeking a name through spending is
blamed along with disbelief.
137 43 Prohibition of prayers during into­
xications .
138 44 Ritual ablution.
139 48,116 Statement that disbelief iB unpar­
donable, while other sins are.
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i4o 58 Command to return trusts.
l4 l 58 Command to rule with justice.
142 59,69,81 Command to obey God and the Apostle 
and those shouldering the responsi­
b ilitie s .
143 71 Command to safeguard against eventua­
l it ie s .
144 74-76,84,
95-06
Command to fight in the way of God.
145 86 Command to return greetings in 1 
equal or greater terms.
146
l M l
148
92
94
Expiation for murder.
Pro h i b»'t»'o«v oP cAma..
Prohibition of rushing to accuse 
without adequate investigation.
149 1 0 0 Encouragement to seek (iod's favours 
on earth by emigration,( i f  necessary).
1 5 0 101-103 Matters to do with prayers' rituals.
151 105-109 Blaming defending traitors.
1 5 2 1 1 0 Encouraging asking for absolving 
sins.
153 1 1 1 Stating that sin 's punishment is  
confined to culprits.
154 1 1 2 Stating that false accusation is a 
grave sin.
155 114 Praise for encouraging giving alms 
and making peace.
1 5 6 1 1 9 - 1 2 0 Blaming giving in to Satan's seduc­
tion.
157 127 Recommanding good treatment with 
women and the orphans.
1 5 8 1 2 8 - 1 3 0 Settling disputes between married 
couples.
159 131 Command to fear God.
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160 135 Command to give tostimony with jus­
tice, even i f  i t  is  against the in­
terest of the nearest relatives.
161 136 Command to believe in God, His 
Apostle, and the Books.
162 138-139
144
Condfemnation of siding with the 
enemies of Islam.
163 l4g Condemnation of raising the voice 
with insulting words.
164 150 Praise for forgiveness.
165 160 Condemnation of oppression, injustice.
166 161 Condemnation of riba, and encroach­
ment on other's property.
167 162 Praise of prayers and alms-giving.
168 176 Matters of inheritance.
169 Cl 65 This chapter is  concerned with: 
Timing of Divorse; right of divorcee 
for accommodation; the waiting pe­
riod; and the right of maintenance.
170 CII This chapter reflects the struggle 
with the People of the Book,(Jews), 
and the Hypocrites. The following 
particulars are made:
171 7-10 Distribution of the Loot.
172 9 Praise of self-sacrificing.
173 18 Command about fearing Dod and sto­
ring for the future.
174 c m 33 1-73 This chapter reflects disputes with 
the unbelievers and the hypocrites; 
and the following particulars are 
made:
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175 1,70 Command about fearing God.
176 3,48 " to rely ton God.
177 MS 4 Reproachment of Zihar(i.e ., to say#
to a wife: 'You are for me like 
the back of my mother*.
178 4-5 Reproachment about adopting other 
people’ s children.
179 13-18 Reproachment of withdrawing from the 
battle £x±± field with improper exe- 
xecuses•
180 21 Requiring to follow the personal 
example of the Prophet.
l 8l 23-24 Praise for fu lfillin g  assurances.
182 30 Condemnation of indencency.
185 31 Praise for obedience and righteous­
ness.
18 k 33,55,59 Prohibition about women's exposing 
their fascinating parts in the pre- 
Islamic fashion, except infront of 
close relatives.
185 33 Command for keeping prayers.
186 33 Command for paying alms.
is? 34,37 Command about obedience to God and His 
Apostle•
188 35 Praise of those who surrender, be­
lieve, who are obedient, truthful, 
enduring, submissive, giving charity,
those who fast, who are continent and 
who remember God.
189 36 Forbidding disobedience to God and His 
Apostle•
190 41-42 Command to remember God and praise 
Him.
191 49*52 Matters of marriage.
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192 53 Manners about how to behave in
private houses.
193 70 Command to use straight speech.
194 CIV 63 1-11 This chapter argues against the
Hypocrites; and the following 
points are made:
193 9 Warning against the distraction
from remembering God by wealth 
and number of children,(offspring),
196 10 Command to spend from God's provi­
sion.
197 CV 24 1-64 This chapter deals with specific
moral teachings and reminds of God's 
creation. The following particulars 
are made:
198 2-3 The temporal punishment of illicit
cohabitation.
199 4-9 Punishment for accusation of illicit
cohabitation by less than four wit- 
nessess, and relief thereof.
200 11-25 Condemnation of those who were in­
volved in the fabricated scandal of 
the Prophet's wife.
201 20 Condemnation of publicising obscene
acts claimed to have been committed
by believers.
202 21 Warning against Satan's seduction.
203 22 Command to forgive and even help
those who commit aggression against 
us •
204 27-29 Manners for visiting privatehouses.
205 30-31 Command to preserve one's eye from
falling on modest parts, and to pre­
serve one's modest parts from sins.
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206
207
208
209
210
213
214
215
216
217 CVII 22
218
219
31
32-33
37
51,52,
5458-63
211 CVI 58 1-22
212
3-4
8-10
11-12
22
1-78
1
11
Command that believing women should cover
their fascinating parts except in front of
close relatives.
Matters related to marraige.
Praise for preference for serving God, pray­
ing and alms-giving to business dealings, 
(not to be distracted from religious duties 
by business).
Praise for obeying God and the Apostle.
MannersjMtfx for seeking permission to enter 
on others, and manners of address.
This chapter gives the following particu­
lars :x&
Condemnation of annoying a wife by declar­
ing that she stands in the position of the 
back of the mother, "Zihar11.
Expiation of Zihar is explained.
Condemnation of conversing privately as in 
conspiracy or forming conclages.
Manners of assembling and of address. 
Prohibition of making friends with the 
enemies of God, even though t£ey are rela­
tives •
It is clear that the verses of this chapter 
do not belong to one date;but even if it is 
submitted that the whole chapter is Madinan, 
many of the references are to the adversa­
ries in Mecca.Wc read Reminders of God's 
greatness and condemnation of the pagans 
and argument about Resurrection: nowever, 
the following particulars are made:
Command to fear God, to avoide the great 
punishment on the day of Resurrection.
Condemnation of instability in worship.
No.
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220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
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CVII 48
V ' J .  i*.
CIX
f ^
-w O
66
25
27-29
30
35-36, 
41, 78
42
60
77
77
78
78
1-29
15-17
17
8
9
Condemnation of repelling from the 
way of Allah and denying access to 
the Secred Mosque.
Matters about Pilgrimage rituals. 
Prohibition of making false statements 
Praise of fearing God, patience, 
keeping prayers and giving alms.
Praise of guiding to the right path 
and warning against evils. 
Permissibility of retaliation within 
the degree of the offence.
Command for Prayers and worship. 
Command for doing good in general. 
Command to endeavour in the way of 
God.
Command to unite.
This chapter argues against adversa­
ries; and the following particulars 
are made:
Condemnation of failure to join mili­
tary operation without a legitimate 
execuse.
Praise of obedience to God and His 
Messenger.
Condemnation of abstention from per­
missible things to please others. 
Command to safeguard against fearful 
punishment in Fire.
Command to repeat.
Command to fight the unbelievers and 
the Hypocrites.
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237
238 
239
240
CX 60
241
242
243 CXI 110
244
245 CXII 49
246 CX
247
248
10
12
1-6,9,
13
8
10-11
12
3
1-5
9-10
11
Prohibition of conspiracy.
Praise of charity.
Prohibition of taking friends from 
amongst the enemies of Islam, even 
though they are relatives. 
Permissibility of associating with 
unbelievers who are not agressive 
against Muslims.
Matters about marrying emigrant wives 
who have deserted thair uabtlitving 
husbands.
Prohibition of:
1 - Disbelief,
2 - Theft,
3 - Illicit cohabitation,
4 - Infanticide,
5 - Devising scandals,
6 - Disobedience in what is regarded
as approved,(desirable), acts. 
Command of Praising God.
Command of seeking absolving of sins. 
Manners of addressing and calling 
the Prophet.
Command to seek confirmation of infor­
mation received before acting on the 
information.
Command to make peace between the 
disputing parties; and in case of 
unwilling party, it has to be over­
powered.
Prohibition of mscking and scoffing 
and of reviling with nicknames.
No.of Chron. Trad. Order of
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249 12 Warning against suspicion, (to base
on suspision).
250 12 Prohibition of spying on each other.
251 12 Prohibition of going behind the back
of one another, (back-biting).
252 13 Statement of equality of man, had the
preference is to be based on acts.
253 15 Endeavour in the way of God by offe­
ring oneself and by wealth is praised,
254 CXIII 9 1-129 This chapter reflects a bitter stru­
ggle with the various categories of 
adversaries; and the whole atmosphere 
is a military one. The following 
points are made:- 
1-11 Commitments of military covenant are 
discussed.
256 12-15 Command to fight those who violate
the terms of covenants.
257 16,19-22 Urging for fighting for the sake of
God29,36,41,73,111,
123
258 18 Praise of care for mosques.
259 23-24 Prohibition of associating closely
with relations who are unbelievers.
260 34 Prohibition of consuming others1
property through corrupt means.
261 34 Condemnation of obstructing the way
of God.
262 34 Condemnation of storing wealth with­
out spending for the sake of God.
263 37 Condemnation of posi^o^jng the
sacred months to suit/military ends.
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26k
Z&T
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272 
273
27^
275 CXIV
38-^o,
k 2-k? , 
8 1, 86-82
60
81,112
71
71
8k
90-92
107
119
119
121
1-120
Condemnation of reluctance of answer 
the call to fight in the way of God.
Categories of those entitled to alms 
are fixed.
Guiding to what is recognised as 
good, and warning against what is re­
garded as evil, is praised.
Keeping up prayers and giving alms 
are praised.
Obedience to God and His Apostle is 
praised.
Prohibition of praying over dead un­
believers.
Causes of relief from the obligation 
of fighting.
Condemnation for causing discord 
among Muslims,
Command to fear God.
Command to be truthful.
Praise for spending, and endeavour­
ing in the way of God.
This is another one of the longest 
chapters, and it apparently contains 
very late verses. R. Bell assigns 
it to three periods, namely, late 
2nd or early 3rd year of Hijrah, 
round the time of Hudaibiyah and 
post-Meccan conquest. A large pro- 
pertion of the chapter reflects 
sharp dispute with the People of the 
Book. The following particulars can
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276 1 Command to observe the fulfilment of
undertakings.
277 1-2 Prohibitions of certain acts during
the pilgrimage ritual and during 
the sacred months and at the Sacred 
Mosque.
278 2 Command to cooperate in righteous­
ness, and abstain from seducing the 
evil.
279 2,7 Command to fear God.
280 3 Prohibition of certain categories
of food except in emergencies.
281 4-5*88, Permissibility of consuming good
93 food, the catch of hunting dogs,the
food of the People of the Books, and 
of marrying believing Muslim women 
and women of the People of the Book.
282 6 Deals with the ablution ritual.
283 8 Command to observe justice, in gi­
ving witness even when danger is 
threatening.
284 13-14 Condemnation for failure to observe
the terms of covenants.
283 30,32 Condemnation of murder.
286 33i34 Temporal Punishment of highway ro­
bbery. (This is as the verse is nor­
mally interpreted, but it apparently 
refers to those who dare to "fight 
God" - against God’s religion and 
cause corruption on earth).
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287 35 Command to seek God’s reward through
the means of endeavour in the way 
of Allah.
288 38-39 Temporal punishment for stealing.
289 4-5 Quoting with approval the system
of retaliation in the Torah, an
eye for an eye, etc.
Roaa_290 46-48 -Sew it is stated that the Evangel
of Christ confirms what was in the 
Torah, and the Qur’an confirms, 
what was in the earlier Books, 
apparently the Torah and the Evangel. 
This confirms the theory that the 
Qur'an and Muhammad do not claim 
a new system. The dispute is about 
the details, namely the temporal 
punishment of a murderer or of adult­
eress, (Tabari)", Jami', Vol.6,PP. 
231-2 36).The stetement in v.48,
’’And we We have made a my for each 
of you 11 d o e s  n o t ne­
cessary ly different ways.
291 48-49 Command to be guided in decisions
by God's Revelation.
292 54 Condemnation of defection,(apostasy)
*
293 54 Praise of endeavour in the way of
God without fear of blame.
294 57» Prohibition of befriending unbelie-
80- 8l vers who despise or insult the faith.
295 64 Condemnation of corruption on earth
(kindling discord),
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296 78 Condemnation of sin in general.
297 79 Condemnation of failure to warn
others.against sin.
298 87 Prohibition of abstaining from con­
suming good, permissible food.
299 89 Expiation for breaking an oath.
300 89 Command to respect oaths, (to fulfil
them)•
301 90 Prohibition of:
Wine, Cambling, stone altars, and 
Divining arrows.
302 91 Warning against the seduction of
Satan.
303 92 Command to obey God and the Apostle.
304 95-96 Prohibition of hunting game, and
permissibility of fishing during the 
rits of pilgrimage.
305 101 Warning against unnecessary enqui­
ries.
306 105 Command to care for oneself, and
not to meddle in the affairs of 
others.
307 106-108 Matters related to witnessing on
making of wills.
308 119 Praise of truthfulness.
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A P P E N D I X
Conparative Tables summarising the particular Qur’anic 
commands and prohibaLtions during the agesof Mecca, and Madinah, 
baseid -0*1 tjie summaries of these teachings appearing in Chapter I
No. The Particulars Their numerical orders in the
Appendi res s?
_+A . POSITIVE TEACHINGS A B C »
i. Common
1. Avoidance of Abominations and 2 9 20 kk
harmful speeches.
2. Believing in God and the mission 12 2 2
of Muhammad.
3. Cleanliness and Chastity and self- 3 10 22 ^3
purification.
k. Emancipation of slaves, volun- 8
tarily or in expiation for oath.
5* Endurance and patience in mis- 1 6 7» 10
fortunes of all kinds.
6. Forgiving and rewarding agg- 5 8
ression by obligations.
7. Fulfilling promises, undertakings
and oaths. 7 9 13*55
8. Full measuee and weight. 17 2*+
9. Giving charity or alms, espe­
cially to relatives and the 
needy, and from the best
quality. 7 5,17 ' M l  18,31
10. Guiding aright and warning
against evil. 17 26
11. Justice^ in business, in judging a 
and in ruling and in giving
 witness.    17 32, 40
+A stands.for the summaries of the 1st. Meccan period,B ahd C for 
the 2nd and 3rd Meccan periods,and D for the Madinan period.
No. The Particulars Their numerical orders in the 
Appendices fatbits
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20. 
21.
22.
23.
2k.
25.
26. 
27.
B *
Keeping the senses clear from smP«i 
acts, including false te sti­
mony.
Keeping Trust. 14
Kind treatment to parents.
Mentioning God's name when an 
undertaking is made.
Moderation in spending, in walk­
ing and in talking.
Modesty and humbleness.
Mutual sympathy and cooperation, 
and to be united. 10
Observance of God's greatness, 
or being God-fearing, (piety) 1
Prayers 6
Reading,(Reciting the text), or 
listening to it  with reflection  
and concentration. 13
Reflection and harkening to 
reminders. 11
Repentance.
Respect for the under-pri- 
viledged.
Tactfulness and patience in in­
viting to the right path.
Telling the truth.
Worship of God and seeking
refuge in Him, not giving
to despair. 5
18
23
3
21
8
k
19
15
13
22
15
12 18,23
11 3
2
12
16,24
1
19
10
14
23
30
8 , 21 25,51
1,27
3
12
2 2 ,
1,20 13 5 , 38 ,*fl
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APPENDIX j  (CQNT.)
No • The Particulars The numerical orders in the 
Appendio-es
ii. Madinan Only B ©
1. Approaching dwelling fow normal 
entrances•
2. Being peaceful.
3* Casting down one's eyes, and 
guarding one's private parts.
4. Confirming news before acting 
seriously.
5. Covering by women of the attrac­
tive parts of their body in the 
presence of strangers.
6. Emigrating if safety of the faith 
is threatened.
7* Emulating the example of the 
Prophet.
8. Endeavour in seeking God's 
favour.
9. Expiation on breaking oath or 
repeating Jahiliyya words dis­
ruptive to conjugal relations 
such as zihar and 'Ila'.
10. pasting
11. Fighting in the defence of the 
faith.
12. Giving priority to ritual duties 
over mundane activities.
13* Gratitude to God and praising 
Him.
14. Guarding against Satan's se­
duction.
15# Leaving business at the time of 
Friday prayers, and resuming 
normal life thereafter.
16. Maintenance of Mosques.
17. Making peace and settling dispu­
tes •
58
17
45
72
46
37
42
52
48
14
15
47
9
6
19, 62 
50
20, 67
52 1
No. The Particulars The numerical orders in the
Appendices iabf**
A B C  E>
1 *2f..
18. Making wills^ (bequeathing). 57
19. Obdeience to God and His Apostle. 53
20. Observing pilgrimage. 11,24
21. Observing proper manners
when visiting private dwellings,
and in assembling and in addressing. 70,71
22. Observing the principle of reta­
liation a soul for a soul 56
23 • Observing the Qur’anic guidance
in concluding military agree­
ments. 7k
24. Observing the Qur'anic rules
of inheritance. 65
25. Observing the Qur'anic rules 
governing distribution of war 
spoils, and treatment of war
prisoners. 63,64
26. Observing the Qur'anic rules
of marriage and related matters. 59
27* Observing the rights of women in
accordance with the Qur'anic
guidance. 66
28. Preparing for eventualities or 
emergencies, by taking adequate
precautions. 21,68
29. Recording loans and the advisa­
bility of mortgaging for security. 6 0,6l
30. Regarding all men equal, with no 
discrimination except on the basis
of piety. 73
31. Respecting the orphans’ rights. 28
32. Righteousness and good work in
general. 49,54,69
33* Returning greeting in eqqal or
better terms. 35
34. Seeking guidance from the Revelation
when making decisions^giving judgements. 53
3$* Self-denial for God's sake. 16
3 6. Spending on defence. 4
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No. The Particulars Numerical order in B ,B, F, H tke
* L < x r  [ y
B. PROHIBITIONS
i. Common between Mecca and Madlnah A B C D
1. Consumption of carcas, pork or blood. 5 2
2. Disbelief, or polytheism. 6 1 13 23
3* Discrimination on account of prestige, 
and disrespect of the poor. 11 11 22
4. Encroachment on the property of others, 
especially the orphans. 8 3
5* Failure to observe ordinances and 3 
obligations.
,**,5,
10 2 10i,14,42
6. Hastingss,(to be in haste). 3
7* Haughtiness (pride by self-deception), 9 1,9 5
8. Homosexuality. 10
9* Immoderation,(extravagance), 4
10. Indecencies, (obsene acts). 3,10 31
11. Infanticide,(connected with this is 
the resentment of female births). 12 5 2,12 4o
12. Injustice, oppression and aggression, 
especially against the weak. 4 16,29
13. Maligning, scoffing and jeering, re­
viling, nicknaming. 7 43
14. Meanness, and failure to pay one’s 
duties. 11 17
15* Murder. 7 14 21
16. Obstructing God's worship. 1 36
17 • Ostentatiousness. 9
18. Recalling favours. 2
19* Riba, (interest on loans). 6 9
20. Running after wealth. 8
21. Rushing after wealth and prestige in the 
transitory wor!4 and no  ^ paying commitments
22. Siding with the party inimical to Islam.
12
8
49
15
23* Unjust measure or weight. 13 7
24. Zina,(illicit cohabitation). 6 39
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The Particulars Numerical order in -flt j>yFf H
11• Madlnan A
1. Abetting Sins.
2. Abstention without a good reason from 
acts or^consuming things otherwise 
permissible.
3. Accusing or suspecting without founda­
tions .
4. Acting on suspicion.
5. Adopting children as one's own.
6. Back-biting.
7. Behaving contrary to what one teaches 
(or contrary to one’s own teaching), 
or making a show of charity.
8. Changing the order to suit self-interest, 
such as postponing the sacred months to 
suit military or other interests.
9. Cheating and dishonesty.
10. Conspiring and conversing privately.
11. Defection from battle.
12. Devising scandals.
13* Disobedience.
14. Disuniting.
15. Envy,(craving the favours in the hands 
of others).
16. Exposition by women of ordinarily- 
covered parts.
17. False Accusations.
18. Cambling.
19• Giving way to Satan's temptation.
20. Hypocrisy.
21. Insulting or hurting the poor on giving 
him alms,(behaving haughtily to one asking 
alms).
22. Irregularity in carrying out religious 
ordinances.
55
37
25
44
30
46
1,2,4
50
12
34,54
11
4l
33
13
21
32
27
7
28 
4
8
35
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No. The Particulars Numerical order in B tDtFtflf-fjO. xi-oirly tobies
A B C D23. Meddling in the affairs of others 
or posing as unwanted preachers. 58
24. Obtruding by raising unnecessary questions. 57
25- Praying over dead unbelievers. 52
26. Publicising human failures. 48
27* Reluctance to answer the call for 
defending the faith. 51
28. Risking, or exposing oneself to, 
danger• 59
29. Spreading the seeds of discord among 
Muslims. 55
30. Spying on others and intruding on their 
privacy. 43
31. Stealing. 38
32. Succumbing to the distractions of the 
material world. 19
33• Unfulfilling promises or undertakings. 18,47
34. Use of stone alters and of divining 
arrows. 56
35* Vindicating the party on the wrong. 26
3 6. Wine. 6
APPENDIX G
REFERENCES TO VERSES OF THE REVELATIONS ASSIGNED BY NOLDEKE TO THE 
EARLY PERIOD OF MECCA WHICH CONTAIN WORDS USED IN THE SENSE OF CRIME 
OR MISTAKE. I
Chapters Words Verses Chapters Words Verses
XCVT 6 IXXXIX 6 ^ 11
U-L U- 16 j L s 12
LXX IV 5 LXXV j y ^ 6
31 IXXX111 j y ^ r 7
f 41 J)U 32
XC1V jj) 2 r 1 12
XC111 J3U 7 o' >•**■ 12
XC1 8 IXIX 9,37
11 10
w* j 14 II 44
LXXX 41 32
IXVTII 7,26 LI 1 1 39
12 Cr 46
r ‘ 12 59
31 53
f 35 LII r 1 23
LXXIII 16 47
XCIX r * 8 LVI •jr 25
LXXXII 14 46
IXXXI V-J j 9 51,92
LIII i * U I 31 LXX f ! ^ l 42
J3U 2,30 31
r 1 32 LV u ; j 39
32 f Ir*-' 41,43
H 32 I JXi 7
38
r * 52
52
IXXIX 17,37
21
IXXVII f1^ 18,46
LXXVIII 0 ^ 22
526
II
VERSES ASSIGNED TO THE 5TH AND 6TH TEARS OF MECCA
Chapters Words Verses Chapters Words Verses
LIV 47 •J1 y  1 127
J>u 24,47 XXVI r* 10,227
XXXVII f* 22f63,113 J > U 24,30,47,86,
30 97,99.
J)U 69,71 <-J J 14
i cf 32 51,82
f *7**® 34 o'}-*6 166
LXXI 24 J- 91,95,
JXi 24,27 • 224.
r* 24,28 (W 99,200
27 J L-i 1 152,183
LXXVI r ‘ 24 • I 1Olr  1 151
31 •V 0 ***** 216
L j> -» 27
r ‘ 222
25 1 1XV f'-r?-1 12,58
XX 73
*J>U 52,79,85,
J5U 56
92 •1,1 31
to 100 ,
c> 4l
24,33,45, 71oc H • r
f ®/**® 102,74 XIX 14,44
93,121 38,75
<\ 56,116 cfc 20,28
r** 111 38
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Chapters Words Verses Chapters Words Verses
XXX
j* 69 XXI r1^ 95
c'j*-1 86 r * 11,14,59.
XXXVIII 28
* 64,97.
J5U 26
XXV y* 21
55
J 9,17,29,
34,42,44,A 62 72,97.
XXXVI '—1 1 19 r' ^ 1 22,31
62
*t. i 50
f v
v-J J 58
59
XLIII wJ l^tv 1 5 r ' 68
54 70
f** 6 5,74 r*
4,8,19,27
* 37.
LXXII 23 XVII 16
LXVTI CvJ 11 J3U 15,48,67,
J>Li 9,29 97.•^L, 1 7,38
r* 21 ,
XXIII U 1^
jj) 15
75 CwJ 17
106
r *%
31
27,28,41
32
O1}-** 7 •
XXI <-i 1 >^u> 1 9 0 ^
33
o60l J
54 •LI 89,99
V 74,77
r * ^7,59,
74
XXVII
82,99.
11
5 2 8
Chapters Words Verses
**vir
XXVIII
81,92
46,90
(3— 12
54
69
j L«j 1 48
r * 11,14,44,52,85.
49
J5U 17,51,104.
fl^i 53
0 69
74
80
j L»i 1 94
15,29,33,36,50
III
VERSES OF THE LAST YEARS OF MECCA
Chapters Words Verses Chapters Words Verses
XXXII 10 Xvj 29,52
f w 12,22 9,47,55
±8 y 20 j u > 41
r * 22 r * 9,57
XLI 34,46 XI 35,52,1X6
J3-* 29,48,52 21
XLV r* 7 112
J>U 23 3*L, 1 78
3*UI 15,21 6 56,63
(>. 17 j Lj 85
XVI
,r *
r'^>
J J )
3*UI
*+r*
0
j U I
19
31
25
25,36,37,
87,93,125
28,34,45,
119.
35
88
XIV
r*
j
J5U
f1^ '
18,31,V*.
67,95,82,
101,113,
116,117,
103,137.
10
18, 2 7 , 30 ,
36,3^.
36
^9
o'}-*-
0
115
90
90
XII
f *
3*L.I
JXi
22,27,3^,
k z ,
2^,51,53
8,30,95
C*
( *
3'L.I
90,115
28,61,85,
88,113.
10,36
ujj
Vk>>
2^
29,97
29,91,97.
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Chapters Words Verses Chapters Words Verses
r** 23,75,79 r* 14
t * 110 XXXI 17
XL t-J j 3,11,21,55 6,11
J)U 25,33,34,50
r* 11,13CP l^ w 1 28,43 XLII 14,2 7,39,
3*L,I 37,40,46,58 J5U
4 2.
• r*
18,44,4618,52,
XXVIII j 4,77,83 3 * L— 1 25,40
15,50,75,85 37
IU- 8 r 1 37
p.r3'5
f'y-'
12
X r1^ *
42
13,17,50,17,78 75,82.
j - 18,63 30,3 2,88,
<>*•* 32
1
108.
3‘LJ 54,84 12,83
o'j-* uW** 15,9128
VjV J 78 o'j-^ 74,90
21,59,61 <>< 23
XXXIX ->33 7 33
J3U 8,22,23, 
36,37,41* J Lm»> 40,81,91.
XXXIX u 1^ 13 «*y» 59
3*L.I 35,48,51 r1* 13
•r^ 24,32,51
XXXIV 1V 1 25,32
V>W «J 53 J>u 8,24,50.
4*L.I« 4,7 r* 19,31,42
. Uj- 12
28,45
XXXV 3* i_i 8,10,43
8
29,45
0 l«»P 30,36 jjj 18
34 33,37
531
Chapters Words Verses Chapters Words Verses
VII 28,53,80
J  Xa 50,38,53,
37,149,155,
'w, I^ U) 1
178,179,186,
60,61.
31,81.
32,33,157
* • 1 
r 33
(>. 33
fir*-1 40,84,133
j  Lfci 1 86, 103,142
3*UI 95,131,153,
, ’ 168.
o ' ) - * 55
k jjj 100
102,146,163,
J -
165.
146,175,202
157
161
u 1^ 186
r 6 166
*LVl
22,44,4,3,
19,3 7 ,41,4 7,102,160,161,
164,148,150,
162,176. 
5fl~l 16.
71
J1U 5,28,32
i3—» 20,35
25
J 31
49,121
j i t 24,56,74,7 7 ,
w*J
94, 125,116,
119, 140,117,
144,39.
15
21,164
3*UI 54,160
r 1^ 1 55,123,147
119,139,140,
145, 146, 148,
150,151.
n o
r* 121
108,119,145
wilj— 1 141
ok 145,146
A** 151
r* 21,23,47,52,
k t ii:
58.68.82.129, 
*
6,22
14,27,33
j U I 25
MADINAH VERSES
Chapters Words Verses Chapters Words Verses
II
LXIV
e c u
j Li
<j>-«i 
•I* I
6 b**
p
L>-C
3*L,I
•: r'* •
11,30,60,
205,27.
15
16,26,108,
175,198.
26,59,99,
197,282.
34
vni
XLVII
Ikj. 58,81,286.
JJU
65,85,61,
190,192,178,
173.190.229, 
231.
61,93.
158.198.230,
233,234,236,
246.
35,51,54,57,
59,92,95,124,
246,140,114,
145,150,165,
193.229.231, 
246,254,258, 
270.
81,169,271.
90,173,213
169,268.
256
9
2
III
III
flyl
C w  J
8
52,54
LJCI
3*L. 1 29
> 25,5 4,5 5.
18
3*L-I 2,14
cJ 0 19
j Li 22
t-J j 11,16,31,147,
193,135.
o ') -* 112.
(>■ 19
3*LI 30,195,195.
50,93.
J L»> 63
69,90,164.
82,110.
104,110,114.
u 112,152.
135
r 1 178
57,86,94,135,
140,128,117,
151,192,198.
<3~i 5.
53?
Chapters Words Vers es Chapters Words Verses
LVTI
IV
LXV
12
7
16,26,27#
2
14,30,154
14,42,46.
15,19,22,
25.
17,18,31,
110,123.
20,48 ,50,
107,111,112.
23
23,24,128,
101,102.
44,60,88,113,
116,136,119,
143,176.
65.
J
0
O'}-**
0A *
3*UI
LIX
f*
3‘L.I 
*' r*
92, 112.
f l *  7 ,10,30, 110,
74,152,158,
160,168,167,
109179,
1.
1.
5.
8
5,19
LTX
XXXIII
IXIII
XXIV
LVIII
17
5
J)U 36,76.
c l * 5,51,55.
37,38,50#
30
33
o'*-** 36
r 1 58
71
r * 90
J*U.I 2
6.
3
0
(J>-Mfc? 4,55.
21.
c11^ 29,58,60
61.
3JU Uv« 63
* ^ 50
r* 8,9
8,9.
6 t**®’ 8,9.
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Chapters Words Verses Chapters Words Verses
LVJIJ
15 IX 29,37.
XXII 4,9,12 37,U5.
O ^ J 30. r‘^ i 66
41,72. 67,71,112.
XLVTII
p
%
uJU
Cr"
25,46,48,
52,71.
2
5
17
O ^ J  
v-*J 0
r*
91.
95,125.
102.
19,23,36,37,
47,70,71,
IXVI 1. 109.
0
u Itf-Af' 6. V r 1 2,3 ,29,62,
3*L, 1 8. 63,106,107.
11. 3,87,96.
IX
i
cl^
1
9
10
12
<3-~>
3‘L.I
3,25,26,47,
t ! ® 9’
12,77,60,
105.
6.
12,66,65.
XL.I* 6,7,11. 0 18,49.
o ^ crf’ 7. j 32,33,64.
r'1 12 eii^i .CMK\
f** 11. 64>68.
IX 8,24,53,67,
80,96,84.
£ LmO& .CD
u'j-^
i‘L.1
10
9.
 ^L>-
r^ *
O 1}-*
90.
93.
29,39,42,45,
48.51.72.107.
2,62,78,87,
94.107.
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APPENDIX H
KITA^ AL-KABAYIR WA AL-SAGHAYIR• ____
BY
ABU HASAN 'ALI B. Al-HASAN Al-WASITI • • •
The above manuscript which appears on the following pages,tfates 
3«11*739 A.H. Its author flourished late in the 7th.,and in the early 
part of the 8th. centuries A.Ht He* is described as a devoted Muslim,iand is said to have performed pilgrimage 60 times. He was apparently
a Shafi*ite,and an adherent of the Sufi Rifa*ite order. Apart from«
the present work,he wrote another on the linealogy of the founder of 
the said order under the title:'Khulasat al-Iksir fi Nasab Sayyidina 
al-Rifa'i al-Kabirf. (Brockelman,G.A.L. ,5 , and s, II, 213)
The manuscript which best illustrates the trend of writing on sin 
in the post-al-Ghazali era,consists of two parts,babs,and an addenda. 
In the first part the author enumerates 41 sins regarded as kaba1ir, 
or great sins;and in the second part he counts an equal number of Sa- 
gha1ir,or minor sins. He briefly discusses the controversies over 
counting some of them as such;bjit he does not offer textual evidences 
to his claims as his contemporary Shams al-Din al- Dhahabi did in his 
work discussed above in chapter III. In the Addenda, the author die-*- 
cusses the definition of fasiq,a sinner,as a legal term denoting one 
whose evidence in the court is not to be accepted.
He was bornein 65M 12^6), and died in 7330333)
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j fctjjl rLDl ^  sJl
^y^lJ ^  I^ ixur  ^ ^  jJ t ^Uk>J  ^ ^  I <-9j LflJ ^
A.j Ip d.l.J ^ Ao.Vj
537
^  A5lL>. j ±>- d^JuaJ lj <5 Jln> (3^* <S“^  «^ Um>J ^
* 6 JLl>j do>viO^  aJT 4
^o j j  ^ ° 1 ^ ^  ^  1 ^ jj J ^ I—<  ^»l.^J J. IU< Vo ^
^  L L <*T/^  ^
^LU< ^y Jj^l ylj\
A^ ->»^ eJ  ^ <X-«^xa^a.i I dj« A  1 I pJL*J 1 J-& I £ y »  * L^ -AaJ  ^ J  15 
 ^ ^ ^ I O  Ij5^jOji.i JU JLw JUC^  V^o> l*> (_^ ->J l» -l^ sJ
(iJ _^«£j I ^5 LU  I ^0 ^  J lslS  Jrx^J I 4l>>^  <*-^ “^ 3
<w9 JlsJ d5 -^**J \ j  ^ JtP '^ 11 ^  V^J>J ^
^^ 5 ^ WI^ I 'X ^ X m  W im#
<J5 U L> J  I J 5  ^  <*Ji».^ J l j  \jiJ  t  L Ltfu v--'^ -*<5>-«u#J l
— uu j J»£J \ j ^  jJ  \jJ ' 3 ^ 5  f^A#J' J  ^
 ^1 ‘**2 AjJb> aJJ 1 <^*0 ^
538
loaS * U LaJ  ^gpJL; jJ  j  J i  J  ^ \a ^ S j  ^
'3 j 03 J o ^ °j <y j ^ ' *-** lt*-5 V '* ^  
^   ^ ^' <J;5 y  AJ UsJ ^  I £^3 "tj^ r ^ '
(3-*“ J"£ •”•*? ^ ■<*y|> 6u&- Lfc^,fc> L-^u5j j^Af- d^ JLaJ ^
Mr
a$j»*J ^  ^ A>» ^  »>^ JiP a D  ^ (j^j b  ^->-«aa J I <—-<-**^
x^Ju«J ^ JLP A_* V a.,-<«l-J ^  d ^  ^^0 i J L*sJ ij -jJ ^
dj iaj' dj?3 b ^ ' 2^*3
^o *<i <^»J  ^^ \jlio ^  ^  ^*->J I 3  \ j  O l^ *-^   ^ O ^ ““*~'3
C
* aU ^ j5io y» y^o ^  ^  LaJi aJJ ^ Aa->■ j jJ^a \_jJ ^  1 -*-* am yj -> 
I o T ^  ^ a1oj>.^  ^J_rJ ^ Jjb I y  Aa_j5^J ^  * (J LaJ
l5 J JL& ^  -J AHuaJ I ^ J l_^» ^xJ ^ L^ J ^ (j< ^ \aj*2
J^XJL^ t y  J \j>»------ -o '-AA ydJ^ * c lo-LnJ 1
oJ U j *  I  ^ ^ -^ ab J  L^ n->J  ^ A .AJb
^  I ^  (3 j^-** \? O J^!^   ^ O la-f~9 3L.L> I j^ -LoJ I
f c ii^ J  \ \ JU6 J la  ^  ' aJLM ^  'j-^J ' j  L i ' ^
^9 ^ L k j l
"dj .aj^ >  ^ A^ JuJ I ^  JlP ^ ~6jjt.J&  Aa-^ Omi 1 ^
L«^ .jaJ  ^ ^9 \^ J I t--. LJ ^
j>^*'?f ^ U  ^ jJa-J  ^ j j > \-«>^ aJ I * LfJbJ I J  L?
V—9 \ jm  1^ \2 j j * ®  A^ a wL>» 1^ ^  jJ  t <--i JdJ A-«-*.gJ ^
Isl>wb ^  l^ s c iJ  I 'd jZ S j \ ^ y 9  J^l-wa-1 I ~ 6 jj> *J t> j
<^ -^x>J I ^ 3  ^  L^aJ ^  £- Lj-J ^  A JLlfr A-*^  a j I
X^»A»iA.*,Ad(l 1 ^
^uJ ^  t   ^  ^ ^  L^Jlp ^^j»aJ I a 3LaJ ^
5^0
O  Lm l-N  a 1 ^  L sa . 1 ^   ^ l >  J  ^   ^ ^ 9
4 ^ - U J '  y  \j * * *  M y * > £ -£  f » y  4 *  l»  Aj*i
^ ^15lJ ^  A. a^a-^s.) I f*Jh? L / " “^‘"^   ^ ' t *  L^»*S cJ_>-^<a_) ^
l 3 ^ ^ 3  ^ aJLa J  ^ J - aAZLamjo JL>^ a.1-1 ^  ^ la ^
d a > j  R..9 l jJ  I (J \jj • j» l >.x . l  I ^j9 <)j ^ a J  ^ '-S -ui5 j  ^ * 4fl 1 *■  ^ ^
t Jjj ''J Cl* Libj^ U»J ^ JUu  C-* \i>^J I dJU I
dJLlJ I ^  V-Ao^xJ I • . / " f ^  ^   ^ L T ^  f  l»  ^  f  ^
t  &->*y ^JLfr j » 1 y  J  ^  d Z y ^  p 5  L a U
^ Va_»- ^  J dj « a >• 'il ^ d^ li Luo^  * \jLail.<« ^  ^^il
J - f 5 ^  A -^ -jJ  <J»j5 Ly__lo j j b  \ 1 _oJ 1 (3L>-^jJ^ d J u c ^
jijJNO ^  A m t d ^  I d ^ j \ . . A U fl^
( j* ) Apparently it should read
&JL> ^ ^ J ^  ^  ( O  li/ l^j 7^3J ^
1 j5^ ^ 9 Cl) 1 >^-1 -«j./b J1 —L*-*>J 1 I3 1  ^~^3
dUw VxJlI 1 (J La B.,/1 «<» lj -ijij 1 |»^ JLaJ 1 i^-<jS ja V**^  1
dJJ I3 t d^L»J 1 ^s djj3_«J 1 «-lxJ 1 j^S
J------*»*
dJ 1 JjJ 1 -JdJ^-^i • H-' ^ ^ O* * ^~sLsJ 1 J  \s
O  J j ^  «d d d> Ij 6 jjuS> 1 j^A$ ( Vj^ J 1 O  1
j 1^ -^  ^1 L J^wLI >1? l.fty/J 1 Lb I3 • d_> J 1
o* o  ^  ^ 3*3 * d^ ,j>AJ 1 <--* tvuj 15^ dj ij^ > 1 l^jlp
cd*^ JiC’ ^y*3 * ^ -is- ^  d_^ 5> \_r_o dllg>Li? cu 1 Ip ^ b^ ^  1 1
j 5^-***^ 1 —- ■ *«»J ^ JaiJ j • \5-*u U ^  \5” dU Ic IId (-5‘^' L-«v
5^2 6
♦ p jp l d J J ^  djai \ y , j  /i^   ^ ^j9 AJlP <)lD I
V ^  L-uXJ I ^ 9  >—< 1x ^7 ^   ^ ^  J to <l LoJ>» I JUb
• ^JlP I dJL) ^  4uJ  ^ t -iJ I
J a  v t U '  ^
{— taJ 4_U I ^J ^ jS'* 8 J ^ . JU>.«J I AA-Lp
^j9 t  to» |~>P d ll   ^ . JLo.^ .1  ^ ( J j i l j  I «Xouyg>J  ^ -L P
^  ^ JJU^> ^“***“ O -9 JLrJlJ  ^ ci-J \iJ  ^^aa-*ou>J I f j r !  
UJu«A^ djk>w^dJ ^  ..U .V4 d.<») j j ip  IxLao^ I JLo l >  d3 IaJOla*^
APPENDIX
HADii'ft£ CLAIMED TO BIMPLY A SENSE OF COMPULSION• ~ r - - - i
j  Liu ^  dJJ  ^JLaP Lti —L>>^ ^ ^ aju d (j^  dJJ I «1*P
d 1 V_ii J->> ^   ^ La2 *U>* diu -X>. I J Jbj x$y*LcJ ^
 ^ .i A.fto d^AjJ La j  -iaJ 1 9^ J  ts ^ a xJ,9 ^  ^ J  ^ j a U'?. £yi (-5,>^
j **" ° *  ^1 j>» L>> (^ j^M>xJ  ^  ^»l*p  ^ L<  ^t a.U.1^  Lp
p 1 ■•• J dJJ  ^ dJJ I xi^ -4*^  <—a Lw> I ^ja  ^«U>*  ^ Ia^ /sI L4-L5
a L-LuxJ I ^^ a a^P ^  dJJ 1 JUP LJ J -IL-] t * ^Jjb J^rf Lap- d LJ LufcP
J *^ -  ^j ■» j ‘^jp La/ I ,S *^  1  ^  ^* V La/  ^ dujlu ^  I? i J| ">» /mAi 1  ^ 2>U  ^ J
dj 1 >^0^ ^J1 JLP L I culig ^J ' p }KJ1 J5L-, ^ > >  L^> <j I cuJLLbi dJ U-£
O- A? U-L»
j^bj.^u>.U ciisJjI c^ udJ I j  li J ^   ^ ^  O^ J  ^ O  ^ C)5aS’J^ f^wf^
^ ^ a p  ^  dJLJ' -Up «u <-a1>u (j -U ^  y^u CT^ ^-j ^  ^Ua J$ja y '
j J&J L ^/ |^ L> dJLo dJL) t Lo djiaj Is L-fe J <J>  ^ ^  -U> 1^
dJJ I ^yjuuj JLaP jJ/>U l#L/! vj V  Lk >J I a^P j^a  ^ -U>* J  IS a^
VLjaL) 1 ^ L  -u -ui J*».j L-U-Lp^ JLL j ' j  d^ Jp dJJ\
^L> J>   ^ Lao d>^ ju  J^-uJ  ^  ^d j Ip xj^ j/  ^ ^AatiJ  ^ J -U U
C
duuuSj ^J  ^ dj*iu5^  -U.-** V5 fJLu/^  du Ip dJJ I  ^ ^
dJJ ^  xJy** j  xj p ^ Laai 'I  ^ jJ^ P ty y ~ ’>^   ^ do-Xa La xJ ^ «U>sP 
\ .k.v> ^ ^  dJJ^  dJl  ^ o  ^ *^4 ^  O^  ^  ^ d^ Ip dJJ^  ij^+0
q  \ c^ aJ ' O J d 15jJ ' ^   ^>L^ J \ dJJ' J
5kk
J l3 63 JLauj aJ aJ LulX aJ J CL*3 JUs» d li A_jJ \ <>"-*-« -1^*1 ■<* '
aJL-j^  Alt&i >L_j A_U L* o® O  ' d O  W  ^  ' O^ ^
• cj J t aJ&** j L  ^'
£ £ $ 3  ,5 A-*} U *  ^  ^  -*->> A*ju«i. ^  ' O-f j£; >* ' ^  -*-»•
^  dJ .i'xa-L) j j ' -Xo—^ J i ^ iJ ^  ' dJL) ' -Lt ^  <x>.x« -i>^
LrfJb^  «Lj y^ jS'yJjitJkSf ' Li-/ -i> j^J 15 ^ S 22 d^ \-A~A ^  ^ ^   ^ ^
j^j j L*aJ ' 3 ^ 3  f*^ *iy3 Au 1 s> aJLJ ' y^JL^g aJJ ' '■d J  ^  a_U ' -up o^
[ *  Cw-**^j' **' o-^ <j? aa1». -*->• 'o' * 0 3  '
d*v* p2 dJ j Jlo a^a. dJ J ^  o i ^  dJ j  Ji- aaIp dJ j ^
y j * - * ” 2  aJapj aJL>> aSjj ci/ U S ’ ^ j  ^  j * ^ ^ 3  CA-d ' Atf* C*“^ d _ld '
dJL»J' d-^' d®"®*? d® g-d JL*»' o ' aJ ' ^ c^  *d Arf.**** ^ ' 
d®» **-f d*-®-^  V  ' Aj Ip ^ 'j j "li' 1 («*|fc<j A^f o ^  ^ l5^
O_j3L ®^ '“‘"^' d-^' d®-®-? d®-®*rf-J «A>-' o '2 -^fd>» -AuS j liJ' d-^'
aJl.>J ' d-^' d* ®**f d ®-®-?*5 '-•-d' Au.1p ^ 'j  j  ^ A-!-*./
(2) ’* . UJ^-ui
— T
\ O.-/ J J -^/J^-ftJ ' «LP \j»i Jl> O"? A^ U<«9 -l> Y*
aJLJ ' ^j-U aJJ ' d>*“ j O ' [/^  ^ ' o *  a^ ' o^ c ^ d ' o^ (( -*«->*•
Al>J' d-^' d* a-i drf>^d' O®)^' d® ®*rf'' d-^jJ' o' ''d ^  ^^**3 Ad*
1  ^ vJa. b--J  1 j  bJ 1  ^ J*-”-# J^aP dJ ^
( ) • dj->wl 1 1 J  j  »w aJaP dJ pG J LJ 1 1 J*0-*■'?
JL »i.-i« ^  A.i^ < s Ll> «i> 
js> L J 1 xr-« (3 . (•■«« £js> U. ij*  1 (( ( j j  bJ1 ^
vJjb 1 J^ap J aauJ < J « > . ^  I ,J \s {JL^ d-Jp dJJ 1  ^ <-)>**j  o^
(JaP vJaA-J vJ->“ 1 O I? J  ^ V-U>  ^ bJL) 2  b^ s dG_>J 1
 ^ ) • d-L>J 1 J-A1 ^a bU 2 b,*s j  Vjl3 1 »,J-to 1
(j^ \t3-^M< V y>- j& to j} &•+*“ ' jjrf * CK O ^
^ J  L>3 b 1 Jj->^ ui 1 J  Is ( ( JaS-U ) ) fifJb \js 1
O* ' -*** ' o * 6 'x*** Ck -Lh~*w j>^° o^ ^
dJLJl ^  d ill J f j  bbU J  djU^ J  15” J\5 ^
dCj *&lisAf <.l5jG (J-A^>sS (_j5jiS dj^oS*Jk &-Ajaj dJ^ a- b JLb-9^  JU il p-b*^  d^ -lp
j^A LfJ \5lO dJJ 1 u 5  -JSj dUu/^ SUA (^ jA It -L>. 1 ^A p^ UA lo J  L» pG 
J^aij I,; J  Us J  Is d ,JU< B. Am j  1 d^S-«.»> v "*.*5  1^^  j  bJ I3 d^ ->^ .l 1
d j  L«>^ >J l J-a l ^a 5  (J Isi J* jJ  l  ^-U3 \jg 15  ^a5 aJ 31s 1 d_L! l
j *j&uu*mS 6j  \SU2J 1 (,Jjfc 1 j^A \& C /*3  ^  ^La.aJ 1  ^ (^ JaP j^j 1 JJUidjfeuS
d J LiUmJ 1 Jjb 1 It 1 j ^m*jm (J-S 13 LaP 1 J  VaS dj U»*Ll 1 (Jjfc 1 JaP 1 
uL8-*-! ^3 Vs..t<J 1 1 Ia I3 d J L.«UamJ 1 1 iJhA-aJ
5^6
^ i*oJ L  ^ o* ^^  d^V^Jt <Jjb ^
L <—* j5^ ^  nB.Il.Ot ^ 0 -^  O- JAM'.i^  6j.M*£++m9
| - -—V • <JJ^jJJ ‘ j "  'J ‘ ~ - *
y*£> ^  ^  IfluP bj£ JL>» ^ j l k i > J   ^ ^   ^ ^  ^
_/»-*■* O-. (j^r! O* J*** C* ^ (_y.‘>>tf O* °^ ^  O"? * J-)* ^  -L>-
\ ^  Q  \ja* ^  j  \5 J  IS Jj-b -iJ  ^ Jj-U/ |^l ^   ^ <jP 
yj** ' *** oy* -^o r>=^ ' <_>* bJ i I*
CCuu^   ^  ^ dU b  ^ Im dU ^^1 «i buJ J ^  bo j  J5
J bu Lr**5 (j**9 tr^  J* cu^ 3 f't^’ '
J5eJS^ I ji* ju£ Uji <il) j  ^cup)A i J  \5 LJLb Q5&*
J^ J bii ^ J^bui*-# d-"-** b*P J b**^ ^  ^  (d_l*2 aJJ 1 jJU
t j ciUap jj^   ^ ^^  <-*J*l1 Lm< bo-* jj^  I ddJI ciL^ji 
dll ^  J^ahj b  ^\as jJL*»j  A^ Ip dJL)  ^ dJU  ^ o*
p-f^ d* ' Arf9 0>^ -^ 3 p>d  ' <^ r bJ  ^ uU-*  ^ bo '^ f 'J '
p. dU b  ^ bouO dU ^^JL*S^u*4*_y b&_*9  ^J &+-** ~*9 J ^O
p*-^  c5*^-9 (j**9 tr~ d*  ^ d bii p-f^ d* <J^->J' <■ ^  ^
b^ «»  ^J I# Lfi) \yjuu bo^  j^aiSuj  I d-***^  J^P d_U  ^  ^bi^  ^9 C±jj 3 -Xs&-tj
I J • bfc^ yG  ^ bfcj^ x5
5^7
^  Lu JL> ^  I ^  j$w ^  I Lo JL»» __ y
c j  li ^mo^oJ I p I L^<*J Ip ^p  a .•>-JJj i. ‘’^ .i» 6ulL2  \p a*>p ^p  
j  L<u 1 ^» i j  li>  ^  I fJL*^ d j Ip d ll I ^ 0  d ll I j^P J
dJosJ I jj& Lap j|^ flP I JL^ J  ^ y i y dJJI dJLJ I L oJk)
C>JL>. dUI alm3Ip L d l j  jj£> J 15 a$j ju l (Joju
j  L U  ^>1^  ^   ^^  3L^ > I ^ L^J t.jLU  I dj> x l 1
J « p-f-5 L*l" v-* I L J^ ^ f.'LU* }U& I
j** y t ' C k  ^  J  ^  J  C *  f**-* I/* I? r U  ^  -Uj>^0 (j1^  'x > * —  A
. lad 1) I () J J Ai.«.iP I ^  1 fl..y> >• ^ a J  I d JUP ^  .Jo >• Ij u r ^
Aj** O* V**-** ^  -**• (( J CkI? &* ^
dJJ I LyL^ > dJJ I J j —>j  J \3  JjA * djf t jJ b  “ J k  c r * }  H* o *
T» «»~. rl * a *m* >» Ow I  ^ j l  L ^ y^ y*  J  Ia9 (^ >««^ 4^   ^ j l  I fl~_? a a.Ip
do d LI I til Id llU? I |jA«^ 4 C<J  I p -J I dJ J  Id9 AJl>J I ^o Lul>^> l^
^ytd,L>w I (J-a5 JLp dll I dJ J5 I I d Ja; ciJ la. >»^
*^*^ 4  ^j l  0XJ d^  lp d 111 I |^ Ld ^ auJ I J  ld5 di m Q*4j j  L
( ) •" (j“>* r jT g*-*
*^aA4 Lu J>  <■  ^ do.l.«*>Q d 1 ) I mLP L. JL> —— ^
O* "V*"4* O* (JH*-** ' t_j-f' o* da.Loo ^  dJ»j ^p d^ I ^p loI? I
aJLJI j  JlS JlS ^ 1 O-*^ C * /j ?»
Ip ly  tS" .^Jg j*bJ>J 1 dJbs Jl) 1  ^^ LaJ 1 ^ I fJLrJ a_Jp aJLJ 1
- ( ) • ^ L-aJs 1 (3-^  ^"i!
.J?a.S.D lj ) ) .A,«o.>> ^  1 ^j-i 3^ *" ■ **  ^ *^>* —  ^ •
UL> ^  1 ^p josla Lu jl>  (j 1 ~l*p L^a> l 'il is || ^
J  \S Im |kJX.JJ I* Ajutt. I VS^L*ti Cs,« lj lo (J IS \ju VjuP I b~+J I j^ P 
^1p C.u5 A1J  ^ (J 15 p.,1 *u^  Ai Ip A U I ^ JLa ^y* i.l I ^  I d j j t j A  y *  I 
j   ^* 1 I .< a. 11 li^ 9 aJ Lsa 'il iJj -3 CSJ^ <J I  ^ O*
( J • A^  ^I CilJ j  Jj -Ua^  £T/*J {J**"A~' V4^ -*^ \j (3^   ^ o ^   ^^
aJJ 1 -up Us -l* 1^5 .^*nJ ^ A-*.*. <.* I jSb ^  I Lu «l> —  ^ ]
O* o Ck l*- ***.* O-t -**■»*• O* O C* ^ A »J j ' C*
fJL*^  A^ lp aJLJ I y^JLl? A_U I J  IS (J IS ~6jgjJb y^* I j^S> (7 Jp 1^ ^
J5 y^  LU-ajJ 1 o -> J1 ,y> aJJ 1 I ' C*>“^ '
<iu L^> I *il^  aJJ 1^ ^aJui«^ cfi-a-aju lo (^ 3p (jP j^*  ^ <^ >i
lo^  aJJ I j  jtS Js 1 *3^5 I jS" ^ ^  c J Laj  I J^ -* \ s~ J
| ) • O  ^ J*p q-aj IS J j »j  *
5^8
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<Jl3 ja **  S Hr ' , C* j ^  'j  ( j P — I T
t  ^  tfc y *  I I 6y*L>* Lu J l>  J  13 ^^SaJ  ^ ^   ^ A.U  ^ J jP  IjJ —L>- j jtJ b j
jjP  LoJ  ^O"^ ^ * P  & “i  ^><UP <10 dJ I I I .JjP L I ^ a  ■*» dU ^
 ^ ^yS ^t aJL*juj A j lp Al l  ^ ' j L #  aJL) ^ \^yM ij AJ J 
d5^tOj « l>  ^  4 » J j5   ^ titf I <^a I ^ 5*^  LfJfr ^ |^iu
w
i~Sy i^j» l^  U  ^ $ fJU^ dj Ip aJJ J a.L) ^ J  l^ -^,  ^ A^-*^.>»
( ) • tibpl-L> p  «--.^J5J ^
Ao^ J ^   ^ JL>> \^ 1>J I C>~t 
y »*» AJ I A l >  I ^ 1  B~t JL j O P . 5 L C k  ^ 3~^3 ^ 3  -^A~° 3 “!  ^ -*->•
d^j^Jb L  ^  ^oP 0 "f   ^ A_U I «L lP (J I * Lua ^  f SL>J I |^o  JL> J 1^  ^  }L *  L  ^
J \yt>  ^ J^Lp ^JL*4)^ Arf lp aJL) I J^L^ ? A_L) I ^  \ a^ a <« la  ^A \j JL>>
A 1) I ^yeJL>»uJ y  I CJ La >^->J  I "^3 O ^  f  ^  I ^  j  ( "  *• ■' A^ *Ju>
( ) #* O - £ y £ ^  f*
£*-Atl f i*-& j* a.« ,^P (3 \},,/^ ^ I i i  -J->» IjJ -i->-    ^£
jS  «l>. I  ^ \J I* {^ * “3  -^U l J^L^ o ^-jjJ I ,jjp d j^jjt) LI
«euS^ £ cuLJ, i
| j » aJ Aj5-o  ^ C Lum la J-oA,; AJ I { A J.,1.5 .wa
i j  L? 4 A1J  ^ Liu 4 qJ L«0 ^  »l »   ^ Lu -l>  — j O
t ^ y *  I »Lp o   ^ ^   ^ U  L*» W ^
^1«0 ^y* Jul 1 C> Lw  ^ JL>u Cw l5 j 4 Aiiu J>  As  ^ ( Au J >  u^« L-fi>
a^Jl! ^  ^L^Ju J> pjLu>^  A.j Ip aJL) I  ^AJw I ^  ^ 4 ^JLu>^  A^  Ip dJJ ^
O ^" )) t5* J^Lw^  A^  Ip a.1 ) I ^Ju0
pj lo  ^ 4 O ^   ^ * L*i la 4 aJLJ b *  ~6*p  1^ 4 A JUX f j  aJJ I I x a*»
J? L»-  ^ «x5 aJJ  ^ ^  t  jr i  '■&  \ y *   ^ O  ^  ^ * C &
O*.?4 (jr*^ O*#-** CM^ ^  O* ^  ^  \y^ vJ^-f
( ) (( c *-*** ijr * * * *  o * * '  o - t ^ ^
■^■«» >J 1 ^  -U». t ^ j f i . \ y j  \ \jjuu». I   ) ^
^  lja.xa ^  Ja>  ^ «U L»» y *   ^ Li  ^— At Lowu J -tf I — (J Jjj>^
Liu J^>-^  ju o j   ^ 1  ^J Liu ->^ -»*^  ^ 44fc>J  ^ (^*fc>J ^
^   ^ ^   ^ Liu (j* ij JIaJ  ^ i ubP A^uAaJ I y *  I Liu j  * •>> Aa.L««
AuP A-U I J  CUu b <^ ju -X j^ ^P  * I j j  -iJ I ^  1 jJ^ P AJ **£>  ^P
A JJb Lb.uu ^   ^ Aj* ^  A Ip J fjuuj Aj Ip aJJ i ^ £ >  aJL)  ^ ^   ^ J J J L
4 f„Ll I ^uuJ & ?*•>■ J  ^ f < J ^  A-Lto I Au J-46 L-aJiuj)
ClJlS lo ^.^ .LJ I 4 llL l ^  ^luj CiLio^  Cii^  JL^  ^>^.1 ^  <^ it#
tilj -3 ^  -Xu jJ^ uu C*lujiTA.«‘LoJ> j  -Li C^j -Li ^  ^  *• L-L>» C1«aX  ^ ^   ^ *-),£* O-
( ) • (( o £ *  ^ o  ^ ^
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bo »l> 'dl l5 y *  \y A <* ^  I jSu l Lu >i> — j y
 ^ j 9-* -^ " \Lyi 0-< "^AJas,° G*  ^ 0“* “* O* O bb** 0 s"
aJJ I tjX*^  ^ d y * *  j  b>rf y*y*&jp J  ^ ( jt   ^ O^
^  I C^ jj^ is j  jSJ I ^ y  f-b*? *r#-b 
| ) • j  JiL 6 liil>  ^yii (J5 b 1 jju« (—7m<» J
^  1 ^  «Jj 1 J Lu • ^  Lb>» ^  1 Lo • Jio.Vio j^-U Lo JL>» —  j ^
J JT^ > cj Li i & -L>- i A,** 1 ^jS' I <.m+4 a .m. ,J^ o j^S> t -lljb
Ao !>.✓> I j^JLp J^Lw^  rtj Ip aI ) 1 y^L? aJJ 1
t (
1 1 JL^ w j j J  Ia5 • <-o.«f>- a J i Loj j  1 dL^ > j IsiSL/ LoJ t$L9
 ^^  ^Lb*? -^o 'il 1 ’**A^A I A^ w • AAfto ^ l^ jbl 1 ^jy*y*A * ? 1 y  1
du» C^blSC ^ JL^aq C J^xaP lo j a^P ^  aJU 1 JUP J  Ui J  b
^ mJl>«aJ 1 vfjj _io ^ ojl* -^‘.i<-lfxoP U jbLuv  ^Ai4 Ip aJL) 1 Ail J1 o ^
^    J • A. Ip yJL>o^
( j J  J|^aP ^■‘riiJp O*^  ^ L o  —L>» . 1» .X «  ^  A l )  1 —L*P Lo • ! >  _ _  j  ^
a-jJLp a U1 ^ jJ  1 1> J  Ls jap ^ o aJL) 1 jlp b-**—l1 1
( ) •"aIM *l£ I j£ G>^b b{ Jliai < J^i OlSUaJl Jjbl fJ—^
